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ABSTRACT

The auto sacramental, a dramatic genre unique to Spain,
is recognized by most critics as first reaching perfection
with the artistry of Pedro Calderon de la Barca.

Before

Calderon however, this study seeks to prove, based upon the
works published in 1622 in Doze actos sacramentales y. dos
comedias divinas, that the dramatist Jose de Valdivielso
(15607-1638) developed a dramatic formula which produced
true Eucharistic autos.

Until Bruce W. Wardropper noted

that an investigation should be made of Valdivielso*s works
to establish their true historical and literary position,
they have been classified in the school of Lope de Vega.
A review of the a u t o 1s fate before and after Calderon*s
death, includes a description of Corpus Christi Day activi
ties when the autos were presented to climax that religious
feast.

A resume of the genre*s history from the time of

Juan del Encina to Valdivielso*s period serves as the point
of departure for the examination of Valdivielso*s au t o s .
Herein Valdivielso as his contemporaries retained certain
dramatic techniques established in earlier autos;

the one

act allegorical form; dialogue written in polymetry; ana
chronisms to establish timeless reality; and music and dance.
v

Valdivielso's works are examined first for the presence
of the identifying internal literary essential, the
Eucharist.

The conclusion drawn is that Valdivielso's

formula presents the Eucharist as the supreme goal which
each protagonist seeks.

The autos' denouement is Christ's

invitation to the protagonist to partake of the sacrament,
signifying his new state in grace.
The structure of each argumento is studied to determine
the development of the literary essential and the possible
source of the allegory.

Valdivielso used original ideas or

originality in borrowed material consisting of familiar
themes, popular literature, mythology, or the Bible.

Each

argumento is different, based upon the familiar and elevated
allegorically to present the sacramental world.

Into the

basic argumento are woven many ideas so that the dialogue
constantly presents new insights into the original idea.
Prom the familiar base Valdivielso seeks to reach each mem
ber of the audience with an emotional experience, the personal
meaning of the Eucharist to their own well-being.

Theology

as such is not dramatized but its teachings underlie each
argumento.
For the most part the characters are allegorical.
protagonist is the single representative of mankind.

The
His

inner struggle is dramatized with the personifications of
vi

those qualities which seek to destroy him.

These antago

nists are Mundo, Carne, Demonio, and their abstractions.
Their motivation to destroy Man is based upon jealousy and
desire to avenge their exile from heaven for which the soul
is intended.

Christ or His agents are the befrienders of

Man, motivated by the love and mercy which Valdivielso em
phasizes throughout his autos.

Other Biblical figures who

appear recall Biblical or doctrinal associations with the
Eucharist or God's plan for Man's salvation.
The Bible has provided not only language tone but
numerous allusions and anachronisms to maintain a sacramental
atmosphere, to develop character personalities or further
dramatic action.

Mythology and national elements such as

literature and costumbres also provide
the language.

literary images in

Under literature are found the contrafacta,

parodies a lo divino of popular songs and verse which en
hance the autos with their new sacramental interpretation
as well as with the music and dance they may bring from the
temporal world.
Psychologically Valdivielso*s autos are appealing and
should win. devotion to the Eucharist.

Through his formula

Valdivielso has expressed the joy, hope, and love which the
sacrament signifies, and which Corpus Christi Day was in
tended to celebrate.
vii

CHAPTER I

THE HISTORY OF THE AUTO SACRAMENTAL

Introduction:1

a

Summary of Scholarship

In the wealth of Spanish literature from all ages the
Golden Age drama sparkles forth as a precious diamond.

The

The first chapter of this study is intended as an ori
entation to the study of the autos sacramentales by Jose de
Valdivielso and not as original material.
It is not within
the scope of this introduction to give more than a summary
of the background material which is necessary before concen
trating on any one particular writer.
Broader knowledge of
the historical background may be gleaned by consulting the
references cited.
Two procedures which will be used throughout this study
are mentioned here and will not be referred to again. The
first of these procedures concerns those works consulted in
the Library of the Hispanic Society of America. All footnote
and bibliographic references follow the form adopted by Clara
Louisa Penney in Printed Books 1468-1700 in The Hispanic
Society of America (New York: The Hispanic Society of America,
1965).
In quoting from the old texts an attempt has been made
to retain the geniune flavor of the literature. Three excep
tions will be noted however. An effort has been made to
modernize the accentuation, abbreviations has been developed
into the complete spelling of the word with parentheses in
dicating those letters not found in the original text, and
the "Sn of modern transcription has replaced the long "sM or
"f". A precedent for these changes or additions may be seen
in the edition of Psigues y Cupido made by Enrique Rull and
published as " ‘Psigues y Cupido1, auto sacramental de

1

surprising number of basically good comedies written by an
equally astounding number of dramatic geniuses in that short
period bridging the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is
still unique in any literature, at any time.2

The attention

given by scholars, both past and present, to the Golden Age
comedia has been a constant polishing of the diamond that
the students of Spanish literature might have a greater know
ledge and, thus, appreciation of its beauty and value.

One

facet of that diamond however has long been neglected in the
polishing work of scholars which has not permitted the true
brightness of the gem to be revealed.

This facet is the auto

sacramental, a dramatic art form unique to Spanish,3 which

Valdivielso," Segismundo (Madrid), No. 3 (1965), 1-193.
2Hugo Albert Rennert, The Spanish Stage in the Time of
Lope de Vega (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1963, An
unabridged and unaltered republication of the text of the
work first published by the Hispanic Society of America in
1909, The "List of Spanish Actors and Actresses, 156Q-1680"
appended to the first edition has been omitted in this new
edition.), p. xi.
3As yet no one has been able to give an exact answer to
the question of why Spain alone produced the Eucharistic
drama.
The earliest explanation given to this question was
by Gonzales Pedroso who simply stated that the auto sacramen
tal grew as an arm against the heretical happenings in the
North. Autos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del
siglo XVII, ed. by Eduardo Gonzales Pedroso, Biblioteca de
Autores Espanoles Tomo LVIII (Madrid: Los Sucesores de
Hernando, 1924), pp. xviii-xx; lix-lxi.
This idea was accepted for a long period of time and was
repeated by Angel Valbuena Prat in his discussion of Calderon’s

3
flourished in the Golden Age.

The auto was as popular with

the Spanish public as was the comedia, and was practiced by

works:
"Calderon repune en ellos, de una parte, todos los
elementos esenciales del dogma y pensamiento teologicos: y de otra, aquellos que interesaban especialmente de su epoca, como basicos en la disputa
de catolicos y protestantes. Asi, el problems de la
gracia y libertad, el dogma de la Transustanciaci£n
y el de la Inmaculada Concepcion ocupan lugar preferente."
Quoted by Federico Carlos Sainz de Robles, Ensayo de un diecjonario de la literatura I, (Segunda Edicion; Madrid: Augilar,
1953), 105
It is strange that the above men would have continued
to accept the theory of Gonzalez Pedroso for already at this
time J. P. Wickersham Crawford had weakened this explanation
with his investigation of the Codice de autos viejos. wherein
he noted that only three of the ninety-six works displayed an
anti-Protestant or anti-Lutheran attitude. Spanish Drama
before Lope de Vega (Second Edition reprinted with corrections
and Bibliographical Supplement by Warren T. McCready; Phila
delphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1967), p. 148.
For the students of the genre today the most scholarly
idea put forth on the uniqueness of the auto in Spain is to
be found in the article by Marcel Bataillon, "Essai d'expli
cation de 1 1auto sacramental", Bulletin Hispanique, Tomo
XLII, no 3 (1940), 193-212. First Bataillon questions the
old answer given by Pedroso:
"D'abord, au cas ou ce genre de theatre aurait ete
considere en son temps comme ayant une valeur apolo*
getique contre heresie, n fest-il pas vraisemblable
qu'il aurait ete imite, ou du loins loue par les
catholiques dans d'autres pays, particulierement en
France, ou la lutte contre le . protestantisme avait
pris l'acuite* d'une guerre civile, et d'une guerre
ou l'Espagne interveniat? D*autre part, ce theatre,
en Espagne meme, ne r€v£lerait-il pas son inspira
tion par son contenu et n'y trouverait-on pas de

such leading playwrights as Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina,
Mira de Amescua, and Pedro Calderon de la Barca.

Until

frequentes allusions aux heretiques qui obscurcissent la gloire du Saint-Sacrement?" (p. 195)
His explanation then of the auto sacramental *s development is
"Bn deux mots, la naissance d'un theatre eucharistique destin€ %. la F&te-Dieu nous semble &tre
non un fait de Contre-Rgforme. mais un fait de
Reforme catholique. Elle met en lumibre la volonte d'epuration et de culture religieuses que
animait alors 1 C l i t e du clerge* particulierement en Espagne; volontS de ramener les cfirfimonies catholiques & 1*esprit dans lequel elle
avaient.
institutes, volonte de donner aux
fideles une instruction religieuses que les
fit aller au dela de la foi du charbonnier, qui
leur fit sentir, sinon comprendre, les myst&res
fondamentaux de leur religion. Bref, les re
presentations theatrales de la Fete-Dieu commencent A dtgager la le?on religieuse de cette
fete pour la meme raison que commencent alors
A se repandre les doctrinas, les catechismes
faisant appel a autre chose qu'a la raemoire.
C'est pour des raisons analogues que le culte
du Rtdempteur reprend alors le pas sur le culte
des Saints, I'essentiel sur l'accessoire.
Le
mystfere eucharistique revendique la place qui
lui revient au centre des r^jouissances populaires de la F&te-Dieu, le joyeux tumulte de
celles-ci l'ayant trop fait perdre de vue," (p. 198)
To the above we should also add or remember that to
permit the development of this type of religious drama Spain
had an additional asset, not found in the other European
nations, in her outlook at life in this period. This asset
is stated by Alexander A. Parker:
" . . . apart from their 'literary1 reasons for the
survival of this type of drama, there is a C u l t u r 
a l 1 reason which must not be overlooked, and which

recently the auto sacramental was either dismissed entirely
from studies of Spanish drama, or when included, was ridi
culed in such a way that interest in its further investiga
tion was easily and quickly discouraged.4
What brought about this dismissal and neglect?

What

caused this once popular dramatic genre virtually to vanish
overnight?

These questions were answered by Jaime Mariscal

de Gante who said that the auto sacramental simply had ful
filled its purpose and, as a human being, "died of old age."5
No doubt there is some truth in this answer for with a more
enlightened or sophisticated public the allegorical dramas

of itself might have achieved the same result,
the fact, namely, that the Renaissance in Spain
was never permitted to break with the traditions
of mediaeval life and culture, but on the con
trary, was so directed as to revivify them and
anake them bloom afresh."
"Notes on the Religious Drama in Mediaeval Spain and the
Origins of the 'Auto Sacramental1", The Modern Language Re
view, XXX (1935), 182.
Consult also Bruce Ware Wardropper, Introduccion al teatro
reliqioso del siolo de oro. (La evolucion del, auto sadramental: 1500-1648) (Madrid: Revista de Occidente, 1953), pp.
109-120. Hereafter cited as Introduccion.
4George Tyler Northup and Nicholson B. Adams, An Intro
duction to Spanish Literature (Third edition revised; Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1960) , pp. 275; 311.
5Jaime Mariscal de Gante. Los autos sacramentales desde
sus orxgenes hasta mediados del siglo XVIII (Madrid: Biblioteca Renacimiento, 1911), pp. 329-330 passim.

may have been losing their appeal.
complicated than this.

The matter was more

Upon investigation three factors

appear to be the principal reasons for the disappearance of
the autos sacramentales.

The first of these is the

effect

of the popularity of Calderon de la Barca as a writer of the
autos.

The second factor is the effect of certain social,6

political and literary events in eighteenth century

Spain.

The third factor, arising out of the second, is the

type of

criticism or scholarship accorded to the autos sacramental.es
in the eighteenth century and on into the present.
Pedro Calderon de la Barca, as a writer of autos sacra/

mentales, dominated the sacramental stage with his works from
1648 until his death in 1681.

This was the period of supre

macy of the auto sacramental and Calderon, then as now, was
acclaimed its greatest artist.

While alive, his reputation

had become so great and so much esteem had been accorded to
his autos,
1'

that after his death his domination of the Corpus

Christi presentation was to continue.

/*

Other playwrights who

6See pages 37-38, of the present work for attitudes of
foreign observers to the Corpus Christi celebrations in Spain.
Such attitudes colored many Spaniards' minds against their own
art.

attempted to have their works accepted for this feast day
celebration, as a general rule, met with the refusal of the
authorities in charge of selections.7

A continuation of the

writing of autos sacramentales did take place for a time
after Calder£n's death but with apparently no encouragement
and little hope for recognition in the genre.

Moreover

writers such as Agustin Moreto and Francisco Bances cSndamo
were not able to produce autos of a caliber equal to those of
Calderon nor did they follow his line of theological dramati
zation.8

a

state of decadence did set in but this does not

mean that at a later date a new genius might not have risen,
given the opportunity.

Calderon's autos not only overshadow

ed new contributions to the genre, but also erased from the
public's memory the works of his precursors and contemporar
ies.

This is an extremely important point which must be

remembered in studying various criticisms and definitions
written for the autos sacramentales.
By mid-eighteenth century the productions for Corpus
Christi day were limited to the works of Calderon.

It is

7Alexander Augustine Parker, The Allegorical Drama of
CalderSn, An Introduction to the "Autos Sacramentales" (Oxford-Londom The Dolphin Book Co. Ltd., 1943), pp. 10-13
^
passim. Hereafter cited as The Allegorical Drama of Calderon.
®The discussion and analysis of autos written by Moreto
and Candamo are presented by Mariscal de Gante, op. c i t ., pp.
333-374.

interesting to note that it was at this point in the century,
when the works of the master artist were supreme, that the
death knell was sounded for the genre.

This came in 1765

with the decree issued in the reign of Charles III which
banned the production of the autos sacramentales as a part of
the religious observance of Corpus Christi:
. . . teniendo presente S. M. que los autos
sacramentales deben, . . . , prohibirse, por
ser los teatros lugares muy impropios y los
comediantes instrumentos indignos y desproporcionados para representar los Sagrados
misterios de que tratan, se ha servido S. M.
de mandar prohibir absolutamente la representacidn de los autos sacramentales. . . .9
No mention is made above that the auto sacramental as a public
spectacle was guilty of literary or dramatic faults.
criticism is concerned only with external factors:

The
the im

propriety of the stage and its actors to represent sacred
themes and personages.

This type of criticism had been ex

pressed in the seventeenth century.10

it reappeared in the

Emilio Cotarelo y Mori, Bibliografxa de las contro
versies sobre la licitud del teatro en Espana (Madrid: Re
vista de Archivos, Bibliotecas, y Museos, 1904), p. 657.
10Early critics of dramatic art in general were church
men. The following is a summary of their typical criticism of
dramatic art and the auto sacramental as a part of it: Juan
de Mariana bemoaned the commonness of actors who took part in
the autos or any other religious festivities. He despaired
of the dances which accompanied these religious feasts and
would ban all such activities and personages from the churches.

9
eighteenth with so much vehemence that the auto was pro
hibited.

An investigation of the aesthetic value of the

The entremes, a short dramatic sketch which was presented
before the auto, but which usually had no bearing upon it,
was the only drama form attacked by Mariana for the baseness
of its subject matter.
See "Tratado contra los juegos pdblicos," Obras II, Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, XXXI
(Madrid: Los Sucesores de Hernando, 1909), 421-424 passim.
Alonso de Ribera, a churchman, was equally vehement in
his denouncement of the theatrical personages.
In his eyes
anyone attending such performances, no matter how "pure" be
fore, would leave the theater a corrupted man. He suggested
that actors in religious plays should follow the Old Testa
ment laws of purification (Levi 1; Ex 19) in preparation for
their appearance. Such preparation he concluded, however,
would not alleviate all the wickedness and therefore:
"no
s61o se avfan de derribar los teatros, y desterrar los poetas
destas cosas, sino cerrar las puertas de las ciudades y
pueblos a los comediantes, como a gente que trae consigo la
peste de los vicios y malas costumbres. Y en ninguna roanera
admitirlos para ta(n) santificadas fiestas, sino antes se
les aula de dar dinero porque no representassen en ellas",
from Historia sacra del sacramento contra las heregias destos
tiempos (Madrid: Luis Sanchets, 1626), f. 287/[AA6],
For
entire opinion see ff. 277/[AA]-287/IAA6]. [All citations
of the Bible will be made with the English abbreviations.}
Similar statements may be found in Cortarelo y Mori.
Biblioqrafia de las controversies sobre la licitud del teatro en Espana. Among these see Fr. Jose de Jesus Maria,
writing in 1600. "Primera parte de las excelencias de la
virtvd de la Castidad," pp. 376-378. The anonymous Didlogo
de las comedias of 1620 may also be consulted, pp. 218-219.
See also Rennert, o p . cit., pp. 259-265; 313-317 passim.
One writer who varied from the above pattern of criti
cism was P. Manuel Ambrosio de Filguera. He agreed that
dramatic representations were out of place when presented
within the sanctuary of the church, due to the immoral lives
of the actors, the music and dancing which encouraged ribalry;
and the mingling of men and women. This churchman did however
i

10
auto sacramental was first initiated in the eighteenth
century but ?. . . aun entonces las cuestiones estdticas
estaban supeditadas a criterios dticos o politicos."11
These investigations were limited to the works of Calderon
which by this period were the only ones known and, as al
ready stated, being performed.12

Of this criticism Alexander

.A. Parker says:
One can without qualms dismiss all the purely
literary criticism, where the autos are con
cerned, as short sighted. . . .
It would never
have occurred to them [critics] to try to under
stand them, for the autos represented an intel
lectual and artistic world which had become re
mote from the prevailing culture of Europe.12
The "prevailing culture," of course, was that of France
with its neo-classical ideas for literature.

These ideas.

point out specifically that the autos sacramentales written by
Calderon de la Barca were free from guilt and were " . . .
a
mayor devocion y veneracion del admirable sacramento de la
Eucaristxa y a* los beneficios que de Dios han recibido los
hombres." Cited "Si sea lxcito hazer los avtos sacramentales
en las iglesias," dated 1678, and found in Cotarelo y Mori,
op. cit., pp. 260-262,
11

•*

Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 9.

^2Marcelino Menendez Pelayo, Historia de las ideas
esteticas en Espana, V (Segunda Edicion; Madrid: Sucesores
de Rivadeneyra, 1903), 255.
12Parker, The Allegorical Drama of Calderon, p. 19.
[Brackets are mine].

11
already known to many Spaniards, had become of special in
terest to the nation in 1700 when the French Bourbon dy
nasty began its occupancy of the Spanish throne.

It was

only natural that Spanish men of letters should analyze their
own literature's decadence by studying it in the light of
the French ideas.
to suffer.

In this analysis the auto sacramental was

As stated by Eduardo Gonzalez Pedroso, an early

scholar of the genre:
. . . eran los autos composiciones gue a nada
francis se pareclan; y si, despues de haber
tenido por admirador al gran Corneille, no
inspiraban respeto las obras profanas del
repertorio espanol, ique especie de consideraciones podlan reclamar esotros dramas. . .
Gonzalez Pedroso follows this statement with a denouncement
of the leading critics who were prominent Spaniards Bias
Antonio. Nasarre, Jose Clavijo y Fajaro, and don Nicolas
Fernandez de Moratln.

The auto was treated unjustly by them

in their criticisms, for they refused to study it in its true
light, that of a unique Spanish drama form, popular with all
classes of the. Spanish people.

The uniqueness of the auto

sacramental meant that it could not, and should not, be examined in the light of French neo-classical art and rules.

15

*

^4Autos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del
siglo XVII. p. viii*
^ T h e prologue to the 1749 edition of Cervantes*
comedias and entremeses was a study of the Spanish drama

12
According to Gonzalez Pedroso it was the negative and biased
j

attitude expressed in the writings of these men, rather than
a disinterested Spanish public, which was responsible not
only for the abolishment of the auto, but also:
. . . desde la proscription fulminada en 1765,
. . . contra el genero de poesla . . . hicieron
los escritores caso de honra el sustentar la
validez de las crlticas en aquella coyuntura
formuladas, absteni£ndose de m£s prolijas investigaciones.

written by Bias Antonio Nasarre. ' Herein he stated that the
autos sacramentales were ". . . la interpretacidn cdmica de
rl,as Sagradas Escrituras, llena de alegorlas, y metSforas
violentas; de anacronismos horribles; . . . mezclando, y
confundiendo lo Sagrado con lo profano." Comedias y entremeses de Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra divididas en dos tomos
con una dissertacion. o prologo sobre las comedias de Espana
(II vols;; Madrid: Antonio Marin, 1749), I, [A8].
Elements essential to the art of the auto sacramental
were allegories, metaphors, anachronisms and the so-called
mixture of the sacred with the profane. These devices were
out of keeping with the dramatic rules of neo-classicism and
as Nasarre above, Clavijo and Moratln attacked such usages.
As these devices were not accepted in neo-classic art the
Spaniards considered the autos ridiculous forms, neither dramas
nor poetic compositions. Moratln noted in particular in; his
criticism the works of Calderon de la Barca. Nicolas Fernan
dez de Moratln, "Desenganos al theatro espanol, respuesta al
Romance Liso, y Llano y Defensa del Pensador." Obras de
Moratin (Madrid: No date, no publisher, pamphlet volumn), pp.l
-80 passim.
The criticism of Clavijo was entitled "Juicios" and the
writer used the pseudonymn of El pensador. Three of the
"Juicios" from Qtosd Clavijo y Fajaro*s "Juicios sobre los
autos" from El Pensador matritense, Discursos crlticos^sobre
todos los asuntos que comprende la sociedad civil may be read
in Cotarelo y Mori, o p . cit., pp. 157-160.
*gAutos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del
siglo XVII, p. ix.

13
Various texts may be consulted for detailed information
concerning the controversy in which the above Spaniards took
part.

17
'

For the present study it is necessary only to note

the effects of their criticism; the prohibition of the per
formances of the autos; and the attitude of later scholars
toward the auto.

The effect of the ban placed on the auto

sacramental is evident.

From that time on the auto sacra

mental , for all practical purposes, was to ha a literary
g e n r e . T h o s e students who wished to investigate it must
do so by reading, for the opportunity to witness an actual
performance, with all its color and ceremony, was destroyed
with the decree of 1765.

19

The attitude of later scholars

^ M o d e r n scholars of the religious drama who have out
lined the eighteenth century controversy are: Wardropper,
Introduceiob, pp. 7-12; Parker, The Allegorical Drama of
Calderon, pp. 10-24; Angel Valbuena Prat, Literatura drama
tic a espanola (Barcelona: Editorial Labor, S.A., 1930),
pp. 280-284; Menendez Pelayo, o p . c i t ., V, 254-277 passim.
Ludwig Pfandl, Historia de la literatura nacional
espanola de la edad de oro, translated from the German by
Jorge Rubio Balaguer (second edition; Barcelona: Editorial
Gustavo Gili, S.A., 1952), pp. 473-474 passim.
^Performances of autos sacramentales which have been
presented in the present century are mentioned in the follow
ing works: Pfandl, oj>. cit., pp. 473-474 passim; Sister M.
Francis de Sales McGarry, The Allegorical and Metaphorical
Language in the Autos Sacramentales of Calderdn (Washington;
D.C.: The .Catholic University of America, 1937), p. 52;
Angel Valbuena Prat, Calderon, su personalidad, su arte
dr£matico, su estilo, y b u s obras (Barcelona:Editorial
Juventud, S.A., 1941), p. 189. See also Valbuena Prat's
Historia de la literatura espaflola (3 vols. '• Barcelona: G.
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is well exemplified by Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, writ
ing thirty years after the issue of the royal decree;
En medio de los mayores progresos de
nuestra draraltica se conservo esta superi sticiosa costumbre hasta nuestros dlas,
en que los llamados autos sacramentaies
fueron abolidos del todo. Y sin duda que
lo fueron con gran razdn, porque el velo
de piedad que los recomend6 en su origen
no bastaba ya a cubrir, en tiempos de mas
ilustracion, las necedades e indecencias que
malos poetas y peores farsantes introdujeron
en ellos., con tanto desdoro de la santidad
de su objeto como de la dignidad de los
cuerpos que los veian y toleraban.2®
Jove llanos agreed with Clavijo and Moratln in their arguments
against the auto sacramental.

He saw nothing in the genre

worthy of a serious reevaluation.

In the following century,

the nineteenth, scholars George Ticknor

21

and Friedrich

Bouterwek were continuators of the above beliefs.

The latter's

criticism, extreme in its'"display of religious prejudice, is
an example of yet another type of criticism levied against
the auto:

Gili, 1937), II, 257 and Historia del teatro espanol (Bar
celona: Editorial Noguer, S.A., 1956), p. 326.
20

Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, "Memoria para el
Arreglo de la Policia de los Espectaculos y diversiones
publicas y sobre su origen en Espaha,r (Primera parte), Obras
escogidas, ed. by Angel del Rio, Clctsicos Castellanos, 110
(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, S.A., 1935)', I, 267-68.
^^George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature (III
vols,; New York: Harper and Brothers, 1849), II, 227-234
passim.
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. . . in these spiritual dramas, reason and
moral feeling are so perverted by extrava
gant and fantastic notions of religious
faith, that it is impossible to forbear
congratulating those nations whoe better
fate has excluded them from amusement of
this kind.22
Today scholars recognize the fact that such statements overlain with tones of religious prejudice have little value.22
Of the neo-classical criticism it is realized that it too
was based on a type of prejudice and that the critics had
not studied sincerely the art form which they were con
demning.2^

However evident this may be to us today, the

fact remains that conditions in the eighteenth century made
it possible for the influence of the negative voices to
overcome any voice raised in favor of the autos25 and to

22

Friedrich Bouterwek, History of Spanish and Portuguese Literature, translated by Thomasina Ross from the original German (II vols.; London: Boosey and Sons, 1823), I,
521.
23Pfandl, o p . cit., p. 468.
24Parker, The Allegorical Drama of Calderon, p. 24.
2^One Spaniard who did attempt to keep the auto sacra
mental alive was Christoval Romea y Tapia. He did not note
specifically the uniqueness of the form, but he did see that
Spaniards, Moratln in particular, were attempting to destroy
a popular art element in their own country and, in so doing,
undo the fame of their great artist, Pedro Calderon de la
Barca. Juan Christdval Romea y Tapia, El Escritor sin
Tltulo. Discurso primero, dirigido al autor de las noticias
de moda (Madrid: Don Benito Cano, 1790), pp. 157-193; 87120; 121-157 passim. See also Men€ndez Pelayo, op. cit.,
V, 272-277 passim.
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destroy a truly national creation.2®
Foreign interest in Spanish literature in the nine
teenth century brought about a renewed interest in the
comedias of Calderoli among the German Romantics.2^

The

autos written by the man were investigated also, in this
reaction against neo-classical criticism of the preceding
century.

Of the whole of nineteenth century criticism, es

pecially as it regarded Calderon's autos, A. A. Parker made
three divisions and summarized them as follows:
. . . the first is the period of romantic
exaltation in which critics are swept off
their feet by what they thought was a daz
zling revelation of a transcendent world;
the second in which all the emphasis is on
the truth or falsity of Calderon's doctrines,
and in which criticism enters into alliance
with controversial apologetics.
The third
school, which flourished in the last thirty
years of the century, overlapping well into
the twentieth, is characterized mostly by
critical preoccupations of a more 'aesthetic*
nature and by a theory of literature in which
romanticism is superseded by 'realism'.
Though the standpoint is different we return
to something very close to neo-classical
criticism.
The whole technical basis of the

2®Parker, The Allegorical Drama of Calderon, p. 26.
27

An evaluation of nineteenth century criticism and
the critics may be read in Parker, Ibid., pp. 27-46 passim.
The bibliography which he gives to accompany this section
will be helpful to those who wish to pursue the matter.
I b i d ., pp. 53-57.
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autos is dismissed either as primitive and
therefore outmoded or, more commonly, as in
fundamental contradiction to the established
laws of art.28
This summary shows that a somewhat favorable attitude toward
the auto sacramental was inaugurated early in the century.
The continuing interest in the genre resulted in various
studies, based on Calder6n's autos, but the studies did not
bring forth a true understanding of the nature and purpose
of the auto sacramental as an entire genre.
One work of the century does deserve more mention here,
for it may be considered the turning point in the history of
scholarship on the auto sacramental.29

in 1865 was published

the first collection of dramatic works which were designated
for the Corpus Christi celebrations.

The collection, pre-

faced by Eduardo Gonzalez Pedroso*s historical study

of

the auto sacramental, contained representative works of

28Ibid., p. 41.
28wardropper, Introduccion, p. 11.
30Autos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del
siglo XVII, pp. vii-lxi.
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anonymous writers as well as Gil Vicente, Juan de Pedraza,
Juan de Timoneda, Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Jose" de
Valdivielso, Calder&nde la Barca, Agustln Moreto, and
Francisco Bances Candamo.

For the first time readers had

at their disposal one work from which it was possible to be
come familiar not only with the religious drama called thfe
auto sacramental, but also with its history.3^- Moreover,
the text made it possible to trace the auto1s development
through the years with the various playwrights.

Today this

collection of autos sacramentales is still the only such
workable edition.33
In the present century the auto sacramental has been
a matter of concern to several outstanding Spanish scholars.
The first of the three men outstanding in this respect, is
Angel Valbuena Prat.

In 1924 the doctoral thesis of

3^Wardropper, Introduction, pp. 13-15 passim.
32

Angel Valbuena Prat praises without reserve the his
torical study made by Gonz&lez Pedroso.
In speaking of 'the
selection of works to form the collection, and the authors
as well, Valbuena Prat disagrees with the choice of represen
tative works.
It must be remembered that this was an initi
al effort and therefore "faults" may be expected in the
light of modern research and scholarship.
"Los autos
sacramentales de Calderon (Clasificaci6n y dnalisis)",
Revue Hispanique, LXI (1924), 1-2. Gonzdlez Pbdroso is
cited for his poor choice of anonymous autos by Leo Rouanet
editor of Colecci6n de autos, farsas, y coloquios del siglo
XVI, Bibliotheca Hispanica (IV vols.; Barcelona: "L*Aveng"
Ronda de l'Universitat, 1901), I, ix.
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Valbuena Prat was published which classified and gave analyses of the sacramental drama of Calderon de la Barca.
Alexander Augustine Parker, presently of the University of
Edinburgh, followed Valbuena Prat in the study of Calderon
and the auto, approaching the works from the point of view
that for full appreciation the poetry must not, could not,
A

be divorced from the theology.

d

The third of these scho

lars is Bruce .Ware. Wardropper who has written the most
complete study available on the evolution of the auto
sacramental, tracing its historical background up to 1648
or the time of Calderon.

The major works of these scho

lars along with articles and similar contributions by other
students of the genre now in this century are slowly breaking
down the old concepts which long have held the auto sacra
mental in obscurity.-*6

as

both Parker and Wardropper point

Valbuena Prat, "Los autos sacramentales de Calderon,"
pp. 1-302.
34

Parker, The Allegorical Drama of Calderon, pp. 46-

49.
3^Wardropper, Introduccion. For a review of this book
and its importance to the study of the auto sacramental see
Josd Montero Padilla, "Review of Introduccion al teatro
religioso del siglo de oro," Revista de filologTa espanola,
XXXIX (1955), 365-368.
36Study and evaluation will make it evident to stu
dents of the auto that these three men are the outstanding
authorities in the genre. The scholarship of Wardropper
and Parker, in particular, has been accepted for the present
study as the final authoritative opinion in controversial

out, there yet remains much work to be done.

Wardropper

notes in particular that the excellent scholarship lavish
ed on Calderon de la Barca has brought about the £alse con
cept that Calderon alone was responsible for the auto
sacramental.37

To see that this is the general consensus,

one needs only to glance through the more popular histories
of Spanish literature.

Essentially they all express the

idea of Romera-Navarro when he acclaims the dramatist
"nuestro poeta guien escribio mayor numero de autos, y
guien, combinando el simbolismo con las necesidades esc&iicas, las did su forma mas perfecta."38

Further dis

cussion to explain the "mas" in such statements is not
found.38 ‘ In fairness to Calderon, as well as to the play
wrights who preceded him, an attempt should be made to
establish the contributions made to the genre before

matters concerning the history of the auto, and as far as
possible in the original study of the works of Jose de
Valdivielso.
3^Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 7.
38M. Romera-Navarro, Historia de la literatura espaflola (segunda edicion; Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1949),
p. 384,
■*9It must not be construed that the praise accorded
the sacramental drama of Calderdn is unjust. Valbuena Prat
and Parker have well evidenced the man's genius.
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Calderon's appearance and to recognize to which of the
various writers these contributions should be attributed.
One forgotten precursor of Calderdn in the art of
writing the auto sacramental was Josd de Valdivielso.

A

priest who devoted his literary talents to the auto,, as well
as to religious poetry and c o m e d i a s ,40 Valdivielso appears
to have been a popular and well known figure in the Spain
of his age (15607-1638) .^

The popularity of the man and

Because Jose de Valdivielso limited his literary
works to subjects of a religious nature Lope de Vega con
ferred upon him the title of "El Divino":

loseph canta a loseph, Ioseph humano
Canta a Joseph divino, y el divino,
Si crecieran sus meritos sus loores
M£s divino guedara de su mano,
Y assi el humano a ser divino vino
Entre tantos sagrados esoritores;

From the dedicatory poem by Lope de Vega for Jose de Val
divielso's V i d a , excelencias. v mverte del Gloriosissimo
Patriarca £ esposo de nuestrd Senora, San Ioseph (Madrid:
Imprenta del Reyno, 1638), f, (sig.) / [73.
4lpor the known biographical facts of Jose de Valdi*vielso see Cayetano Alberto de la Barrera y Leirado,
Catcilogo bibliogrSfico y biogr^fico del teatro antiguo
espaftoldesde sus origenes hasta mediados del siglo &VIII
(Madrid: M. Rivadeneyra, 1860), pp. 412-414. See also
J. M. Augirre, Josd de Valdivielso y la poesxa religiosa
tradicional (Toledo: Imprenta de la Diputacion Provincial,
1965), pp. 11-30.
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the consideration given his literary talent and judgment are
well attested by the number of aprobac iones^2 which he wrote
for works of that era, by the appearance of his shorter pieces
in poetry

c o l l e c t i o n s , ^

an^ even by his selection

as a

42Valdivielso wrote the aprobacion for Lope Felix de
Vega Carpio's Lavrel de Apolo (Madrid; Iuan Gongalez, 1630),
f. (sig.) / 8 verso.
Among the works of Cervantes which received an aprobacion or a licencia from Valdivielso are the following:
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, El viaje del Parnaso (Madrid:
Viuda de Alonso Martin, 1614), f. (sig.) / 2 verso.
. '
Segunda parte del ihgenioso Cavallero don Quixote
de la Mancha (Madrid: Iuan de la Cuesta, 1615), ff. (sig.)
/ 2 verso- / 3 verso.
........ ' . Ocho comedias, y ocho entremeses nuevos, nunca
representados (Madrid: Viuda de Alonso Martin, 1615), f. (sig.)
/ 2 verso.
'
. Los trabaios de Persiles, y Sigismunda, historia
sententriona1 (Madrid: Iuan de la Cuesta, 1617), f. (sig.
repeated) / 2 verso.
For a discussion of Valdivielso as the writer of
aprobaciones see Aguirre, oj>. cit., pp. 31-39; 181-187. Here
in the author intends to glean from these writings the liter
ary concepts held by Valdivielso. Valbuena Prat mentions
the importance of Valdivielso*s aprobaciones in reference to
the work La navegaci6n de Ulises by Juan Kuiz Algeo. This
auto sacramental was of mediocre standards but Valdivielso*s
name attached to it as the aprobador kept it alive. Pedro
Calderon de la Barca, Autos sacramentales II, Clasicos
Castellanos 74. Edicidn y notes de Angel Valbuena Prat (2
vols.; Madrid: Ediciones de "La Lectura," 1927), p. LXXI.
43p0r the work Avisos para la Mverte, collected and
edited by Luiz Ramirez de Arellano (Madrid: Andres Garcia de
la Iglesia, 1659), Valdivielso not only wrote the aprobacion,
ff. (sig.) / [5-6] but also the prdlogo, ff. (sig.) / 7 verso
- (sig. repeated) / 2 verso. Among the poems selected for
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contributor to the defense of the art of painting.*4

His

genius as a poet was acclaimed by Miguel de C e r v a n t e s 4 ^ and
Lope de Vega4® among others and as a playwright he was praised

inclusion in the work is a romance by Valdivielso, ff. 15/
[B7J-20/C4 verso.
4 4 In the defense of art and painting Valdivielso wrote
a prose Memorial in which he upheld such art as a Christian
virtue. Artists he contended were an honorable lot and their
works could touch the senses of mankind quicker and deeper
than a sermon of words. The prose defense is followed by a
poem in which Valdivielso councils the student of art in the
preparation of his skill and calling.
"Memorial informatorio
por los pintores en el pleyto que tratan con el seiior fiscal
de su Magestad, en el Real Consejo de Hazienda sobre la exempcion del arte de la pintura" (Madrid: Iuan Gonqalez, 1629),
ff. 25/[Gl-30/H3 verso; 37/1121-^7/12 verso.
4^In Chapter IV of El viaje del Parnaso Mercury serves
the author, Cervantes, as a guide pointing out to him, among
a group of nymphs, a beautiful woman who is Poetry. There
upon Cervantes lists the retinue of Spanish poets who follow
her and do honor to her art:

"O quien con lengua en nada lisongera,
Sino con puro afecto en grande excesso,
Dos que llegaron alabar pudiera.
Pero no es de mis ombros este peso,
Fueron los que llegaron los famosos
Los dos maestros Caluo, y Valdiuiesso."
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, El viaje del Parnaso (Madrid:
la viuda de Alonso Martin, 1614), f 36/[E4],
46Lope de Vega's work El lavrel de Apolo is reminiscent
of Cervantes 'El..viaje del Parnaso in its listing of Spanish
poets. After praising the poetry of Garcilaso.de la Vega,
Lope continues:

"Luego, y tan justamente,
Laureada la frente
De Angelica suaue,
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by Agustin de Rojas in the "Loa de la comedia" from his work,
El viaje entretenido

47

„
and by Vicente Carducho in the Dialogos

Flor tan deuida a guien imita al Aue,
Cantando con dulcxssima armonia
Al Alua Santa, que nos truxo el dia.
Con mil votos de excesso
Se opuso Valdiuiesso,
Por guien agora el Arpa Betlehemita
Los tiples celestiales resucita, ■'
Y el diuino losef de nueuo alcanga
La gloria accidental de su alabanga.

Lope Felix de Vega Carpio, El Lavrel de Apolo con otras rimas
(Madrid: Iuan Gongalez, 1630), f 7/A7 verso.
In an earlier work, among Spanish poets, historians,
and translators of Greek and Latin such as Francisco Pacheco,
El divino Herrea, and don Diego Xim£nez, Lope had praised
Valdivielso:

Y aquf ceftido de laurel y oliua
Sacras historias Valdiuiesso escriua

Lope Felix de Vega Carpio, lervsalem conquistado, epopeya
trefgica (Madrid: Iuan de la Cuesta, 1609), f. 496/[Qqq8].
47In the "Loa de la comedia" Agustfn de Rdjas recalls
the names of Spanish dramatists, both of the past and the
present:

El tiempo es breue y yo largo,
y assi he de dexar por fuerga
de aXabar tantos ingenios
que en un sin fin procediera."
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de la pintura.48

Acclaim of a more direct nature came from

Vicente Espinel, who wrote the aprobacion for the 1622 edi
tion of Valdivielso's autos,49 saying of the collection

"Pero de passo dire
de algunos que se me acuerdan,
Como el heroyco Velarde,
famoso Micer Artieda.

Valdiuiesse, y Almendarez,

Agustin de Rojas Villandrando, El^ viage entretenido (Madrid:
Emprenta Real, 1604), pp. 130-131.
49In describing the relationship of painting and poetry
Carducho selected Jose de Valdivielso as a representative
artist:
•Al Maestro Iosef de Valdiuielso
mira, que yh en su Iosef, yh en su Sagrario,
ya en tantos Autos diuinos pinta con tan
superior ingenio tantos afectos, exercitando
la pluma, como otros el pincel. . . . "
Vincencio Carducho, Dialonos de la pinture. Su defense, origen, esse(n) cia, definicion, modos y diferencias (Madrid:
Francisco Martinez, 1634), f. 60/40.
Q

/

Jose de Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales y dos
comedias divinas (Toledo: Ruiz, 1622).
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. . es de lo mejor que deste genero yo e visto"

as well

as ". . . que hara mucho quien supiere imitallos."50
Information concerning the popular appeal of Valdivielso's autos sacramentales for the Spanish public of his day
may be gleaned from the author himself in the section en
titled “Al Lector"5! found in the 1622 edition of the autos.
Herein Valdivielso states that the autos found in this collec
tion had received the applause of the publicv "aplausos no
vulgares", at their first appearance as dramatic representa
tions;

that in this, their second appearance, they should be

no less well received for, as was evidenced by the public's
reception of the editions of "libros de comedias", the read
ing of dramatic works was a favorite pastime of the Spanish
people.

Then too, Valdivielso points out that of the many

autos he had written he had selected these twelve for publi
cation;
. . . por de pensamientos no trillados, y que
han afectado imitar ingenios illustres, y algun
buen bonete placeado porfiadamente por proprios,
hurtos que enriquecen mis menguas, y desmienten
mis desconfiancas.52

50Ibid.,

f. (sig.) / 2 verso.

53,Ibid.,

f.

52Loc. cit.

(sig.) / 4 verso.
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That the works of Valdivielso were imitated by other writers
should be proof in itself that the art of the man was es
teemed.

Otherwise no writer would have elected to follow

Valdivielso's style or technique, for imitators sought out
the most successful model.
One other man should be mentioned in this discussion
of the praise of the artistic ability of Valdivielso.

Alonso

de Salas Barbadillo made the following statement after the
early autos of Calderon had made their appearance in 1623
and were thus in competition with those of Valdivielso and
Lope de Vega:
. . . dieron [las musas] la primacia en esta
parte al Maestro Ioseph de Valdiuielso,
y afirmaron que el aula descubierto para
este camino [el auto sacramental] las mas
ingeniosas, y seguras sendas, que otros muchos
auian procurado seguir, aunque no con igual
felicidad.53
From this statement it is evident that the art of Valdivielso
was esteemed immediately after Calderon's appearance as an
auto writer, while the preceding remarks of Rojas and Espinel,
for example, would prove Valdivielso*s popularity before the
time of Calderon.

It is true that all of the above remarks

53Alonso Jeronimo de Salas Barbadillo, Coronas del
P a r n a s o ^ platos de las musas (Madrid: Imprenta del reino
(for) La Hermandad, 1635), f. 35/ [E3].
Calderon's auto, Judas Macabeo is considered to be the
same work entitled Los Macabeos which was presented in 1623,
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were made without the benefit of historical perspective but
they may not be discredited for that reason.

There had to

be merit in Valdivielso *s works for his contemporaries to
have praised them so highly.

These literary men, along with

the Spanish public could distinguish in.Valdivielso's autos
the elements which they deemed essential for the successful
Corpus Christi drama.
But, no matter the praises or the artistic capability
of Valdivielso, after his death his autos were forgotten.
Perhaps this was due in part to the overpowering popularity
of Lope de Vega's works.

Lope's phenomenal output of drama

for both the secular and the religious stage without doubt
overshadowed Valdivielso's productions, few in number by
comparison with Lope, and then too written only for the
religious stage.

As Lope's name and works were constantly

in the mind of the public, the authorities who selected the
representations for Corpus, after the death of both writers,
in all probability would naturally have selected the works

announcing the new dramatist's entry into the Spanish thea
ter. Xngel Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espaflol, p.
172. Brackets in text are mine.
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of the more popular man.

There can be no doubt of the

reason for Valdivielso's complete disappearance from the
religious stage after 1648, for, as already stated, Calderon's
works alone were presented.
Gonzalez Pedroso's collection of autos sacramentales,
containing five of the works of Valdivielso,54 could have
awakened some early scholar's interest in investigating the
man's sacramental drama, as his poetic compositions were yet
known and his name thus was not unfamiliar.
case however.

It was not the

A study of Valdivielso*s autos, to determine

their position in Spanish literature as well as the genre,
had not been undertaken when Wardropper made the following
statements
Estrana mucho el que Valdivielso,
considerado por todos sus coetaneos como un
escritor de primera categona, sea casi
desconocido entre los crlticos y eruditos
de nuestro tiempo. En una epoca en que se
comentan en libros y revistas los detalles
mas insignificantes de la literatura
espanola, resultadifxcil a primera vista
comprender por que a un artista tan grande
no se le haya dedicado ni siquiera un
articulo o monografxa.55

Works in the Gonzalez Pedroso collection are: El geregrino, El hijo prddigo, La amistad en el peligro, La serrana
de Flasencia, and El hospital de los locos. Autos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del siglo XVXX, pp. 202269.
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 283.

He also notes that the critics who had mentioned, in passing,
Valdivielso1s autos sacramentales, such as Schack, and
Valbuena Prat

eg
. . no le comprenden en lo meis minimo."a

They found great beauty in the lyrical genius of the writer
just as they did with Lope, but in the dramatic structure
and thoughts of Valdivielso1s autos they seemed predisposed
to find nothing of new value by comparison with his contempor
aries.

Wardropper maintains that the autos of Valdivielso

are worthy of serious study for he believes that, before
Calderon de la Barca, Valdivielso had discovered and, made use
of a dramatic formula which permitted him to bring to per
fection the auto sacramental.57^ Briefly, he describes
Valdivielso as an ascete-dramatist who used his knowledge,
and understanding of theology to portray the individual
Christian, rather than Christianity.
not an end, in this formula.

Dogma served as a means

Calderon, on the other hand,

reached his heights of glory as a theologian-dramatist, con
cerned with the dramatic presentation of dogma.

Before

Calderon, Valdivielso exhausted the particular formula or

^ Ibid., pp. 283-284 passim.
57Ibid., pp. 286; 321; 326-327• Also consult Bruce
Ware Wardropper, "The Search for a Dramatic Formula for the
Autos Sacramentales." PMLA, LXV (1950), 1198; 1209-1211
passim.
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pathway, which his genius had discovered for the auto.
After him, another means of dramatic portrayal for the Cor
pus auto was discovered and practiced by Calderon.
It is the purpose of the present study to make an
evaluation of the dramatic theory of Valdivielso based on
an investigation of the twelve autos which the writer him
self selected for publication in 1622. It is hoped that this
evaluation of Valdivielso's dramatic formula for the autos
sacramentales will aid in establishing his reputation as a
writer worthy
of esteem in the genre, and that in so doing,
r
Hispanic scholarship will receive a contribution to further
strengthen knowledge.and appreciation of Spanish literature.

SECTION II OF CHAPTER I

The Feast of Corpus Christi
Before anyone may expect to grasp the significance of
the art of the autos sacramentales it is necessary to in
vestigate, without prejudice, the Feast of Corpus Christi.
This directs one's attention to the history of the Church
itself and to the doctrine of the Eucharist which of all the
Catholic dogmas is central to the whole of the theological
CO

system.-*0

The Sacrament of the Eucharist has its foundation

in the words and actions of Christ at the Last Supper in the
Upper Room in Jerusalem (I Cor. 10: 24-25).

According to

the interpretation of the Catholic Church, Christ offers
his body and his blood anew, in the miracle of the Transubstantiation of the bread and the wine during each Mass.

This

doctrine was proclaimed definitely by the Council of Trent,
Session XIII, the 11 of October 1 5 5 1 . In the Mass the
priest, in the name and in representation of Christ, conse
crates the bread and wine which miraculously is transformed

58

.
,
Parker,The Allegorical Drama of Calderon, p. 60.

5^Wardropper, Introduccidn, p. 34.
32
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into the flesh and blood of the Redeemer.

Within each

service there is renewed the offer of Christ in the sacri
fice of the Cross for the remission of sins, and, in figure,
the eternal life of the believers united with Christ in this
Communion.60
The establishment of the Feast of Corpus Christi was
promulgated by Pope Urban XV in his Bull Transiturus of
September 8, 1264.®*. . . para exaltacion de la Fe Catolica, nos
parecio cosa digna y loable ordenar y mandar,
que de tan alro [sic] y loable sacramento
Se celebre en la Iglesia vna solemne y muy
particular memoria cada ano, allende de la
ordinaria de cada dxa; senalando y determinando
para ella el fueues primero despues de la
octaua del Espiritusanto, para que los fieles
Christianos concurran aquel dxa con deuocidn
a las Iglesias; . . .62
Two miracles were responsible for the decision to set aside
one day in the liturgical calendar especially for the af
firmation and the adoration of the Divine Presence in the
Host.

The first of these concerned an Augustinian nun,

6^The reading of Pfandl's resume of the doctrine of the
Eucharist is highly recommended, o p . c i t ., pp. 467-470. Also
Infra., Chapter II,pp. 93-99.
cit., p. 18. See also the work of
Francis George Very, The Spanish Corpus Christi Procession:
A Literary and a Folkloric Study (Valencia: Tipografxa
Moderna-Olivereta, 1 9 6 2 ] , p . 1.
^ M c G a r r y ,

0

p

,

62Cited by Ribera, O p . cit., p. 280/Aa2 verso.
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Juliana, of Liege*

From an early age she had seen a vision

of the disc of the full moon from which a small portion had
been severed*

She was made aware by the Lord in the vision

that the moon's disc represented the Church which was lack
ing a festival in honor off the Sacrament of the Eucharist,
and she was commissioned the task of using her power to
introduce such a festival, which in Liege was celebrated from
1246.63

Pope Urban IV declared the custom universal after

another divine revelation was made to a priest of the Church
of Santa Catalina in Bologna.

The priest, a skeptic in re

ference to the doctrine of Transubstantiation, was proved in
error upon observing, after the celebration of a Mass, that
the Host had shed drops of blood, staining the altar.
Due to the death of Urban IV and the confusion which
ensued in Rome, it was not until 1311 that the Bull was re
newed and formally promulgated by Clement V, Pope in Avignon.^

it was, however. Urban IV who had instituted the

63McGarry, op. cit., pp. 18-19; and Wardropper, Introduccidn, p. 32.
64Wardropper, Introduccion. pp. 32-33; and Adolfo
Federico, Conde de Schack, Historia de la literatura y del
arte dramatico en Espana, translated from the German^by
Eduardo de Mier (V vols.; Madrid: Imprenta y Fundicion de
M. Tello, 1885), I, 142-143. Also see Ribera, op. cit., pp.
282/Aa3 verso-284/Aa5 verso.
®3McGarry, op. cit., p. 19; Wardropper, Introduccion,
p. 34.
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spirit of the feast day as one in which:
. . . todos, a s si clerigos, como legos,
canten con gozo y regozijo cantares de loor.
Y entonces todos den a Dios himnos de alegria
saludable, con el coragon, con la volundad,
con los labios, y con la lengua. Entonces
cante la Fe, la Esperanga salte de plazer,
y la Caridad se regozije. Aldgrese la
deuocion, tenga jubilos el coro, la pureza
se huelgue, entonces acuda cada gual con
anirao alegre, y con presta voluntad,
poniendo en execucion sus buenos deseos,
y solemnizando tan grande festiuidad.66
Pope John XXII (1316-1334), also in Avignon, was responsible
for prescribing that element of the feast day which would give
rise to the auto sacramental in Spain:

the procession of the

Host through the streets of the cities and villages so that
all could see and adore it.®^

Apparently in Spain the feast

day was instituted at Gerona by Bishop Berenguer Palaciolo
(died 1314) early in the fourteenth century.68

From its

66Cited by Ribera, oja. cit., p. 280/Aa2 verso.
6*7Autos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del
siglo XVII, p. xii; Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 33.
68Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama," p. 172;
Autos sacramentales desde su origen hasta fines del siglo
XVII, p. xii. Very, The Spanish Corpus Christi Procession,
pp. 4-7. Herein the author gives details of the debate con
cerning which Spanish city first celebrated Corpus Christi
Day.
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beginning -the celebration of Corpus Christi seems to have
struck a much more responsive cord in Spain than it did in
the other Catholic countries, so much so that in Spain it
acquired details peculiar to that country.
As prescribed by Pope John XXII the Corpus procession
was intended to honor the Sacred Host.

As the Host was being

carried through the street of the city, the people who wit
nessed its passing were made more aware of the reason for
their day of celebration.

In these Spanish processions there

quickly arose those elements which bore out the desire of
Urban IV that the day not be limited to solemn devotion alone,
but also to the joy whiqh is inspired in the human heart
aware of the full meaning of Christ*s sacrifice.

The earli

est records of Corpus processions come from Barcelona,
1322,69 and Valencia, 1355.70

Not until 1454 do the documents

of Sevilla indicate such processions, and by comparison with
those of Barcelona of that same year, the Catalonian develop
ment was much ahead of the Andalusian; e.g., one carro in

^Parker,

"Notes on the Religious Drama,11 p. 176.

?®Henri Mlrimee, L'Art dramatigue & Valencia depuis
les origines jusqu*aul commencement du XVIIe sifecle (Toulouse:
Xmprimerie et Librairie Edouard Privat, 1913), p. 9.
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Sevilla while one hundred and eight in Barcelona.71

no

matter the locale, the celebration'of Corpus Christi through
out Spain was a mixture of scared devotion with exuberant
joy and merrymaking of the people.

It was this mixture of

the "divine” with the "profane" which caused many foreign
observers, and indeed, many Spaniards, to criticize harshly
the activities of Corpus when the "profane" elements ap
peared to overshadow the "divine.11 A Dutch visitor in 1655
remarked:
Toute cette badine devotion paroist encore
plus grotesque a ceux qui la voyent; que
je ne le sgaurois representer; aussi sertelle a confirmer ce que souvent j*ay
remarque, que les Nations les plus graves
& les sages comme est l'Espagnole, sont
celles qui sont les plus folles, quand
elles se mettent a se r£jouir, tout de
mesme que les avares deviennent souvent
prodigues, quand ils entreprennent de
festiner,72
The Spanish criticism, as mentioned previously,73 came from
churchmen who saw the exuberant joy of the Spanish people

^Parker,

"Notes on the Religious Drama,” p. 17i.

72

Frans van. Aarssens, heer van Somraelsdiijk, reputed
author. Voyage d'Espagne, avec une Relation de l'estat &
gouvernement de cette monarchie [attributed to Franqois
Bertaut ancf-wTEh the Relation de Madrid, attributed to
Bonnecasse]. (Cologne: Chez Pierre Marteau ([pr. at Amsterdam (?) by Abraham Wolfgang (?)], 1666), p. 124.
73See pages 8-10.

Supra. n . io.
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turning to disrespect before the Host in their dances, dress,
manners, and naturally, the material of certain dramatic
works.

Such criticisms by the churchmen were no doubt

justified but in the case of many, especially foreign critics,
a misunderstanding of the meaning of Corpus Christi to the
Spanish people is clearly evident.74
Accounts of the Corpus Christi processions during the
first half of the seventeenth century shall serve here to
present a picture of the activities which would have been
found occurring throughout Spain on this day.7^

By the

The lack of understanding of the Spanish celebration
of Corpus Christi by foreign observers is well exemplified
by the Comtesse d'Aulnoy who called the auto sacramental which
she witnessed "la plus impertinente piece que j 'aye vue de
mes jours." Harie Catherine Jumelle de Berneville, comtesse
d'Aulnoy, Relation du voyage d 1Espagne (3 vols. in 1; A La
Haye: Henri Van Bulderen, 1691), III, 55.
75

The basic work consulted for the description of the
Corpus Christi processions is Very, The Spanish Corpus
Christi Procession, pp. 23-49. For the procession in Madrid
the following were consulted: Frans van Aarssens, heer van
Sommelsdijk, op. cit., pp. 136-144; Marie Catherine Jumelle
de Berneville, comtesse d'Aulnoy, op. c i t ., pp. 52-55; Autos
sacramentales desde su origeft hasta fines del siglo XVII. pp.
xxx-xxxii; Loa to the first fiesta and auto by Lope Felix de
Vega Carpio in Fiestas del santissimo sacramento repartidas
en doze autos recogidas por loseph Ortiz de Villena (Caragopa:
Pedro Verges, 1644), and Juan de Zabaleta, El. dia de fiesta
por la maflana, pt. I (Madrid: Maria de Quinones, 1654), ff.
159/V6 verso-168/X8 verso.
Other works which may be consulted for the descriptions
or discussions of the Corpus processions are Wardropper,
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dawning of the morning of Corpus Christi the windows and
balconies of houses along the route of the procession were
decorated with colorful silks and tapestries.

In Granada

the city was awakened by the clanging of the church bells.
In some areas rockets and fireworks were used to announce
the start of the procession.

In Madrid, after the comple

tion of the morning Offices at the Church of Santa Marla,
at about nine in the morning, the Corpus procession would
begin to wind its way slowly through the city, witnessed by
throngs of people standing in the streets or watching from
the houses.
The various elements of these processions seem to vary
from place to place as well as their position in the; proces
sion.

Mr. Very has outlined them roughly as

the giants with their companions; dwarfs with
huge heads, called cabezudos today; the tarasca;
floats; groups of children; the religious orders;
parishes; the eagles [in Valencia and Barcelona];
Evangelists and other scriptural characters; the
guilds with their patron saints and representa
tions of scenes from the life of the saint; the
Sacrament on its triumphal cart, or else carried
on andas, surrounded by dignitaries of the city
and the officiating prelate, and guards of honor.
The dances, musicians, and diablillos cannot be

Introduccidn, pp. 31-44; McGarry, op. cit., pp. 23-24;
Ticknor, 0 £. cit., pp. 227-229.
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assigned a fixed place in the route; they ap
parently were allowed a certain freedom to move
about in the procession.76
No Corpus procession was complete without the tarasca ,
the dragon.

The interpretation given to this figure's ap

pearance is a religious and allegorical one.

According to

Very it symbolized the victory of Christ over Sin and Death,
together with the overthrow of Idolatry and Heresy by the
Sacramental Presence, the tarasca being the figure of the
vanquished Enemy.

The woman who was seated on the dragon,

dressed in the latest fashions,symbolized the sin of Pride
and Lust.

In time she became known as the tarasca, and the

dragon was called simply la sierpe.77

76Very, o^« .cit*, p. 25.
77Very., op. c i t ., pp. 51-76. The popularity of the
tarasca is attested by Sebastian de Covarrubias Orozco who
considered its description important enough to include in
his Tesoro de la lengua castellana, o espanola. (Madrid:
Luis Sanchez, 1611)
Tarasca, una sierpe contrahecha, que suelen sacar en
algunas fiestas de recozijo.
Dxxose assx porque espanta
los muchachos; . . . los labradores quando van a las
ciudades, el dxa del Senor; estan abouados de ver la
Tarasca, y si se descuydan suelen los que la llevan
alargar el pescueco, y quitarles las caperu?as de la
cabepa, . . . "
f. 39/ [E73.
Another discussion of the tarasca may be read in the IV ap
pendix to Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra's El viaje del Parnaso
Edici6n crltica y anotada por Francisco Rodriguez Marin
*
(Madrid: C. Bermejo, 1935), pp. 479-491 passim.
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The qiqantones in Madrid were eight in number leading
the procession.

They were to represent the four quarters

of-the earth, America, Asia, Africa, and Europe;
escorted by the cabezudos —
papier-mache!^8

They were

dwarfs with enormous heads of

All were manipulated by m e n concealed b e 

neath the bulky figures and, along with the tarasca, were
responsible for much merrymaking or fright depending upon the
sophistication of the spectators.

Symbolic meaning for

these qiqantones and all parts of the processions was assigned
by Juan de Zabaleta writing in the seventeenth century in
his El^ dia de fiesta por la manana.79

The modern study done

by Very also includes examinations of the symbolic interpre
tations and their historical sources.

Por the purpose of

the auto sacramental the important thing to be remembered
of the procession is that allegory and symbolism were recog
nized early as essential elements of the Corpus Christi
activity.

The dramatic representations, which developed later

^8Very, o p . cit., p. 79.
79e 1 dia de fiesta por la manana, primera parte (Madrid:
Maria de Quinones, 1654) bound with E]L dia de fiesta por la
tarde, segunda parte (Madrid: Maria de Quinones, 1660), See
primera parte, ff. 161/X verso-168/X8 verso passim.
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with such literary or dramatic devices were not out of
order in adopting the usage.®®
Children with garlands of flowers on their heads ap
peared in the procession, singing hymns and litanies of the
church.

There also appeared musicians and dancers who per

formed along the route of the procession national dances,
as well as other intricate steps.

Both men and women parti

cipated in these choreographic representations, among others
the fight between Rodrigo de Narvaez and the Moor
Abendarraez, or the arrival of Aeneas at Carthage.

The

gigantones also performed dances and antics which were most
popular with the people,

in planning for these dances

the civic authorities were most generous with the funds to
be spent on costumes, as well as in keeping the giant figures
in constant repair.

81

With the sound of religious music

and the sight of an elaborate canopy carried by members of
the priesthood or a special carro the public knew that the
moment for solemn devotion had arrived:
tective canopy was the Sacred Host.

beneath the pro

From time to time the

8°Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 37-43,passim.
ft1
*
Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 38-39; Very, op. c i t .,
11; 15; 19; 46-49.

procession would stop in order that special religious ser
vices might be performed, the.people responding as if with
in the church itself.

Following the Sacred Host the king

himself might walk, carrying a wax taper.

He would be sur

rounded by the grandees of his court who upon this day
still observed their positions of rank.82

in other areas

the position behind the Host,: naturally a privileged place,
was occupied by the officials of the city or the church.83
Finally appeared the decorated carts upon which rode the
actors who would present the dramatic representations later
in the day after the Host was returned to its altar and the
procession disbanded at the doors of the church from which
it had originated.
Preparations for such a celebration were begun several
months before the day itself.

The succinctness ,of this

introduction permits only an outline Of those preparatory
activities in Madrid, which to a similar degree were carried
out elsewhere in Spain.

82

After the church fathers relinquished

Very, o p . cit., pp. 35-36.

83Ibid., pp. 41-43.

their duties of organization to civic authorities, a Junta
del Corpus was established with many and varied duties.84
Among these duties was the responsibility of hiring, and
thus paying, the artists and carpenters who repaired or
constructed the carros and platforms upon which the dramatic
works would be presented.

The good repair of the figures

of the Tarasca and the gigantones was also their responsibil
ity.

The companies of actors, dancers, and musicians were

selected by the Junta which would review beforehand the
presentations to be given on Corpus Christi.85

Once it

became customary to award prizes, called joyas, for the
best performance, the Junta was charged with this duty.
In cases where individuals or companies did not fulfill a
contract with the Junta del Corpus, this body could levy
fines or jail sentences upon the guilty parties, and even
upon the innocent186

In the early days the acting company

consigned to perform for Corpus was responsible for obtain
ing a poet who would write the work or works that group
would present.

At one time Lope de Vega was said to be lax

84

In Valencia this change to civic management began in
1372, Merim£e, o p . eft., p. 10. Elsewhere the process was
slower. Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 63; 66.
8^Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 71-72.
86Ibid., pp. 69; 73-75
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in meeting the deadline in the preparation of an auto and
the director of the acting company, Antonio Riquelme, was
forced into serving a jail sentence because of the laxity
of his playwright.

87

Because such difficulties did arise

the procedure was changed so that the Junta itself contrac
ted the poets.

As the records indicate, the work of the

poets and the actors was not spent in one day, for the
dramatic works were often presented for several days, indeed
for a month.88

There were occasions when these works were

presented indoors in such extended periods when the theaters
were idle, since comedias were prohibited during the period
of religious observance.89
Finally, one of the most delicate tasks of the Junta
del Corpus was the decision of the route to be taken by the
procession of carros and the times and places for the presen
tations of the various autos.
ties entered.

Here the element of personali

In the case of the spectator it was who would

87

Matilde Munoz, Historia del teatro dramdtico en Espana
(Madrid: Editorial Tesoro, 1948), pp. 20-25 passim.
88Comtesse d'Aulnoy, o p . c i t ., p. 55.
89For presentations of autos within legitimate public
theaters and on days other than Corpus Christi see Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 53-54.
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be privileged to see which auto first; for the poet and
the acting companies it was which body of distinguished
persons would first witness their performance.

90

It should

be noted here that it was customary to present several
autos in any given year.

In Madrid during the first part

of the seventeenth century four were given?- by mid-century
this was reduced to two.
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Naturally the early Corpus processions were not composed
of elements identical to those of the period described above.
They, just as the dramatic representations, went through
various stages of development.

In the case of the dramatic

representations there were two independent developments:
one in Catalonia and Valencia; a second in Castile and
nn

Andalusia.

in the former, documents from the fourteenth

90Ibid., pp. 66-68.
91N. D. Shergold and J. E. Varey, "A Problem in the
Staging of Autos Sacramentales in Madrid, 1647-1648," His
panic Review, XXXII (1964), 12-35 passim. This article dis
cusses the matter of the staging of the autos but it is also
concerned with the number given. See also Jose Sanchez-Arjona,
Noticias referentes a los anales del teatro en Sevilla desde
Lope de~Rueda hasta fines del siglo XVII (Sevilla: Imprenta
de f c . Kasco, 1898), p. 48. Herein the author states that it
is believed that the Italian Alberto Nazeri de Ganassa may
have^been responsible in 1575 for "el fijar en solo cuatro
el numero de autos gue habian de [sic] de constituirla."
92Por the sake of brevity, dramatic development in
Valencia and Sevilla will be discussed here. Anyone concern
ed with the particular details of other areas may consult the
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and fifteenth centuries exist which evidence the develop
ment of Miracle plays through the expansion of the liturgical drama within the church.

93

For various reasons such

94
performances were repressed,* and it is not until the six
teenth century (c.1500-1550) that fully developed Miracle
plays may be pointed out.

These developed when the proces

sion of Corpus Christi brought the church drama out of doors
and when complete control of the clergy was relinquished to
permit organization by municipal “authorities„95

By 1373 the

processions in Valencia included a series of pageants on
carts called entramesos or rogues.

Statues were placed upon

these carts representing, for example, Noah's Ark, St. George
and the Dragon, or Jacob's Ladder.

By 1400 and 1404 both

instrumental and vocal music were important elements of the

references used throughout this discussion and the following:
Adolfo Federico, Conde de Schack, Historia de la literatura
Z ^el arte dram&tico en Espana, II, 270-272. Crawford, o p .
cit., pp. 11-12; 57-61; 138-151 passim.
93

Mdrimee, o p . cit., pp. 4ff.
Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama," p. 173.

95Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama", pp. 171-177;
M^rimde, op. cit., pp. 9-10ff.

entramesos« Some statues were replaced by men who were
given lines to sing.

96

Dramatic action and dialogue to ac

company the singing came slowly and not until 1425 m a y some
of these tableaux be called plays of a sort.
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From Valencia

three Miracle plays or Misteri survive and documents con
cerning their representation make it evident that the terms
entrames and representacio* applied to the early tableaux
did not at that time mean that dramatic action took place.^8
This shall be explained by using one of the three Miracles,
1 1entrames de peu de Sent Chripstofol or Cristofol ab sos
pelegrins, as an example.

St. Christopher was first men

tioned in the records as a rogue in 1451. There is no evi
dence that this rogue bore more than a statue of the saint
with the Child Jesus in its arms.

In 1527 a man was paid

to represent the saint on the rogue but no other persons are
mentioned.

The first title given above is used in the re

cords of 1531 so we may believe that it had become a simple
play.

The angels Raphael and Tobie intervened in its action

96Merimee, op. cit., pp. 10, 14-15ff.
9^Merimee, 0 £. cit., p. 17? Parker,
gious Drama," 175.

"Notes on the Reli

98Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama," 175-177 passim
Merim^e o p . cit., pp. 22*23
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in 1574,

The appearance of the pilgrims is first noted in

1553 and thus the change of name.

The work with this ad

ditional element is that one known today.

It continued to

expand, however, so that by 1587 sums were paid to over
QQ

twenty actors to take part in it.

^

^

Merimee points out that

in this long period of development there was first a panto
mime accompanied by music.

Once this was elevated to drama

tic poems it continued to be transformed until writers of
merit took over.

Printing established at last fixed forms

of the Miracles which we have today.'*’00
The other two Miracle plays are 1 1entrames del Paradis
terrenal or Misteri d 1Ad an e Eva, and the Mister i de la
Degolla made up of three separate episodes.101

it should be

noted at this point that the Eucharistic element does not
appear in these mis teres, although it was the celebration
of Corpus Christi day which brought about their development.

°®Mferim£e, oj>. cit., p. 30; Parker, "Notes on the
Religious Drama," 176.
100Merimee, o p . cit., pp. 33-36 passim.
^■0^Merimee discusses the development of these three
Miracle plays. Ibid., pp. 25-45 passim. A discussion of
the staging of these Miracle plays is given by William
Hutchinson Shoemaker, The Multiple Stage in Spain During
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1935), pp. 16-20; 35-39 pass i m .
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In no way should the Catalonian Miracle be considered a
parent of the auto sacramental»10 2
Valencian and Catalonian development of the Miracle
plays was one century behind England where the full cycle
of Miracle plays was completed by the fourteenth century.
France also was ahead of the penisular nation in such de
velopment.

With its late development in Spain the Miracle

plays did not run the full cycle as they did in the northern
countries due to conditions arising from the new spirit felt
in all Europe.

103

Wardropper explains that the Renaissance

spirit and the Protestant reforms of the sixteenth century
presented religious and cultural problems which the Miracle
plays could not handle:
Solo el drama scaramental, con su mayor
rigor polemico, con las arriesgadas intuiciones de sus ale^orias, era capaz de
contrarrestar el espxritu reformista y
ademas adaptarse a las normas culturales
de una Espana en plena Contrarreforma y
barroca.
Si el siglo XVI le quito al
misteri Catalan toda posibilidad de
seguir creciendo, dxo impulso, en cambio,
al auto sacramental.

' ^Wardropper, Introducion, pp. 45; 47; 141-142. Pfandl,
o p . cit., p. 471.
*03Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama," p. 175.
*04Wardropper, Introduccidn, pp. 48-49.

The second development of religious dramatic art in
Andalucia and Castile was yet a century behind Catalonia.
From 1454 comes the first record of a Corpus Christi pro
cession in Sevilla in which one roca appeared carrying
people representing Christ, the Virgin, the Four Evangelists,
St. Dominic and St. Francis.10^
y ocho profetas,

"Ademas habla seis angeles

'que iban tanendo,' no sabemos si sobre la

roca, aunque creemos irxan a pie . . .
de danza."^0®

formando una especie

in that year records show that a Qeatriz y

Diego Garcia "que iban rillendo" were paid 25 maravedises.
Forty maravedises were paid to the juglar Juan Canario and
a companion who "salieron en la roca."
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Ten years later,

1464, boys from the Cathedral choir represented the above
figures on the roca and in 1497 were added the figures of
Dios Padre and the Apostoles.

In this year it seems that

great innovations were made in the dress and properties of
the figures as well as in the decorations of the carro
itself.108

105<»
.
Sanchez-Ar^ona,
106Tnn
*, *XtOO • CXv«
s

a

0 £.

.
_
cit., p. 3.
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Plays as such are not mentioned in the procession until
the following century, the sixteenth.

In 1532 the autos

of the Cabildo Cathedral are given specific locations in
the city for their representations.109
^

Judging by the

^

^

titles; e.g., Adan y Eva, La Epiphania, El Juicio con Paraiso
e Infierno, and other material preserved, these representa
tions and those previously given on Corpus Christi day "no
tenian una relacion directa con el sublime misterio que en
tan solemne dia se conmemora, y hasta mediados del siglo
XVI no encontramos un auto que reune todos los caracteres
distintivos de los sacr amen tales.1,110
considered in the second chapter of
It is believed that liturgical

This matter will be

this study.
plays centering on

the

)

new feast of Corpus Christi were performed within the church
during those years before 1532 in Sevilla.

Though not an

actual part of the Office these plays were a part of the
service.

When in 1579 construction within the church made

it impossible to produce the Corpus

drama there, it was re

moved to the west portico.111

there it found its

t

From

10^Sanchez-Arjona, o p . cit., p. 6.
110Ibid., p. 7.
Ill

Ibid., pp. 60-62 passim.

way

into the plazas and later into the streets of the city when
it was presented on the movable stages.
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The point of

interest here is the fact that there was no intermediate
step in Sevilla as was the case in Valencia with the pro
cession pagents developing into Miracle plays.

In Sevilla

and likewise in Castile, the drama came directly out of the
church, continuing its development with no period of re
pression.

We are at this point still a long way from the

auto sacramental as written by Lope, Valdivielso, and
Calderon.

1'L2Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama," p. 178.

SECTION III OP CHAPTER I

What is an An to Sacramental?
It is unfortunate for students of the autos sacramentales that during the flourishing period of the genre no
playwright deemed it necessary to write down his concepts
governing the purpose, nor the dramatic composition of the
art form.

In the case of the Spanish comedia, playwrights

Torres N a h a r r o H 3 and Lope de Vega, 114 for example, recorded
their ideas of the dramatic form and students have been able
to examine and compare the material.

From the information

obtained in this manner the lines of the comedia1s develop
ment, based on the actual ideas of the playwrights, have been
established.

With no similar treatises for the auto sacra

mental, scholars were left to analyze the plays and then to
interpret their findings for themselves.

From these personal

Bartolome de Torres Naharro, Propalladia (Napoles;
loan Pasqueto de Sallo, 1517), ff. [Aiii]-Aiii verso. Reproducida en Fassimile por la Academia Espaffola. (Madrid:
Tipografla de Archivos, 1936). See Bartolome de Torres
Naharro, Propalladia and Other Works of Bartolome de Torres
Naharro, Edited by Joseph E. Gillet (IV vols.; Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania, 1943-1961), I,
141-143.
H 4Lope Felix de Vega Carpio, Rimas de Lope de Vega
Carpio. Aora de nvevo anadidas con el nvevo arte de hazer
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interpretations of the purpose of the auto, and its drama
tic composition or the techniques involved in its writing,
conflicting and contradictory material arose.

It is now

necessary for the student Of the genre to sort out from such
materials those facts which he believes are based upon a
wide reading m

the field of the auto sacramental and re

corded without prejudice against the genre or against
particular writers.

As already mentioned, the appearance of

the historical study by Wardropper has most thoroughly sat
isfied the need for a basic introduction to the genre.

He

examined the ideas of scholars which had been responsible for
the confusion surrounding the historical aspects of the auto
and eliminated much of such material by pointing out that
many scholars had forgotten or had never considered the fact
that the auto sacramental as a genre was one of continuous
development and therefore was not a form to' be classified or
defined simply after an examination of the writings of one
or two men.
The problem of identifying or classifying the auto
sacramental from other religious dramas comes in part from
not making a distinction between the literary function of
the play and the circumstances of its theatrical presentation.
The logical aspect to expect in a sacramental play intended
for the celebration of Corpus is homage to the Eucharist.
comedias deste tiempo (Madrid: Alonso Martin, 1609), ff. 200/
tBb6]-210/Cc8 verso.
Concerning the intent of Lope in his
Arte Nuevo see "Spanish Comedias as Pot Boilers," by Sturgis
ET- Leavitt in PMLA, LXXXII, no. 2 (May, 1967), 178-179.
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This was to be the essential trait of the auto sacramentalf
a literary trait and thus an internal one.

115

In the early

years any religious subject was deemed acceptable as the
theme for a play to celebrate Corpus Christi.

Thus the

Auto de San Martinho by Gil Vicente was identified by early
scholars as an auto sacramental due to the circumstances of
its presentation-1-16 and not by its literary function.

Homage

to the Eucharist, the internal literary essential is not
found in the Vicente play.
Definitions assigned to the genre for the most part are
insufficient for the understanding of the auto sacramental
for they do not encompass the continuing development of the
plays through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
To the uninitiated a single definition may throw light on
the matter but it will also bring forth confusion when com
pared with another, for one must be made aware that "a

115Wardropper, Introduccidn, p. 25.
116A s indicated by the introductory information the
Auto de San Martinho was in the "processao de Corpus Christi"
xrTTStiT. Gil Vicente, Obras completas, ed. by Marques Braga,
ColecgSo 5& da Costa, (V vols.; 3a edicifin; Lisboa: Sfi da
Costa, 1958), II, 265.
^’1^An analysis of the various definitions which have been
given for the auto sacramental and their value to the student
£oday is made by Wardropper in his IntroducciSn, pp. 19-29.
Angel Valbuena Prat's later opinion of the auto sacramental
as a work in which the Eucharist is the essencial element
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particular definition" may describe autos in a certain stage
but will not do for others where innovations have taken place
either by the addition or omission of elements.
vations will be demonstrated in Chapter IX.

Such inno

For the present

we concern ourselves with one example of change:

the attitude

toward the auto1s purpose as stated in loas to autos written
by Lope de Vega and Calderon de la Barca.
For Lope de Vega the auto seemingly held a threefold
purpose as he answered the question, "What is an auto?"
— Comedias
a honor y gloria del pan
que tan devota celebra
esta coronada villa.
Porque su alabanpa sea
confusion de la heregia,
y gloria de la fe nuestra,
todos de historias divinas.118
For Calderon the purpose was
Sermones
puestos en verso, en idea
representable cuestiones
de la Sacra Teologia
que no alcanzan mis razones
a explicar ni comprender,
y el regocijo dispgne
en aplauso deste dia.i19

along with allegory may be read in Historia del teatro espanol,
p. 325.
*-l8This response is made by the villano to the labradora
in the loa of the auto. Fiesta primera del Santissimo Sacra
mento by Lope de Vega, also called El nombre de lesvs. Fies
tas del Santfssimo sacramanto repartidas en doze autos recogidas por Joseph Ortiz de Villena, f . 2/ [A2].
119The loa

from Calderon's auto. La segunda esposa y
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We see above a change in attitude toward the autos with the
period of a few years., and such a change would have to be
incorporated in a true definition of the genre.

We may

point out in particular Lope's reference to la herejfa.
Perhaps the auto as a defensive arm of the early CounterReformation in Spain against the Protestants of the North
had been a purpose of some.dramas.

By Lope's time the doc

trine of the Real Presence of the Eucharist had definitely
been established and the worry of the spread of Northern
ideas was removed for the Spanish Catholic public.
evidenced by Calderon's statement.

This is

When he gave the raison

d 'etre of the auto he was concerned with the dissemination
of doctrinal teachings to a faithful audience.

In defining

the auto sacramental then this element would have to be
noted:

once the auto may have served against the ideas of

the, Protestants of the North, but that purpose died when the
need was no longer evidenced in Spain.

This is but a single

example of a misconception concerning the auto sacramental
which might arise through the acceptance of definitions with
out a thorough investigation of the dramas themselves.

triunfar muriendo may be read in Pedro Calderon de la Barca,
Obras completas.
Recopilacidn, prologo, y notas de Angel
Valbuena Prat (III Vols,; Madrid: Aguilar, S.A., 1952), III,
427.
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Both Wardropper and Parker refuse to add to the long
list of definitions which have been written for the auto
sacramental.

Wardropper would note the traits which dis

tinguish the developing genre120 while Parker makes an ob
servation concerning Calderon's attitude toward the auto
which he says critics have ignored in their discussions of
the practice of Calderon and in the practice of his predecessors.

121

This is that the word theme, tema, is ambiguous

when referring to the autos sacramentales.

Calderon resolved

this ambiguity by making a distinction between the asunto
or theme and the argumento.
Eucharist.

The asunto of each auto is the

The argumento however may vary from one auto to

another being whatever subject treated sacredly as long as
it sheds light on the asunto, the Eucharist.

As the Eucharist

is the central key to all dogma it is understood that the
argumento of a sacramental play may treat any dogma or facet
of Catholic thinking, interpreted in the light of this key.
The observation of Parker coincides with the statement above

120Ibid., p. 29.
121Parker, The Allegorical Drama of Calderon, pp. 596Gff.

that to be classified as an auto sacramental a work must
contain the internal literary essence, homage to the
Eucharist.

Parker's work was done with Calderon de la Barca

but it will be seen in Chapter III of the present study that
Jose de Valdivielso seemingly held a similar attitude toward
the asunto and the argumento in his theory of the auto sacra
mental .

His concern was not the direct dramatization of

theology as was Calderon's.

Through the dogma of the sacra

ment VaJLdivielso sought to arrive at its personal signifi
cance to each man:

that is, the redemption of the believer

and the repentent through the sacrifice of Christ as sym
bolized in the partaking of Holy Communion and the other
sacraments.
It is the firm conviction of this author that Wardropper
has presented the best means of comprehending the true nature
of the auto sacramental and its development.

Keeping in

mind the information concerning Sevillian or Castilian de
velopment presented in section two of the introduction we
shall proceed with Wardropper*s belief that playwrights,
when first commissioned to write for the Corpus celebration
drew upon the dramatic type already in vogue for the religi
ous drama celebrating Christmas and Easter.

These plays,

then serving as models, were themselves mysteryr*type plays
derived, from the tropes of the liturgy.

They were concerned

with the dramatization of the events recorded in Biblical
history, centering upon the birth of Christ, and the
Resurrection.

Their raison d 1etre was to make more vivid

to the public the historical events behind the celebrations.
Slowly the Spanish playwrights became aware that the drama
tization of the Biblical event, the Last Supper, was not
sufficient for the celebration of Corpus Christi for here
the celebration was of another nature:

it was not the his

torical event of the past which was being recalled but it was
the ever-present miracle of the church sacrament, the
Eucharist, or the sign of that historical event, which was
being praised and honored.

The dramatist wanted to portray

in his work this miracle and the old patterns of writing did
not fill this need.
First and foremost the Feast of Corpus Christi was the
day set aside in the liturgical year that the sacrament of
the Eucharist, the maximum gift, might be celebrated separ
ately and so that the gift of God himself might be the
source of rejoicing.

During Holy Week the Christian medi

tates on the sorrow and shame of human sin which required
such expiation; now on this feast day he rejoices in the
remembrance of his redemption.

By dramatizing the historical

event, the Last Supper, the dramatist was unable to show the
relationship of the sign to that event or the dogma based on

that event.

Why?

Dogmas of which the Eucharist is the key

are accepted truths based on historical events, abstracted
in order to make more prominent their spiritual significance
It was the spiritual significance of the Eucharist which
the Spanish playwright sought to dramatize, for.-his public.
As the dogma had been abstracted from the historical event
to show its everlasting significance to man, so must it be
in the dramatization of dogma, or the sacrament.

Sacraments

are signs or symbols to the faithful and in the case of the
Eucharist whenever and wherever Holy Communion is offered
and received all time is merged into that moment:

the past

with the old prophesies, and the sacrifice of Christ; the
present with the communicant; and the future which is prom
ised to the communicant through this act of remembrance.
The sign then, the Eucharist, is without time but is ever
lasting, all encompassing.

The Biblical event to our human

concept of time is past, an event falling into the pattern
of chronological history.

The auto sacramental as finally

visualized by the dramatist must present the everlasting
quality of the sign, the Eucharist, and in order to do this
a new world had to be dramatized, the world of dogma and
spiritual significance.

This meant that a new set of values

must be accepted for the stage, a new attitude must be taken
for a sacramental world must be one with a reality not like
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that of the secular world for it must be without time, one
peopled by figures arising out of the dogma and thus ab
stract concepts of faith, one in which there was a harmoni
ous blending of the theater art with the ritual of the Mass
and yet a maintained artistic interest— a dramatic experi
ence.
How could the dramatist present this new world with
its new reality?

The realization of the sacramental formu

la came about over the period of many years and finally
evolved as one in which allegory, anachronisms, prefigura
tion, and timelessness were essential traits along with
poetry and music.

The auto sacramental became an extension

and embellishment of the Corpus liturgy by dramatizing the
exposition of the abstract concepts of dogma.

As the sacra-

ment is a sign to the believer so the best means of drama
tizing the sign was a language of signs, allegory.

The

abstract concepts which surround this sign, the Eucharist,
are difficult for the inexperienced to comprehend although
for his spiritual well being they are important.

Allegory

as the language of signs used in the auto sacramental took
the unknown and explained it dramatically by virtue of a
suggested relationship arising out of the dogma itself, and
not through an arbitrary selection.

Abstract concepts be

come concrete in the suggested relationship which could be
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an object, an event, a personality, or a combination of any
or all.which would be known to the layman.

By analogy with

the practical.experiences of his daily life a man not
tutored in theology could draw relationships and arrive,
not at a full understanding of the profundities of doctrine,
but at least to a point of better understanding t h e .dogmatic
structure of his Christian belief.
Verse was the choice of the dramatist for the sacramental
122
drama just as it was for the secular comedia.

There was

a difference in the attitude toward polymetry, for, beginning
with Juan del Encina, a variety of verse forms within the
composition of religious plays was rejected with the excep
tion of the interjection of a villancico or a copla.

Once

the early writer selected the strophe pattern for a work,
i

he followed it throughout.
quintilia.

The standard verse form was the

Polymetry was not used in the drama intended for

the Corpus celebration until the appearance of the eleven
anonymous plays of the 1590 manuscript which is thought to

Prose dialogue is found in two plays from the Mariuscript of 1590: Los amores del alma con el Principe de la
l u z was written entirely in prose while one scene in prose
appears in El rrescate del alma. See Alice Bowdoin Kemp,
ed., CriticaT Text and Study of Three Autos Sacramentales
from MS. 14864, B. N., Madrid. Unpublished Ph.D. Disserta
tion.
State UniversTty of Iowa, 1933. (This dissertation
was published by the University of Toronto Press, 1936, but
was unobtainable for this research).
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represent work done between 1575 and 1590.

When the pro

fessional dramatists of the Golden Age concentrated their
efforts on the religious theater, polymetry became an es
sential element of the auto.

Music and the dance as ac

companying artistic aids of the verse were witnessed
throughout the auto's history.
In the auto sacramental the use of poetry along with
allegory accentuated a quality which both had individually,
this was ambiguity .123

In ^jie case

.^he sacramental drama

where abstract concepts were being presented in an extensive
dramatization for an audience made up of clergy as well as
rustics such ambiguity made possible personal interpretations
depending upon the intelligence,, experience,.or sophistica
tion, if you will, of the individual witnessing the perfor
mance.

Interest for both the educated and the uneducated was

made possible with this technique.
There was no dirth of figures to people the allegorical

1 2 3 w i n i a m Empson's work Seven Types of Ambiguity (New
York: Noonday Press, 1955), is concerned with the ambiguity
of English poetry. His observations of ambiguity, the vari
ous levels of interpretations, may be applied in a broader
sense to poetry in general, that is, for the present study,
to the Spanish poetry of the autos sacramentales.
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drama, for they sprang automatically from the dogma itself
in the persons of Faith, Charity, the World, Flesh, Repen
tance, Grace, Hope, Man.

And so the list could continue

with the possibilities presented by dogma alone but it must
also be noted that the elements of timelessness and pre
figuration made additional figures possible.

First however

we must see why these elements became a part of the sacra
mental formula.
As the sign, the Eucharist, telescopes all time into
the moment it is offered, so the sacramental world has to be
one without the chronology of time as we perceive it in our
daily lives or think of it in terms of history.

This is a

reality of the eternal and everlasting and in the sacramen
tal drama automatically allows anachronisms to become an in
tegral part of the new reality.

The Old Testament prophesies

of the birth of Christ and His sacrifice which brought sal
vation to man are made one with the actual historical event
in the sign of the Eucharist.

Therefore, it is possible and

plausible that Old Testament figures, the prophets, should
appear together with the Apostles of the New Testament on the
sacramental stage.

Because the future is also bound in the

everlasting sign of the Eucharist the later saints and martyrs
might join these figures along with those personified quali
ties already mentioned which spring from dogma.

Legendary
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and classical mythological characters as well as historical
personages could join the above figures if the argumento
of the auto called for it in the allegorical structure sug
gested from the dogma.
The suggested allegory and its characters had to ful
fill their roles in a single act, although numerous scenes
were made possible by the devices of the carros and the
stage.

How could a drama which presents the full life of

man or men from the fall of Adam to the Redemption be pre
sented in a single act?

Wardropper considers the single act

a part of the sacramental formula in that, as the sacrament
reduces to one point all history, so the sacramental drama
in one point (act) focuses upon this sign of dogmatic
history.

124

Perhaps the form of one act is nothing more than

an unconscious remembrance of the single act of the Nativity
plays which were the early ancestors of the auto.

Or again

perhaps it was that the circumstances surrounding the per
formances:

the carros, moving from place to place; the

number of performances to be given in a day which limited
the dramatists' vision to the writing of one act plays.

At

any rate, how well a dramatist could work within the frame

^2^Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 23-24.
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of one act is a point to consider in examining his ability
as a writer of the auto sacramental.
With Juan del Encina the search for a dramatic formula
which would produce a play fitting the special needs of the
Corpus celebration was begun.125

It was a slow process with

many known and unknown writers taking part.

At any particu

lar period innovations may be found in the writing of the
autos which might later appear or disappear in the works of
following playwrights as they attempted to solve the problem
of presenting the sacramental world as opposed to the secu
lar world of the stage.

It is impossible to call any one

particular work the "first" auto sacramental, for the period
of development was slow, with innovations occuring constantly in the search for the perfect formula.

126

125Wardropper, "The Search for a Dramatic Formula for
the Auto Sacramental" 1196,
125In his collection of autos sacramentales, Eduardo
Gonzalez Pedroso placed Gil Vicente's Auto de San Martinho
as the first representative auto, stating in the prologue,
". . . e l auto de San Martin, muestra la mas antigua, entre
cuantas poseen fecha autentica, de dramas castellanos, hechos
para solemnizar la fiesta del Santisimo Sacramento," p. xvii.
This was contradicted by Cotarelo y Mori who considered
the Farsa sacramental by Hernan Lopez de Yanguas as the
"firsts auto. "El primer auto sacramental del teatro espanol
y noticias de su autor, el Bachiller Hernan Lop£z de Yanguas,"
Revista de Archivos. Bibliotecas jr Museos, VII (1902), 251272. Cited by Parker, "Notes on the Religious Drama," 180i n.
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Both Parker and Wardropper disagree with the above cri
tics. Wardropper notes that Vicente's work has nothing to
do with the sacramental tradition but is a mystery-type play
written to be presented on Corpus Christi day, yes, but un
related to the Eucharist for it is lacking in the essential
element.
Of Cotarelo y Mori's idea concerning Yanguas' Farsa,
he says that the play should be considered a landmark on the
road to the final sacramental formula, and not the "first"
auto. "The Search for a Dramatic Formula for the Auto Sacra
mental ," pp. 1200-1201.
Parker in mentioning the Cotarelo y Mori article states
that it is absurd to refer to any work as the "first", for
"The auto sacramental was no new genre that suddenly sprang
to life, but the gradual fusion of separate dramatic tradi
tions, and it is impossible to point to this fusion as being
first exemplified in any one particular play."
"Notes on the
Religious Drama," p. 180n.

CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OP A DRAMATIC FORMULA
FOR THE AUTO SACRAMENTAL

The publication of Jose de Valdivielso'a autos sacramentales took place in the first quarter of the seventeenth
century.

In the last years of the sixteenth century and

those of the seventeenth preceding this publication,
Valdivielso and other dramatists were engaged in writing
autos.

These dramatists were working with a dramatic form

j

which had begun to crystalize slowly in the sixteenth cen
tury, beginning with Juan del Encina.^

In the period of

time between the appearance of Encinas1s eglogas and Valdivielso's autos, there were known and unknown dramatists who
added their contributions to the developing auto formula.
Innovations were made by these men, sometimes to be accepted,
sometimes rejected by other dramatists.

Those innovations

which appeared to them to be giving direction to the honor
of the Eucharist in a dramatic work were retained and

^Wardropper devotes several pages to Encina as a precur
sor of the auto, Introduccion, pp. 155-160.
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further developed.

Those which did not enhance the sacra

ment's dramatic appearance were rejected.

The sixteenth

century may thus be considered the period of experimenta
tion whose purpose was, consciously or unconsciously, to
formulate a drama which would honor the Eucharist by pre
senting its eternal meaning, not its historical background.
The development of this formula took place principally
in Andalucia and Castile.

Here religious plays had been

presented within the Church to celebrate Christmas and
Easter.

Such plays were also presented in the households

of noblemen who sponsored artists such as Juan del Encina
under the patronage of the Duke of Alba, and Gil Vicente
under the patronage of the Royal House of Portugal.
With greater emphasis placed upon the celebration of
the feast day of Corpus christi, a demand for dramatic com
positions extolling the sacrament came into being.

The

early dramatists sought their material and form in the
religious plays already in vogue, for the other religious
celebrations.

As the dramatists became more and more aware

of the purpose which the Corpus play should fulfill, they
began to make changes in their work, these changes eventual
ly leading to the unique dramatic form which was the auto
sacramental.
When Valdivielso appeared on the scene in the latter
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part of the sixteenth century, the experimentation of his
precursors had produced dramatic techniques for the auto
which were deemed essential to its art of writing.

Among

these were allegorized plots, symbolic personages, polimetry,
anachronisms, prefigurations, music, dance, a reality of
timelessness, and the limitation of writing to one act.

If

the dramatic theory of Valdivielso is to be ascertained, it
is necessary to examine his autos to see if he accepted or
rejected the above dramatic devices.

It must be noted if

he himself made innovations in writing.

His dramatic theory

may not be limited to new techniques which he introduced in
the autos but also must consist of the refinements he made
in those techniques already established by his precursors.
Once the man's innovations have been ascertained and his
method of applying established techniques has been evaluated,
the dramatic theory of the artist for the auto sacramental,
as seen in twelve of his works, should be evident.
Before this evaluation may legitimately be made, it is
necessary to summarize the work of the precursors of
Valdivielso to give proper credit to those dramatists who
took part in the formation of the formula of the auto.

Such

an examination will also provide the reasoning of the
Spanish dramatists in adopting certain devices for the auto
while rejecting others.

When Valdivielso began ■to -write,’"three elements which
were accepted as dramatic devices for the auto were sym
bolism, prefiguration, and musical compositions.

These

elements have been noted as appearing in an embryonic stage
in the early dglogas of Juan del Encina.2 These are those
feglogas written before Encina employed a more realistic
style and before he went to Rome.

3

in these early works

Encina adopted liturgical drama to fit the needs of a small,
select audience in a private home or its chapel.

The day

being celebrated was not Corpus Christi but was Christmas,
Good Friday, Easter, or Carnival in the last decade of the
fifteenth century.

Particular interest is directed to

Encina's fSgloga II,4 a Nativity play wherein the Officium
Pastorum is blended with the Christmas liturgy and the four
*

gospels.

5

**
There are four characters in the egloga, all

shepherds, who are called Mateo, Marco, Lucas, and Juan.
It is in the selection of these names that symbolic inter
pretation may be noted, for the four men are named for the

2Ibid., p. 164.
^Crawford, o p . cit., p. 19.
4Juan del Encina, Eglogas de Juan del Enzina, ed. , by
Humberto Lopez Morales (New York: Las Americas Publishing Co.
1963), I, 33-41.
^Crawford,

0 £.

cit., p. 13.
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four writers of the Gospels.

Furthermore the shepherds,

who have just heard the news of Christ's birth, discuss
this event each in accordance with the Gospel for whose
author he is named.

The shepherds on a symbolic level may

be interpreted as representing the Gospel writers and their
news and perhaps, even extended to represent the Church it
self which continues to carry the message of the Gospels to
mankind.

That Encina himself may have intended this sym

bolic interpretation may be inferred in the directions for
the egloga1s presentation which state "todos cuatro, en
nombre de los cuatro evangelistas, de la natividad de Cristo
se comen^aron a razonar."7

g
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 170.
^Encina, o£. cit., p. 33. Angel Valbuena Prat disagrees
with Wardropper in the significance of symbolic interpretation
in the names of the four shepherds. His argument does not
mention the above quotation from Encin&?s work.
HabrA en tales nombres, claro es, intencion doctrinal,
pero se comportan como un pastor Mateo o un pastor
Lucas (no olvideraos que el contemporaneo egloguista
y paisano se llamaba.Lucas Fernandez); y no como San
Mateo y San Lucas.
Respecto al nombre del Cuarto Evangelista, coincidente con el del Bautista, no debemos olvidar que Encina, tan propenso a autorretratarse,
se llamaba precisamente Juan. Creo que estos dos
nombres, Juan y Lucas, sugirieron la idea de unirlos
a los de los dos primeros Evangelistas, mas que al ansia
de "superar el mundo cotidiano que preocupara a los
dramaturgos sacramentales".
From Historia del teatro espanol, p. 28.
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In the exposition of this egloga the element of pre
figuration appears.

Simply stated, prefiguration is the

explanation of an event by means of other events which pre
date it.

Here the Nativity is described through the Old

Testament prophecies made concerning the Incarnation as well
as the New Testament accounts of the preaching and work of
John the Baptist.

This blending of the past and the present,

even though done as exposition and not dramatic action, is
an early indication of what dramatists could do to achieve
the element of timelessness in their autos.
*
The Egloga is brought to a close as was customary with
Encina, with a villancico.8

This musical composition was

coupled with a dance as the joyful shepherds prepared to
leave to see the newborn Christ.

The words of the villancico

recall the events which have been responsible for this play,
a pleasant means of summarizing.

This final villancico

may have determined that the number of characters in the
play be four, since such a musical composition was written
for four voices.

Q

8For a description of the villancico1s form in the Ren
aissance and the Golden Age see TomSs Navarro TomSs, Mgtrica
espaflola; resefta historica £ descriptiva (New York: Las
Americas Publishing Co., 1956), pp. 216-218; 270-271.
^Crawford, o p . cit., p. 29.
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Both Lucas Fernandez and Gil Vicente used the early
eglogas of Encina as patterns for their writing of pastoral
liturgical d r a m a s . T h e i r contributions to the sacramental
formula's development consisted in advancements they made
upon their model.

The tendency to teach dogma rather than

to recount a Biblical event became more pronounced in the
work of Lucas Fernandez.^

in his Egloga o farsa del

nascimiento de nuestro Redemptor Jesucristo the characters
are shepherds who provide elements of humor in their dia
logue but, more important, the questions which they raise,
evoke a more explicit explanation of theological nature.

A

serious intent was introduced into the drama in this way.
The expositor of doctrine was not one of the shepherds but
a hermit who would have theological learning not expected in
a rustic shepherd.

The use of a human being as the expositor

was a change from the supernatural angel Encina employed in
Eglogas III and I V . ^

in these eglogas an angel appeared to

explain events of the Resurrection.

Once the practice of

-*-°Ibid., pp. 32; 34.
■^Wardropper discusses Fernandez as a precursor of the
auto in his Introduccidn, pp. 161-162.
^Encina, o p . cit., pp. 45-47; 61-67.
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substituting the supernatural angel with a human figure was
initiated,13 writers enjoyed a freedom in selecting an expositor-figure who realistically could appear in the play's
action.

The expositor had only to be a figure who could

demand the attention and belief of his rustic audience.

This

is seen when Vicente14 selected one of the shepherds in his
play Auto Pastoril Castelhano to be the expositor.

This

shepherd was one who was prone to solitary meditation and
above the rough pranks and games of his companions.
The element of timelessness was advanced by Gil Vicente's
work Auto da Sibila Cassandra.

Here the convention of his

torical chronology was broken hy having four figures from the
Old Testament appear with the three Classic Sibyls and a
fourth new one.

This prophet's play with pastoral setting

signaled an independency in the usage of liturgy and history
for a religious drama.

It was a means of varying old,

familiar themes and a means of telescoping history.

Together

these.may be seen as a step toward the reality of timeless
ness which the auto will have.

13

^
Wardropper, Introduceion, p. 165.

^Wardropper notes Vicente's contributions to the auto,
Introduccion, pp. 163-167.
The plays of Gil Vicente may be
read in the collection Obras completas, ed. by Marques Braga.
T^e Adto da Sibila Cassandra is found in Vol. I, 49-82; Auto
Pastoril Castelhano, I, 9-31.

About 1520 the Farsa sacramental of Hernan Lopez de
15
Yanguas-*- utilized several of the above elements in a play
destined for Corpus Christi.

Yanguas1 play shows for the

first time the realization on the part of the author that a
work for this feast day must have a dogmatic nature all its
own.

The characters are four shepherds with the names of

the Church fathers Hieronimo, Ambrosio, Hostin (Saint
Augustine), and Gregorio.

They are concerned with the un

usual sight they are witnessing/ their flocks of sheep graz
ing peacefully among the wild beasts, their natural enemies.
An angel (a return to the supernatural expositor of Encina)
appears to explain to these men that this is Corpus Christi
day, the day set aside to honor the sacrament of Christ*s
body.

Because this day has such great significance they

witness the peace of the animal kingdom.

The angel explains

something of the mystery of the sacrament, providing the
play's didactic element.

Music is blended with the verse of

a villancico to bring the play to its close.
With the works of Diego Sanchez de Badajoz^-® a greater

ISyanguas* role in the auto1s formation is discussed by
Warxlropper, Introduccidn, pp. 167-174.
16Wardropper*s discussion of Diego Sanchez de Badajoz
is found in his Introduce ion, pp. 175-199.
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advancement was made toward the auto's formula for ten of
the twenty-eight plays by the man are identified by internal
evidence as being written for Corpus Christi.

17

Wardropper

summarized these advancements as follows:
(1), modifico sutilmente el tipo del cologuio
pastoril, sustituyendo personajes universalizados por pastores cpnvencionales;
(2), logro dar un interes dramatico a la teologia;
(3), presento problemas dogmaticos sin atenerse a
una cronologia rigurosa;
(4), sirvidndose mds gue sus predecesores de la
prefiguracidn, did a la historia israelita un
sentido simbdlico m£s rebuscador y
(5), en las obras no destinadas a la fiesta de
Corpus Christi desarrolld la tdcnica
algedrica hasta tal punto, que fdcilmente
podrla incorporarse a la dramaturgia del
Corpus.1
Concerning the first point above, the four shepherds who, be
ginning with Encina, had motivated the theological explana
tions were reduced in number if not altogether,and likewise,
their importance was reduced in the play's action.
*

Two
iq

shepherds appear in the Farsa del Santisimo Sacramento-1- and

•^Crawford, o p . cit., p. 40.
18

**
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 176.

19Ibid., p. 180.
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only one in the farsas called Santa Susana and El Herrero.20
Shepherds do not appear in the main body of Farsa del molinero
and Farsa del colmenero.

In these plays the prologue of the

first is recited by a shepherd who announces that his role
in the play is that of the molinero. In the second play the
colmenero mentions that at one time he had been shepherd.

21

Those farsas wherein a shepherd remained as a character
presented him in a role where he was reduced from the moti
vator of theological discussion to an interpreter of the
stage action of the main characters or the reciter of the
prologue.

In the Farsa de Moysen the shepherd appears on

center stage with the principle characters but the role of
interpreter belongs to Saint Paul.

Here is an example of an

anachronism for Saint Paul of the New Testament explains to
Moses of the Old Testament the significance of the Euchar
ist.22
With the disappearance of the shepherds as motivators of

2QIbid .

,

p. 182.

21Ibid., pp. 182-183.
22Ibid., p. 187.

theological explanations22 a new method had to be introduced
which would provide an opening for the entrance of the doc
trinal element.
summary.

This is point two above in Wardropper1s

Dogma or theology began to become an integral

part of the dramatization itself.

The didactic element was

beginning to take on life instead of appearing only as ex
position.

Diego Sanchez began to dramatize that which before

had been presented as a discussion subject.

Old Testament

stories were selected which had a symbolic relationship with
Christ's life and sacrifice.
this point.24

The Farsa de Isaac illustrates

This story of Jacob receiving the inheritance

of his brother Esau from their blind father is explained as
symbolic, in that the blessing bestowed by Isaac on his son
Esau represents the blessing bestowed upon the Christian
Church through Christ's sacrifice which had been intended
for the Hebrew nation.

In such a drama the characters take

on a symbolic quality which is at the same time more univer
sal.

And, although allegory was not used to strengthen this

symbolism in the Corpus plays, Diego Sanchez had used al
legory elsewhere and had handled it well.

22IbicL, p. 181.
24Ibid., pp. 186-187

Later dramatists
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benefited by his work for they realized that allegory ap
plied to the auto1s structure would enhance its art.
In- the period- following Diego Sanchez's work and before
the Golden Age writers, belong the works of Juan de Timoneda
and the anonymous religious works found in the Codice de
autos viejos and a second manuscript of 1590.

25

*

Leo

Rouanet dates the works of the Codice as falling between
1550-1575.

26

Timoneda was writing or making refundiciones

of dramas for the Corpus celebration in Valencia during that
same period.

Several of the refundiciones of Timoneda are

*
27
found to be based on works appearing in the Codxce.

The Codice is important in the history of the auto
sacramental for of the ninety-six pieces it contains, thirtythree were intended for Corpus Christi, identifiable by
'

their theme of the sacrament of the Eucharist.

28

The title

auto sacramental does not appear for it was not used to
identify such works at this time.

Rouanet explains:

25p0r Wardropper's discussions of Timoneda see Introduccion, pp. 235-263; the Codice, pp. 201-226; and the Manuscript
of 1590, pp. 226-232.
26

l £ o Rouanet published the ninety-six works of the
Cddice de autos viejos under the title Colecci6n de autos,
farsas, £ cologuios del siglo X V I , I, xii-xiii.
See also
Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 202; 207-208.

27Crawford, o p . cit., pp. 151-152.
28Crawford,
p. 201.

0 £.

cit., p. 148.

Wardropper, Introduccion,
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IX est cl noter ici que, vers la fin du xvis
ou le commencement du xviie siecle, le mot auto
n'etait 1 *equivalent ni d 1auto sacramental, ni
d 1 auto al nacimiento. et ne s'appliquait pas
exclusivement aux representations ou l'honneur
de I'Euchariste ou de la Nativity, mais h. toute
oeuvre dramatique en un acte. Si on voulait
chercher dans le cSdice de Madrid le prototype
des autos sacramentales tels qu*on les congut
plus tard, c'est parmi les farsas qu'on le
trouverait . 2 9
By farsas he is referring to those works designated as Earsas
sacramentales and Farsas del sacramento in which allegory
is used.

Wardropper believes that farsa is no more an

exacting title than was auto.

However he notes that "'farsas

sacramentales' estan ya asociadas definitivamente a la forma
aleg 6 rica."

Such works are Eucharistic, as the five found

in the Codice are entirely allegorical approaches to the
sacramental world.

Of the compositions entitled farsas del

sacramento Wardropper states that these are plays in which
"se habla de la Eucaristxa", exposition thus and not drama
tization of the sacrament.

The latter would be an inter

mediary step in the development between the Nativity plays
and the Farsas sacramentales, the earliest sacramental works.

29

Rouanet,

0 £.

3 0 Wardropper,

cit., I, x.
Introduccion, p. 217.

The outstanding contribution of the anonymous writers
of the Codice was their great awareness of the contribution
which allegory could make to sacramental drama.

Although

their attempts at using allegory may appear crude and not
on

a level with the allegory of Diego Sanchez de Badajoz

in his plays not destined for Corpus, they must be credited
with making the effort to apply the technique so that after
1575 the typical drama written for Corpus Christi would be.
one with allegory.31
The examples of allegorical usage within the Codice
vary.

There are those works in which allegory has been used

only in an introductory or a final scene, while the main
body of the work presents historical action, usually a
Biblical story.

These allegorical prologues or epilogues

served to inform the audience that the historical play they
witness may be interpreted with a far greater meaning than
that easily perceived as Biblical history.

These allegori

cal scenes sought to make the audience aware of the universal and timeless meaning to be abstracted from history.

31Ibid., p. 226.
32lbid., pp. 219-222

32
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Then there are those works which are entirely allegorical.

These are simple allegories not far removed from the

parable style of the Scriptures.

In these, however, the

development of allegorical personages may be seen taking
place as, for example, the extension of Adam to represent all
mankind.

A universal interpretation is coming into being

with such extensions which was a quality greatly needed in
the sacramental reality of the auto.
It is interesting to note that in these anonymous works
the writers continued to reject the use of polymetry.

For

the most part the guintilla was the standard verse form
used.

This rigidity in the verse pattern may be traced back

to the work of Juan del Encina where the final villancico
or a copla was the only example of metrical relief to be
found in a religious play.

The standard practice in religi

ous plays from Encina to the time of the Codice was that a
dramatist would select a strophe form, usually the guintilla,
and once introduced, this metrical form was followed faith
fully throughout the work .34

33jbid., pp. 222—226.
34Ibid., pp. 209; 211-215

The six works of Juan de Timoneda for the Corpus
Christi celebration in Valencia serve as the key to the
transformation of the farsas sacramentales of the Codice to
the pre**Calderonian autos sacramentales.3 5

These works were

published in two volumns both appearing in 1575 entitled
Ternario sacramental and Segundo ternario sacramental .3 6
Timoneda did not state that he was the author of these works
rather that they had been "peustos en su perfeccion y
representados por loan Timoneda.

37

Wardropper has summarized

the debate over whether Timoneda was an original artist or
a refundidor^S an<^ would have it noted that, no matter, his
true position should be recognized in the advancements his
plays have made in history of the auto1s formula.

There are

three changes noted in Timoneda's work which had lasting
importance in the auto1s future structure.

These are a

limitation of the use of historical elements in the allegori-*
cal argumento;

3 5 Ibid.,

39

p. 235.

3 ®Crawford,
3 ^Ibid.,

38
39

greater care displayed in the presentation

op. cit., pp. 150-151.

p. 151.

Supra., p. 82, n. 25.
Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 252-253.
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j

of theology so that correct Interpretations of doctrine
were conveyed to the audience ; 4 0 and a new dignity given to
the play by removing rougher comical elements and characters
who would be expected to provide such humor*

With this new

dignity there also came a new seriousness in the tone of the
play . 4 1
Timoneda retained the allegorical devices 4 3 he found
already in the plays and he accepted their verse forms with
out making an attempt to break the monotony of the rigid set
pattern of the quintillas .4 3
By adding to the seriousness of tone in these plays
Timoneda was removing popular elements from the plays.

He

found such elements unnecessary as he was interested in ad
dressing his works to a select group in his audience, the
clergy or its hierarchy.

The return of popular elements

was witnessed in the autos of Lope de Vega and Valdivielso
for these dramatists were desirous of reaching the various
levels of intelligence in their homogeneous audience.

Popu

lar elements could play an important part in the auto, if
their cruder elements were softened or omitted.

Later

4 0 Ibid.,

pp. 253-261 passim.

4 1 Ibid.,

pp. 246-248; 250-252; 260-262, passim.

4 3 Ibid.,

pp. 249; 252; 257 passim.

4 3 Ibid.,

pp. 249-250; 255-259; 261 passim.
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dramatists also ignored Timoneda's practice of depicting
his allegorical characters as the sex denoted by their name,
e.g., La yirtud would be a woman while El^ Gusto would be
portrayed as a man.

44

As a fourth contribution of Timoneda to the auto sacra
mental Wardropper sees that this man as a refundidor in
casting out the popular elements did bring to the genre a
more dignified state which attracted the attention of the
great Golden Age dramatists.

Because there was now dignity

in what had once appeared a poorly developed play type, the
professional playwrights deemed it a form worthy of their
writing abilities .4 5

Once having set about writing their

own autos, they brought to the genre their knowledge of the
dramatic techniques of the comedia which, when applied to
such matters as action and character portrayal, would bring
new life to the auto as well as the return of popular elements.
Eleven anonymous plays written for Corpus Christi are
bound together in a second manuscript, referred to above as

44Ibid., p. 258.
45Ibid., pp. 262-263
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the manuscript of 1590.48

These plays are dated by internal

evidence as being written between 1575 and 1590.

47

For

the first time the name auto sacramental is applied to works
designated for celebrating the Corpus feast d a y .4 8

Further

experimentation and development in the sacramental formula
is witnessed in these plays and advancements are evident

,

from the Codice.

49

The works are written in one act,

they

are entirely allegorical, and there is a variety of verse
forms within a single composition.

a

50

The sources of the

a

For Wardropper's discussion of these plays consult
his Introduccion,pp . 227-232.
The plays which have been
edited with one omission are found in the following: Vera
Helen Buck, e d . , Four Autos Sacramentales of 1590: Sacra
mento de la Eucaristia, La conbersion de Sant pablo, El
castillo de la F e e , El testamento de Christo, University of
Iowa Studies in Spanish Language and Literature, no. 7 (Iowa
City: The State University of Iowa, 1937); Alice Bowdoin
Kemp, ed., Three autos Sacramentales of 1500: La degollacidn
de Sant Jhoan, El rrescate del alma, Los amores del alma con
eX Principe de Ta Lu 2 , University of Iowa Studies in Spanish
Language and Literature printed elsewhere (Toronto: The
University of Toronto Press, 1936); and Carl Allen Tyre, ed..
Religious Plays of 1590: Comedia de la historia y adoracidn
de los tres Reyes Magos, Comedia de buena y santa doctrina,
Comedia del nacimiento y vida de Judas, University of Iowa
Studies in Spanish Language antT-Literature, no. 8 (Iowa City:
The State University of Iowa, 1938).
47
Buck, oj>. cit., p. 3.
AQ

Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 227-228.
Buck, op. cit., p. 4. Wardropper, Introduccion, pp.
229-230.
^8 Buck, o p . cit., pp. 12; 16; 20; 22. Wardropper, Intro
duccion, pp. 228-229.
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allegorical plots have been derived from Biblical literaCl

PA

ture?-1- as well as popular literature, e.g.: La Celestina.

*

Elements of music and dance are retained and the final
villancico is still evident.
The advancement found here in the formula of the auto
which is most noteworthy is the use of polimetry.
of importance is the use of popular literature.

But also
The writers

are beginning to see that for the allegorical argumentos
of. the autos any subject may serve as the framework of the
drama if it is able to convey concretely the profound ab
stract thoughts of the doctrine of the Eucharist.

There must

be in this substitution of the concrete for the abstract the
suggestion for this substitution within the doctrine itself.
The substitution therefore could not contain.crudities which
would be out of place in the sacramental world.

Certain

popular literature could not be substituted in the allegory
of the auto for it was so well known, that in the religious
nature now ascribed to it, the audience was unable to con
ceive of it on the level of the sacrament.

5'
LBuck,

52

Thus La Celestina

op. cit., pp. 9; 13; 17; 20.

Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 230-232. Kemp, oj>. c i t .,
p. 124ff. This work is called Los amores del alma con el
Principe de la Luz. It has its source not only in l£ Celes
tina but also in the Old Testament, Jeremiah 3:1, with the
theme of the pardoned adultress.
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was not to be the source of allegory for later autosNow the period of writing by Valdivielso and his con
temporaries, notably Lope de Vega, has been reached.

A

review of the state of development in the auto's dramatic
formula indicates that certain techniques have been accepted
generally.

The auto is a one act play with an allegorical

argumento peopled by symbolic personages with universal
appeal.

This argumento was designed to case light on the

meaning of the Eucharist, the sacrament rather than the his
toric Biblical event from which it had been abstracted as
the symbol of timeless significance.

Allegory was discovered

to be the best literary language and the best argumento
framework for the auto sacramental for allegory made pos
sible the reality of the timeless sacramental world.
This reality was new to the art of the theater.

It was

the reality the auto demanded in order to present the eternal
quality of the Eucharist which was being extolled on its
53

feast day.

Sacramental reality is a reality in which all

value given to "temporal" time must be completely discarded.
Why?

The dramatic interpretation of the Eucharist demanded

that the sacrament be recognized as God's sign to man which

53

■*’
Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 101-108.

transcends all time past, present, and future.

The eter-

nality of God's plan for mankind, recalled in the partaking
df the sacrament, must be imparted to the audience through
dramatization.

The secular comedia had its own reality,

that of the temporal world with its material needs and values
in the day to day existence of man with man.

Herein the

temporal reality portrayed the desires and experiences of
earthly events.

The interest of the audience lay in how

the play's characters succeeded or failed in their temporal
human existance on a man to man basis.

In the auto the

interest lay in the relationship of man and God - the spir
itual world which is without end.

In partaking of the

sacrament G o d 's promise of salvation is renewed and reaf
firmed.

The sacrament is the timeless symbol of this

promise and in the auto the dramatists attempted to convey
this timeless relationship between God and mankind.

The

joy which man should feel in his heart in recognizing the
symbol's meanings to his soul's well being was the joy
which Valdivielso expressed in his autos.
Allegory entered as an aid to present this timeless
significance of the Eucharist when dramatists realized that
a play of temporal reality, an historical play based on the
Biblical events of the Last Supper or its prefigurations
did not satisfy the needs of the feast day.

The presentation
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of the historical event was marked as an event of the past
- temporal thus.

On Jueves Santo it was well to present a

play which recalled to the audience the historical event
which had occurred.

On Jueves Santo the historical event

was being commemorated just as on Christmas Day and Easter
Sunday.

On Corpus Christi Day the celebration was different

in that, not the event but, the eternal symbol abstracted
from that event was being honored.

The primary function of

the auto was to present the symbol of the event with its
eternal values.

For this reason the playwrights turned to

the dogma of the Church wherein the Church fathers had ab
stracted the eternal truths of the Biblical events, to in
terpret them in the light of their timeless significance to
man as the plan of God.

In dogma the dramatist found the

eternal values of the Eucharist which they wished to honor.
It is well here to present something of that dogma which
surrounds the sacraments and gave birth to the auto sacra
mental .

This summary touches upon the doctinal ideas which

are deemed most evident in the timeless sacramental reality
of the auto and which, for Valdivielso's work, serve as the
eternal truths which should give joy to mankind in his reali
zation of salvation.

Because the Eucharist is central to

all the sacraments, this summary makes reference to all.
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According to St. Thomas
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the sacraments were meant

to heal the wounded nature of man.

Their essence is moti

vated by the imperfection of man and by the harm done to
his nature and faculties by sin.

The condition of Adam in

original sin removed from his physical nature the super
natural grace which before his sin would have been bound up
with the handing on of nature.

Grace was then attached to

a sensible actr a sacramental act.

The mystery of grace

was passed on through the instrumentality of physical acts.
(50:2,5,9,11; 52:3,11,16).
By the Incarnation itself Christ, a divine person,
penetrated a visible nature to draw near to man.

By this

act of entry into a visible and corporeal human nature, the
Son of God acquired a Mystical Body, for He united and took
to Himself the whole human race becoming like unto man in
all save sin.

This insertion of the supernatural into the

natural is the union which is the basis of the elevation of
the human race to a participation in the divinity of the
Head.

(39:1,3; 49:6).
The sacramental character of Christ realizes the per

fect union of God and His supernatural grace with visible

5 4 A11

citations presented in the text are from Saint
Thomas Aquinas, On the Truth of the Catholic Faith from Summa Contra Gentiles, Book Four: Salvation, translated with
an introduction and notes by Charles J. O'Neil, Image Books
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and material nature.

The flesh of the God-man, which con

tains the fullness of the divinity, becomes a revivifying
flesh from which supernatural life comes forth to man.

By

the fact and manner of the Incarnation the Son of God has
made of His corporal union with the human race the basis
of His supernatural union with it.

(59:9)

The sacramental nature of the Church consists in that
the divinity of Christ through His humanity,has united to
Himself a new mystical, visible body.

In the Church He has

united to Himself other humanities to be the instruments of
His divinity.

In the Church and through it He has inserted

the mystery of His supernatural life into human flesh to
raise that flesh to the Spiritual plane that it might be
glorified with Him.
The sacraments are the main acts of the Mystical Body
and belong properly to Christ.

Each is a union of a m y 

stery and a physical, sensible sign, an insertion of the
supernatural in the natural.

This is the significance of

St. Thomas' definition: a sacrament is the sign of a sacred
thing which sanctifies men.

The effect of the sacraments

is incorporation into Christ; they are external signs which

(Garden City, New York: Doubleday

&

Company, Inc., 1957)
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communicate and signify to:'man the grace of Christ.

They

have real effects in that they bestow a participation in
the life and nature of God.

To these sensible signs and

symbols there has been attached a thoroughly supernatural
power to produce an invisible effect in the soul of man, an
effect absolutely and essentially supernatural.

(56: 2,3,4,5) .

The union of this supernatural power to sensible signs
rests essentially on the Incarnation of Christ and union with
the members of the human race.

He merited for man all the

gifts of grace but this me r i t must be applied to each man in
particular in order that each one take possession of the
grace already objectively merited for him.

To this end

Christ has instituted external acts to be performed in the
Church and in its name, to which He has joined the communica
tion of His merits.

By means of these acts, the power of

the Holy Spirit works in men; the merits of Christ are com
municated to them and draw into them the grace of the Holy
Spirit.

(55:28,29),

The sacrament is the external physical thing which
causes, signifies, and contains supernatural grace.

There

is in the sacrament a necessary connection between what the
sacrament signifies and w h a t it causes:

it causes according

J

to the specific nature of what it signifies.

In its meta

physical definition sacrament belong to the genus of sign.
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which means it represents to the cognoscitive faculty some
thing other than itself, i.e., grace, or a new state in the
Church.

A sacrament is not a formal sign as is a formal

concept in which the sign signified and known is immediately
seen.

Sacraments are, rather, instrumental signs, signs

which, because of their relation with another thing, bring
man to a knowledge of it.

The significant power of each

sacrament is rooted in the very nature of the material used;
thus water poured on the head (Baptism) signifies the cleans
ing of the soul most appropriately as much as washing is
one of the chief uses of water throughout the world; bread
and wine signify the fulfilling of hunger for eternal life
(Eucharist) just as they fulfill man's daily need to stave
off death by starvation.

By the will of Christ the sign is

determined to signify one thing (58:1,4;

59:2; 61:1,2,4).

Of the seven sacraments. Baptism, Confirmation, Penance,
Eucharist, Matrimony, Holy Orders, and Extreme Unction, the
central key is the Eucharist.

The application of the Paschal

mystery is the object of all the rites, the essential con
tent of all the sacraments, of everything that constitutes
the Church's liturgy.

Christianity is Paschal.

Everything

in it consists in the partaking of the mystery of Jesus Christ,
which is a mystery of death and of resurrection.

The Son of

God chose to share in mortal life that He might enlarge it.
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open it up, surpass it, rise above it, and transform it
into an eternal life.
person.

He fulfilled this mystery in His own

He imitated man in life and death, except for sin,

that man might share, in union with Him, that divine life
which is in Him.

Just as He imitated man in death, in man's

death, he is to imitate Him in His death and in His resur
rection.

Man is to reproduce this death and resurrection

iii himself by receiving the sacraments which contain them.
The sacraments that give life are also those that give death,
the death of Christ in us, that death to sin and its conse
quences, the death to death.
Sacramental signification is demonstrated in* Dora Odo
Casels theory of the Mass*
. . . .the Mass involves a real objective presence
of the entire work of redemption. This means that
the incarnation, the passion, and death, the Re
surrection and the Ascension, all the saving acts
performed by Christ, are really present again in
the Eucharistic celebration.
The Mass is neces
sarily a universal re-presentation of the entire
work of redemption since the mystery of salvation is
one indivisible whole. Each one of the individual
mysteries of Christ is, in its own way, the cause
of our salvation.
In the Eucharist, the incarnation
is present as the first condition of sacrifice: the
passion of Christ as the central act; the resurrection
and ascension as the acts by which the Father accepts
the sacrifice; the parousia, as the final terms of
Redemption. . . ."SB

55Clement Tierney, "The Theology of Mysteries," The
ology Digest, VII, no. 3 (1959), 168.
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A far-reaching characteristic of the structure of the
divine economy is this:

what is given to one alone on be

half of all is then extended and communicated to all.

What

has been done by one alone on behalf of all must still be,
in a way, done by all.

Christ is son, and as such heir; we

become sons in Him and through Him, heirs.
us;

Christ died for

we must be baptized into His death, be crucified with

Him, live together with Him (Romans

6 ),

rise together with

Him, and sit with Him in Heaven (Ephesians 2).
Therefore Christian life is not simply a matter of b e 
lieving in Christ and receiving His grace into our souls.
To be a Christian in the fullest sense demands a real parti
cipation in the saving acts of Christ.

The Christian must

come into contact with them and live by them.
in a sense repeat them in his own life.

More, he must,

This is the process

by which we are to be saved and sanctified . ^ 6
Man's participation in the saving acts of Christ's is
decided by each man's will.

This is the choice given to him.

Valdivielso portrays this free choice in the autos 1 for it
is always man who comes to God asking admission into His

56Ibid., p. 165

xoo
number.

But, and Valdivielso bears down heavily on this

point, Christ seeks to draw all men unto Him and into salvation by displaying the great love He has for the soul.
Man must make the choice.

And the autos make evident the

joy of the man who follows Christ.

In following Christ the

man imitates Him in His life through the sacraments.

The

Eucharist being the supreme sacrament for it is the divine
body and blood of the Lord Himself.

The medicinal quality

of the sacrament, a term applied by St. Thomas, in the autos
of Valdivielso is the happiness of man in recognizing the
significance of the Eucharist as a remedy of his ills and
torments, for the Eucharist signifies herein death to the
death awaiting man without this divine intercession.
The playwrights were obliged to seek a method whereby
they could give dramatic life to teachings as above.

The

profundity of these thoughts makes them difficult for the
untutored, and even inaccessible to the pure reasoning power
of most men.

The task of the dramatist was a difficult one.

He must give life to abstract ideas and he must make these
ideas understandable.

At the same time he must present a

work of dramatic art.

Allegory was perceived as the solution

to this problem.
Allegory is a language of signs.

It is a language

V.

wherein that which is unknown is substituted with the known
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or familiar.

In the case of the autos the unknown doctrinal

abstractions were substituted with concrete subjects which
were familiar to the audience.

The dramatist sought within

the doctrine a substitution, one suggested therein, which was
understandable to the audience through their daily living
experiences and contact with men.

Wardropper makes this

statement concerning the allegory of the auto;
La asuncion axiomatica en gue se funda el
auto sacramental es gue se puede sugerir
un sentido mistico u oculto mediante la representacion simbolica de lo perfectamente
conocido . 5 7
In returning the abstractions of a truth to a concrete
state the allegorical argumento of the auto had to retain the
dignity of religious thought and, of course, its timeless
meaning.

Characters for the allegorical argumento were also

suggested through the doctrinal abstractions such as Memory,
Faith, Will, Understanding.

These allegorical characters

were born in the world of the sacramental doctrinal just as
the argumento.

In peopling the sacramental stage they enhanced

the auto1s ability to transmit more clearly the profundities
of dogma.

The roles played by the allegorical characters in

the auto are the roles they play in the Eucharist's significance.

**7 War dropper,

Introduccion , p. 303.
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The characters of the auto did not have to be limited
by any means to allegorical figures.

Just as^ any framework

for the argumento might be perceived in dogma just so might
any Biblical, historical, literary, or imaginative character
be perceived who would fill a particular need.

Here again

the acceptance of the timeless reality in the auto is ap
parent, for, in the juxtaposition of allegorical and histor
ical personages, value placed in temporal reality must be
abolished; likewise, when characters appear together on the
auto1s stage whose historical lives were many temporal years
apart.

And so it is that anachronisms enter the art of the

auto as a device whereby sacramental reality could be more
fully drawn.

For the sacramental world chronology has no

place, because for the sacrament transcends all time;

Any

recognition of historical, earthly time and events must dis
appear in the auto sacramental if it is to fulfill its pur
pose in presenting the Eucharist as a symbol of God's grace
which is without time.

Criticism thrust upon the auto for

its use of anachronisms and allegorical figures was totally
unjustified if these two elements were used in such a way
that sacramental reality became a believable reality on the
>

stage of this feast day.
The auto sacramental was written in verse and by the
end of the sixteenth century polymetry was accepted in its
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writing just as in the secular comedia.

With the freedom

to select verse forms and vary them throughout the one act
play, the monotonous rigidity of the old style plays was
lost.

Poetry was now able to enhance the allegorical argu

mento by adding its lyric qualities to fit the needs of the
action or make itself suitable to the dialogue of the charac
ters.

With poetry there comes too its essence of ambiguity

which added to the ambiguity also produced by allegory.

This

doubling was not harmful to the auto for in itself it becomes
an element of the drama which aided the writer in reaching
the various levels of intellect which were found in the
Spanish audience at that time.

58

The ambiguity of the auto

produced in its poetry and allegory, permitted the individu
als in the audience to grasp at their own level of experience
eg
something of the significance of the Eucharist.
It remained for a dramatist to take up the auto's writ
ing who could, with ability, combine the above elements into
an artistic production which without question presented the
meaning of the Eucharist and the joy which should be experi
enced with the knowledge of its eternal promise.

autos

The

58Wardropper discusses the Spanish audience of the
in his Introduccion, pp. 77-87.
59

Ibid., pp. 89-99. This chapter is devoted to the
ps^rt allegory and poetry play in the auto's ambiguity.
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techniques to make such a work possible had been realized.
The polishing of the techniques remained to be done so that
a dramatic gem might appear.

This work must display the use

of a formula wherein all the elements fitted smoothly to
gether, one not overshadowing the other.

The end result of

the formula was to produce a religious drama which contained
the internal essential, the significance of the Eucharist.

CHAPTER III

VALDIVIELSO'S CONCEPT OP HOMAGE TO THE EUCHARIST

In Chapter I f section III, it has been established that
the internal literary essential, homage to the Eucharist,
is the single element which identifies the auto sacramental
from other one act religious plays with similar structural
devices.

Furthermore, this literary element must be a vital

part of the central

action or the didactic element

play, relevant to the entire dramatization and not
dental introduced at some point in the dialogue.

of the
an inci
That this

literary element does exist internally in the twelve works
under study here must be the first concern in the evaluation
of Jose de Valdivielso1s dramatic theory.

In establishing

the presence of such homage as the asunto 1 W e are assured
that each work is a

true auto sacramental,setting

up thus

the foundation from which we may proceed to build the study

^Asunto, the Spanish word, will be used to indicate the
central theme of the Eucharist. Argumento will be the term
employed for the plot of the individual autos. For prece
dents in this terminology see Parker, The Allegorical Drama
of Calderon, pp. 59-60.
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of the techniques involved in the dramatization of
j

Valdivielso*s concept of homage to the Real Presence of the
Eucharist.
Xn establishing the presence of the Eucharistic theme
in these autos it will become apparent that Jose de Valdi
vielso approached the 'drama of the Corpus Christi stage as
an aesthetic-dramatist .2

This is to say that Valdivielso

was much concerned that his dramatic works should treat of
those practices of the Christian life which lead to perfec
tion.

This perfection is the beauty of the daily religious

life of the individual Christian who thereby will come to
fine God's grace— salvation.

In the autos dogma served Val

divielso as the basis for the principles of Christian prac
tices or exercises whijch the individual must observe to obtain
the desired perfection.

The auto dramatized as a living ex

ample for the people the practices or beauties of a true
Christian life.

It also dramatized the contrast of that life

which did not heed these practices.
By contrasting the joys
*
the one with the sorrows of the other Valdivielso achieved
his goal:

the dramatization of the spiritual well-being the

individual encountered who strove to do God's will in this

2Wardropper designated Valdivielso as an "asceta
dramatico", Introduccion, p. 309.

of
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earthly life, following the practices established by Christ
in His Church where the sacraments are to be found.

The

Eucharist, the supreme gift and the supreme sacrament, be
comes in the auto the goal of Christian life as the symbol
of God's grace--the redemption of man with his eternal sal
vation,

The greatest homage Valdivielso could pay to the

Real Presence of the sacrament was to honor its meaning to
the soul's eternal salvation.

To arrive at this meaning

the Spaniard portrayed the pathway of the Christian to the
receipt of this divine gift.
For the establishment of the Eucharistic theme the autos
have been divided into two principal groups based upon their
structural patterns.

The first grouping contains nine autos;

L a .amistad en el peligro, El villano en su rincon, El
peregrino, El hijo prodigo. Las ferias del alma. La serrana
de Plasencia, El hombre encantado, El arbol de la vida, and
El hospital de los locos.

These form the most common struc

tural pattern used by Valdivielso.
divided into two groups:

They in turn are sub

the first subdivision is composed

of the first four autos named above, the second subdivision
is composed of the remaining five.
grouping contains three autos;

The second principal

Los cautivos libres, El fenix

de amor, and Psigues y Cupido, which must be considered
individually.
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It must be noted in the first principal group of nine
autos that here is found not only the most common pattern
of an allegorical frame as visualized by Valdivielso for
presentation of the Eucharistic theme, but that this is also
the framework which permitted the writer the best or most
obvious means of dramatizing his concept of what homage to
the sacrament of the Eucharist should be.

In reading these

nine autos one perceives that Valdivielso is communicating
a doctrinal aspect of the Eucharist which is easily recog
nized:

the sacrament or the invitation to receive the

sacrament is God's grace to the penitent.

For Valdivielso

no greater homage could be bestowed upon the sacrament than
to dramatize its meaning of spiritual well-being to the in
dividual man, the son of Adam, lost in original sin, who
as a penitent comes to receive his redemption through Christ.
In the first general grouping the framework of the al
legorical plot is such that the sacrament of the. Eucharist
is the culminating action of the auto.

In the first sub

division of this group there are four autos in which the
experience of man communing with Christ is witnessed.

This

stage presentation is a banquet or festive supper over which
Christ presides and man is His invited guest, the divine
nature of the meal being presented through the dialogue as
exemplified in the following excerpts beginning with La
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amistad en el peligro.^

Here Placer refers to the symbolic

meaning of the banquet prepared by Christ for his newfound
friend:
Pues aveis hecho las pazes,
el pan y vino gastad,
y en lugar del pan y el vino
vuestro cuerpo, y sangre dad.
In the Auto del peregrino

the peregrino has entered the

safety of the Church with the aid of the Samaritano (Christ) .
Here in the presence of his Lord, the Church Fathers, and
symbolic personages, he partakes of the Eucharist, Xglesia
informing all
Oy el Rey, nuestro Senor,
Esposo del alma mia,
en publico comer <^uiere
con quien le quito la vida.
slruanle los de la boca,
de su messa y su familia,
que le traen siempre en palmas,
que oy es justo que le siruan.
Arrastrad esse bufete;
acomodad essas sillas,
Grandes, servid oy al hombre .6

Jose de Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales £ dos
comedias divinas, ff. 46/[F6]-57/[H] . Hereafter cited as
Doze actos sacramentales.
4 Ibid., f.' 56/G8 verso.
The Spanish names of the alle
gorical characters will usually be used without underlining.
5 Ibid.,

ff. 92/[M4] —102--/[N6] .

6Ibid., f. 101/[N5].
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Verdad and Samaritano explain to Peregrino the significance
of this honor:
Verdad

Del bocado que comeys,
ved que buena cuenta deys,
que los bocados, os cuenta.
El que os conuida es manjar

Peregrino

Verdad

Verdad

No ay mas como que comer,
que aqui comer y callar.

Samaritano

Hombre, a mi mesmo me d o y ,
que ya mi pecho te fio,
y tras tenerte en el raio
gozoso al tuyo me voy.
Posada’ es que he desseado
de aqueste hu&sped posada.

Xcomo puede ser?

A letter from the King (Christ) is received by the
^ O
villano, Juan Labrador, in El Villano en su rincon.

Herein

he is commanded to appear before his Lord and does so accom
panied by Razon.

The villano who has ignored his Lord through

out his lifetime is very fearful of this meeting and is under
standably surprised when asked to join the King as a guest
at His table.

Apetito and Gusto (the senses of the villano >

are also invited to the banquet.

7 Ibid.f

f. 101/N5 verso.

8 Ibld.,

ff. 1/[A]-12/[B4]

The covered plates are brought

Ill
forth and as each is uncovered its mystery is explained in
light of feeding the soul of the villano.

The first

plate

contains a letter which the King says
Es una carta de pago,
donde aunque digo que cobro
vengo a hazeros nueua gracia,
pues infinito os perdono.
The second plate holds a sword with which the King knights
the villano as a member of His Holy O r d e r . ^

The final plate

that.bearing the Host, evokes the discussion of the Euchar
ist:
Key

En este plato cubierto
os cifro mis bienes todos,
porque en el me quedo yo
tan grande como en mi trono.

Razon

Quiero describrirle y verle.
(No la dexa descubrir el plato)
Que le descubras.te estoruo,
que basta que yo lo diga,
sin que preguntes el como,
este es misterio de fe.

Rey

Villano

No ay mas de encoger los o(m)bros
cautiuo el entendimiento.

Razon

Senor Hey, yo callo y como.

Ibid., f. 11/B3 verso.
10

Loc. cit.

Rey

Aqui tiene el Apetito
cifrados los gustos todos,
que soy mana verdadero.

Razon

Senor Rey, yo callo y como.

Rey

Comiendo Iuan Labrador
auels de quedar rauy otro,
q(ue) en mi quedais, y en vos quedo.

Razon

Senor Rey, yo callo y como.

These three autos are climaxed with scenes and dialogue
which assure us that the audience could grasp the stage
symbol denoting the Eucharist.

These dramatic explanations

are integral parts of the dramatization.

One auto, El hijo

^
1Q
prodigo, b e l o n g i n g to this subdivision of Group I is an
exception to the last statement.
Wardropper has discussed this auto, the banquet scene
and its value as a Eucharistic symbol, at some length in the
chapter devoted to Jose de Valdivielso in his Introduccion
13

al teatro religioso del siglo de oro.

Herein Wardropper

noted that because the Spaniard was so faithful to the par
able of the Prodigal Son as told by Christ and recorded in
Luke 15:11-32, that mention,

"alusion enfatica," was not

1 1 Ibid.,

f. 12/IB4].

1 2 Ibid.,

ff. 115 (bis)/[P2]-126(bis)/Q5 verso.

1 3 Wardropper,

Introduccion, pp. 283-310 passim.
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made of the Eucharistic value which should be assigned to
the banquet scene.14

Had Wardropper been able to devote

more discussion, time, and space to this particular auto,
he doubtless would have called attention to the two strong
references made to the sacrament of the Eucharist, which
precede the scene in question and which dramatically prepare
the audience for the symbolic nature they should perceive
in the banquet prepared by the Father in honor of the re
gained son.
The first reference and the stronger of the two is made
by Inspiracion, one of the two companions who set out with
the Prodigal on his journey.

Inspiracion has witnessed the

downfall of the Prodigal and knows the fearful state of his
soul,, now that he has accepted the position of swineherd of
□emonio.

In a monologue Inspiracion calls upon the Prodigal

to leave the ways of destruction which he is following and
to return to the Father's house.

The stage directions^5

call for Inspiracion to point to a location on the stage
where the audience will see el Santxssimo Sacramento.

14Ibid., p. 287.
^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 2 3 (bis)
/[Q23.
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We must imagine that this representation was an altar upon
which were seen the chalice and the host of the Mass as
described and explained by Inspiracion:
Buelue al pasto de su cuerpo
gue en aguel bianco gurron
es de los Angeles pasto,
y ellos los ganados son.
Buelue a aguel pan, y a ag(uel) pasto
gue pronosticd Iacob
todo de rozxo del cielo,
todo de arina de flor.
Al pan gue canto Xsayas,
al gue a Elias conforto,
gue ofrecid Melchisedec,
y celebrd Salomdn.
Al pan aguien (sicj hizo fiestas
el esposo de Michol,
gue en el area de la Iglesia
hizo piezas a Dagon.
Al gue espigo por su dicha,
Ruth, la muger de Booz,
vi<5 en el lago Daniel,
y hizo fuerte a ledeon.
Buelve a aguel pan saludado
gue a mil enfermos sand,
gue es hartura de los cielos
aungue nunca los harto.
Mira gue perdido vas
siguiendo ajeno senor,
gue por pan te dara piedras,
por vino hiel de Dragdn.^6
When one is familiar with the entire auto this description
of the grace of the Father found in the sacrament is an ob
vious reference to the banguet which is prepared for the son.

16Loc. cit.

1X5
It is made up of many Old Testament allusions, each one
}

familiar to the Spanish public of the day through their ap
pearance in the church liturgy.

The allusions apparently

were selected carefully to assure their validity and power
in the suggestion of the symbolic meaning of p a n .

The audi

ence hearing these verses should become aware of the spiri
tual safety to be found by the Prodigal, if and when he
accepts the counsel of Inspiracion to return to his Father.
I
A greater dramatic interest is achieved through this mono
logue

for, although the parable was well known, the question

arises of an outcome not expected:
not heed Inspiracion.

perhaps the Prodigal will

It would seem that he is lost for he

leaves the stage with Demonio to accept the tools of his
new position.

Because intensity is focused upon this situa

tion wherein the Prodigal must soon decide the fate of his
soul, the Eucharistic reference made by Inspiracion should
make a lingering impression upon the audience as the only
solution to the Prodigal's danger - that the Prodigal must
return to the Father is but to say that a man, lost, must
return to God by the means He established, the Church and
its sacraments.

The repentant Prodigal will then be received

with forgiveness and rejoicing on the part of the Father
who will prepare (has already prepared through the sacrifice
of the Cross) a banquet in his honor.

The penitent man

1X6
likewise will be forgiven and will enjoy the grace of God
accorded to him as a communicant, in the L o r d ’s house and
at His table.
The second reference to the Eucharist is made by the
Father Himself immediately before the return of the Prodigal
Son.

The Father who is Christ is lamenting the loss of His

son to whom He had given the greatest of the riches of love
to be found.

Very human indeed is the Father’s lament that

to one who has been given the greatest of gifts, there should
yet be a desire on the part of that one to leave his bene
factor and search elsewhere for pleasures and love which do
not exist except in the deception of the world or the flesh.
Among the gifts of love granted the youth was the Real Pre
sence in the sacrament of the Eucharist which the Father
recalls:
Quede en la nuue espesa
del pan Sacramentado;
a§sent£te a mi messa,
dite el mejor bocado
de amor, que amor le hizo
por hechigarte con tan dulze hechizo.
The dialogue of the Father continues as a description of how
He had taken the role of an actor to represent for the son

•^7Ibid., f. 124 (bis)/Q3 verso
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scenes such as the Good Shepherd seeking the lost sheep,
(Luke 15:1-7), the women who lost a coin of the ten she had
and would not rest until she had found the lost one,

(Luke

15:8) the merchant who sought the goodly pearl and finding
it sold all that he had in order to obtain it,
46).

(Matt. 13:45-

We recognize in these roles:the parables of Christ just

as did the Spanish audience, and we are aware as they must
have been of the meanings of these parables in Christ's
teachings which were of the joy in heaven over the lost being
found, the joy of the penitent, and the glory in the seeking
of heaven.

The audience in hearing that the Father of the

Prodigal has played these roles certainly could not have been
in doubt that the stage figure represented Christ and that
His gift of love to the son was represented in the symbol
of the Eucharist.

These verses were yet in the ears of the

audience when the Prodigal reappeared.
Mo explanation is given in the final scene of El hijo
prodigo of the divine nature of the banquet, its symbolic
usage as the Eucharist.

Valdivielso could have assured the

audience's interpretation of the symbolic nature by stating
it in exact words.

By so doing he would have reverted to

the technique of the pastor in the pulpit who has no other
means of explanation than direct wording and gestures.

As

a dramatist Valdivielso had the techniques of the theater at
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his disposal— not only the characters and their dialogue
but also the stage movement, the action and interaction of
the characters as well as staging devices offered by the
carros.

Had he offered a direct explanation, as was done

in the three autos discussed above, he would have lost the
artistic quality he was seeking.

In the present auto

Valdivielso appeared to have been more interested in fol
lowing the parable exactly and leaving to the audience the
discernment of the symbolic meaning.

The lack of a direct

explanation should not concern us greatly for we must re
member that the Spanish audience of the day was growing ac
customed to allegorized plots and to the need to seek be
neath the scenes they witnessed to find the deeper and uni
versal meaning.

Twice within the drama the attention of

the audience had been called to the sacrament.

Pew but

the rustics, not schooled or experienced in seeking hidden
significances, would have been unable to perceive that the
banquet represented the sacrament and the redemption of the
Prodigal or of man.
The second subdivision of the first structural pattern
contains Las ferias del alma,18 La serrana de Plasencia,19

18Ibid., ff. 81/[L]-91/M3 verso.
19lbid., ff. 103/[N7]-114

(bis)/ [Pi.
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20

El hombre encanfcado,
22
de los locos.

21

El Srbol de la vida,

and El hospital

These autos have been grouped together in

such a way because in them the allegorical plot development
also leads to the culminating action o£ the receipt of the
sacrament of the Eucharist.

However, these autos differ

from the four already discussed in that the sacramental
invitation is merely given as the final stage action and is
not witnessed.

To evidence this method of Eucharistic

presentation we shall begin with El arbol de la vida.
Genero Humano, who has sought for a means to appease his
hunger;for life since the loss of the tree and the Garden of
Eden, received the aid of Misericordia who pleaded his case
before God that the Son might come to earth, made man, to
alleviate man's sufferings and sure death in original sin.
The final scenes of the auto
and His power over death.

recall the Crucifixion of Christ

The Cross is replaced by the sym

bol of a new tree bearing branches of the palm and the olive.
Upon the branches hang hosts and chalices.

20Ibid., ff. 7Q/[I6]-80/K8 verso.
21Ibid., ff. 127(bid)/tQ6]-136/CR8].
22

Ibid., ff. 13/[B5]-22/[C6].

Christ is seen
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arrimado al arbol23 holding in His hands a host and a
chalice while telling Genero Humano of the new joys he may
expect:
En vez del Srbol vedado
con las manganas danosas,
soy el ctrbol de la vida,
gue no vedado me comas.

Si pretendiste ser Dios
comiendo entonces, aora
comiendo lo podr&s ser,
porque este manjar endiosa.
Ven, que en la Yglesia te espero
donde me dirSs a solas
tus culpas, y perdonadas
comer&s cielos y glorias.2^
Genero Humano is then left alone on the stage with Ignorancia
to whom he announces his intention of accepting the sacra
mental invitation:

Igno.
Gen.

Igno.

Amigo, ven comer.
iSin tener ropas de boda?
Ven, que Dios nos las dara
que oy haze toda la costa.
Y en tan dichosos mysterios
comer y callar importa.
Quiero comer y callar,
y ser Ignorancia gonga.25

23Ibid., f. 136(bis)/R8 verso.
2 ^L q c . c i t .

25Ibid,, f. 134(bis)/[S(bis)].
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In the final scenes of Las ferias del alma, the human
soul flees her worldly tormentors to seek refuge in the
Church.

Iglesia who receives her asks
&Qu& quieres hija querida?

Alma

Madre amada, pan de vida, pan
del cielo, madre, pan.2®

The tormentors of Alma who have followed her to the
Church are rebuked by Iglesia who sends them away.

She then

invites Alma to come with her to

partake of the"messa

Dios."

music of thechoirinstruc

The auto closes with the

de

ted by Iglesia to sing "aguesta alegre Letrilla"
Musicos

Al
da
su
su

Alma que gime
Christo ferias,
cuerpo que coma,
sangre que beua.2^

Christ extends the sacramental invitation in the final
scenes of El hombre encantado and La serrana de Plasencia.
In the former, man has been enchanted by the World and has
become as a beast - an ass.

Entendimento has called upon

God that He come to save Man from this enchantment.

Christ

comes to do battle with Luzbel and the evils of the world.

26Ibid., f. 91/fM3]•
^7Ibid., f. 91/M3 verso.
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Victorious on the Cross He breaks the spell of evil magic
which had overcome Man and He offers to him the spoils of the
victory:
Hombre, goza de los bienes
de mis ganados despojos,
y la gloria destos ojos,
pues en su gracia a estar vienes.
En vestia te convertiste
por las culpas encantado
y oy me doy en un bocado,
pues, por otro te perdiste.

Quiere, pues, mi amor fiel,
que tanto te estima y quiere,
que el hombre que me comiere
quede en mi y yo quede en el.28
Christ is called the Esposo in La serrana de Plasencia
and it is He who comes to rescue Serrana from the punishment
His agents of justice are about to inflict upon her for her
evil ways.

To His agents He announces,
caridad soy, y dar quiero
en uez del vino mi sangre,
y en lugar del pan mi cuerpo.
En la tienda de la Yglesia
armada eh esse desierto
me Quadrillero mayor
lo repartirH.

The Quadrillero is, of course, Peter, the Church founder.
In the aUto La Santa Hermandad represents the earthly agent
of Christ who welcomes Serrana:

2% b i d ., f . 80/K8 verso.

La Serrana de la Vera
se buelua a su amor primero,
pues la perdona la parte.
Peter's words are reinforced by Christ:
Que la perdono y la quiero.
En mi plato y en mi copa
todo me doy y me quedo,
come y beue. 9
And so it is with the autos of this group that the au
dience realizes the grace of God which will be granted the

protagonist, not as a dramatized part of the auto they are
watching, but as a scene apart in their own mind.
A variant is found within this group of autos in El
hospital de los locos.

This auto does not conclude with em

phasis placed particularly upon the invitation to receive
the sacrament of the Eucharist, rather it is an invitation
to enter the Church seeking the safety of all the sacraments
of which the Eucharist is the supreme.

The allegory has been

built upon the madness of the soul, Alma, held in captivity
by the world and its agents, among them Demonio, Culpa, and,
Genero Humano (human nature).

Witnessing her torment in

visions while locked in a cell of the manicomio, Alma is

29Ibid., f . 114(bis)/ [P] .
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visited by Inspiraci6n who breaks the bars of the cell
that Alma may flee to the Church, where Saint Peter, as the
pharmacist is awaiting any who may come seeking medicine
for his ills.

The audience is prepared for the allegorical

botica representing the Church and the sacraments, las
medicinas y drogas, by the words of Inspiracion who en
courages Alma to seek there the cure of her madness.

In-

spiraci6n describes the Church as the divine pharmacy where
Peter waits to dispense the gifts and medicines.

Upon ar

riving at the Church Alma pleads for aid, repents, is cured
or will be.cured of her madness, and is absolved of her sins.
Christ appears to take Alma to His bosom and to explain to
her the nature of His botica;
Esta botica que^ves
por tu bien dexe en la tierra.
Pide, para tu salud,
xsus drogas, y sus riqueszas.^0
The words of Christ are intended as instruction for the
audience as well as Alma as He proceeds to tell her;
Lo que a tu dolencia importa
es la amada penitencia,
que abre las puertas del c i e l o , ^
y entra, sin llamar, por ellas.

30Ibid., f. 21/C5 verso.
3^Loc. cit.
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Alma, secure in her absolution and blessed by Peter, des
cribes her new-gained sanity (salvation) as if being the
lost sheep found by the Good Shepherd, or the prodigal son
given the ring and the cloak.

Her redemption has come

through God's grace and the sacraments, as His agents, are
understood herein.
As pointed out by those who have studied the autos of
Calderon de la Barca, that playwright's concept of the auto
was one in which the Eucharist was central to all the autos
as their tema or asunto just as the focal point of all the
sacraments and their dogma is the Eucharist.

32

The portrayal

of any of the sacraments in an auto sacramental is not with
out justice when that portrayal sheds light upon the Eu
charist.

This understanding of the concept accepted in the

works of Calderon may be applied to the auto, El hospital
de los locos, by Valdivielso.

That man or Alma is to bene

fit from God's grace through the sacraments established in
the Church, that the awareness that Holy Communion is the
supreme of these sacraments, and that Alma will partake of
it as a penitent should not.pass unnoticed by a Catholic
audience.

32

Wardropper oites Parker and accepts this thesis, Introduccion, p. 29 from Parker, The Allegorical Drama of Calderon,
pp. 59-60.
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To conclude the discussion of the presentation of the
Eucharistic theme in the nine plays of the first group, we
may make this general observation:

the usual method se

lected by Valdivielso to present his concept of Eucharistic
homage was to develop a plot whereby all action is directed
to the culminating need of the receipt of the sacrament by
man.

The fulfillment of his need becomes the final action

of the auto.

In so doing Valdivielso presents a man or the

soul toiling in pain and suffering in the world, stained
with the original sin of Adam and unable to save himself.
Willingly or unwillingly he permits himself to be deceived
by the false promises of the world and her fleeting pleasures.
At the point when the pain of the false leads him to the
discovery of the truth of his flesh's weakness and he is
undeceived, he searches for God and salvation.

That

Valdivielso was a compassionate man is evidenced in his
autos in his concern for the individual's spiritual well
being.

The sinful man is never refused the salvation he

seeks.

The Christ presented by Valdivielso is the Christ

of the New Testament,the Lord of Love, misericordia.

He

awaits only that man call upon Him, repenting his sins with
tears and humility, that He Come and give to man the love
which had been his to take at any time.

Although the

argumentos of the nine autos vary, the above examples prove
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that the essential Eucharistic element is present as the
asunto.

Each play may truly be considered an auto sacra

mental because the individual development of the argumento
is directed to the essential asunto, the presentation of the
Eucharist as it fulfills the need of mankind.
The three autos which make up the second principal
group are Psiques £ Cupido,33 El fenix de amor,
cautivos libres.-*5

and Los

They have been set apart from the nine

autos already discussed because they do not employ for their
dramatic development the features which served as unifying
elements to form Group I.

That is, the three autos named

above do not propose to expound upon the doctrine of ori
ginal sin and the only redemption of man by dramatizing the
life of a man without God who at last becomes a penitent and
receives the sacramental invitation of God's grace.

These

autos are structured to terminate with that sacramental
invitation but with El fenix de amor and Psiques y Cupido

33
Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, ff. 58/,[H2]-69
/[15].
34Ibid., ff. 34/[E2]-45/[F5].
35Ibid., ff. 23/[C7]-33/{D(bis)].

the sacrament is dramatized as the divine bodas of the soul
with Christ.

Los cautivos libres also has as its denoue

ment the receipt of the sacrament; but this auto is unique
among Valdivielso's works and must be discussed at length
in its proper place.

The asunto of these autos is the

Eucharist and to do honor to it Valdivielso sought to por
tray aspects of that sacramental doctrine viewed in rela
tionships which demanded individual treatment.
Let us clarify the preceding statement with surface
evidence from the autos without becoming too entangled in
the allegorical plots.

Solomon's Song from the Old Testa

ment was the basis of numerous Comentarios or glosas with
its symbolic representation of Christ as the divine Esposo
of the Esposa, the Church, or the human soul as it came to
be interpreted in these literary p i e c e s . The love of
Christ for man's soul was thus described as a mystical
union:

the soul the intended bride of Christ.

Two autos,

3®See San Juan de la Cruz, El cantico espiritual; segun
el.M. S. de las Madres Carmelitas de Ja£n, edici6h y notas
de M. Martinez Burgos, Clgsicos Castellanos 55
(Madrid:
Ediciones de "La Lectura," 1924), pp. 9 - 8 1 .
Fray Luis
Ponce de Leon, Poesias completas de Fray Luis de Leon, (2
vols.; Buenos Aires: Editorial Sopena Argentina, S.R.L., 1942)
II, 115-126 for "El cantar de~ los cantares."
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El fenix de amor and Psiques

Cupido, use this expresses

symbolism as the point of departure for their allegorical
development.
The first auto, El fenix de amor, presents Christ as
the Esposo who comes by night to woo Alma at her balcony rodandola.

His rival is Luzbel who, thus far, has been un

successful in his attempts to capture the love of Alma.

This

evening the Esposo expressed His anxiety:
. . . Llamado soy.
Ay, si como 'Soy llamado
ifuesse tambien escogido?
Ay, si como la he guerido
Jfuesse de mi amada amado?
Cuerpo who serves Alma as guardian does not awaken her when
the Esposo arrives and she despairs of his carelessness:
Dulce Iesus, ver os guiero,
gue la muerte es menos fuerte,
veaos yo, y dadme la muerte,
3ft
gue assxt como assi• me muero.'30
Her lament is heard by Christ who has not departed but has
hidden Himself in the darkness to observe her.

Her words

bring Him joy:

■^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 39/E7 verso.
^®Loc. cit.
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Ay que gustos y plazeres
me hazes Alma, di mde, di,
que no ay gustos para m£,
como saber que me quieres.
Alma leaves her house to search for her Esposo and is surrounded by -the agents of Luzbel.

They try to make her their

prisoner bub her cries bring the Esposo and His angels to
her rescue.
Esposo

Hazte de aqueste olmo yedra,
llega, paloma, a tu nido.

Alma

Pues, vuestra paloma he sido.
hard1 el nido en esta piedra. 0

Alma and Esposo Cristo pledge their love to one another but
before the divine bodas may take place the Esposo must yet
defeat Luzbel in combat.
celebrate His victory.

Christ then calls upon heaven to
To Alma He presents the treasures of

her heavenly bodas.
Esperad vos en mi gracia
los tesoros de mi gloria.
Que ya de mis cielos bellos,
vestido de resplandor,
baxa el yugo el limpio amor
para enlazar nuestros cuellos.
Baxaos de fe los anillos,
1^ ropa de caridad,
cingulo de castidad,
de esperan?as los cercillos.
Y para el rico tesoro

39L o c . cit.
40I b i d . , f. 41/[E].
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de vuestras madexas bellas,
baxa guirnalda de estrellas
mezcladas con rosas de oro.
rica con las gracias todas,
que te compre con mi vida.
Entra, paloma escogida,
al tSlamo de mis bodas.
Sube como un Serafin,
a los frutos desta palma.^*These bodas represent
soul.

the mystical union of Christ with the

The human soul which for the love of Christ has ob

served His teachings, has cast aside the desires of the body
for the pleasures of the world, and has communed with Christ
in a worthy spirit.

Note that the argumento of El fenix

de amor bears a great similarity with the story contained in
the following verses of Solomon's Song, 5:1-8.
1
2

3
4
5

6

I am come into my garden, my sister, my spouse:. . .
I sleep, but my heart waketh: it is the voice of my
beloved that knocketh, saying. Open to me, my sister
my love, my dove, my undefiled: for my head is filled
with dew, and my locks with the drops of the night.
I have put off my coat; how shall I put it on? I have
washed my feet;how shall I defile them?
My beloved put in his hand by the hole of the door,
and my bowels were moved for him.
I rose up to open to my beloved; and my hands dropped
with myrrh, and my fingers with sweet smelling myrrh,
upon the handles of the lock.
I opened to my beloved; but my beloved had withdrawn
himself and was gone: my soul failed when he spake:
I sought him, but I could not find him; I called him
but he gave me no answer.

41Ibid., f 45/[F5].
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7

8

The watchmen that went about the city found me, they
smote me, they wounded me: the keepers of the walls
took away my veil from me.
I charge you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem, if ye find
my beloved, that ye tell him, that I am sick of love.
(King James Version)

The argumento of the second auto, Psiques £ Cupido,
follows the familiar love story of Classical Antiquity.
The argumento a la divino presents Psiques as the soul>

who

selects for her husband Amor (Christ) over the suitors
Mundo, Luzbel, and Deleite.

Verdad presents Psiques to her

beloved, who face is hidden by a veil:
*
Psiques
&§iempre oculto Amor mio?
Amor
Si, porque de tu fe, mi fe confxo,
que,hermosa me pareces.
Psiques
Sere, si os lo parezco, rads dichosa.
Amor
Aurora resplandeces,
sin macula, ni ruga, toda hermosa,
lay Psiques! iQue serxa
que me hiriesses de Amor? Psiques Ventura mxa.
In the ensuing dialogue Christ and Psiques express their
mutual love and desire.

Her desire to see her beloved and

His response is easily recognized as a Eucharistic symbol:
Psiques

42

Si os busque, y supe hallaros,
y vos me amaxs, Ipodr&is de mx esconderos?
£Qe ml dexdis amaros,
y no dexdis, aunque os adoro, veros?

Ibid., f . 60/H4 verso.
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Amor

Psiques

Vuestras bellezas vea,
que es iinpaciente Amor y ver dessea.
Quiere como te quiero,
ama querida hermosa, como amo,
espera como espero,
pues vendra tiempo, pues mi amor te llamo,
como mi esposa seas,
que mis bellezas y tus dichas veas.
La mano os^doy de esposa,
y el coragon con ella, porque veo
sin veros, prenda hermosa,
que en vos consigo quanto bien desseo.
Y por esposo gano
(Danse las manos.)
diuino vn hombre, como vn Dios humano.

43

Note the Eucharistic symbol which appears as Amor speaks:
Pues por fe, desposada
estas conmigo, ennacarada nube,
de amores rodeada,
al monte gruesso donde habito sube,
donde veras comiendo,
que lo que comes no pudieras viendo.
Psiques

£Adonde^os vais, addnde?
De mis pisadas seguiras las huellas.
Sera tu cierta guia
la Verdad santa, della no te alexes,
amada parte mia;
si no quieres perderte, no la dexes,
que mis secretos sabe
y de mi cora?on tiene la H a v e .

43Ibid., f. 61/[H5],
44Ibid., ff. 61/[H5]-61/H5 verso.
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Guided

by Verdad, Psiques and her companion Razon approach

the wedding

table prepared by Amor.

Razon is not willing

to "comer y callar."
Razon

Amor
Razon
Psiques

...
lo que como, y lo que beuo,
he de ver, . . .
Este es mi cuerpo, Razon,
y esta mi sangre. Razon £Ess q basta?
Y basta que yo lo diga.
Ver y creer. Amor Come, y calla.
Razon las alas recoge,
come como el Amor manda.45

But Razon has disturbed Psiques.

She would believe the words

of her beloved but her desire to see His face,her reasoning,
is overcoming her faith.
appear leaving Psiques

Amor and the Eucharist table dis

with Razon and Verdad.Irascible

and

Concupiscible, the two sisters of Psiques now appear,anxi
ous in their jealousy of Psiques to destroy her happiness.
They add fuel to the burning desire of Razon to see the
Esposo face to face and Psiques succumbs to their prodding.
The deed attempted, Psiques finds herself at the gateway
of the Infierno.

Here she calls upon the Virgin Mother of

Amor to rescue her.

Her cries are heard by Nuestra Senora

who pleads for the mercy of her son that it be granted to
this lost soul.

Amor can not refuse the pleas of His mother

45Ibid., f. 63/H7 verso
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and He calls Psiques to enter into His arms:

Psiques
Amor

. . . lay Psiques1
llega a mis bravos, llega.
Soy muy,- fea, Senor.
Para mx no eres fea'v
porque la cosa araada
es siempre la mas bella.

The embrace of Amor is sufficient to restore the beauty of
Psiques and to remove the parches of her disobedience.

Razon

now willingly accepts the mystery surrounding the hidden Lord
and Amor promises:
Verasme cara a cara
por edades eternas,
y en mx todos los bienes,
que gozas y d e s s eas.^
These autos are similar in that their argumentos treat
this love which desires the mystical union of the Esposo and
Alma.

Here that similarity ends.

Valdivielso's allegory in

the first auto carried out the debat or battle between the
earthly desires of the body and the heavenly desires of the
soul, a theme familiar in mediaeval literature; and the
battle waged between Christ and Luzbel for the possession of
that soul.

In the second auto the argumento led into an

46Ibid., f. 68/j4 verso.
47Ibid., f. 69/[15].

.
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allegory for the presentation of the doctrine concerning
belief and faith in the Real Presence of the sacrament.
Likewise, the argumento o f Los cautivos libres , the third
auto in this group, was a vehicle for the presentation of
the doctrine of faith concerning the mystery of the sacra
ment.

Whereas Psiques y Cupido presented the doctrine as

the outgrowth of the divine love between Christ and the
soul, Los cautivos libres dramatized that doctrine by es
tablishing an allegory in which symbolic figures— Voluntad,
Memoria, Entendimiento, Oxdo, Vista, and Duda— arose from
the dogma itself.

These characters became willing captives

of Faith and from her they learned their duties in regards
to the sacrament:
Fe

Voluntad
Entendimento
Memoria
Inspiracion
Vista

Mi carga es leue y suaue,
suaue y leue mi ley,
feduzida a dos preceptos,
aunque dividida en diez.
T&, Voluntad, has de amar;
tfi, Entendimionte (sic.), creer;
y t(i, Memoria, acordar
lo que los dos han de hazer.
Amar es mi inclinaciSn,
mirad vos quan bien lo hare.
Saber, la m£a.
Ensenadme,
que son mis ansias saber.
Yo senora, de los dos
el despertador sere.
Oir, creer, y callar.
tras amar, y obedecer.
Voluntad.
Voluntad.
Ay, ojos mios,
muy en hora buena esteis.
iComo te va?
Vista. Aunque sin ojos,
me va, Voluntad, uy bien
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Entendimiento

Mi hermano el oldo me gula,
que aqui, mejor que yo ve;
sigue a la Fe, yo le sigo,
sin peligro de caer.
OiTdo.
oldo
O, mi Entendimiento,
que de cosas te dire,
en quien tu presta agudeza
se tiene de suspender.
Ya que os dais por mis cautivos,
voluntarios lo serais.
• » •
Venid, nobles prisioneros,
de vosotros triunfareis,v
y de vosotros vencidos,
por vosotros triunfare.
En el carro de la Iglesia
los libres cue1los poned
entre los demas misterios
a l q u e es misterib de Fe.48

Fe

4

There are no major points of similarity to be discussed
here between Los cautivos libres and El ffenix de amor, for
neither proposed to approach the asunto in the same manner.
The above discussion should prove the need for dividing
the twelve autos of Valdivielso into two groups as well as
the need to examine each" one of the second group individu
ally for the discovery of how homage has been paid to the
Eucharist.

It must be noted first, that Valdivielso had

*

i

continued, as in the first group, to present the Christ of
Misericordia.

This portrayal of Christ is the outstanding

characteristic of the twelve autos studied here.

48Ibid., f. 2 7 / [D3],

In the
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plays of Valdivielso1s precursors Christ was seen as the
Lord of Justice.

This departure by Valdivielso may be

considered as one of his particular contributions to the
4Q

genre or an innovation.*r

in the battle between Justicia

and Misericordia the victory is always won by the latter,
for Christ's compassion is so great, as testified by His
sacrifice for man, that He is unable to turn away any who
call upon Him for mercy and forgiveness,

witness the res

ponse of Christ as Amor to the question of Luabel in Psiques
y Cupido;
i

Luzbel
Amor

£No eres Dios de vengan?as?
Ya lo soy de clemencias, y Dios de Amor
50
•
•
•

If the autos of the first group dramatized the love of
Christ symbolized in the Eucharist in terms of the peace and
security found therein by the repentant sould of Man,
Psiques y Cupido and El fenix de amor dramatize that same

49

Wardropper, Irttroduccion, pp. 291-292.

50
Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 69/[15].
Cl

The Auto de la serrana de Plasencia also presents the
idea of Christ as the Esposo of the soul, Serrana.
In this
auto, however, which has been placed in Group I because of
its structure, the Esposo has been wronged by the maiden, for
she was enticed to follow Engano and Gusto whom she believed
offered her greater pleasures than her Bridegroom. Using the
familiar serranilla, "La serrana de la Vera,11 as the frame
for this allegorical dramatization, the life of the erring
Serrana is witnessed as she follows Engano in search of the
worldly Gusto.
Razon intercedes, demanding that this, unfaith
ful Esposa or soul be punished. The wronged Esposo, thus
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love in terms of the divine union or mystical marriage,
reminiscent of the poetry of the Spanish mystic, Juan de la
c2
Cruz.
In the first group of autos Christ*s love and the
receipt of God's grace, salvation, was found by a man who
received the sacramental invitation,

in Psiques

Cupido

and R1 fenix de amor the sacramental invitation is extended
likewise to the Soul by the Esposo whose greatest gift to

beseeched, searches for Serrana and she, now undeceived, begs
His forgiveness. The Esposo permits His agents of Justicia
to capture Serrana, but He is unable to allow her to die at
their hands because of His impelling love for her. The
Esposo places Himself in the way of the arrows of death,
giving His own life to save hers. He tells her that since
He has done this,and since she has repented of her transgres
sions against Him, she may come to find Him awaiting her in
the Church established by Him on earth. Here she will find
His love and His person in the bread and the wine which will
be served to her.
For a thorough summary see infra, pp. 316-359 . The
serranilla which supplied the argumento for Valdivielso's
auto may be read in Flor nueva de romances viejos, ed. by
Ramon Mendndez Pidal, Coleccidn Austral 100 (Decimocuarta
Edicion; Buenos Aires: Editora Espasa-Calpe, S. A., 1963),
pp. 220-222 or see infra., pp. 340-341.
Lope de Vega and Luis Velez de Guevara used "La serrana
de la Vera" as a source for comedias. The text of Vdlez de
Guevara's comedia as well as a study of it and a comparison
made of the works by Lope de Vega, Valdivielso, and Velez
de Guevara may be read in Ramon Menendez Pidal and M.a Goyri
de Menendez Pidal, Teatro antiguo espanol: textos £ estudios
I "Luis V^lez de Guevara, La serrana de la Vera'1 (Madrid:
Imprenta de los Sucesores de Hernando, 1916), For the
comedia by Lope de Vega see Obras completas, under the edi
torship of Marcelino Menendez Pelayo (15 vols.> La Real Aca
demia Espatfola, 1890-1913), XII, 1-43.
52
San Juan de la Cruz, op. cit., pp. 9-18.
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His beloved and intended bride is that of Himself, the Real
Presence, while she is yet dwelling on earth.

That she is

His chosen one she knows, that she must obey His will in her
earthly life she knows also, for as the Bridegroom warns her:
Y pues ganado me aueis,
mirad gue no me perdais,
gue si Esposo me aguardais.
Juez, guiza, me hallar^is. 3
By obeying His teachings the Soul will obtain the kingdom He
has promised to her and there she will find joy in their union.
This is the homage paid to the Eucharist by Valdivielso— the
faithful followers of Christ partake of His sacraments and
seek to do His will in this earthly life.

Victorious over

the body and over its nature, the soul of the individual will
attain salvation, the mystical union with Christ, as symbol
ized in the Eucharist.
In considering the Eucharist theme in Los cautivos
libres the point to be made is one concerning the didactic
nature especially noticeable in this auto which was meant to
do honor to the sacrament by giving instruction to the public;
Of course reference is being made here to instruction surround
ing the doctrine of belief and faith in the Transubstantiation.

53

From El fgnix de amor, Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentaies, f^ 41/F verso.

Following the Council of Trent, 1545-1563, in which Spanish
priests took an important role, and during the CounterReformation in Spain the clergy was advised to instruct their
membership more thoroughly in the doctrines of religious faith
as a move against ideas which were spreading in the North of .
Europe, among the Protestants.54

The doctrine surrounding the

mystery of the Eucharist was definitely established by this
Council and was a prime objective in this matter of public
instruction.

Probably most writers of the autos sacramentales

were not commissioned directly to undertake such instruction
in their art.

55

Nevertheless, the auto was an excellent

vehicle for that purpose and playwrights proceeded to present
doctrinal teachings in the autos.

The perfect blending of

theology or doctrine and dramatic art so that it gained true
life on the sacramental stage came about late in the auto's
history and was the greatness of Calderon's art as testified
by Alexander A. Parker and Valbuena Prat.

Before Calderon

such a harmonious blending of dogma and art was not achieved.'
Valdivielso, however, had entered into the realm of doctrinal
dramatization, Calderon's forte, in at least one auto, Los

54Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 20-21; 80-81.
55Bataillon, "Essai d 'explication de 1' auto sacramental,11
pp. 201; 204.
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cautivos libres.

The auto concerns itself more with dogmatic

thinking, Augustinianism, then is witnessed elsewhere in his
other autos.

Valdivielso has retained his aesthetic approach

to doctrine in Los cautivos libres, for we find that, although
doctrinal teachings are much in evidence, the principal pur
pose in their presentation is to dramatize, to bring to life,
these practices of the attitude of the Christian in his ap
proach to belief and faith in the Real Presence.
Christian practices arise from the dogma.

These

Man or the Soul

does not appear as a personality on the stage.

Rather the

sense of man— Oxdo and Vista are brought to life along with
Voluntad, Memoria, and Entendimiento, the psychological trin
ity of the Soul as recognized by St. Augustine.

The auto

proceeds to dramatize, as an example to the Christian, the
willingness of these figures, which are a part of each man,
to accept the doctrine of the Real Presence by submitting
themselves as willing captives to Faith.

St. Augustine is

cited by Faith as the great teacher who has shown man the
way to acceptance of the Real presence in the "comer y callar"
of the Will, the Memory, and Understanding.
Toda la razon del hecho
es, Ecomer y callar] y Augustin guien la da
el poder de guien la hizo.56

56

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 30/D6
verso. Brackets are mine.
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Faith may be recognized in one sense as a symbol of the Church
and the concept which is being presented is that (with em
phasis here on the Eucharist and the Real Presence) the
Catholic accepts without question as the true authority the
teachings of the Church which is the Body of Christ.

Because

the auto's characters accept Faith as their authority they
have assented to her testimony in the Real Presence:
Fe
Volundad

Fe
Memoria

En el libre cautiuerio
Ac6 mo te va, Voluntad?
Con tan agradable dueno
muchas vezes bien me va.
Es amar el sumo bien
mi propension natural,
y con vos bueluo a mi esfera,
donde por vos se que est£.
Que aunque en cosas que se ama(n)
el no ver es dessear,
y dessear, padecer,
aqui es padecer, gozar.
Porque con tan cierta prenda
cdmo de mi bien me dais,
diuierto la dilacidn
de la amada libertad.
Memoria ic6 mo te hallas?
ACdmo me tengo de hallar?
Como vuestra Fe diuina,
que no ay mSs que ponderar.
Si en mi, como tesorero,
segura deposit&is
los bienes que possedis,
y las dichas que esper&is,
ACdmo me he de hallar? lJuzgaldo!

57Ibid., f. 29/ [D5]
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Entendimiento is the last of the senses who is willing to
accept Faith as the authority and once he has conquered Duda
to follow Voluntad, he says:
A la Fe santa me rindo
con obediente humildad,
desseoso de salir
de tamana escuridad.
Now Fe invites her willing captives to the Eucharist table:
Abrdeame, mi cautiuo,
todos con €l me abra?ad,
porque oy juntos a m£ mesa
quiero que alegres com^is.^®
They believ e not because they have clearly seen or understood,
the mystery of the sacrament by their own intelligence, but
because an effort was made by the will to believe in the
testimony of the authority.

Christ is the ultimate authority,

/

the Church is His mystical Body and thus Faith is as His own
being which remains in the Church.

The auto presents this

oneness when Christ the King appears to receive the willing
captives.

As He departs from Fe the following farewell is

exchanged:
Fe
Rey

A Dios, mi Dios escondido,
con quien voy, au(n)que me quedo.
Siempre estoy a vos vnido.

58Ibid., f. 31/ [D7]•
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Fe

Quiero ver desde la placa
ir al que queda conmigo,
y al que con ojos, sin ellos,
desaladamente sigo.^9

When man, as the characters witnessed in the auto, has become
a willing captive of Faith, he too will receive the gift of
Christ's love which is the receipt of the Eucharist.

Once

the captives have submitted to Faith and have partaken of
the sacrament worthily, the happiness they find is dramatized
in the auto as the actual appearance of Christ who comes
Himself to receive them and to take them away with Him as
freed captives to the joy and knowledge of His presence. Los
cautivos libres honors the Eucharist by teaching the individu
al how to approach the mystery of the most divine gift.
The twelve works of Jos 6 de Valdivielso examined above
are autos sacramentales in the true nature of the genre in
that each one presents internal evidence of its homage to the
Eucharist.

In the case of Valdivielso, homage to the Heal Pre

sence of the sacrament was to be sought in the dramatization
of the greatness and the importance symbolized in that sacra
ment to each Christian soul: redemption through Christ's sac
rifice and salvation through God's grace.

To honor the sacra

ment even more through the auto Valdivielso, as an aesthetic

SSlbid., f. 30/D6 verso.
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dramatist, sought to impart to his Catholic audience the
pathway of Christian practices which when observed by the
individual would lead to perfection in their own religious
life.

Dogma as such was not allegorized.

Rather from dogma

was abstracted those essentials which touch directly each
individual in his practice of daily Christian living.

To

emphasize the joy which such practices promised the Christian,
Valdivielso used contrasting scenes dramatizing the lack of
Christian principles in a life and the ensuing sorrow.
We pause here to mention specifically El peregrino as
an example of the auto wherein a man is portrayed who has set
out with all intention to find the eternal life promised him
by God.
Suelta, Tierra. . . .
Dexame que busque el cielo,
pues que fuy para el criado.®®
His intentions to seek God are undermined by his human frailty
when he succumbs to the promises of Gusto and the pleasures
of the world.

Herein Valdivielso depicts for his audience the

temptations they too will meet in their life and for them as
well as the Peregrino the figure of Verdad must uncover the
promises of the world as being vain and empty.

60Ibid., f 92/ [M4].

i

The Peregrino
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falls in love with Deleyte who appears to him as a beautiful
woman.

She, delighted to have captured his love, would

further deceive him with a banquet.

Verdad tries to warn

the Peregrino of her deceits*.
Loco estas, teme tu dano.
Mira que aquessa Ramera
te esta brindando echizera
con el caliz del engano .6 1
As each dish is presented to the Peregrino it is identified by
Deleyte but it is Verdad who reveals the true contents.

The

first dish said to hold "honra y dignidad" is a bird which
flies away, leaving not one feather for the Peregrino.

The

second plate said to be heaped with gold, contains only
carbon.

The third, a never before seen beauty,

by Verdad is askull,
Deleyte

Verdad
Deleyte

6 1 Ibid.,

62

asrevealed

and the last dish:
Un plato tengo guardado
a quien no diras de no,
adonde me cefro yo
por tu gusto en un bocado.
Abre los ojos, advierte.
£S aqui el plato. Verdad
De veneno.
De fuera, de gustos lleno;
pero, de dentro, de enojos .6 2

f. 98/ [N2 ].

Ibid., ff. 98/ [N2]-98/N2 verso.
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The dish, of course, is empty.

Because the Peregrino had ac

cepted the invitation of Deleyte, he must pay even for that
which was promised and was not received:
Deleyte

...
Buelueme lo gue te di.
Mada de tr recibi,
nada tengo que boluerte . ® 3

Peregrino

Whereon the Peregrino is set upon by Luzbel, Engano, and
Mentira armed with ballestos
leave him to die.
are witnessed.

and espadas who wound him and

The pain and suffering of a man without God

The Peregrino is near death with no relief

for his soul for the world can offer him no aid, nor will it.
Verdad encourages him to overcome the fear of his unworthiness,
and to call upon Christ for mercy, aid, and forgiveness of the
sins which he had committed:
I0 vosotros, los que vays
camino del aluedrlo,
ved si ay dolor cdmo el mlo,
en todos los que passaysl
La angustia y tribulacidn
mal herido me han hallado,
gruessos toros me han cercado,
que han herido el coraeon.
Mas si como oveja herre
cdmo oveja doy validos.
IIncline, Dios, los oydos,
y del laeo libramei 6 4

63Ibid., f. 99/ [M3].
64Ibid., ff. 99/N3 verso-100/[N4J.
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The call is heard and is answered by Christ who as the Good
Samaritan takes the wounded man to His house, the Church.
There life begins anew for the penitent, for he has entered
into the pathway which leads to heaven and he shares in the
love of Christ which had been his to take all along, but for
the asking.
Valdivielso gains power in his autos and in their ap
peal to an individual in another facet of his homage to the
Eucharist.

This might be referred to as a psychological ap

peal in that the Lord of love and mercy is witnessed in each
auto in the acceptance of each sinner who comes to Christ,
humbly repenting of his sins. There can be no doubt that such
a concept of Christ1s love and mercy should draw or appeal
to an individual who recognizes his own unworthiness and, in
so doing, fears the punishment of the Christ of Justice;
This does not imply that Valdivielso ignored the promise of
Christ*s justice in the punishment of those who chose not to
follow Him, rather the Eucharist was a sign of the great love
of Christ for man and the auto of Valdivielso was conceived
to pay homage to the love the sacrament represented, not the
justice accorded to those who are non-believers.

Witness

that Valdivielso wrote three autos, El fenix de amor, Psiques
£ Cupido, and La serrana de Piasencia, in which the love of
Christ was allegorized as the love of the Esposo for the
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intended bride, the Soul.

Even though Christ is the Esposo

of love, the Soul must yet seek to do His will before she
may attain their desired mystical union.

The Lord of

Justice is always present in the autos of Valdivielso but
as the sacrament to be honored was one of love, so the
Christ of Misericordia was presented as the victor.

CHAPTER IV

AN ANALYSIS OP THE ALLEGORICAL ARGUMENTOS OF VALDIVIELSO'S
AUTOS SACRAMENTALES

Each of the twelve works discussed in Chapter III has
been ascertained as a true auto sacramental for the essential
element, homage to the Eucharist, is present internally.

Each

auto must now be analyzed to witness the techniques used by
Valdivielso which combined to produce this homage to the
Eucharist artfully and dramatically.

First the allegorical

argumentos will be examined.
The examination of the argumentos will include a summary
of the action taking place in each auto, a discussion of the
probable source of the argumentos as a borrowed or an original
idea with Valdivielso, and the success of the argumento in
portraying in one act the essential Eucharistic homage.

The

discussion of the twelve autos follows the order of their
presentation in the 1622 edition, Doze actos sacramentales £
dos comedias divinas.

1.

El villano en su rincon

The staging for El villano en su rincon, as indicated
through the auto's action and dialogue would be scenes depict
ing a rural area for the home of the Villano and the palace
151
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of a nobleman, the King or Rey Divino, Christ.

The action

begins in the setting of the country where Apetito appears
as the first character of the auto.

He describes the beau

ties of the dawn and calls upon everyone (the senses of man
kind) to awaken to do the bidding of appetite.
Gusto, tacto, olfato, oydo,
yrascible, razdn, vista,
leu£ntaos, mirad que el Sol
pide al Alua la camisa.
Ved que la Etiopica noche
para acostarse se quita
el apretador de estrellas,
que es, aunque morena, rica.
Los senores se desnudan,
hora es de vestirse el dla,
que son siempre los senores
Antipodas de la vida.
Mirad que las pardas nuues
de oro y nacar se perfilan,
y las avecillas dan
al Alua los buenos dfas . 1
Gusto, the helpmate of Apetito, is aroused and together
these two go to assault Razon.

Everyday this villana

tempted by Apetito and Gusto to follow them.

is

She has been

declared mad for her insistance upon ignoring them and seek
ing instead the Court of the King that she may become a sub
ject there.

Razon should be recognized as an inner quality

of the villano

who symbolizes all mankind just as Apetito and

^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 1/[A].
2
The word villano is Valdivielso*s time meant a person
who lived in a villa or aldea as opposed to the Court or a
large city.
Xn its meaning there was also the implication of
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Gusto are also qualities of mankind.

Juan Labrador, the

villano, serves Apetito and Gusto as a master who is dir
ected by his servants.

He has come to ignore Razdn and

considers her insane just as the rest of the world sees her.
On this particular day the King, dressed as a hunter,
has come with his party. Rigor and Amor, to hunt.

The game

being sought is the sinner and in particular, Juan Labrador,
who has ignored the King's Court and the tribute which he owes
as a subject to the King.

The appearance of the King in

the countryside is announced by musicians and thus, fore
warned, Apetito and Gusto force Razon to hide herself away.
She, however, is so desirous of seeing the King to make
known her wishes that she goes to "lo alto " 4 of the stage
where she may speak to him.
The King is desirous of learning why Juan Labrador has
ignored him.

It is his plan to seek out Razon in order that

she may explain Juan's actions.
Quiero ver si la Razon
me guarda la fe que muestra,
y si esta a mi deuocion,
pedirle que all^ me raeta.

"el que es capaz de cometer una villania, esto es, un acto
digno de un villano— empezarIs por ser sinonimo de torpeza,
groseria, rudeza, . . . " Joequin de Entrambasaguas, Lope de
Vega y su tiempo: estudio especial de "El villano en su rinc0n,n~CoXecci6n "Hilani" X I I I (2 vols.; Barcelona: Editorial
Teide, 1961), II, 11.
3 Ibid., p. 51.. n. 485.
Valdivielso, as Lope de Vega,
Would have considered the King of Spain the "Virrey de Dios."
4 Valdivielso,

5Loc. cit.

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 5/[A5].
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If Razon is receptive to the King, He will ask that she give
Him entrance into the presence of the Villano.

Rigor is a-

gainst the plan of the King, for he would sentence this
disobedient subject to death.

Amor’s pleas for mercy toward

the Villano are the deciding factor in the following action
of the King.
Raz&n sees the royal party and she calls to the King,
believing that He is but one of the courtiers.
Cauallero, si a capa ydes,
y veis a su Magestad,
dezilde que la Razon
se le embia a encomendar.
m
• •
Dezilde que la Razon
es suya, y que presa est&,
que el es Dios, y ella le ama,
y que no le dize m & s .6
She asks Him that He carry this message for her to the King
that He may know that she is a prisoner here on earth of the
Villano's other senses, but willingly would she serve the
King as her master.

The true identity of the King is made

known to her with the receipt of this message.
asked to give the King news of Juan Labrador.

She is then
When the King

learns that Apetito and Gusto are preparing a "worldly ban
quet" for Juan, Raz 6 n is asked to guard the King's identity

6 Loc.
t

cit.
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a secret that He may attend this banquet in disguise.
The scene changes to the setting of a rural feast.
The Villano appears for the first time in the auto.

He

seats himself at the table prepared by Apetito and Gusto who
now join him.

Razon appears but she refuses to seat herself

or partake of the meal.

She questions, rather, the durability

of the material wealth which the Villano lists as his:
Necio, si una voz te dan
esta noche, y en su calma
te arrebatassen el alma,
1 tus bienes cuyos seran?
Then she questions the Villano and his companions as to what
they would do if the King should come among them at this very
moment:
iNo pudiera el Rey venir
en figura de romero?
&Es cosa nueva en el Rey
quando suele a caga andar
venirse a un portal a echar
entre una mula y un buey?®
The King does appear.

This appearance is dramatically

timed, motivated by the above questions of Razon.

Still dis

guised as a hunter, the King goes unrecognized by the
Villano, Apetito and Gusto.

7Ibid., f. 6 / [A6]
8Ibid., f. 7/[A7]

The latter two are concerned
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however, of the true identity of the hunter.

The Villano

orders the guest to seat Himself at the head of the table.
The conversation is then directed by Razon who continues to
condemn her master for not seeking out the Court of the King.
The Villano tells his guest in reply to the remarks of Razon
that he dwells apart because it is his pleasure to do so:
. . . No ay razo'(n)
mas de que a mi gusto viuo,
sin verle gusto recibo
y de verme en mi rincon.
He is however, curious to know of the King and he questions
his guest about life in the Court and with Him.

The responses

of the hunter incite a desire within the Villano to go to the
Court but just as quickly, he reverses his decision, and he
sends the hunter away, rejected.
In a scene now, Rigor and Amor rejoin the King who
ponders the problem of winning this man to be His subject.
He decides that He will show the Villano what he may expect
as a disloyal subject by sending to him a vision of death.
This dream will show the Villano the death that awaits him if
he continues to dwell apart from the Court in the dream world
provided by Apetito and Gusto.
Raz6 n, in the meantime, has been battling with Apetito
and Gusto.

The Villano discovers them in a state of disarray

9Ibid., f. 7/A7 verso.
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and orders them to leave.

Alone he considers his state which

is one of constant turmoil, of "querer y no querer."'*'®

This

is the moment in which the vision of death comes to him.
&brese vn penasco pintado de huessos, y calaueras;
el Rigor de Muerte en un cauallo amarillo y flaco, co(n)
adarga y la(n)ga, apu(n) ta(n)do co(n)tra el Villano;
a otra parte el retrato del Villano colgado de los
cabellos en vn £rbol, y vn demonio que le quiere
ala(n)cear, la Raz 6 (n) que le alancea, el Apetito que
le muerde, el Gusto que le abre las entranas con
vnos garfios, y todos parezcan como en el i n f i erno . H
Rigor steps out of the harrowing scene to explain its
meaning to the Villano:
Mlrate alii condenado
en la c&rcel del infierno
a vna perdurable muerte.

t

Mira como la Raz6 n
con tenagas de tus yerros
te estd atenapando el alma
con viuos remordimientos.
Mira tu loco Apetito
entre alaridos y fuegos,
que como perro con rabia
muerde a su enemigo dueflo.
Mira el Gusto convertido
en triste arrepentimiento,
desgarrando tus entranas
con garfios de tus contentos

1 0 Ibid.,

IKLoc.

f. 9/[B]

ext.

X58
•

•

•

Aqui moriras Villano.
The Villano is so frightened by what he learns is to be his
coining death and torment that he utters an "un p e q u e " ^
without hesitation.

Rigor tells the villano that his recog

nition of error has come too late and he prepares to send the
man to his eternal torture.

The King however, has heard the

"pequq" and he intervenes so that the Villano may yet have
life to come to the Court.
Although Juan Labrador has promised to go to the Court
after his harrowing experience, he is still worried by
Apetito and Gusto.

The arrival of a letter from the King,

carried by his messenger. Amor, brings to an end the debate
of Juan Labrador, for the letter requests the presence of all
— Juan, Apetito, Gusto, and Razon--in the Court of the King.
Gusto and Apetito follow the Villano and Razon for they are
much in anguish of the reception awaiting them there.
The setting is now the palace of the King.

The Villano

recognizes the King as the hunter he had so ungraciously

12Ibid., f.9/B verso.
^•3L o c . cit.
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received in his own home.

On his knees before the King he

begs forgiveness of his past errors and admits humbly his
unworthiness to be received in this Court.

The King re

joices at the sight of His now humble subject.
the Villano to share with Him His banquet feast.

He invites
Razon is

also invited to partake of the feast.
Razon and Juan Labrador are at peace with each other
since the Villano has subjected himself to the King.

Razon

thus becomes the mistress of Apetito and Gusto who now humble
themselves before her wishes.

In this state of servitude

they too approach the banquet table of the King where three
dishes are served.
The first dish contains a carta de h o r r o ^ wherein the
King shows that He has paid for the unworthiness of the
Villano in his errors.

The second dish contains a sword with

which the King knights the Villano as one of His courtiers.
The third dish is not uncovered but is described by the King
as that in which is found the wealth given all men who seek
to follow and to serve the King.

The gift of this plate must

be accepted without question as a mystery of faith.

It is

Razon who accepts the plate of mystery in stating her desire

^ I b i d . , f. 11/B3 verso
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to "Comer y callar . " 1 5
Angel Valbuena Prat ignores El villano en su rincon
when he discusses Valdivielso1s usage o£ "los platos
cubiertos" in El peregrino.

Of the usage in El peregrino. he

states that Valdivielso borrowed the idea from Tirso de
Molina*s auto. El Colmenero divino. with its "colmenas cerradas."

Furthermore, the critic states that Valdivielso*s usage

of "platos cubiertos" was inferior to Tirso*s original usage . 1 6
This writer disagrees with the statement concerning
Valdivielso*s "inferiority".

As concerns the issue of bor

rowing, it is very difficult for one today to establish what
influences played a particular role in any given work when the
ideas or idea used was in common circulation.

Valdivielso

used the symbolic "platos cubiertos" in two plays in.the 1622
edition of his works.

He may have received the idea from Lope

de Vega as well as from Tirso de Molina.

El villano en su

/

rincon by Lope has an episode with "seis platos cubiertos"!

17

The episode of "los platos cubiertos" occurs i^n El vill
ano en su rincon just as it does in El peregrino in a banquet

15Ibid., f. 12/IB41.
^ V a l b u e n a Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, p. 340.
17

Entrambasaguas, oja. cit»f II, 227-231; I, 415.
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scene.

Iff

Valdivielso aptly selected this symbolic device

for the banquet scene.

nLos platos cubiertos" symbolizes

the sacramental significance of the King's banquet.

Dishes

of food are naturally expected at a banquet and when the
banquet is the sacramental one the "platos cubiertos" sym
bolize, first the veiled mystery of the Eucharist, second,
the Grace of God received by the repentant man through
Christ's sacrifice of Himself, thirdly, the new state of the
man who now is a Christian, thus a man of the Lord.
Valdivielso's usage of "los platos cubiertos" was not
"inferior" if it coincided with the allegory in which it was
used and if it carried out the symbolic purpose for which it
was selected.

It does just that.

The allegory presents the

Lord's Supper as the King's banquet in honor of a new sub
ject; the repentance of the Villano entitles him to pairtake
of the sacrament which is dramatized as the "platos cubiertos".
Nothing could be more fitting to the auto's denouement and
the ingenuity of the dramatist is witnessed as he identifies
the secrets of each "plato cubierto."

18

Infra., p. 294.

The auto closes with
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the King's promise that happiness in His Court will be en
joyed by the Villano who willingly observes the orders of the
King.
The inner turmoil of the Villano who represents mankind
is allegorized as a battle between human desires, represented
by Apetito and Gusto, for earthly pleasures, and Razon, the
knowledge of what one must do to be worthy of God's grace.
Razoh pleads with the villano to turn from his lonely corner
in the world to seek salvation in

the Kingdom of Heaven.

Only

when the Villano wills

that Razon guide him to the King, does

he find internal peace

and defeat his worldly appetites.

The intertwining

of profane themes a lodivino is the

originality of Valdivielso in El villano en su rincon.

Ac

cording to Angel Valbuena Prat the auto is "una verdadera
parodia 'a lo divino* de temas profanos."-^
easily recognized in the plot summary above.

These themes are
To demonstrate

however, that these themes commonly appeared in dramatic works,
two comedias will be compared with Valdivielso*s auto.
The first of these comedias is Del rey abajo, ninguno
by Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla.

20

Similaries begin in the

19Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura espanola, II,
256.
20Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla, Del rev abajo, ninguno
in Comedias I, Edicion y notas de Americo Castro, Clasicos
Castellanos 2 (Sexta Edicion; Madrid; Espasa-Calpe, S.A.,
1958), pp. 1-98.
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setting.

Both works take place in the country and in the

Court of the King.

The two protagonists are viilanos.

Both Juan Labrador and Garcia del Castanar live in a secluded
area, away from people, and especially away from the Court
of their respective Kings.

Both Kings make hunting trips,

planned that they might meet this unusual subject.

Their

identities are unknown, supposedly, to the viilanos;

Razon

is aware of the King's identity and Garcia knows the King is
present, but it is a case of mistaken identification on his
part.

A conversation takes place over a meal, concerning

the loyalty one owes to o n e 's King.

The viilanos are content

to be their own masters, on their own land, and in their own
home; Juan Labrador, a lo divino, because his senses lead him
to want only worldly pleasures; Garcia because of a secret in
his family's background.

Both men suffer an experience which

can be amended only by their journeying to the Court of the
King; Juan sees the vision of his death, Garcia suffers the
affront of family honor.

It is interesting to note that

Garcia in a sense also has a vision of death.

He believes

King Alfonso is the one responsible for dishonoring his home.
He must amend this blemish by killing Blanca, his innocent
wife, and then himself for he can not;harm his King.

At the

Court the viilanos are received by their Kings, their wounds
are healed with the aid of their Lords, and promises of
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greatness for their future happiness are made by the King.
The comedia 1s themes are those used by Valdivielso 'a
lo divino, therefore the striking resemblance.

These theses

of the villano, the hunt , 21 the vision of death, the visit
of the unknown nobleman were common to the age of literature,
as will be further pointed out with the second comedia, this
one by Lope de Vega and entitled El villano en su rincon.

22

In both the auto and the. comedia the theme of the
villano appears.

In both works the figures- of the villano

are given the appellation "Juan Labrador."

Both men are proud

of their never having seen the Court or their King.

Both

take pride in being their own master and in ruling in their
own home.

Both Kings, on a hunting trip, hear of this un

usual man, and pay him a visit in the disguise of a hunter.
In the house of Juan Labrador a meal is served to the King,
the villano ordering his unknown Lord as he would any of his
household.

The subject of loyalty to the King is brought up

in their conversations.

21

Lope's villano is willing to serve

Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, pp. 291-

294.
22

Entrambasaguas, op. cit., II, 11-232. For discussions
of Valdivielso's work in relation to Lope de Vega see I, 97;
414-417. Marcel Bataillon, "El villano en su rincon," Bulletin,
Hispanigue (Bordeaux), LI, no. 1 (1949), 26-35.
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his Lord with his wealth and his family but not with his
own personal presence; Valdivielso's villano questions the
guest about the King and life in His Court, showing inter
est blit yet content to remain as he is*
Both men, finally, receive messages from their Kings,
commanding their presence at the Court*

They go humbly and

are received with kindness and love by the Lord.

A banquet

i

is served in the King's palace; in Lope's comedia six "platos
cubiertos" are brought to the table*

They contain a scepter,

a sword, a mirror, a paper which grants the title of Caballero
to Feliciano, the son of Juan Labrador, an announcement that
his daughter will receive a dowry from the King's treasury as
well as that gold which the viiiano had given to the King,
and a cedula which commissions Juan Labrador as mayordotno of
the King.

In this position the viiiano must remain in the

presence of his King just as the villano of Valdivielso must
remain in the presence of the Rey Divino when he is knighted
as a Caballero of Christianity.
In the two comedias and the auto the use of the same
themes has been seen.

Each dramatist developed the themes to

suit his own purpose; Valdivielso, to honor the Divine King
who is present in the Eucharist, Lope de Vega and Rojas
Zorrilla, to promote the loyalty of subjects to the King by
Divine Right.
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One more example will be given on the theme of the
hunt.

Wardropper notes in his Historia de la poes£a lxrico a

lo divino that the theme of the hunt which was a nobleman's
pastime had been expressed in a romance which begins*
A cazar va el caballero,
A cazar como solxa;
Los perros lleva cansados, ^ ^ 3
El falcon (sic) perdido habia,
This romance like many others from "cancioneros formales" was
submitted to "un proceso de aburguesamiento pocos anos antes
y despu^s de 1600:

se hace propiedad de las masas urbanas,

legada a ellas por los poetas gue contribuyen al aburguesamiento
de las letras espanolas."

24

These poets were those who used

the older romances in their dramatic productions, or in
contrafacta

a lo divino.

The theme of the hunt passed to the

masses and from the above cited romance there came a version
a lo divino in which a cazador caropesino goes out.

He meets

not the "infanta" of the older romance but a "mal hombre1'
whom he questions about God.

The "mal hombre" is an "ateo"

and the cazador warns him that death will reveal to him his
m

mistake.

The hunter leaves and the "mal hombre" is called upon

23
+
+
Duran, Agustxn, ed., Romancero general o coleccion de
romances castellanos anteriores al siglo XVIII, Biblioteca de
Autores Espafioles 10 and 16 (2 vols.? Segunda Edicion: Madrid:
Hernando, 1924-1926), I, 159.
24

,

f

;

Bruce W[are] Wardropper, Historia de la poesia lirica
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by death:
--Detdhte, muerte rabiosa,
detdnte siquiera un dxa
para confesar y comulgar
esta alma mi'a.
--No me puedo detener,
que el Rey del Cielo me envxa.2^
The contrafactum of Valdivielso of this popular theme is a
full-length allegorical auto.

Not only does his auto display

the usage of the theme of the hunt a lo divino, but also it
displays the vulgarization of the old romance with the hunter
who meets an ateo and warns him of his death which does
follow.

In the auto Razon is the one who questions the

Villano as well as the Divine King*

The vision of death

would have become the actual death of Villano if Rigor had
not been stopped by the King,

since Valdivielso has a de

nouement in mind which will honor the sacrament with the
Christ of Love, he gives Villano the opportunity to repent,
thus departing from the romance's abrupt ending which fore
tells sorrow for the man.
The title of the work, as already mentioned, calls to

a lo divino en la cristiandad occidental (Madrid: Revista de
Occidente, 1958), p. 305. Hereafter cited as Historia.
25Kurt Schindler, Folk Music and Poetry of Spain and
Portugal: musica y poesxa popular de Espaha y Portugal (New
York: Hispanic Institute in the United States, 1941), pp. 8283. Wardropper, Historia, p. 308.

mind immediately a familiar figure of the day— the villano,
a man who dwelled apart from society, content to follow life
as he himself wished without outside interference; a lo
divino he is the man who dwells in the temporal world of the
flesh without concern for his spiritual well being.

Along

with this character pattern, an institution is introduced.
This is the institution of government, the monarchy with its
ideas of the duties and respect a loyal subject should pay to
his king.

In the mind of the writer the earthly king was

given his position by God to rule.

One owed to this earthly

king the respect one would give to a representative of God,
The analogy of respect to the earthly king and to the Heavenly
King is made.

In the auto the monarch is Christ and the

Kingdom is that of eternal life.

The Villano, by his nature,

is a rebellious subject for he refuses to submit himself to
the authority of his King.

He is a threat to the government

and to his own well being.

As such he must be destroyed or

won over.

Since this is the Kingdom of Christ and because

Valdivielso wanted to portray the love of Christ for man, the
King of the auto seeks out the rebellious subject to win him
rather than to destroy him.

This becomes the hunt, a popular

pastime of Spanish nobility; "a lo divino" the hunt is easily
recognized as the search for the soul of a sinner to bring it
into the way of salvation.
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In two scenes another idea enters the argumento which
was familiar to the Spaniards.

This is the display of

hospitality which should be accorded to a guest or a stranger
received into one's home.

The Villano begrudges the entry of

the disguised hunter and as a host is most unkind, whereas to
his amazement, the King receives him with honor, friendship,
and love.

There is complete ignorance of his own mistreatment

at the hands of the Villano.

The king offers to share with

the Villano the wealth of his kingdom if the man will accept
it as an obedient subject.

The Villano, guided by Razon,

accepts the offer of the King and begins immediately his new
life by following the instructions of the King in the accept
ance, of his duties— the partaking of the Eucharist, symbolized
in the King's banquet, which likewise symbolizes the lasting
prosperity of the Villano as his salvation.
Valdivielso has limited himself to the service of four
profane themes to produce the allegory of this auto.

Each

blends into the other without any evidence of force.

The end

result of the allegory formed by this blending is the portray
al of internal peace and joy which the penitent men has found.
Peace comes in rejecting the desires of the flesh for the
temporal world in order to follow Christ and to find salvation.
As a Christian the Villano partakes of the Eucharist which
symbolizes his eternal well being.
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The misericordia of Christ is well in evidence as the
King is seen going out to seek the soul which avoids Him.
Later He saves the Villano from death at the hands of Rigor,
forgiving him for his rebelliousness and lack of friendship.
The allegory provided by these themes has served well
to produce an auto whose internal essential is the Eucharist.
Most obvious in this respect is the contrast of the two ban
quet tables.

The one prepared by the world for man can serve

only death, the one prepared by the King for man offers life
eternal.

We see the unworthiness of the man to receive grace

for by his own will he has sought to avoid the table of Christ
and is as a traidor to his King.

Secondly, we see that Christ

f

the King loves even this rebellious soul and has prepared
this table through His own will and deeds, as a means whereby
this soul may be saved.

The man is made aware of death and

of his inability to save himself from it.

It is through fear

and self-love that the Villano goes to the King to ask for
aid.

Here the rebel is amazed by the display of love which

the King would bestow upon him.

The greatness of this love,

so freely offered, brings the rebel to his knees in humilia
tion and sorrow for he recognizes his pettiness and he pleads
forgiveness.

What was once motivated by fear and self-love

becomes a true desire to follow this King and to be worthy of
his friendship.

Because the rebellious spirit of the man has
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been cast away in his repentance the King admits him as one
of His membership and further rewards him by knighting him
into His order.

The man, a Christian now, must obey the

King's laws and observe His established order, herein the
sacraments.

The man as a traidor was guilty of a crime

punishable by death but his repentance makes possible his
receipt of the carta de horro— the receipt of grace provided
by the King which removes the debt of the wrongdoer as sym
bolized in the Eucharist.

The lines of action in the auto

move directly to this final scene wherein the blessing of the
Eucharist bestowed upon the repentant man is the only con
clusion the argumento will permit.

The inner-turmoil of the

desires of the flesh and the knowledge that fulfilling such
desires leads away from salvation is solved with the victory
of Razon over Gusto and Apetito.

The pathway of salvation

as presented by Valdivielso was the only one which his be
liefs held in existence.

The abandonment of the world's evils

and its desires was necessary to be worthy of eternal glory.
It is a picture of black and white.

There is no shading.

This was the attitude of the times and Valdivielso did not
debate it.
Before turning to a discussion of the second auto, El
hospital de los locos, mention should be made of a technique
used by Valdivielso to further Eucharistic homage.

The

technique is called by Wardropper, "particularizaci&n."

26

It is a symbolic device set within the framework of the
allegory.

An item, institution, or familiar custom is de

veloped symbolically to rise above the material values it
holds in the temporal world to take its place in the invis
ible world of the sacraments.

A thing which was familiar to

the Spanish audience from everyday living experiences was
expanded or enlarged to take on a new significance in the
eternal world.
mentioned above.

This is witnessed in the carta de horro
The carta de horro or pago in the Spanish

society was a legal record indicating that one had paid a
debt or fulfilled an obligation and was thus free from its
bindings.

In the auto through particularization the carta

de horro takes on a new meaning, for as a symbol it repre
sents the release of man from his debts of sins through the
payment made by Christ in the Incarnation, Passion, Resur
rection, and Ascention.

This is an example of the type of

symbolism used within the allegorical framework of the auto.
It is an expansion technique of Valdivielso which used the
familiar as an aid to the understanding of the sacrament
being honored.

26

The knighting of the Villano may also be

*
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 303.
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considered here the particularization of an established
custom which symbolically enlarged, leaves the realm of an
earthly order to rise to the sacramental world, where the
Christian is a knight or soldier of Christ.

2.

97

El hospital de los locos

Of the five autos by Valdivielso in the Gonzalez Pedroso
collection, Wardropper considers El hospital de los locos to
be one of the three best for its allegorical construction.

28

The idea of this plot was original with Valdivielso, pos
sibly suggested to him in visits made to the manicomio,
El Nuncio, in Toledo.

Valbuena Prat considers El hijo prodigo

Valdivielso's best work and El hospital de los Iq c o b second
to it "aunque de gusto menos seguro.”

29

27The theme of the milicia of caballeria cristiana was,
according to Wardropper, "el tema que nos parece haber dado
mas frutos espirituales" in the materials a _lo divino. Among
the various examples mentioned are libros cte caballerfas a
lo divino. Valdivielso was, no doubt, working with this
popular image when he had his villano become a knight of the
order of Christ.
Historia, pp. 15-17. Bataillon, "El villano
en su rinc<5n," p. 34, n. 1.
28
Wardropper, introduccifen, p. 296.

2^Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura espanola, II,
257.
In his Historia del teatro espaftol, p. 326, Valbuena
Prat notes that a recent performance o£ Valdivielso's El
hospital de los locos "demuestra su agil y efectiva dramaticidad." See also Jaime Mariscal de Gante who makes positive
praise of Valdivielso1s originality in the argumentos of his
autos sacramentales and notes in particular El hospital de los
locos, op. cit., p. 141.
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As the title denotes, the setting for most of the
action of the auto is a manicomio.

The pdrtero is Locura

while Culpa is the rector aided by Engano and Deleite.

The

wards of their institution are Luzbel, Genero Humano, Gula,
Mundo, Invidia, and Carne.

A glance at this list of charac

ters is sufficient to indicate the nature of madness.

The

illness is one incurred in straying from God and is brought
on through Culpa.

The action of the auto evolves around

the capture of Alma so that she too will become a patient in
the manicomio.

Razdn has protected her but now a new attack

plan is put into action by Culpa, Engano and Deleite.

They

leave the hospital armed with every possible weapon in their
arsenal.

Engaffo, for example, describes his own preparation:
LLevo armado un fuerte lazo
entre este pobre sayal;
de lael la leche y brago,
de Xoab llevo el punal,
y de Dalida el regazo.30

While the rector is away the patients of the hospital
congregate with much talking, arguing, and insulting:

Mundo

and Luzbel argue over their claims of greatness; Luzbel and
Genero Humano are mocked for their falls from God's grace;
Mundo and Carne woo each other; Invidia, who is despised by

*3 0

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 13/B5 verso.
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all and who likewise despises all, incurs wrath with his
constant uttering of insults.

Carne, a frivolous beauty

initiates a dance among the patients in which they are
participating when Locura comes to drive them back into their
cells.
Alma has succumbed, despite the efforts of Razon, to
the seeming beauty and innocence of Deleite, disguised as a
nino.

Without Raz6 n, Alma follows Deleite to the Manicomio.

She hears utterances of her destruction but she pays no heed
to them for she is beginning to suffer from locura.
Alma
Deleite
Alma
Deleite
Deleite
Alma
Deleite
Alma

Deleite
Alma
Deleite

Digo que eres como un oro.
Y $un abrapo no me da?
Tu gracia y donaire adoro.
Tia, isabe donde esta? Alma
En los cuernos del toro.
Essas manos se me den,
y aquessos bravos tambien.
No quiero, que no me quiere

Do(nde)?

iNo te quiero? £ansi te quexas
quando el corapon me robas
y enhechizada me dexas?
Abrggame, ique te alexas?
Assi enganan a las bobas.
Por tu dulce amor me muero,
Aquessa belleza adoro.

Once within the manicomio Alma meets the other patients
who have congregated again for singing and dancing.

31Ibid., f. 16/[B8],

Culpa
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and Locura are unable to drive them to their cells so Alma
is introduced to them hearing the stories of Luzbel, who
frightens her; Genero Humano, who arouses her pity; and
Mundo, who wins her affection with his promises of gifts.
Her attitude toward Mundo will be the deciding factor in her
illness so Culpa incites Carne to hasten her complete collapse
with promises of material delights:
Carne

De rosas nos coronemos,
vino oloroso beuamos,
no aya flor que no cojamos,
ni prado que no pisemos.
Entregugmonos al gusto,
al ocio, al vicio, al plazer,
al deleite, a la muger .3 3

So that Alma may partake of these new delights a banquet is
✓
prepared. Alma is seated between Gula and Carne. Musicos
0

entertain the new patient of the manicomio inciting even more
her madness with their song.
jVita, vita, la vita bonal
iAlma, vimonos a Chacona .3 3
At the height of the banquet, Alma is dragged away in
chains to a lonely cell by Culpa and Locura.
visions of her madness and is in torment.

32Ibid., f. 19/EC3]
^Loc. cit.

There she sees

These visions are
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not witnessed by the audience as was done in El villano en
su rinctrn.

Alma, rather, describes her inner turmoil:
Infierno, la boca cierra,
ipor que me quieres tragar?
iSorberme quiere la mar!
lAhorgarme quiere la tierra 1^4

Inspiracion, who has been summoned by Razdn, comes to aid Alma
and begs her to call upon God with confidence in His mercy:

Pues, mientras dura la vida,
serds de Dios recebida .-*5
Inspiracidn describes to Alma the danger and the cure of her
infirmity:
Desta fiera enfermedad
esta a peligro tu vida:
si quieres ponerte en cura,
darte he medico y botica.
Serd el medico divino
la misma Sabiduria,
que did vida, cuerpo, y .sangre,
para hazer l a s medecinas.
Es la botica la Xglesia,
llena de drogas diuinas,
• • •
manos Christi siempre abiertas,
que amor y perdon destilan;
lagrimas que manchas sacan,

3^Ibid., f. 19/C3 verso.
35Ibid., f. 20/[C4].
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y sangre que culpas quita.
•

•

•

Tiene en siete caxas de oro,
los tesoros de sus Indias.
donde en slete Sacramentos
su vida y su muerte cifra.
Es Pedro el dispensador
desta celestial botica,
da gracia de sus tesoros
Alma, llega arrepentida.
Mira que del cielo vengo
a rebolver la picina,
para que, echandote al agua,
pises con salud su orilla.
contra el espiritu inmundo,

Animo, esposa de Dios,
que el a buscarte me embia,
y £ 1 mismo vendra a buscarte,
como a la oveja perdida . ^ 6
Inspiracion breaks the bars of the cell to free Alma and
they flee together to the Church where St. Pet^r, and later
Christ, receive her.

Culpa and Locura follow and attempt to

recapture Alma but it is too late for the medicines of the
Church have begun to heal the madness of Alma.
The argumento of El.hospital de los locos is inventive
and well constructed.

It goes without saying that everyone

recognizes doctors, hospitals, drugs, and pharmacies as aids

36

Ibid., ff. 20/[C4]-20/C4 verso
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in the cure of physical ailments and diseases.

Modern

science has brought to us cures and new aid for the mentally
troubled person as well as more understanding of these mala
dies.

In his own day Valdivielso saw the possibilities of

presenting the soul in torment as a human being suffering
from insanity.

Insanity becomes in the auto the disease of

love for the temporal world.

For this malady there is only

one cure and that is Christ's Church and its teachings.
The ideas of the medicinal values of the sacraments was not
new with Valdivielso but had been expressed by St. Thomas
Aquinas.

The auto then presents the healing nature of the

sacraments for the soul as the only possible cure for madness
and the only possible conclusion to the play.

In the uses

of these ideas to form an allegorical argumento for an auto
sacramental Valdivielso is original .3 7
The constrast of the temporal and the eternal worlds as
boticas for the soul& malady is presented in the exposition.
The botica of every day life becomes an institution of

37

Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 296. Valbuena Prat notes
that Calderon de la Barca did not follow this idea for an
allegory in any of his autos sacramentales. Nor did the
younger dramatist make use of Valdivielso*s El hijo prodigo
or Tirso's El colmenero divino. Historia del teatro espahol,
p. 341.
It should be noted that the three works named above are
those which Valbuena Prat finds the best works of the
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sacramental reality.
takes place.

Thus particularization of the botica

Carne and Inspiracion 8 8 outline the ability

of each botica as a healing agent.

The former tells of that

botica of the temporal world which will lead only into a
deeper state of insanity and end in death to the soul if its
drugs are used.

The latter tells of the heavenly botica

which dispenses the everlasting power of God over death, and
the certainty of salvation in His promise.

The botica of

God, the Church established on earth containing the sacra
ments of which the Eucharist is the supreme, becomes the
healing agent for the soul suffering from the malady of the
world, the flesh's desires.

3.

Los cavtivos libres

Los cautivos libres is an auto unlike the other eleven
in that no single character may be identified as the image
of "a man.”

Rather Valdivielso has presented an allegory in

which several of the senses of man and the inner qualities of
humanity or its nature take leading roles to present a man

the respective dramatists. Is he implying that Calderon did
not use similar allegories because the original works ade
quately treated these themes a lo divino?
88For quotations see supra., pp. 177-178.
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in his several personalities.

Memoria, Entendimiento, and

Voluntad, the psychological trinity, join Vista and Oido in
the search for faith and eternal happiness.

The plan of the

argumento is to allegorize the attitude these qualities and
senses must acquire in accepting the truths of dogma, parti
cularly the Real Presence of the Eucharist.

As the mystery

of the sacrament may not be seen or clearly understood it is
necessary that the Christian accept the mystery on faith alone.
The Christian, the senses and the qualities of his human
nature, becomes a willing captive of faith accepting without
question the plan of God.
As the auto begins Voluntad, accompanied by Memoria and
Entendimiento, has announced her intention of seeking God:
Dios para Dios me crio
y conocerle pretendo.
Mirad pues como ha de ser.
que seruida de los dos
tengo de entender a D i o s . ^ 9
Her desire is a positive one and will not be undone by
Entendimiento 1s hesitancy.

Led by Memoria they seek the

palacio of Fe wherein Memoria says, "Hallaras quanto desse*
a s ."40

The palace or fortaleza is described by Memoria so

■^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 23/C7 verso.
The title of the auto will be given as Los cautivos libres.
40Ibid., f. 24/[C8].
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that ve recognize it as the Church:
Sobre vna piedra constants,
en la firmega diamante,
y en la viueza, topacio.
Tiene escudos mil, pendientes
de sus altos torreones,
sus armas son coragones
de que se arman los valientes.
V^lala siempre de guarda
el Cordero soberano,
que sin 4 1 , la vela en vano
el que la vela, y la guarda.
A nadie las puertas niegan,
que quiere con la Fe hablar,
que abiertas de par en par,
a todos con ellas ruegan.
Est£ a la puerta vn saluage,
no que lo es, que lo parece,
y al que humilde lo merece
haze apazible hospedage.4*
San Juan Bautista is the guardian of the castle refer
red to above.

We meet him as he is on duty and is being ap

proached by a cabailera.

It is vista who asks entry

confessing himself to be a captive of Fe, the mistress of
the palace.

San Juan grants his request and instrusts him

that upon entry he will se "vna fuente a lo moderno" wherein
. . .aueis de banaros,
porque sino no ay remedio
de entrar a donde gozfiis
de sus favores excelsos .4 2

^ Loc. cit.
42Ibid., f. 24/C8 verso.
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The castle is next approached by Duda who demands that San
Juan give him
arms,

entry or he will challenge Fe to

acontest of

inocencla is aroused by the clamour ofvoices

comes to ask what is happening.

and

Duda challenges everyone

within the castle since he is denied entry there:
. . . Porque veas
que a nadie medroso temo
de quantos essas murallas
guardan con femenil cerco*
A todos los desaf£o,
a todos juntos los reto,
y lo primero a la Fe,
q(ue) da el cielo, y no entra al cielo.
Reto sus sagradas letras.
Reto sus quatro Evangelios,
y sus mandamientos diez,
con sus siete Sacramentos.
Retole sus doze Pares,
con su predicado Credo,
con quantos a su obediencia
por todo el orbe rindieron.
Reto todos sus Concilios,
al Pontxfice supremo,
de los Cardenales sacros
el venerado Cdlegio,
Rdtole sus tradiciones,
sus Doctores, y Maestros,
sus Martires, vencedores
de tiranos y tormentos.
Reto sus Vfrgines cuerdas,
con las lstmparas ardiendo,
sus templados Confessores,
sus Heremitas austeros.
Reto aquel Pan adorado,
que ni le alconga ni entiendo,
a quien vener^is a escuras
mal persuadidos. . . .
Reto mugeres, y hombres,
ricos, pobres, nirtos, viejos,
a todos reto, salid,
ved que en el campo os espero.

43Ibid., ff. 25/[D]—25/D verso.
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Duda leaves to await the answer to this strong challenge
just as San Juan sees Voluntad approaching with her two
escorts.

Voluntad asks entry and it is granted by San Juan

who identifies the fortress as "el camino del cielo . h 4 4
Memoria willingly accompanies Voluntad into the fortress
but Entendimiento is seen to be hesitant.

He does not wish

to be forced into accepting that which he can not understand.
The scene is now within the fortress.
and Oido.

Fe appears with Vista

These two are tied with ribbons signifying that

they are willing prisoners of Fe.

Inocencia is pleased to

behold this scene and congratulates the prisoners for their
obedience to Fe.

Oido who appears costumed "llena de oidos"

maintains that, although made entirely of orejas,
Todas me parecen pocas
para ofr, o Fe sagrada,
tu doctrina nunca etrada,
con que a amarte nos provocas .4 5
Vista, "llena de ojos" yet appears with "un velo dela(n)te"
signifying that he has attired himself so that he may fol
low Oido blindly into the captivity of Fe.
. . . Porque vea
el Oido, no veo y o 4
El ha de ver, que yo no,
^ _
4n
que el ve, para que yo crea.

44Xbid., f . 25/D verso.
45Ibid., f. 26/[D2].
4^Ibid., f. 26/D2 verso

Fe approves of his plan and promises him that for what he
has done in order to come into her presence, "hare que por
11^7

*

mi veais."

The arrival of the three new prisoners is announced by
San Juan.

They are permitted to come into the presence of

Fe.

she greets them as "Hijos de mi corag 6 n."

There

As

her new prisoners she explains to each his duty:
T&, Voluntad, has de amar,
tfi, Entendimiento, creer,
y tCi, Memoria, acordar
lo que los dos han de hazer.
Vista and Oido encourage the new prisoners with words of
praise for their own state of captivity,

Entendimiento

still shows signs of his nature, "de saber son mis cuidados."
Fe would put his mind at rest first by telling him:
. . . saber lo que no os toca
es ignorar, no saber .5 0
Inocencia promises Entendimiento that the ways of Fe will be
taught to him if he humbly learns that first he must believe
in the teacher as the authority who does not know how to
deceive or to err.

47Loc. cit.
4®Ibid., f. 27/[D3],
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San Juan is called upon to explain the next scene.
Herein the stage directions state:
Aparece la Fe en lo alto, de la boca le saldran
vnas cintas, y de las manos gue lleuen presos a
los cinco Sentidos: al Oido lleno de orejas, la
Vista, de ojos, el Olfato, de narizes, y el Gusto,
de lenguas, el Tacto, de manos, y Memoria, Enten
dimiento, y Voluntad? m£s abaxo San Pedro, San
Andres, San Jua(n), y Santigo de Pescadores, con
sus redes tendidas? v algunas personas de
diferentes naciones.
The interpretation of San Juan is directed to the audience:
. . . oy por las calles del mundo
la Fe del Santo Evangelio
triunfa de las tres potencias,
voluntarios prisioneros.
De los labios de clauel,
que estcTn panales vertiendo,
de discretos eslauones
cadenas estdn pendiendo.
Con ellas por los ofdos
lleua los Sentidos presos,
la Memoria, y Voluntad,
y curioso Entendimiento.
Un Caliz con una Hostia
son sus mayores trofeos,
porque es misterio de Fe
el mdximo Sacramento.
El vitorioso estandarte
es el vencedor madero
donde Dios perdid la vidat
y halld vida el hombre muerto.
Los sagrados Pescadores
por el mar del uniuerso
tienden para pescar almas
las redes del Euangelio.
Todos a la Fe aclamad
con vitores y con versos
51Ibid., f. 27/D3 verso.
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cantando los coragones
al son de los instrumentos .5 2
Duda returns at this point.

His entry goes unnoticed

for he comes to hide himself in Entendimiento that here he
may uncover the mystery of Fe.

Entendimiento admits him by

displaying his own doubt in the mystery of Fe because he
cannot see, thus can not understand her teaching.

He would

hide his doubt and disbelief but Inocencia is not deceived
by him and calls attention to his sad countenance.

Dis

covering that Duda has entered into her castle, Fe accepts
the challenge of disbelief by providing examples from nature
to answer the questions of Entendimiento:
Como Christo, me dezid
se puede tra(n)ssustanciar
en el pan, sin que pan sea.
y el pan dexar de ser p a n ? 53

I

Entendimiento is won over by the reasoning of Fe, and
Inocencia, and the insistence of Voluntad:
Yo te mando que lo creas,
que te lo puedo mandar.
La verdad has de creer,
que es tu objeto la verdad,
y yo amar la bondad suya,
que es el mio la bondad.
Y en este pan de los cielos

52Ibid., f. 27(bis)/[D4].
53Ibid., f. 29/D5 verso.

vnidas las dos estdn
en Christo, bondad eterna,
y la primera verdad.
Duda tries to assail Vista who, of all the captives of Fe,
has been left behind while the others partake of the sacra
ment, now that Entendimiento has submitted himself to
Voluntad.

Vista will not listen to Duda for, as a faithful

captive, he recognizes his duty in not being present with
the others when they partake of the sacrament:
Quanto mas que el cautiuerio
muy presto se ha de acabar,
y entonces, he a gozar
las glorias deste misterio.
Que el Rede(m)ptor que esperamos
de cautivos, vendra presto .5 5
Oxdo returns with the joyous news that the Redemptor has
come for He wishes to take the willing captives with Him to
enjoy His grace by dwelling with Him.

Duda hides to witness

the scene.
From his rocky vantage point he sees and hears the
happiness of the captives who are accompaning the Redeemer
to His ship which will bear them to His home.

Duda is undone

and begs Fe that she accept him even though late in recog
nizing her.

His soul has made him a captive of "los oldos"

and now he is hers.

She accepts him and promises to remove

54Ibid., ff. 30/D6 verso-31/[D7].
55Ibid., f. 31/D7 verso.
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the "hierros" from his soul . ^ 6
The allegory of faith in the Transubstantiation or
the doctrine of the Real Presence, is conceived here through
a popular theme or the known practices of warfare, the siege
of a castle-fortress.

The castle is the church wherein

dwells Pe, the mistress of the supreme sacrament.

The trea

sure, the life giving sacrament, belongs to Faith as it is
in her keeping.

It is a treasure greatly desired by everyone.

For eternal life which may be obtained with this sacrament
may be gained only by entry through Fe.

Thus the castle be

comes the focus of attention for it holds the treasure and
its keeper.
Entry into the castle may be made only by those who show
a willingness to submit themselves to Fe as her captive.
Saint John guards the entrance.

Before anyone is allowed

into the presence of Fe, he must bathe in the waters of the
fountain just inside the castle gates.

Saint John and the

waters of the fountain: represent Baptism, the sign of new
birth in Christ.

The waters of Baptism purify and cleanse

the soul of the stain of original sin, opening the gates to
renewed friendship with God and the promise of eternal life.

56Ibid., f. 3 3 / [D(bis)]•

Inside the gates of the castle-church the willing cap
tives must submit themselves to the great mysteries of their
Lord.

They must believe not because they clearly under

stand or see the mystery of the sacrament but because they
have assented to the authority of those (Church fathers)
who are unable to err is presenting their testimony of the
truths of the mysteries of the sacrament.

The testimony

of the Church fathers is the basis of belief.

The captive

believer is required to put forth an effort of his will to
arrive at faith.

Voluntad in the auto has, as the all-

important faculty of the soul, elected to believe and to
follow Pe blindly.

For this reason Vista has been blind

folded so as not to disturb Voluntad in her desire to come
unto Fe unblemished by a sense which seeks to know by what
it witnesses.

Entendimiento, the faculty of man's nature

which has power to control Voluntad's acts, is seen to
vac^illate iri%b the auto when Duda enters into his presence.
The proper objective of Entendimiento is to seek truth, but
because this faculty of man is fallible and may make er
roneous judgments when assailed by Duda, it is Voluntad who
must rise above the authority of Entendimiento.

It is she

who must lead all the senses and human faculties into the
presence of Faith under control of reason.

If God is Truth

then Entendimiento, who searches for truth, is searching for
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God.

He must submit himself humbly to the wisdom of the

Supreme Being in belief of His truths first, then will come
true understanding (Isaiah 7:9).
The auto presents the important role of el oido in
matters of faith and belief in the Transubstantiation.

The

hegemony of hearing over the other senses in recognizing the
truth of the mystery of the Eucharist— the body and the blood
of Christ in the Consecrated Host and wine— is dramatically
brought out several times in the auto by contrasting this
sense with Vista.
to heed only Ordo.

Vista has rejected his own power of sight
The power of hearing is the only human

sense believed incapable of being deceived in matters of
faith.

It is the only sense capable of penetrating the my

stery of faith because its natural propensity is to hear and
to hear propensity only.

That is, Oido does not see, does

not speak to question, does not feel, does not taste, but
hears truth and recognizes it.
The faculties of man, when in obedience to oido and
directed by Voluntad, submit to faith in partaking of the
Eucharist.

Therein the realization of the true meaning of

the sacrament comes to all the senses.

This is dramatized

in the auto as Christ's coming to take the believers with
Him to paradise.
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Duda# the enemy of the castle-church, is overcome and
destroyed when all the faculties of the soul and the senses
of human nature subject themselves to the authority of Faith.
Duda becomes a believer of Fe and gives death to his former
self while taking eternal life with Faith.
The strong denunciation made by Duda of the Church and
all its properties is dramatized as a reto.

Herein lies a

popular theme and a return to Old Spanish literature.

The

reto of Duda is a parody of the popular romance on the challange of Zamora issued by Diego Ordonez after the murder of
Sancho the B r a v e . T h e reto of Ordonez was made to all of
Zamora as a test of arms to the death.
within the walls of her fortress.

Duda challenges all

Fe teaches all her cap

tives to accept her mysterious treasure, the Eucharist, so
that they conquer Duda and the death that he, the latter,
would give to them.

When the captives believe in the truths

of the Church as undeniable and all-powerful they defeat Duda
and his reto.

The battlefield of Fe is within each man who

overcomes doubt through his own Voluntad.

58

Supra., p. 138. The original romance may be read in
Menendez Pidal, Flor nueva de romances viejos, pp. 145-146.
George Ticknor noted the romance parody a lo divino, o p . cit.,
p. 318, n. 13. See also the romance, number 787, which Agustxne Duran notes as being the one which "empieza la formula
sacramental de los retos," Romancero general. I, 509-510.
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Los cautivos libres is unique among the works of
Valdivielso for its allegory seeks to instruct in the accep
tance or assent to that which is not clearly seen in the
mystery of the Eucharist.

This auto places dramatic interest

and emphasis on the faculties of man and their duties in the
moment of approach to the sacrament.

Through faith comes

the joy of understanding the meaning of the sacrament.

The

other eleven autos have not concentrated on this exact moment
with the attitude of the senses, but have portrayed man's
struggle to come to the sacrament.

The state of willingness

to believe through faith is understood in each auto.

Los

cautivos libres dramatically emphasizes the attitude of the
senses and how they have been able to overcome any doubt
of the sacrament's lasting benefit to them.

4.

Ll fenix de amor

The symbolic title for the fourth auto, El fenix de amor
came from the belief which held that the African bird, the
phoenix, was reborn from its own ashes.
over death, and

His love

Christ,

His victory

of mankind is symbolized herein.

Furthermore the Eucharist is symbolized.

The phoenix is a

symbol of immortality just as the Eucharist is a sign of
eternal life in

Christ. Just as the phoenix was

time he entered

into the

flames,

reborn each

the Eucharist's promise of
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eternal life is renewed each time the consecrated Host is
offered.
To express the love of the Lord who is called the Esposo
in the auto, the allegory has been established on an inter
pretation of Solomon's Song of Songs— the soul is the in
tended bride of C h r i s t . H e

seeks her out. He is jealous

of her (a lo divino), and He sends his agent to guard her
as His future bride.

The idea that the'soul was Christ's

intended bride was a familiar teaching and, as the argumento
of the auto, provides an allegory most easily grasped, for
few individuals have not experienced the emotions and anxie
ties of love.

The Eucharistic homage of Valdivielso in El

fenix de amor is the portrayal of the sacrament's meaning
as the sign of love allegorized as the union of Christ and
the Soul in divine marriage.
The auto begins with a dueling scene.

Luzbel, a suitor

of Alma, and Inspiracion, an agent of the Esposo sent to
watch over Alma, are battling in the street below the balcony
of Alma.

59

The earthly guardian of Alma, Cuerpo, sees the

S.
R. Driver, An Introduction to the .Literature of th
Old Testament, Meridian Books (Cleveland: The World Publish
ing Company, 19S6), pp. 450-453.
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battle and calls Alma to witness the scene which is taking
place because of her.

When Alma recognizes Luzbel she

chastizes him verbally for his unwanted attentions.
is deaf to his promises and overtures of love but

She
Cuerpo is

not.
Alone, Cuerpo and Alma argue.

She rebukes Cuerpo for

his weakness before Luzbel and the world,
Todo aquesto por vos passa;
que sois, Cuerpo, muy pesado,
enemigo no escusado,
y en fin vn ladrbn de casa.
Cuerpo can not understand her reasoning for they have long
dwelled together and he has tried to serve her every whim.
He recalls that at his birth Alma had come to him asking for
a dwelling place which he had offered to her.

Together they

had enjoyed childhood until at six or seven years of age
they became estranged— confirmation and first communion.
Since that time Cuerpo says,
Vos contra ml peleais,
y yo contra vos peleo,
ni quer&is lo que desseo,
ni yo lo que desseSis.

® Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 3 6 / [E4].
A popular theme existing f r o m t h e mediaevalperiod was that
of the incompatibility of the body and the soul. Valbuena
Prat believes this theme enters the autos sacramentales as
a remembrance of the older French moralites, Historia del
teatro espanol, p. 18.
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Si en mi soy vos, y vos yo,
ino es mejor tratarnos bien?

61

Alma recognizes that their different natures are responsible
for the dissatisfaction, of the one with the other.

She is

a celestial spirit, placed in the earthy body, who aspires
to the love of the Esposo, while Cuerpo, an animal, is dis
loyal, lazy, and prone to be deceived.

When Cuerpo com

plains that the direction given life by Alma is painful to
him with its fastings and humblings of the body's comforts,
Alma rebukes him, saying that all she does is to lead them
both tb heaven.

She warns Cuerpo to be undeceived by the

promises of Luzbel and to serve her well as an honorable
guardian should.

Because Alma is tired and wants to rest,

she leaves Cuerpo to guard her house.

She instructs him to

be attentive for the possible arrival of her Esposo,

Cuerpo,

of course, falls asleep at his post, for if the soul sleeps,
the body is weakened.
The Esposo does appear with musicians who are to sere
nade His beloved.

In the street He encounters Inocencia

(a male character) who proves his worth as a guardian of the

6 ^-Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 36/ [E4]
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soul for he will not allow the Esposo to approach Alma's
house until He has identified Himself by the nail scars in
the palms of His hands.

Xnocencia tells the Esposo that

Alma is faithful to her beloved, ihaving just denied the
attentions of Luzbel that very day.
The Esposo, beneath the balcony of Alma, calls for her,
and is finally answered by Cuerpo who is unable to function
well in his stupor of drowsiness.

By the time Alma has been

summoned to the balcony the Esposo has disappeared.

He has

hidden Himself to-hear what will take place, and He is not
unrewarded, for Alma, in her distress at not finding the
Esposo awaiting her, leaves the house to search for Him.
At this moment the Esposo witnesses the arrival of
Luzbel and two demons who have come with a ladder which they
raise at the balcony of Alma's house.

Luzbel proceeds to

climb up where he encounters Cuerpo who refuses to give him
entry into the house.

Inspiracion and the angels who have

accompanied the Esposo come to aid Cuerpo when he calls for
help.

Cuerpo flees within the house to arm himself.

His

vestments are the objects of the church, "cruzes en la cinta,
y hisopo de agua.”
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62Ibid., f. 40/E8 verso.

Alma, searching the streets of the city for her beloved,
is accosted by seven agents of Luzbel, the seven deadly sins.
They attempt to make her their prisoner but the Esposo hears
the cries of Alma and His agents free her.
fuge at the feet of the Esposo.

Alma takes re

Luzbel challenges the Esposo

not only for the possession of Alma but for all the meaning
of the love of the Esposo.
The challenge is accepted but the Esposo will not do
battle Himself as Luzbel is not His equal. The angel Michael
will serve as the agent of the Esposo.

Misericordia and

Justicia are summoned to serve as judges of the battle.
Alma is content to be at the side of her Esposo in whom
she has all confidence as the victor.

Cuerpo is fearful,

and cowardly, but he does stand with Alma and the Esposo.
Luzbel returns with all his regalia.
and San Miguel is the victor.
again.

Swords are drawn

Luzbel is placed in chains

With the new victory of the Esposo for the hand of

Alma, the bodas need not be delayed, for the heavens open
to send down the finery in which the new bride of Christ is
to be dressed.
The argumento of El^ fenix de amor has several details
which appear to have their source in Solomon's Songs, in
particular 5:1-8.

There is not a strict adherence to this

source, to reproduce it exactly as will be seen in El hijo
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procligo. ^

The writer has freely used the source to build

an allegory which expresses the elements of Eucharistic love
which he sees arising within the framework of the bodas of
Christ and the soul.
The first verse of the cited Song of Solomon is inter
preted as Christ's entry into His garden to awaken the
Church or the Soul with His call.

The auto describes Alma's

house as the garden of pleasure of the Esposo.

The soul

or Church described as a garden appears in Solomon's Song
4:12-15.

Inspiracion first uses this metaphor in speaking

to Luzbel:
No has de rondar esta casa,
ni passar por esta callg,
porque guardo este jardin,
que es casa de recreacion
del que es principio y es fin .6 4
Later when Inspiracion is unaware of the identity of the
Esposo and is guarding against His entry into the area of
Alma's house, he identifies his duty again as:
Pues ved que de guarda estoy
deste jardin, echad m a n o .6 6

6 ^Infra.,

pp. 359-389.

6 4 Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 34/E2 verso.

**5 Ibid., 38/E6 verso.
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The Esposo calls for His beloved but she is slow to respond
(Solomon's Song 4:12-15).

Discovering that her beloved has

departed she goes to find Him (5:6).

In her search she is

surrounded by the seven agents of Luzbel who as earthly
tormentors may be identified as the watchmen of the city who
have found Alma and seek to undo her state (5:7).

At this

point Valdivielso leaves the Song of Songs to dramatize the
love of the Esposo for the soul which has proved its love
for Him.

The assault made by Luzbel on the garden of the

Esposo brings forth two popular themes in its allegory.

The

first of these is a remembrance of the romances in the lines;
Luzbel

Todos duermen en Zamora.

Esposo

Sino el viejo Arias Gongalo.®®

These lines from the Romances del Cid were popular in and
fi*1
of themselves for their appearance in popular literature .0

The Esposo as Arias Gonzalez watches over his protectorate
while others— Cuerpo— sleep unmindful of the dangers lurking
outside.
Secondly there is recalled in this same scene, through
the dialogue of Cuerpo, the practice of the alcahuete made

6 6 Ibid.,

f. 40/[E8].

67Menendez Pidal, Flor nueva de romances viejos, pp.
147; 179-180.
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famous in La Ceiestina. Entry into the garden of the maiden
sought after in the case of both Melibea and Alma is gained
by means of a ladder.

Cuerpo conjures up the memory of

Ceiestina and her role in the love of Calisto and Melibea
with his words to Luzbel when he is trying to enter the house
of Alma via a ladder:
Bien en la escalera estais,
que en elle me semejais
que os sacan por alcahuete.
The reto of Luzbel against the Esposo following his
CQ

defeat at the walls of Alma's garden0^ is a usage from
popular literature seen applied before in the auto, Los
cautivos libres.

Herein all the good Of Christ, His life,

His church, and His followers is challenged anew by the
Angel of Darkness.

The response made to the challenge fol

lows the custom of the day that a Caballero (Christ) could
not enter into battle or a desaf 1 0 against one not his equal.
The law of the pundonor is observed here in El fenix de amor
quite fittingly as the Esposo explains,
No puedo con el hazerle,

^®Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f , 50/[E8]. For
the ladder episode see Fernando de Rojas, La Ceiestina, ed.
by Julio Cejador y Frauca, clgsicos Castellanos 20 and 23
(2 vols.; Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, S. A., 1958), II, Aucto
decimonono, pp. 173-187.

69

Ibid., ff. 42/F2 verso-43/[F3].
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que no es mi igual cauallero,
pues del cielo le arroje,
y le vencx en el desierto.

Esse a quien rompi su carcel#
y libre sus prisioneros,
anegando con mi sangre
al cauallo y cauallero.
Esse a mi poder se atreue,
y amar la que yo pretendo,
echalde nuevas prisiones,
castigadmele de nuevo .7 0
The above is an example of one of the few times Valdivielso
makes use of the popular resorte of the comedia, the
pundonor, which was an earthly set of valuesand
could not find a right to appear in the world

normally

of sacramental

71

values.'A
The final scenes of the auto, the battle between Luzbel
and the angel, Michael, employ several events and images
recorded in the Scriptures.

The selection of Michael as the

champion of Christ recalls Revelation 12:7-9. in which
Michael drove Luzbel and his angels from heaven.

The des

cription of Luzbel as he comes to challenge Christ seated
/

on a beast "de siete horribles cabegas" with "diez cuernos
de bronce" recalls Revelation 13:1.

In the retinue of Luz

bel , a carro appears in which Luzbel is described as a
serpant with an apple:

7 0 Ibid.,

f. 42/[F3] .

71Bruce Wtarel Wardropper, " fHonor' in the Sacramental
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•

•

*

dando vaya al viejo Adan,
?2
por el gusto gue dio a Eua.
This carro

which is designed to recall the fall of man re

corded in Genesis 3 is the representation of the greatest
deed accomplished by Luzbel.

A carro which appears in the

retinue of Michael portrays Luzbel conquered by that Angel
as this one's greatest deed.

The recalling of Biblical

events at this moment is an attempt to bring timeless reality
into the auto.

The past defeats of Luzbel by the Lord are

united with the victory of the Alma here in gaining the hand
of her desired Esposo.

This is a new victory of Christ and

a new defeat of Luzbel re-enacted each time a soul comes unto
Christ.

Luzbel in this auto has attempted to deceive man

again just as he had done with Adam and Eve; but he has been
defeated, again, by the heavenly forces of God.
Throughout El^ fenix de amor the role played by Cuerpo
is that of

the gracioso.

This recurso from the comedia

is aptly selected for this auto for a number of reasons.

As

Plays of Valdivielso and Lope de Vega," Modern Language Notes,
LXVI (1959), 81-88.
72
Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 44/[F4].
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the gracioso he develops as a witty character but one who
is lacking in intelligence; that is to say, one not able
to direct himself to the grace of God in the world of
sacramental reality.

Cuerpo is interested in the comforts

of the flesh wherein he displays his lack of judgment.
is slow and bumbling, and cowardly.

He

Alma, on the other hand,

is a supreme being of high aspirations, with good judgment,
and fearless in the faith of the love and power of her
Esposo.
The juxtaposition of Cuerpo and Alma serves as an ex
cellent dramatic device in that the audience will associate
itself with the supreme character.

Therein they associate

themselves as individuals who, like Alma, are the chosen
loved ones of Christ. The foolishness of Cuerpo which is
ridiculed in the disguise of comedy in a gracioso

is more

easily accepted as such than would be a hard, sharp denunci
ation of the human foibles.

The matter of salvation is a

serious one and comedy used within an auto must be handled
with care and good taste.

Valdivielso has accomplished this

for he portrays the two natures of man, the body and the
spirit.

The desires of the spirit are the desires the writer

wants to elevate.

He does so by presenting the temporal

desires of the body in such a way that they become foolish,
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silly, and humorous.

Making light of serious matters at

appropriate times may psychologically be more effective
than hard denunciation.

A sermon denouncing the ways of

the flesh does have its moral teaching value, but ridicule
done in a light manner may have far more reaching and last
ing effects.

By witnessing the Cuerpo of El fenix de amor

with Cuerpo as the gracioso with his weaknesses, the individu
als of the audience will readily associate themselves with
the ways of Alma because she appears as the superior being,
not the underling.
being.

Every individual wishes to be a superior

During the production of El fenix de amor the in

dividual will associate himself with Alma because of her
superiority over Cuerpo, as well as because of her success
i

in finding eternal happiness.
One statement more should be added to the discussion
of El fdnix de amor and its argumefato.
ambiguity developed in the allegory.

This concerns

Although one considers

Alma to be the soul of man betrothed to Christ it is possible
to conceive that Alma represents, just as is interpreted in
Solomon's Song of Songs, the Mystical Body of Christ, the
Church.

With this interpretation Cuerpo becomes the single

representation of man and Alma the sanctuary wherein man may
find the sacraments and salvation.

This interpretation would

then indicate that the battle of Luzbel and.Michael is Christ's
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victory over death and His bodas are the establishment of
His bride, the Church, here on earth with the wedding gar
ments sent down from heaven as the sacraments of the Lord
given to us as the signs of eternal grace.

5.

La amistad en el peligro

The next auto sacramental by Valdivielso to be dis
cussed is La amistad en el peligro which is also found in
the Gonzales Pedroso collection.

Among the five works of

Valdivielso appearing in that collection. La amistad en el
peligro is considered one of the three best by Wardropper
for the originality of its allegory and the playwright's
ability to handle it:
. . . es precisamente su habilidad en exprimir
hasta la ultima gota de su alegoria lo que le hace
destacarse frente a sus coet&neos.
La elaboracion intensa de la alegoria, la
adhesion significativa de cada detalle al conjunto:
en esto estriba la superioridad de las intrigas de
Valvidielso.^
Valbuena Prat, on the other hand, considers the auto to
be of minor value, except perhaps, for the selection of
letras para cantar.^

The technique of Valdivielso in

Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 296.
^^Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura espanola,
II, 257.
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building his original allegories was not favored by Valbuena Prat who found the piling up of allusions— Biblical,
historical, and mythological— not according to his taste.

75

La amistad en el peligro follows the usual allegorical
method of honoring the Eucharist dramatically:

a man who

is lost in the deceipt of the world seeks the grace of God
humbly and with repentance.

His salvation is found in the;

Eucharist which symbolizes his peace with God and thus new
Grace.

The auto is built upon an allegory wherein the

friendship of Christ extended to a man is symbolized in the
receipt of the Eucharist.

This is a new found friendship

for Hombre, who discovers himself in the midst of danger.
The danger is possible death to his soul.
Christ called El Principe in the auto.

The friend is

El Principe, the

friend found in a time of danger, rescues Hombre from death
not once but many times over.

The supreme symbol of the

profound love of this new friend is the Eucharist.

The

constancy of His true friendship is portrayed in the eternal
symbol.
The auto's title La amistad en el peligro, and the

75Ibid.. pp. 250-255.
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movement of the action of the allegory recall Christ's
words in the New Testament book of John wherein the parable
of the vine is given.

Especially is John 15:13 to be noted

here for Christ identifies the greatest friend as one who
lays down his life for his friends.

Such a test of friend

ship would come only in the moments of greatest peril.
peril could be greater than the death of the soul?

What

Christ

made known his friendship through His life and deeds.

His

Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, and Ascention were all
proofs of His friendship to man, that the soul in danger of
i

death might be rescued through God's grace, and, as stated
above, the eternal symbol of the soul's salvation in the
friendship of Christ is the Eucharist.
As the auto opens two allegorical figures are on stage.
Placer a nino, is convulsed with laughter which Inocencia,
a villano, would share.

Placer recounts a scene he has just

witnessed;
. . . vn
q(ue) es
caer por
y que se

Principe tan bizarro,
justo que al cielo assombre,
culpa de vn hombre,
cubri6 de barro.76

Inocencia does not see humor i n this misfortune and chastizes

76

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 46/F6 verso.
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Placer who then explains to Inocencia that there is reason
for joy and laughter af happiness in this event.

The scene

meant that Hombre, who had lost his way and had fallen into
the pantano, had been rescued by the Principe.

The man was

sinking to his death, until his cries for aid were overheard
by El Principe who had come to pull him away from certain
death.

The Principe in giving aid to the man had fallen

into the pantano with Hombre.

Unlike Hombre, the Principe

had had the strength to save them both.
This dialogue between Placer and Inocencia is exposi
tion which clarifies the action of the following scene for
herein Hombre and El Principe appear on stage.

Hombre, in

thanks for his rescue, pleads with the Prince

to tell him

how he may cleanse himself of "aquestos ascos

de Ad&n" and

"irme a la Corte a morar . " 77 Placer is upset

that Hombre

covered with the mire of the earth, should make a request to
enter the Court.

He describes the beauty and purity of the

Court which is a description of the New Jerusalem as found
in Revelation 21: 11-27; 22: 1-5, and ponders how Hombre so
covered with mud might enter such a place.

Inocencia solves

the problem raised by Placer by directing Hombre to the

77Ibid., f. 47/[F7]
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Church where he will find ropa neuva.

The Prince adds

that in this, His House, water will be supplied which "las
manchas os l a b a r a n " I n o c e n c i a is instructed to lead
Hombre to the Church and the baptismal fountain.

The Prince

delays a moment to speak to Placer and then follows after
Hombre and Inocencia for He knows the dangers that lie in
the pathway to Heaven.
Invidia and Perega appear.

Invidia is waiting for

Perega to dress so that they may go about their business.
Perega, true to the nature of that quality, moves slowly,
if at all, and identifies himself as having fallen from
heaven because of his nature, and once fallen he has not
changed his ways.
Invidia stirs Pereca to action with the announcement
that Hombre, through the friendship of El Principe, is at
tempting to rise to the heaven from Which they both had
fallen.

Pereca is excited by the words of Invidia and

readies himself to join his companion that they may go out
to destroy Hombre's hopes of salvation.
baptism, Pere?a plans to present himself:

^8Ibid., f. 47/F7 verso.
79 Loc. cit.

After Hombre's
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Sere en sus labios cerrojos,
desgana en su coragon,
nublados en su ragdn,
y sueflo blando en sus ojos.
Sere grillos de sus pies,
que no le dexen andar,
esposas para no obrar .8 0
Hombre and Inocencia return to the stage.

Hombre is

dressed in white symbolizing his new birth in baptism.

He

sees everything about him now in a new light of peace and
innocence as if he were a child or as if in the age before
the fall of Adam.

He hears music which greatly pleases him

but Inocencia cautions him that these sounds belong to Culpa,
a gitana.

Inocencia tries to lead Hombre away but the man

is so bewitched by the music that he departs from Inocencia
to follow the sound.
a beautiful woman.

Thereon he meets Culpa who appears as
Hombre is overcome by the beauty of this

Gitana and pledges his love to her.

Inocencia is captured

by Perega and Invidia who are dressed as gypsy bandits.

So

that Culpa may win Hombre, her agents hold Inocencia, trying
to bribe him with their gifts in order to still his shouts.
It is of no avail— Inocencia is steadfast as a servant of
Christ, El Principe.

8QIbid., f. 48/F8 verso
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In the garden of Culpa, Hombre becomes aware of the
treacherous nature of the Gitana and he cries for aid.

The

Principe again rescues him, this time appearing as a shep
herd who has found a lost sheep.

Hombre falls to his knees

to ask pardon:
Escuchad, Dios, los gemidos
en gue digo que peque,
pues si como oveja erre,
como oveja doy validos.
The Prince invites Hombre to come to partake of the life He
offers him:
. . . llega,
que lo que ves y no ves
es tuyo; y pues tuyo es,
sin miedo en todo to entrega.
Anlmete verrae assi,
que amigo del alma soy,
y por tl tan otro estoy,
que no parezco al que fui . ® 2
The tears of Hombre bring his absolution from culpa, and El
Principe, who has a second time shown the nature of His
friendship, grants to Hombre a place on his "galera de
gracia.”8^

8 1 lbid.,

f. 52/G4 verso.

8 2 Ibid.,

ff. 52/[G4J-52/G4 verso

83

Ibid., f. 53/G5 verso.
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The "galera" of El Principe is described by Invidia who
along with Pere$ra has not lost hope of destroying Hombre.
The ship is seen sailing on the disturbed sea of the world:
Lleva por patrdn la gracia,
por piloto un pastor lleva,
y en la Ccimara de £opa
por su Capitdn la Iglesia.
Son los doze de la boca
Guzmanes que la defiendan,
de solas lenguas armados,
que son sus armas las lenguas.
M£rtires son los soldados,
todos con armas diversas,
garfios, nauajas, parrillas,
aspas, dardos, fuegos, flechas.
Los remeros son Doctores,
que uniformemente reman,
en vez de remos con plumas,
con que mas que el vie(n)tor vuela(n).
Para su seguridad
lleva reforcadas piecas;
por pdlvora, furor justo,
por valas, divinas letras.
Por arbol, el de la vida,
donde fue la vida muerta:
por xarcias lleva rosarios,
cintas, cordones, correas.
De los Angeles las alas
la van sirviendo de velas
en cuyos sehos aspira
con su aliento el sacro Neuma.
En la gauia aquella Virgen,
cuyo nombre es bien que tema,
que antes del parto, y en el,
y despufes dfel fue donzella.
Los grumetes son Meninos,
que acompahan la Inocencia,
que a mi pesar y al de Herodes
hasta el mismo cielo trepan.

2X4
Va por lastre la humildad,
a quien sigue la paciencia,
es la verdad la crugia,
comitre, la diligencia.
No que exercita el revenque,
que nadie forgado rema,
mas porque experimentado
a los bisonos ordena.
Lleva por matalotaje,
pan, vizcocho, y carne fresca;
todo del que desde el cielo
vino a ser lo que no era.8*
Another "galera" appears which is described by Perega.

This

"galera" is recognized as the ship of the world with its
delights to destroy man's soul.
from this vessel.

Music of sirenas floats

Inocencia tries to stop up Hombre's ears

that he might be deaf to the bewitching music.

In his

agitation Hombre falls from the galera of El Principe into
the stormy waters. Therein he is drowning until his tearful
eyes serve as a voice to heaven and from the galera del
cielo aid is thrown out to him in the forms of "una tabla"
and "unas cuentas . " 8 5
are the rosary.

The tabla is the Church, the cuentas

With these aids Hombre nears the shore where

San Pedro as a fisherman prepares to come out to him in his

84Ibid., f . 53/[G5].
85Ibid., f. 53/G5 verso
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fishing boat.

Invidia and Perega are unable to hold San

Pedro who goes to Hombre because he hears the man cry out
to confress his sins.

San Pedro will carry Hombre to his

barraca— the Church— where Hombre may, through confession,
disgorge himself of his sins as would a man rescued from the
sea disgorge its waters.
A change of scene now presents Inocencia who is appear«•

ing before El Principe in order to plead for Hombre.
angel comes to announce that Hombre awaits outside.
Descalpo a vuestra presencia
la penitencia le trae,
lloroso y avergonpado,
entre cenipa y sayal.
Con disciplinas y ayunos
trata de ponerse en paz;
1 lanto a la bevida mezcla,
pande dolor es su pan.
En la barraca de Pedro
lloro, por su bien, su mal, .
bomitando amargamente
el agua dulce del mar.
Del estado en que se halla
no tiene que os embiar,
sino lagrimas que llora,
que es fruta de por alia.
Aqueste vaso os embia,
porque afirmado le han,
que de todas las del suelo
no ay otra que os sepa mas.
De la Reyna, mi Senora,
traigo este papel que os dar.

86Ibid., ff. 54/G6-57(bis)/ [G7]
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The Prince is very much aware of the Hombre's disobedience
and of the punishment he deserves.

Valdivielso, however,

presents the Christ of the New Testament who is ready to
forgive the repentant soul.

Before Hombre appears, Placer

and Inocencia read in the face of El Principe His joy over
the tears of Hombre which have been presented to Him in a
chalice.

His desire is to accept Hombre again as a friend.

The Prince asks that all present plead the case of

Hombre

strongly before Him because it is His wish to bemerciful.
The auto at this point develops along the lines of the par
able of the prodigal son:
Placer
Principe
Placer
Principe

Principe

Inocencia
Placer

IEl hijo prodigo buelvel
No ay ternera que matar,
pues estoy muerto por 61.
Vuestras llagas lo dirSn.
Inocencia, las sandalias,
anillo, y ropa nuncial
la apercibe.
Placer

IDangar quiero!

Conmigo de comer tiene.
iEsso m 6 s?
Ponle la mesa.
Placer
dango y bailo, salto y brinco.
Parece que loco estas.
Pues iqu6 mucho, si en el cielo
los que a Dios gozando estan
de que llora un penitente
tienen gozo accidental?
Salto y bailo de que el Rey
al Hombre pretende honrar,
con su plato y con su copa,
con su vino y con su p a n .8 7

87Ibid., f. 57{bis)/[G7] .
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San Pedro, Penitencia and an angel appear with Hombre as
his padrinos.

They too plead for Hombre before Christ who

in turn recounts the overtures of friendship He had made
for this man who was so quick to forget.

The great love

of Christ for man is the outstanding feature of this dialogue
and it always is evident that El Principe will accept Hombre
and grant him grace.

The tears of the repentant man so move

,El Principe that He calls the man to His arms with words of
Biblical origin:
IJoseph soyI
ITu hermano soyi
lOjos y bragos me dal®®
Hombre Sees Rigor and Muerte enter with their corchetes
and escribanos along with two demons, and Invidia and Perega.
He believes his death is at hand for these have come to
condemn him.

The Prince does not give Hombre over to them,

rather He absolves Hombre and pardons him so that the agents
of death and justice depart empty handed.
The table is set for the banquet of the Lord.

The au

dience is aware that Hombre has been promised eternal friend
ship for the banquet is the staging of the partaking of the
Eucharist.
La amistad en el peligro emphasizes Christ's love and
compassion for the repentant man.

88Genesis 45: 1-4.
f. 56/[G8].

Three times in the action

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales r
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of this one act play, Hombre strays from Christ,

Each time

he returns, humbled by his weakness before the world to cry
out for the friendship of Christ,
anew.

Each time he is received

The mercy of Christ toward the sinner's weakness of

flesh and His desire to pardon man is further emphasized by
San Pedro when Hombre, returning the third time asks:
og
l

Perdonarme ha siete veces?

The response of San Pedro is based on Matthew 18: 21-35.
Y siete veces setenta,
y setenta mil, si tantas
a mis pies contrito llegas.
The first scenes of the auto were designed to recall
the love of Christ for man as expressed in the auto's
La amistad en el peligro.

title.

A friend saves the life of another

by placing his own life in great peril of death.

This love

and friendship is emphasized throughout the auto, as noted
in the summary of the action, and again at the end of the
*
work when El Principe is entreated by the padrinos of Hombre
to forgive him.

Christ tells them:
En los ascos de su sangre
ino le halle en un lodagal,^
de donde aunque me embarre,
le saco mi caridad?
JNo le lleve hasta mi casa?

®9Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 5 4 / [G6 ] .
®^Loc. cit.
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‘'No le hize en ella labar,
y vestirle ropa limpia,
con que al cielo en gracia cae?
•

•

•

£No tome lo que no era
por el, aunque sin dexas
lo que era, haziendo possible
en Dios morir y llorar?

Si puede (sic) hazer mas por el,
amigos, considerad
pues quiriendole prender
me puse yo en su lugar.
Perdonole la justicia
mas que el pudiera pagar,
y a mi ni solo un agote
no me quiso perdonar.
Si le quise mas que a mi,
estas llagas lo dirSn,
pues mori, por que el viviera,
que es la mayor amistad.
Tras esto todo, mi amor
*
le hizo, no mi mitad,
sino otro yo, un Dios le hizo
unido a mi en aquel pan .9 1
The above dialogue clearly emphasizes Christ's love which is
summarized as being the "pan" given to man.
Unique in Valdivielso'a autos sacramentales is the por
trayal of Christ in His willingness to pardon the sinner.

91Ibid., f. 57 (bis)/G7 verso.

Christ is predisposed always to love and to grant grace to
one who comes to Him to ask pardon.

Repentance as an aspect

of the Christian life is one which Valdivielso emphasizes
in his dramatic works and perhaps no other auto has por
trayed the nature of repentance better than La amistad en
el peligro.

The sinner is forgiven not once but three, times

in the course of dramatic action.

It is always Hombre who

comes to repent, sincere in his humility and aware of his
unworthiness.

He is forgiven each time.

In the final scenes

the confession of Hombre coupled with other symbols of sin
cere repentance— sack cloth and ashes, fastings, tears, and
prayers— bring him to the table of Christ in a state worthy
of partaking thereof.

The Eucharist becomes the goal of

Hombre which is to say that the repentant one has come into
the presence of Christ's love and grace at this moment.

The

sacrament is the necessary climax for the auto and an inte
gral part of Christian life.

The auto pays homage to the

Eucharist, not by presenting theological speculations, but
by dramatizing the true friendship of Christ symbolized in
the sacrament of the Eucharist.
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6*

Psiques £ Cupido

The source for Valdivielso's auto of Psiques £ Cupido
was Classical Antiquity .9 2
god personifying love

93

Cupido or Eros was the Latin

while Psiques, the beloved of Eros,

was the personification of the human soul in Greek my
thology , ^ 4

The analogy drawn by the Christian writer be

tween the pagan tale and Christian doctrine is a simple one
95
indicated in the subtitle of the auto, Christo £ el Alma.
Cupido becomes Christ whose very life manifests great love
for the human soul or Psiques.

The auto allegorizes Christ's

love, symbolized in the Eucharist, as being offered to
Psiques when she comes to Christ as His bride.
The allegory of the auto follows the familiar tale of
antiquity found in Apuleius' The Golden A s s .96

Valdivielso

has made use of the basic outline of the pagan story so that

92

Rull, op. cit., p. 136.

9 3 Seyffert,

Oskar, Dictionary of Classical Antiquities,
(Revised and edited with additions by Henry Nettleship and
J. E. Sandys; Cleveland: The World Publishing Company, 1956),
225-226.
9 4 Ibid.,

95

pp. 526-527.

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 58/[H2].

^ L u c i u s Apuleius Madaurensis, The Golden Ass, trans
lated by Jack Lindsay, A Midland Book (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1965), pp. 105-142.

within set limits the love described between the two mytho
logical personages serves the sacramental stage as the love
of Christ for the soul.

This love symbolizes and is sym

bolized in the Eucharist.

Since the sacrament is the ele

ment of love it is the center of interest in the auto and
therefore the element upon which the action of the dramatic
work focuses.
The auto begins with a dueling scene in which three
suitors of beautiful Psiques are battling for the right of
her hand in marriage.

The suitors, Mundo, Deleite, and

Luzbel, are called upon by the father of Psiques, El Cielo
or God, to stop their battle for they must know that the
maiden has been given the right to select her husband.
Psiques accompanied by Verdad, de nino labrador, enters the
scene to tell the three suitors that their attentions are
unwanted.

Their desire of her can never be fulfilled for

she has dreamed that her esposo will be God:
Con vn Dios esfcotra noche
sohe" que me auia casado,
y desde entonces sin duda,
tengo pensamientos altos.
Que con vn Dios me casaua
.sone alegre, lay sueno grato,
humanamente diuino
97
y diuinamente humanol

^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 58/H2 verso.
Por the auto, Psiques £ Cupido the edition of Enrique Rull
has been quoted in matters of spelling and punctuation.
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Each suitor tries to destroy Psiques' dream by winning her
with words of his prowess.

Luzbel first:

Mudo los montes y rxos
turbo el mar, seco los campos,
eclipso el sol y la luna.

Mi hermosura y gentileza
compitlo con lo increado.
Then Mundo:
Psiques, bien sabes que yo
de Dios mis principios traigo
pues no hay ninguno que ignore,
que soy obra de sus manos.
Mira si soy poderoso,
pues emperadores hago,
y a los papas y a los reyes.
sillas y cetros reparto.
And finally Deleite:
Yo a lo menos, Psiques bella,
seguro voy de agradaros,
pues.que tras mi se andan todos
y tras vos perdido ando.

A los adanes derribo,
a los Samsones amanso,
los Dauides entorpezco,
los Salomones arrastro.
Las honestidades vengo,
las fortalezas escalo,
las fealdades hermoseo,
las hermosuras estrago.
No ay ninguno que se esconda,
Psiques, si no es de milagro,
de mis venenosos gustos
y de mis gustosos danos.

98Ibid., ff. 58/H2 verso-59/[H3]
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Psiques is not moved by these speeches for Verdad, in the
role of an alert and witty gracioso, reveals the true and
fatal meaning behind the words of praise each suitor has
spoken.

The rejected suitors leave the stage in anger and

jealousy after Psiques has entered her house with Verdad.
The stage is empty when Amor-Cristo enters.

He is

dressed "de morado, con velo de plata delante del rostro y
un cayado en la mano."

99

in a soliloquy He pronounces His

great love of mankind and His kinship to God.

He identi

fies Himself in the Gift of the sacrament:
De bianco me disfrago
del pan con las especies, porque intento,
con el disfraz que trago,
aumentar de la fe el merecimiento,
porque creyendo vea,
sin verme, y lo que ver puede, crea.
Verdad returns to the stage at the end of Amor1s solil
oquy to announce that Psiques "viene de amor herida"^-®-*- for
the love of Dios.

The first sight of the other is sufficient

for both Psiques and Amor to recognize their true love.

" ibid., f. 60/[H4].
100Loc.

cit.

101Ibid.f f . 60/H4 verso.
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Psiques is disturbed only that the face of her beloved is
hidden from her by the veil; but, for the present, she ac
cepts Amor's words to her that a time will come when she,
as His esposa, will see His beauties and know her good
fortune.

102

Psiques is asked to follow after Amor who will

go to prepare their wedding banquet.

The Soul is to be ac

companied by Verdad who alone knows the way.

Amor leaves

the stage while "un artificio como un monte"^^moves in to
hide Verdad and Psiques from the view of the audience.
On the stage now enters the two sisters of Psiques,
Concupiscible and Irascible.

The two are jealous of the

beauty of their sister and they are troubled by her dream
of becoming the bride of God.

They decide to call upon the

three rejected suitors of Psiques to ask for their aid in
destroying the maiden.

The suitors are equal to the task

suggested by Concupiscible and Irascible.

They would des

troy the maiden not only to satisfy the desires of the
jealous sisters, but also to atone for their own wounded
pride.

102Ibid., f. 61/[H5].
103Ibid., f. 61/H5 verso.
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It is Mundo who initiates the action against Psiques
for he discovers her at the banquet table of her bodas with
Amor.

Mundo watches the scene from afar and then races

away to give his report to the four conspirators.
The Eucharist table which is the wedding table is a
scene set on the stage so that it appears:
. . . sobre una figura de San Pedro vna pena
que se abre y encierra al Amor, a Psiques,
sentados a la mesa; la Verdad y la Raz&n en
pie; algunos platos cubiertos y en vn pan
vna invencion de fuego.104
At the table Psiques is asked to partake of the Euchar
ist.

The Razon of Psiques, a new character in the auto, is

equal to the test of faith in the sacrament presented here
to Psiques by Amor.

Razon attempts to draw aside the veil

which covers the face of Amor.

This action arouses again

the desires of Psiques to see her beloved's face and thus,
because Psiques will not accept her esposo in faith, He
disappears along with the sacramental feast.
Psiques, Verdad, and Razon are left alone.

The two

sisters of Psiques appear to question her of the news which
Mundo had brought of Psiques' bodas with God. Psiques is
prodded with questions of her God-Husband until she is

104

Ibid., f. 62/H6 verso.
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forced to reveal that she has not yet seen His face.

The

sisters begin to worry Psiques by saying that such a refusal
as permission to look upon the face of a spouse is most un
usual.

It is a sign that true love does not exist for one

who truly loves does not deny a simple request to the be
loved.

Psiques is advised to seek to see the face of her

esposo, first by entreaty but if that should fail, she
should seek to look upon her esposo by stealth while He is
sleeping:
Lleua una luz, y estd1 sea,
la de la Razon humana,
pero advierte que le lleues
cubierta y dissimulada.
Lleua cordeles y apotes,
sogus, venda, bofetadas,
espinas, vinagre y hiel,
cruz, martillos, clauos, lan?a.
Si vieres que es su hermosura
como dizes, la luz mata,
y si no matale a el.
ofendida y injuriada.
Ata al dormido Samson,
Iael a Sisara claua
cuelga a Absaldn de vn madero,
y otra vez su pecho rasga.^-®^
As in the tale of Aupleius, Psiques is told to kill her
esposo if He has the appearance of a monster; if He is beau
tiful she must quickly extinguish the lamp.

105

Ibid., f. 64/[H8]
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Psigues leaves with Verdad and Razon to seek out AmorCristo while the sisters are joined by Mundo, Deleite, and
Luzbel.

The suitors learn of the mission which Psiques has

been encouraged to carry out.

These three enemies of the

Soul are overjoyed to hear that Psiques is about to suffer
her downfall through her own act.

Luzbel flies away to make

certain that the beautiful Psiques will destroy herself:
Alla importa mi presencia,
esperad, bolando ire
donde su dudosa fe
negara por la euidencia.
En sus vazilantes dudas
animarfe su traicion,
metido en su cora?on,
como me vi en el de Iudas.
Razon reappears, blinded and with broken wings, to re
count to the sisters and two suitors the events of Psiques 1
downfall when the two of them had encountered Amor-Cristo:
Se que curiosa xntento
descubrir al encubierto,
que hallo al dormido despierto,
porque nunca se durmio.
Sin probarse, inauertida
llego a comer, quiso ver,
y muerte pudo comer
donde pudo comer vida.
Con el hurto la cogio,
como dizen en las manos,
y de sus ojos villanos
con leues alas bolo.

106Ibid., f. 64/H8 verso.

Piadosas halle a las dos,
pues veys si mortal desgracia.
Verdad enters to ask Razon the whereabouts of Psiques for
when the three of them had gone in search of Amor, Verdad
had lost his way on the road taken by Razon and psiques.
He fears that Psiques will encounter death in her present
state and he wishes to find her.

Such fear is not unfounded

for stage mechanics present a serpent rising through the air,
bearing Luzbel who holds in his arms a grieving Psiques.
She is dressed in luto, her beauty marred by parches.
Verdad calls out to her:
. . . A Dios vocea.
A su madre en tu discordia
imboca, implora su gracia.
•

•

•

Llora, que aun remedio tienes .1 0 8
The apariencia of Luzbel disappears from the sight of
the audience but the characters of the play speak of the
scene they alone witness which is the arrival of Psiques at
i

the doors of the infierno.

There, Verdad tells the audience , .

the cries of Psiques are heard by the Madre de Amor for Nuestra
Senora comes to help the fallen bride of Christ.

1Q7lbid., f. 65/[l].
108Ibid., ff. 65/[I]-65/1 verso.
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Psiques returns to the stage recalling her past life;
her dream of being the bride of God, how He had sought her
out, and finding her amidst great trials and sufferings to
Himself, had made her his bride.

Then she, in her desire to

see His face, had ignored His warnings and Had listened to
her sisters' advice.

She had sought out Amor and:

i

Llegue, y de las manos,
turbada y cobarde,
se me caen las armas,
la luz se me cae.
Y al mismo memento
siento arrebatarme,
de vn carro de fuego,
que no luze y arde.
Llegue del infierno
hasta los vmbrales,
a donde intentaron,
lay Diosl, arrojarme.
Vi desde la puerta
no cerrada a nadie,
diluuios de fuegos,
de tinieblas mares.
Psiques recounts all the horrors which she had seen awaiting
her in Hell.

There she says, she gave vent to her terror and

sorrow with tears and cries to Nuestra Senora.

Aid had come

as we already know for the Virgin appeared to rescue her.

1 0 9 Ibid.,
of the popular
and a study of
drabe y poes£a
a contrafactum

312-313

f. 66/[I2]. This monologues is a contrafactum
"La serrana de la Zarauela." For the original
it” made by Ramdn” MenfindezPidal see Poesxa
europa, pp. 99-108. El peregrino also contains
of "La serrana de la Zarzuela," infra., pp.

En carro de soles
rompiendo los ayres,
descendio, y con ella
del cielo mil partes.
The presence of Nuestra Senora had caused Luzbel to hide
himself so that his new prisoner was taken away by the
heavenly agent.
Psiques is tormented now by the audience made up of her
sisters, Mundo, and Deleite.

They wound her more with their

words and gifts of "higas, una soga, un espejo, y una teja,"
all designating the downfall of this once beautiful maiden.
Then they flee from her for she is as one suffering from the
plague by her disobedience to Amor-Cristo.

To deepen the

wounds of Psiques who has just lost her Esposo, Irascible
announces her bodas with Deleite while Concupiscible, hers
with Mundo.
Verdad encourages Psiques to cry out again to her
Esposo in an attempt to soften His wrath and to move Him to
return for her.

Together with Verdad and Razdn she leaves

the stage to seek anew for Amor.
Amor appears, lamenting the loss of His loved one and
pleading that she return to Him:

■^^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 66/12
verso.
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Paloma buelue al nido,
a mis hombros oueja,
prodigo a mis bragos,
a mis pies Magdalena.
Perdonarte desseo
mas que tu lo desseas,
y para perdonarte
basta que tu lo quieras.
En el alma me alegro,
que tus culpas confiessas
tus l&grimas lay Psiques!
me parecen de perlas.11-1Mundo and Deleite rush past Amor who asks them the
whereabouts of Psiques.

It is Luzbel who appears to answer

the question saying that Psiques is with:
Tu madre. • .
al umbral del infierno
me la quito por fuerga.

con ella viene allf .'1'12
The final scenes of the auto begin in which Nuestra
Senora serves Psiques as her abogada before Amor-Cristo.
Cristo is already disposed to accept His erring bride as
witnessed above but the intercession of His mother is most

i:L1 Ibid., f. 68/[I4]
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LOC. Clt.
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welcome.

With Psiques once again in His arms the ugliness

of her parches of disobedience disappears.

The heavens

open to permit the entry of Psiques who as a Soul of faith
in the Eucharist is the bride of Christ.

Amor tells her:

Verasme cara a cara
por edades eternas,
y en mi todos los bienes
que gozas y desseas.
The auto closes with singing in praise of the love of
Psiques y Cupido,
Cristo y el alma,
desposados se gozan
quando se aman.
Of the twelve autos sacramentales by Valdivielso being
discussed in this study only Psiques y Cupido is built upon
a mythological source.

The world of the pagan myth and the

world of Christian sacramental devotion appear at first
glance to be so very different that an analogy drawn between
them would be impossible,

por the auto's structure however,

Valdivielso was able to devise a dramatic allegory which
turned a pagan tale into a Christian drama.

Valdivielso was

not the first Christian writer to see allegorical possibili
ties in Psiques £ Cupido but he was the first dramatist who

•L13Ibid., f. 69/[15].
-
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left us an example of the fable as a dramatic work and as
115
an auto with its theme of love "a lo divino cristiano."
Pedro Calderon de la Barca later wrote two autos based on
the same pagan tale and was, perhaps, inspired to do so by
the example set in Valdivielso's work.-*--*-®
As an auto sacramental Psiques y Cupido is a transfor
mation by Valdivielso of pagan symbolism into Christian
allegory.

It is furthermore the transformation of a prose

narrative into a dramatic work in verse form.

117

The auto

has historical literary value for these transformations as
well as for the dramatic genre into which it falls.

In

transforming the pagan fable into an auto sacramental
Valdivielso was successful in honoring the Eucharist by pre
senting it internally as the essential element of the drama's
allegory.

The presence of the Eucharist is the first concern

^■^Rull,

0 £.

cit., p. 136.

1 1 6 Rull, op. cit., pp. 136-137.
Valbuena Prat, Historia
de la literatura espanola, II, 257. In the notes accompanying
She three auto sacramentales by Calderon de la Barca, Val
buena Prat makes the following statement, ". . . en 1622 se
imprimen los Doze actos sacramentales de Valdivielso, uno de
los cuales— Psiques
Cupido— es el modelo de los dos autos
sobre el mito de Psiques de Calderdn. . . . "
Autos sacra
mentales , II p. LXXI. See also Historia del teatro espaflol,
pp. 406-407.

117

Rull,

0 £.

cit., p. 137.
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in evaluating an auto sacramental.

In Psiques y Cupido

Amor-Cristo, one of the two principal characters symbolizes
not only Christ but also the love of God for mankind.

Amor-

Cristo with His face veiled throughout the auto represents
the Eucharistic sacrament, which likewise symbolizes Christ
and His love.

The second principal character of the auto

is Psiques who as man's soul is the necessary fulfiller of the
Eucharist's purpose; that is, she is the one for whom the
sacrament of love is intended.

The allegory of the entire

auto of Psiques y Cupido is built around the betrothal of
Christ and the Soul.

When Psiques has proved her worthiness

by faith in the sacrament of the Esposo, she obtains the im
mortality symbolized in the Eucharist.
An important reason for the success of Psiques £ Cupido
"a lo diyino cristiano" is that the pagan tale has always
lent itself to symbolic and allegorical interpretation.

118

The figures of Psiques and Cupido were already symbolic ones
in their pagan state for Psiques represented the soul while
Cupido represented love.

When Valdivielso selected this

source material he was already working with symbolic charac
ters for love, the soul, and a god.

118Ibid., pp. 135-137.
28.

For his purposes he

Apuleius, op. cit., pp. 13; 20-22,

moved these symbols from one state to another with allegory.
The early pagan symbols were sustained and enlarged in their
new allegorical world to represent the Christian doctrine
of Christ's love symbolized in the Eucharist for the soul
of mankind.

Christian literature too aided in the new

interpretation of the pagan tale of love between a divinity
and a human soul.

In both the Old and the New Testaments

Christ's love of mankind or the human soul is described often
as His betrothal to the soul or to His church.

When

Valdivielso saw the similarities of symbolic meaning in the
pagan tale with those of Christian symbolism, he proceeded
to write his auto within the prescribed limits of sacramental
reality.

The hidden face of Cupido became the veiled secret

of the Eucharist which could be discovered only through
faith.

The allegory of the auto followed the basic plot of

the tale of Apuleius only as far as it permitted the Christian writer to present homage to the Eucharist.
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The auto of Psiques y_ Cupido as a Christian allegory
honoring the Eucharist has necessarily rejected certain
elements of the pagan theme of love while at the same time

119Rull, o p . cit., p. 137.

enough of the Latin tale has remained a lo divino to be
recognizable beneath its new allegorical framework.

The

two most notable elements remaining of the pagan theme are
first, of course, the love of Cupido for Psiques, now
Christianized to become the love of Christ for the soul,
and secondly, the mystery surrounding the identity of the
Bridegroom or the fact that His face must remain unrevealed
to Psiques.

The latter element is analogous in both the

Christian and pagan outlook toward the deity; that is, that
the human may not look upon the face of the divine bride
groom without suffering death.

In the auto this element is

carried out in the allegory as the mystery which surrounds
the sacrament.

The soul must have faith in the sacrament's

meaning and power which grants grace without being clearly
seen or understood.

God has not ordained that in the human

state more than faith may operate herein.

The promise given

by the sacrament and by Amor-Cristo in the auto is that
Psiques shall later come to enjoy the full knowledge of her
Esposo's beauty by first accepting Him with faith in His word
and sacramental state.
Both the pagan tale and the Christian auto show us how
impossible that state of unknowingness was to Psiques.

In

both versions of the story of love, Psiques' downfall is her
human state which is led astray in its desire to know the

Bridegroom's face.

A lo divino cristiano the downfall of

Psiques is interpreted as her death and entry into Hell's
tortures for her disobedience.

For the Psiques of mythology

the disobedience was punished with a meaningless and un
happy life of wandering in search of the lost love.

Both

the pagan and the Christian Psiques realized too late that
the evil which had befallen them had come about through
their own will and actions.

For the audience of the auto

sacramental the downfall of Psiques is a reminder that each
man is responsible for the state of his soul in obeying or
disobeying the teachings concerning the sacrament.
To transform the pagan theme of love into a Christian
allegory Valdivielso borrowed characters other than Psiques
and Cupido from the old tale and also invented new ones.

The

subject of the following chapter is the discussion of charac
ter development, however it is necessary to say something at
this point of the characters in Psiques y Cupido since its
source was borrowed.

The characters selected by Valdivielso

to perform in the allegory's development indicate to us some
thing of the dramatist's concept of honor to the Eucharist.
Those characters he borrowed along with the theme of love
must be those personages He deemed vital to the allegory of
the sacrament.

The characters from the fable omitted in the

auto must be those Valdivielso believed unnecessary or
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incapable of developing the allegory of the sacramental
world.

Additions or changes made in a list of characters

show us the points of the fable wherein the dramatist saw
that a sacramental drama would have to go outside the fable
to further its own logical development.
If we turn to the introductory scenes of the auto we
encounter immediately an idea which occurred to Valdivielso
in the matter of characters.

The fable of Psiques mentions

the many admirers who came to pay their respects to the
beauty of the maiden.

These suitors are unnamed but

Valdivielso imagined them to be the three mortal enemies of
the human soul:

the world, the devil, and the flesh or the

pleasures it seeks.

The three become not merely admirers in

the auto but suitors for the hand of the maiden in marriage.
To select any one of the three would be to select death.
The idea conveyed with Psiques* rejection of these possible
husbands is that she rejects that which would destroy the
soul.
A

The sisters of Psiques are found in Apuleius 1 fable
and there, as in the auto, they seek to destroy their sis
ter's happiness because of envy and jealousy.

In the auto

these sisters have been named Irascible and Concupiscible.
Their names convey the roles they play as agonizers of Psiques*
faith in Amor-Cristo or the sacrament.

Unlike the sisters
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of the fable these women are unmarried.

They announce their

intended marriages near the end of the auto at a time when
Psiques is emotionally upset over the loss of her beloved.
The marriage announcements are timed too so that we see that
the qualities represented by the two sisters join Mundo and
Deleite in destroying the soul.
The father of Psiques in the fable is a king, in the
auto he becomes God the Father called El cielo.

The presen

tation of Psiques as a child of God is a Christian tenant
which is enhanced by El Cielo's pronouncement that His child
has been given free will to do as she chooses:
Cesse, cesse la question,
principes, que no es razon
que la Tierra alborot£is,
ni que por fuerpa intent£is,
lo que ha de ser eleccion .1 ^ 0
This too is Christian doctrine and builds the divine nature
of the auto that the theme may enter the reality of the
sacramental world.

Psiques, as the soul of man, is a free

agent when she announces her intentions of wedding herself
to God.

She comes willingly and with love for the unknown

Bridegroom.

In the final scene when Psiques is accepted into

heaven, El Cielo appears fort the second time to give His

120Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 59/H2 verso.

r
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blessing to Psiques in the form of a crown and a palm branch.
These articles are symbols of the soul's immortality as
Amor's bride.

This scene recalls that of the pagan story in

which Jove offers to Psiques a cup of ambrosia that she will
be immortal to enjoy the love of her husband Cupido.

The role

of El Cielo is a small one but it is a role which recalls the
pagan source while adding to the development of Christian
allegory.
At no point in the auto does Valdivielso refer to the
mother of Cupido as Venus.

The nature of Venus in the fable

is totally unsuited to the role of Christ's mother.

Venus

was an enemy of Psiques, first because the beauty of the
maiden caused the altars of Venus to go unattended as the
beauty of Psiques caused men to forget the goddess.

Secondly,

because Venus instructed her son to destroy Psiques, not to
fall in love with her.

Venus had no part in bringing the

lovers together after Psiques' fall, rather she sought to
destroy the maiden by setting her impossible tasks, one of
which was to send her into Tartarus and the land of the
Shades;

Venus is ignored as a character in the auto but the

Virgin is not.

It is she who comes to Psiques's aid at the

gates of the infierno and later as an intercessor for Psiques
she pleads that Amor-Cristo accept Psiques.

This change of

personality in the character of the mother figure is due to
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the totally different natures of the two.

The auto ignores

the fable to develop along lines of Christian faith.
Valdivielso did not seek to change the fable to fit it to
his Christian allegory.

He has rather ignored one important

character in the fable's development to advance a total
Christian personage.

In so doing he is also advancing that

element which is common to all of his autos— Christ's will
ingness to receive all who repent.

He was willing to receive

Psiques before the intercession of His mother, but her plead
ing was greatly desired.

The intercession of the Mother of

Christ is an additional aid in the development of the theme
of love for this intercession furthers the concept of the con
cern of Heaven for each man's soul.
Verdad, Razon, and Fe are original creations of
Valdivielso.

These abstractions are personified to give us

an understanding of the religious concepts presented through
the action of the auto as well as, in the case of Razon, an
insight into the workings of Psiques* mind.

That is, the

motivation of Psiques’ actions is separated from her character to become an allegorical personage.'

Razon is the one

quality which must be disciplined in approaching the sacrament.
The personification of this quality was considered by
Valdivielso to be important in imparting the sacramental re
ality of the situation.

Such a personage is common in the
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genre of the auto and lifts the dramatic action from the
state of secular reality to sacramental reality.
In adapting the prose narrative of Apuleius to the
stage Valdivielso made use of a dramatic resort popular in
121
the comedias de capa £ espada.

The dueling scene between

the pretenders for the hand of a lady in a comedia becomes
the duel of the three suitors of Psiques in the initial scene
of the auto.

Mundo, Deleite, and Luzbel challenge each other

for the right to wed Psiques.

Their participation in such a

duel makes evident the great desire each has for winning the
maiden as his own.

Their action well attests the desirability

of Psiques as well as it displays the lengths to which the
enemies of the Soul will go to destroy it.

The honor of

winning Psiques would be for one of these suitors the right
to destroy the Soul.
Examples of Valdivielso's technique in transferring a
pagan fable into a Christian allegory are witnessed in the
dream episode of Psiques and in the weapons assigned by
Concuplscible and Irascible to be used in killing the Esposo.
Psiques dreams of being the bride of God in the auto while
in the fable, an oracle is responsible for telling the father
of Psiques that his daughter will wed a monster-god.

^ ^ R u l l , op. cit., p. 141.

The
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oracle's message was in reference to Cupido's personality
as the slayer of all with his arrows of love.

The Christian

Psiques has dreamed her own dreams and has faith in their
truthfulness.

When Mundo tries to discourage her with his

remark that "los suenos, suenos son1’^ ^ Verdad reminds every
one that prophetic dreams have revealed much to mankind and
should not therefore be ignored or made light of:
En muchos he reuelado
profecias....... -*-23
By following the counsel of Verdad and listening to the
prophecy of her dream Psiques acknowledged her desire to love
God and thus entered into the presence of Amor-Cristo.

The

reference to. the truth of prophecy in dreams recalls the
testimony of Old Testament personages who were either the
interpreters of others dreamsf or dreamed themselves as the
messengers of God to His people.
The second transfer technique referred to above is that
of the weapons Psiques is to use if she discovers that her
Bridegroom is a monster.

The weapons suggested in the auto

come from the New Testament account of Christ's passion while

122

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 58/H2

verso.
^■^Loc. cit.
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in the fable a simple dagger was to be used,

with the in

struments associated with Christ's death— cordeles, acotes,
sogas, yenda, bofetadas, espinas, vinagre, hiel, cruZ/
martillos, clavos, and langa 1 2 4 — Psiques, just as man in the
New Testament account, may destroy her Bridegroom.

The

reality of the sacramental drama permits that this announce
ment of weapons recall that Psiques, in original sin, was
already guilty of Amor-Cristo's death;

For her Amor had be

come man, had died and was resurrected that she might have
life through Him.

When Psiques seeks to disobey Amor by

looking upon Him she re-enacts the guilt of man who does not
heed the teaching of the Lord and His church.

Psiques is

unable to deceive Amor for He never sleeps and thus escapes
her.

His disappearance from her sight is the end of her hopes

for immortality and His love.

She must repent and suffer

greatly before Amor returns to her.
Valdivielso has freely interpreted the thematic base
of Apuleius' Psiques

y_

Cupido within a Christian allegory.125

The basic structure of each work may be summarized as follows:

124Ibid., f. 64/[H8].
125Ibid., p. 140.

Rull,

0 £.

cit., p. 171.
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Psiques is placed in a situation where she must overcome
the world to gain her own well being, she falls in trying to
reach her goal because she doubts or disobeys, she repents
her wrongs and is forgiven, thus winning the love she sought.
The auto is successful for the Eucharist is its essential
element.

At the same time the elements of the sacramental

work coincide with the traditional interpretation of the
fable.

Valdivielso departed from elements of the fable in

order to present Christian motives and in order to present
dramatically this new interpretation of Psiques £ Cupido.
Calderon de la Barca, it has been pointed out, remained loyal
to the text of Apuleius in various instances where Valdivielso
/

ignored possible scenes or presented them rhetorically rather
than d r a m a t i c a l l y . T h e work of Valdivielso, however,
should not be less esteemed for this but should be judged on
the merit it displays in the dramatic development of the theme
of love and the Eucharist.

7.

E^L hombre encantado

El hombre encantado is the seventh auto sacramental,
the 1622 edition of Valdivielso's works.

126Ibid., pp.139-140

in

Of the twelve works,
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this auto contains the least amount of dramatic action, for
it develops entirely through dialogue.

The lines of the

various characters describe not only the personalities in
volved but also describe the action which one could expect
to be staged.

The lack of action on the stage will be evi

dent in the following summary of the allegorical argumento of
El hombre encantado.
The auto begins by recalling the fall of man.

Hombre,

while Entendimiento sleeps, steals away with Ignorancia to
seek the pleasures of the world.

Hombre does fear God and

he recognizes the dangers which he is facing as he departs
with Ignorancia:
Mientras mas della [la cerca de Dios] me alejo
tengo la muerte mas cerca.

Temo que me precipite
donde no llegue el perdon .1 2 7
The response of Ignorancia which undoes the fears of' Hombre
reminds us of the philosophy of Tirso's don Juan in El burlador
T
.
1 2 8
de O
Sevilla:
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Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f f . 70/16
verso-71[17]. Brackets are mine.
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don Diego

Mira que, aunque al parecer
Dios te consiente y aguarda,
su castigo no se tarda.

Gbzate que m o p o eres,
y despues de largos anos,
que desfrutes tus placeres
si tus ojos hazes banos
te dara quanto pidieres.^9
Entendimiento awakens to discover that Hombre is gone.
He knows that his charge is with Ignorancia who will lead him
to the enchanted castle:
donde es maga la lasciuia
y sus gustos sus echizos .-*-3 0
Entendimiento says that within this enchanted castle Deleyte
holds a vara which changes men into beasts.

The enchanted

castle is then the temporal world with its pleasures and
promises of wealth and glory.

Entendimiento calls out to

Hombre to seek the favor of Heaven for now as a sinner:

don Juan

y que castigo ha de haber
para los que profanais
su nombre, que es juez fuerte
Dios en la muerte.
£En la muerte?
iTan largo me lo fiais?
De aqul alia hay gran jornada.

Tirso de Molina, [Gabriel Tellez], Comedias. I, ed. by Americo
Castro, Clasicos Castellanos 2 (Sexta Edicion; Madrid: EspasaCalpe, S. A., 1958), II, 396-406.
^■^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 71/ [171 .
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. . . vas perdido
mira que prodigo vas,
y que boluer&s mendigo.
The firs t figure of the world to be encountered by
Hombre and Ignorancia is Engano.

Dressed as a hermitano

Engaho shows two faces symbolizing the deceit of the apparent
truths of the world.

«•

Engano is the H a v e maestra
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of the

enchanted palace and it is he who introduces Hombre to Mundo.
At the call of Mundo, Cupido appears to open the gates
that lead into the enchanted castle.

At the entry way and in

the presence of Cupido, the god of love, Hombre is set upon
by Deleyte.

Deleyte appears as a mujer bizarra, whose desire

it is to win the heart of man that she may destroy him.

She

is successful, for Hombre sees her great beauty and asks what
he may do to please her:
Hombre

Pues Jque he de hazer?

Deleyte

Oluidar,
como sino (sic.) fuesse al cielo.

Hombre

Digo que hare vuestro gusto,
porque mirando a los dos [Mundo y Deleyte]
me acuerdo poco de Dios
y mucho de los dos gusto.

1 3 1 Ibid.,

f. 71/17 verso.

1 3 2 lbid.,

f. 72/EI8].
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Deleyte calls now upon the third master of the enchanted
castle who is also the third mortal enemy of man, Luzifer.
In this action, which is dramatic, Deleyte appears as a true
sorceress, conjuring up from the bowels of the earth an evil
spirit.

With her Vara she traces a circle while recounting

the powers of Luzifer;
A ti, el Angel mas hermoso,
por excelencia el Cherub
Luzbel llamado de todos,
y Luzbel es bella luz.

Por el pacto que hemos echo
todos tres de mancomtln,
para que el hombre enfermico
nunca cobre su salud.
Te conjuro que a mis vozes,
y a mi vara de virtud
vengas por aquestos ayres
m&s ligero que Abacu . ^ 4
, Luzifer appears, arrogant as always.

He asks Deleyte

what new deed or re-enactment of an old one she would have
him accomplish.
point.

Ignorancia rather than Hombre speaks at this

He tells Luzifer that he has brought a new victim to

the enchanted castle:

134Ibid., f. 75/tK3] .
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Esta alma de Dios pesque
siruiendo el gusto de zeuo
era el pecezillo nueno,
y el ancuelo le enclaue.
Vengo a que le entretengays
en su prolixo destierro
hazelde de vuestro hierro,
pues tan acertado herrays.
Con el he dado al trau^s
es vn necio.
It is now, in the company of the three mortal enemies
of the soul— Mundo, Deleyte and Luzifer— that Hombre enters
into the enchanted castle to partake of its deadly pleasures.
When we next see him he will be wearing the skin of a jumento
which indicates that his desires of the world have enchanted
him, lowering him to the state of a beast.
Before this scene is witnessed however, Entendimiento
reappears.

He calls upon the Eterna sabiduria -1-3 6 to come down

from Heaven to save Hombre:

Ponga en la tierra los pies
su persona soberana,
con el vestido de grana,
que grana de poluo e s .
Leuante vna poluareda,
y con el poluo del hombre
al hombre que es poluo asombre
y en poluo buelua su rueda.33^

135Ibid., f. 7 6 / [K4].
135Ibid., f. 76/K4 verso.
33^Lo c . cit.
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Saint John the Baptist comes in answer to the call of Enten
dimiento.

He shows Entendimiento a scene in which:

Aparece el Euangelio sentado, como Sol, en
las monos vn libro con siete sellos, y sobre
el libro vn cordero:
a las quatro esquinas
los quatro animales de los Euangelistas .1 3 8
San Juan recounts the history of the life of Christ in earth:
His birth. His childhood. His baptism, His miracles, and His
death:

Mira arrimado a la cruz
al espinado cordero,
sobre el libro de la vida,
sellado con siete sellos.

Aquel libro que alii miras
por defuera y por dedentro,
escrito contra la magia,
tiene poderosos versos.
De la vara, de virtud
de oliua de palma y cedro,
que es la cruz; veras los Magos
vergongosamente huyendo.
El cordero no manchado
en Le6 n de luda buelto,
ver£s que con virtud propria
vence el castillo soberuio .-*-3 9
At this point in the narration the gift of the sacrament
enters which is the answer to Entendimiento's plea for the

1 3 8 lbid.,

139

f. 77/[K5].

Ibid., ff. 77/[K5]-77/K5 verso.
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salvation of Hombre:
Por el bocado que Aden
comio"hechigado con ruegos,
y en el la culpa y la muerte
que nos entro' en mal provecho.
Darli vn bocado de amor,
donde amor echarci el res to
cifrando en la brene (sic) forma
deidad, alma, sangre y cuerpo.
Ser& de la fe en la mesa
en el clrculo pequeno,
el desencanto del hombre
si se probare discreto.
Si como deue le come,
no temas Entendimiento
verasle desencantado .-*-4 0
San Juan orders Entendimiento to join Hombre at the enchanted
castle that the words of the divine Evangelio may be ful
filled.
«

Before the arrival of Entendimiento we witness the
scene of Hombre in the presence of his mortal enemies.
Within the castle, now wearing una piel de jumento, Hombre
sees himself surrounded by a myriad of beasts.

Luzifer ex-

\

plains the reason for their presence here:

Este castillo que ves
donde son los hombres vestias;
que se hazen vestias los hombres,
si libres se desenfrenan,
es. del Mundo Carne y Diablo.

l40Ibid., f. 77/K5 verso.
141Ibid., f. 78/K6 verso.
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Among the beasts described by Luzifer are found the follow
ings

Aquel Leon coronado
hilando en aquella rueca,
es vn Rey, quiza' Dauid,
que a Vrias quito* la oueja.

Aquel gato es vn juez,
que con m5s vftas que letras,
desuella a gente inocente,
y los llefla de moneda.

El pauon es vna dama,
que haze a la vanidad rueda,
hasta que se ve a los pies
de la muerte, torpe y fea.
Aquella corneja es
vn mentiroso Poeta,
que entre plumas mendigadas
entre Ruysenores buela.

Aquel Camello vn mordaz,
que el agua de la honra ajena
con sus pies suzios enturbia,
para que no resplandezca.

El Elefante es vn necio
no que el animal lo sea,
pero porque el nezio siempre
fue la mayor de las vestias.

142Ibid., ff. 78/K6 verso
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The identification of the beasts is brought to a close when
Engano hurriedly enters to warn Luzifer that he must flee
for the Redemptor Hombre is coming to disenchant him.
Luzifer refuses to leave but commands that his agents pre
pare to fight anew.

Their weapons will be piedrag, for

Luzifer has not the panes of Christ to give to Hombre .1 4 3
All exit but Hombre and Ignorancia who are later joined by
Cristo and San Juan.
Hombre sees himself as the beast he has become and he
asks Ignorancia what he must do.
unable to give good counsel.

Ignorancia, of course, is

Hombre makes use of the only

resource left to him which is prayer:
Pues al cielo pedire
del Laberinto el obillo,
y de mi encanto el anillo
que de otra Angelica fue.
No de Angelica fingida
mas de vna madre donzella,
que es Angelica la bella,
que fue Angelica su vida.
Pedire^a Astolfo mi seso,
no del cielo de la Luna,
mas del Sol de deydad vna,
que en tres personas confiesso.
Y pedir& a Vlises sabio,
que cego al Ciclope vil,
que desta Circe sutil
desaga el injusto agravio.

143Ibid., f. 79/K7 verso.
144Ibid., f. 79/[K7].

Note how in the prayer of Hombre allusions to mythology
of the pagan Greeks and Romans are incorporated to add
descriptive strength to the plight of the Christian.
admits his guilt in being lead astray by the world.

Hombre
It was

his own will to listen to Ignorancia and therefore his
present state is his own doing.
m

•

•

Vn hombre he sido animal
en los ascos de mi establo:
mas ya con lagrimas hablo,
para serlo r a z i o n a l . ^ 5
Off stage, witnessed only by Hombre and Ignorancia, Christ
destroys the enchanters and disenchants their captives,
Hombre narrates the scene for the audience, describing it
so that the sacrament of the Eucharist is incorporated into
his language:
•

•

•

A la muerte dio vn bocado
porque el encantado viua
la cautiuidad cautiua
deste castillo encantado . - ^ 6
The wall of the enchanted castle falls so that the stage
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presents
. . . Christo arrimado a vna cruz, San Iuan de
rodillas a los pies, el Demonio, Mundo, y Carne
encadenados, el Hombre sin la piel, la Ignoran(cia)
vestida de bianco .1 '*7
Christ speaks to Hombre, telling him that he may enjoy

the

spoils of this victory,

pues en su gracia a estar vienes.
En bestia te convertiste
por las culpas encantado
y oy me doy en vn bocado,
pues por otro te pertiste.14®
The entire speech of Christ concerns the gift of the
Eucharist, why it was given, and how it is to be received,
Fuyste semejante a ml,
y en bruto te trasformaste,
y porque humilde lloraste
oy bueluo a boluerte en tl.
Quiere, pues, mi amor fiel
que tanto te estima y quiere,
que el hombre que me corniere
quede en ml y yo quede en el.-*-4^
Hombre accepts the gift and praises the one wh'o has made
it possible.

Ignorancia is charged by Christ to become

1 4 7 Ibid.,

f. 80/K8 verso.

148L o c . c i t .

149

L o c . cit.

"discreta inocencia,"

150

hence his white garments.

El

hombre encantado ends with the expectation of Hombre*s
receipt of the sacrament.

The beastly enchantment of the

world has been broken and has been replaced by the divine
enchantment of the Eucharist.
The structure of the allegory of El hombre encantado
appears to follow a simple line.

Hombre is lost in the

sin of his worldly desires and deeds, thus he is enchanted
by the world and becomes as a beast; he repents and loses
his beastly identity when he is forgiven.

The instrument

which atones for his sin is the gift of Christ symbolized
in the Eucharist.. Hombre comes of his own will to ask for
giveness in order to receive the sacrament.

He comes

humbly and with tears so that Christ stands ready to do
battle against the enemies of the man's soul— the world, the
flesh, and the devil.

The battle is won by Christ through

His death on the cross and His resurrection.

The victory

of Christ in.this battle is recalled each time man comes to
partake of the sacrament.
The presentation of the Eucharist in the allegory of
this auto is typical of Valdivielso.

It is his original
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idea of doing honor to the Eucharist.

151

A

In a dramatic

work he portrays man without God who is doomed except for
the grace granted symbolically in the sacrament.

The mortal

enemies of mein's soul are portrayed as being much stronger
than man when he is without God,
out Entendimiento.

Without God, man is with

He is lead therefore by his ignorance

which becomes an actual character in the auto.

The only

means by which Hombre can defeat his foes is to ask for
God's aid, which he does when he recognizes his state of
wretchedness.

Hombre*s inability to escape from his mortal

foes causes his guardian Entendimiento to call upon God for
aid.

This aid is the salvation which the Eucharist grants

to the repentant.
The allegory of El hombre encantado recalls the fall
of Adam in the Garden of Eden.
God's wishes for his soul.

He, just as Hombre, knew

He disobeyed God by eating the

forbidden fruit just as Hombre disobeyed by going out into
the world with Ignorancia to seek pleasure.

The Old Testa

ment figure recognized his guilt, and tried to hide his sin
or nakedness from God.

Hombre recognizes his guilt symbol

ized outwardly in his beastly appearance.

15^Supra., pp. 106-107.

He cries out to
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God for the aid which he knows has been promised to man.
Throughout the auto one recalls the fall of Adam but
at the same time one is aware that Hombre is a universal
figure.

This awareness makes the reality of the auto a

timeless one.

The scene in which San Juan recalls the life

of Christ and the sacrament given by Him adds also to the
timeless reality.

What is stated early in the auto or at

its mid-point as a past event intended to disenchant Hombre
is represented at the close of the auto as an event just
occurring.
deed.

Hombre is the immediate benefactor of Christ's

We are aware however, that this scene is an allegory

representing the deed of Christ as it is recalled each time
an individual has taken the sacrament.

Thus the Eucharist

is represented as a timeless sacrament, for if Christ says
to the Hombre of the auto "oy me doy en vn bocado, pues por
otro te perdiste"

152

the words are meant likewise for all

who repent and partake of the sacrament.
As stated before there is little dramatic or physical
movement in EL hombre encantado.

Action is described through

the dialogue rather than taking place on the stage.

This is

152Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 80/K8 verso.
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well exemplified by two scenes; San Juan's commentary on
Christ's life and Hombre's narration of the battle between
the enchanters and Christ.

None of the action on the stage

shows Hombre actually committing the sins of which we be
lieve he is guilty.

We infer his guilt through the dialogue,

through his own admission, through his appearance with the
piel de jumento.

Of what sins is he guilty?

There are

many, we may believe, since the dialogue of Deleyte and
Engano describe the methods by which they are responsible
for the destruction of man's soul.

From Engano we hear:

Traygo cara con dos azes,
traygo las mentiras de Eua,
de Bersaue la hermosura
de Dalida las ternezas.
Traygo abragos de Ioab,
besos con que el amor venda,
del vino que beuio Lot,
la leche que a Iethe entrega.
Traygo pieles de lacob,
y la camisa sangrienta
de loseph, traygo de Amon
la simulada dolencia.
De Aman traygo la priuanza,
de Holofernes la soberuia
de Absalon la adulacion,
de Faradn las promesas . ^ 53
Deleyte promises that she will be responsible for Hombre's
re-enacting the sins of Biblical personalities as well as
others:

153I b i d ., f. 72/[18].
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En mis raagicos alardes
veras nezlos Salomones,
a los Oauides follones,
a los Adanes cobardes.
A Holofernes sin cabega,
y sin ojos a Sanson ,
p£lido y enfermo a Am 6 n,
y a Sichen sin fortaleza.
En los yermos y desiertos
en los pechos mas esquiuos
arrojo caruones viuos,
q(ue) hazen arder hombres muertos.
Aunque el mundo con su afeyte
y Luzifer puedan tanto,
ningun poderoso encanto
puede lo que el del Deleyte.
These two passages illustrate the fact that Valdivielso re
lied heavily on Biblical allusions to fill out the structure
of his allegory.

These Biblical allusions along with others

pile one on top of the other in passages throughout the
work.

In the case of El hombre encantado the technique in

volved in using one allusion after the other was a means of
developing character and at the same time reducing the need
for dramatic stage movement.

when reference was made to

Bersaue, Dalida or any well-known Biblical figure , the mem
bers of the audience were forced to rely upon their own
knowledge of Biblical history and apply it here to the con
text of the auto.

In recalling the Biblical figure's per

sonality or history and in applying it to the auto, the

154Ibid.f f. 74/K2 verso

the audience was supplying action to the words of Valdivielso.
Engano, for example, not only is describing the traits of
his personality but is supplying the audience with mental
scenes of movement when he refers to the lies of Eve— the
scene of Adam being persuaded to eat the forbidden fruit;
the beauty of Bersaue-the love of David for another man's
wife and the ensuing action which brings God's wrath down
upon the King; the tenderness of Dalida— the scenes of Sam
son being betrayed to his enemies by the beautiful woman who
deceived him and cut his locks. Even though the staging of
the autos was flexible enough to present many individual
scenes, Valdivielso would not have had time in the one act
work to represent visually such representations.

Nor did

he wish to,because these allusions were meant to re-enforce
the particular point he was making.

The members of the

audience might not understand or know the background of each
and every one of the Biblical allusions or those from
mythology but through the technique of Valdivielso, piling
one allusion upon another, there were certainly examples
familiar to all.

Quite often in the use of allusions

Valdivielso would go from the literature of the Bible and
mythology to material of human, daily experiences in Spain.
These examples from daily life not only enforce the point
being made but also add to the element of timeless reality.
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Following the quote above by Engano, this technique is ap
plied in the dialogue that follows:
Vna vara de justicia
en vara de pescar buelta,
de vn avariento escriuano
la pluma.de los que pela.
The reference to daily life and the allusions from the Bible
and mythology serve in El hombre encantado as a substitute
for stage action.

They do not substitute the essential

element which is the Eucharist.

The allegory may be consid

ered as portraying the sacrament's history— all that was
and is involved in its beginning and in its present and in
its future.

The Eucharist is the key to the auto and it is

honored as being the only means whereby Hombre can be dis
enchanted.

8.

Las ferias del Alma

For Las ferias del alma Valdivielso has drawn an anal
ogy between the familiar activities of the market place with
its vendors, tiendas, and customers; and the soul in sin
which comes into the Church seeking God and salvation.
analogy between life in the market place and the life of
the. soul is sustained for the production of a one act

155Xbid., f. 72/118],

The
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allegorical drama.

The essential element, the Eucharist,

is mentioned early in the allegory but it does not appear
in the play's action until the final scenes.

This is the

usual technique in the sacramental dramas of Valdivielso;
the soul finds its way to God and the sacrament after suf
fering the pains and torments inflicted upon it by the
temporal world.
In Las ferias del alma as in El hombre encantado, Mundo,
D.eraonio or Luzifer, and Carne now called Delei te, plan to
destroy Alma.

The three mortal enemies of the soul are thus

introduced as the antagonists.

As the auto opens they are

fighting among themselves, blaming each other for the woes
which have befallen them:
Mundo
Carne
Mundo

Carne

Mundo

Carne
Mundo

Si, pues todo fue por ti.
iPor mi?
jNo castigo Dios
por tus culpas a los dos,
porque bestial y arragante (sic)
no contents a parte ante
le ofendiste a parte post?
Y ino dize Ezequiel
que tu hartura y ocio triste
al cielo hizieron cruel,
que humo a narizes le diste,
que en llamas convirtio el?
Pues, en tal soberuia das,
bien serd que en Moyses leas
lo que corrompida est£s.
iQuS?
No es mucho que no lo veas
que es negocio muy de atras.
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Demonio

El vno y otro encendido
en mi fuego aborrecido,
no mirSys gual yo he mirado,
que se ver5 desolado
el Reyno en sx diuidido.

Malicia's arrival interrupts this argument.
villano is the friend of no one.
come to stir up trouble.
desire to destroy her.
be accomplished.

This

True to his nature, he has

He knows that the foes of Alma
Malicia has a plan whereby this may

The three foes willingly listen to Malicia

when they hear that he has come to give them comfort.
Malicia tells them that in Bethlehem, God has opened up His
tienda to mankind,
haze Dios feria
franca
„
^
157
en que a so. mismo se feria.
Malicia suggests that Mundo, Demonio, and Carne do likewise,
. . . que aquessa feria vayas
y que alia lleues tu tienda.
El Mundo la suya lleue
donde zifie en Mapa breue,
Reynos, Imperios, Ciudades
honores y dignadades,
que el tiempo hidropico breue.
La Carne lleue su tienda
donde hecha tendera venda
gustos, deleytes, amores,
juegos, coraidas, olores
con que al alma enlaze y prenda.

1 5 6 Ibid.,

f. 81/L verso.

1 5 7 Ibid.,

f. 82/[L2].

stood.
158Loc.
t
Cit.

Herein the Eucharist is under
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Demonio is advised to disguise himself as a pescador,
como el gue con piel de Cabra
haziendo al pez el amor
le sacude y descalabra.^-5^
Mundo will disguise himself as a buonero while Carne will go
as a bodegonera .

60

Malicia warns them that his aid in this

venture is not certain because
. . . digo agui
que con ninguno ahorro;
nadie se quexe de m i ,
porque a todos pico y corro.
Sospecha is called forth by Malicia who wishes her to
serve as a spy upon the market place.

Left alone on the

stage Sospecha narrates for the audience the scenes she wit
nesses in the market and the figures who enter it.

The

first merchant to arrive is Pedro, the portero of the Church.
He is followed by Soberuia, Humildad, Ira, Paciencia, Auaricia, Embidia, Luxuria, Castidad, Verdad, Mentira, Gula,
Justicia, Pereza, Codicia, Diligencia, Honra, and Riqueza.

159

h oc, cit.

1 6 0 Ibid.,

f. 82/L2 verso.

161t
hoc, cit.
162Ibid., ff. 83/[L3]-83/L3 verso.
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These sellers are followed by the merchantes:

Desde el Papa al Monazillo,
desde el Labrador al Cesar,
desde la Monja encerrada,
hasta la f£zil Ramera.
Todos a la feria van
a comprar cosas diversas,

En el carro del Desseo
viene el Alma moga y bella,
que la trae el Apetito
a emplar sus tres Potencias.

Y mi padeer La Malicia,
se ha pespuntado con ella
que la lleua al matadero
como a innocente cordera.
Sospecha disappears as Alma, Apetito, the Razon of
Alma dressed as a slave, and Malicia enter the stage.
cians greet the new arrivals.

Musi

Razon warns Alma to .beware

the deceits of these people but Apetito as the qalan of
Alma tells Razon to be still for she is only a slave;
Apetito

lEsclava Raz 6 h,
perra infame, callal

Raz 6 n

No es el perro fiel
si al ladron no ladra.

163j-bid. r f. 83/L3 verso.
164Ibid., ff. 83/L3 verso-84/EL4].
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Malicia courts Alma, winning her over because Razofi's warn
ings are hushed by the desires of Apetito.

Apetito personi

fies the worldly desires of Alma and it is he who forces
Alma to accept Malicia as a guide through the feria.
The scene changes.

Caxn de pastor, Amon and Absalon

de galanes, and San Esteban de DlaconO; con vnas piedras en
las manos appear.
feria.

These four men have just come from the

Note the anachronism in the presentation of the four

together as contemporaries in the timeless reality of the
auto sacramental.

Each man describes his business at the

market in accordance with the Biblical history we know of
each.

Cain purchased from the tienda de Pero Urdemalas:
• • •
para Dios palabras malas,
y obras malas para Abel.
Compr£ vn ftudoso bastdn
compre embidia y rabia fiera
compre la muerte primera,
y la primera traycion.1®*

The price he paid was the life of his brother Abel, "mira
si compre barato . 1,166
Amon and likewise Absal 6 n recount their purchases in the
market as the sins they committed which are recorded in the

165Ibid., f. 84/14 verso.
166L o c . cit.
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Old Testament:

Am 6 n, the incestuous love for his sister

Tamar which turned to hatred once he had possessed her;

167

Absaldn, the treason he committed in order to dispossess
his father David of the rule of Israel.I ® 8

Esteban's pur

chase of piedras symbolizes his martyrdom for Christ and his
receipt of grace as recorded in the New Testament.

169

When

asked the price of his purchase Esteban replies:
Tan barato le compre
que puedo dezir que dado.
Prom off-stage, within the tienda of the Church, a song
is heard which implies that the gift received by Esteban is
freely given to all men:
Hombre, compra deste pa(n)
que deualde (sicjL1 lo dan,
Ven hombre, no seas ingrato;
mira que haze Dios barato,
pues tras hazerte oy el plato
te da de su boca el pan.
Que deualde (sic) ; lo dan.^-7-**
Luzbel appears on the stage and the Biblical figures disappear.

1672 Samuel 13: 1-18.
1682 Samuel 15-18.
^■88Acts 6:5-15; 7.
1 7 0 Valdivielso,

171Loc.

cit.

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 85/[L5] .

Those of the Old Testament because this enemy has already
been victorious over them, Esteban because he wishes to par
take of the pan of God.

Alma comes forth with her retinue.

Demonio, for so Luzbel is called in the auto, offers his
wares to Alma.

Malicia now shows us his true nature for he

tells the truth of the falsities in the goods of Demonio's
tienda;
Da pan de dolor reciente;
vende vino de Dragones
mezclado con ague ardiente,
y salados camarones
porgue todo sea caliente.^^
Razon tries to warn Alma of the deceit of Demonio’s market
stall but Apetito overpowers her voice.

Alma asks Demonio:

Diga, senor mercader,
if la?
Demonio

Por algunos anos.

Alma

iHasta quando?

Demonio

Hasta la muerte,
como obligacion me hagays.

Alma

Digo que lo hare tan fuerte,
como vos la desseays.

Ibid., f. 87(bis)/ [L6]
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Deme un poco de arrogancia
de lo m«Es fino de Francia,
vna soberuia Espanola,
vna Aragones pistola,
y una Genoues gannancia. (sic

)1 7 3

Apetito enters the tienda of Demonio to receive the purchases
while Alma goes to the next stall which is that of Carne.
Alma wishes to purchase deleytes from this merchant who is
dressed as a gypsy.

The payment says Carne will be.

Por tres pagas os fiare.

La primera [es de] la hazienda;
la segunda la salud
gue as si se compra en mi tienda;
la otra en la senectud
vna vida sin enmienda.l ? 4
The deleytes given Alma are gracia and belieza humana but
once in her arms they disappear immediately.

Malicia tells

her that deleytes or gusto:
Como es ayre
pasdse antes de venir.
Alma does not learn from this experience but goes on to the
tienda of Mundo.

Here she makes yet more purchases:

1 7 3 Ibid.,

f. 8 7 (bis)/ L 6 verso.

1 7 ^Ibid .

,

f. 87/[L7J. Brackets are mine.

^ 7 5 Ibid .

,

f. 87/L7 verso.
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Quiero vn poco ser alteza,
que es grande cosa el mandar.

Vn cetro comprar quisiera,
y vna corona severa.

Reyna me pretendo ver.

Honra quiero . 1 7 6
For these goods of Mundo, Alma is told that the price is
great; she must pay by doing as Mundo instructs her:
En saber fingir,
esperar, temer, mentir,
sufrir a vn graue y a vn necio,
hazer juego la maldad,
y con fingida humiIdad
armar a otros gancadilla
hazer del oro maillla,
y espadilla la verdad.
Hazer grande reuerencia,
llamar a lo iniquo bello,
y eneanchar bien la conciencia,
tragarse entero vn Camello,
y bosar vna Excelencia.
Dezir mal y dezir bien,
ser mudo y ser hablador,
ser sordo y ciego tambien,
y ser grande rezador
para que credito os den,
y sobre todo dinero.177

176Ibid.f f. 88/[L8].
*77Ibid., ff. 88/[L8]-88/L8 verso.
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Money according to Mundo is the greatest of all objects and
the only thing which can give one honor.
money but she must have a "fiador."

178

Alma will be given
Apetito promises to

fulfill this need.
Alma, now finished with her marketing, signs a receipt
as

a promise of payment and goes off to make use of her

purchases.

Mundo, Demonio, and Carne watch her and recount

to the audience the rapidity with which Alma is spending her
life and her worldly goods.

The mercaderes are not forget

ful of the debts of Alma and as they leave the stage they
make known their intentions of collecting from her.
San Pedro and Iglesia enter the stage.
human frailness.

Pedro laments

In this tienda the doors are always open

^
1 ^Q
to receive the Soul that it may buy "divinas mercancia." '
The nature of these goods is not left to doubt;
Vendo aqux merecimientos
del dulce esposo gue adoro,
y el infinito tesoro
de sus siete Sacramentos . ^ 80

^

8Loc.

cit.

1 7 9 Ibid.,

180

f. 89/[MJ.

Ibid., f. 89/M verso.
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Alma enters, physically very much changed, due to the life
she has been leading with her purchases from the tiendas
of Demonio, Carne, and Mundo.

She appears now as the prodi

gal son of Christ's parable when he returned to his father's
house defeated by the world.
tienda of the Church.

Alma would buy pardon in the

Malicia taunts her with her past bar

gains and tries to dissuade her entry. Alma is sincere in
her desire to repent however and Iglesia appears at this
announcement.

She tells Alma that the purchase of forgive-

ness will be given to her; "Dios me ha dado que dar."

181

Pedro also comes to encourage Alma to enter the Church.
tells her of others who had come to shop here and of how
little it had cost them:
Dado va
por lo que cada vno da,
si del coragdn le sale.
CostOle el cambio a Matheo,

su media hazienda a Zacheo.
A ml y a AndrSs vnas redes.

Nadie comprar le pretende,
que no le pueda comprar
con Si vamos a rogar,

181Ibid., f. 90/[M2].

San
He
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mira si caro se vende . * 8 2
Alma is encouraged to confess her sins before Pedro who
*

promises her a "cedula
The three enemies

183
de perdonados."
of Alma enter accompanied

by Rigor

who carties a vara symbolizing his position as alguazil.
Iglesia asks to see the escrituras of Alma which state her
debts to Mundo, Demonio, and Carne.

Then, on her knees,

with the escrituras in her hands, she prays that God will
receive the repentant Alma and erase the debts recorded
against her.

Pedro, followed by Alma dressed in white,

comes to tell Iglesia that her prayer has been answered.
Alma is now invited by Iglesia to seat herself at the
table of the Church.
vida."^8^

There she will receive the "pan de

The enemies of Alma are told to leave for the

debts of Alma have been erased by the Esposo.
enraged and commands that
The papers are blank.

the bills of debt be shown to him.

He asks who it is who has

Iglesia gives him his answer;

IM

loc.

cit.

1 8 3 Ibid.,

Demonio is

f. 90/M2 verso.

184
'Ibid., f. 91/[M3].

erased them.

con la xibia del amor,
,
T Q„
C
que es la sangre del Cordero.
Rigor is order to punish the mortal foes of Alma.

As they

are being led away Alma is invited again to partake of the
Eucharist while the chorus of the Church sings praises in
honor of the Eucharist and the Soul which has come to re
ceive it.

The auto ends with the assuring thought that

Alma has won pardon for her sins and is about to find last
ing grace as a new bride of Christ.
The allegory which is the argumento of Las ferias del
alma is a perfect example of the substitution of the known
for the unknown.

The known element or that which was famili

ar to the Spanish public was the institution of the feria , a
major market place and the activities surrounding it.

The

unknown was the analogy which could be drawn between this
earthly institution and its interpretation a lo divino.
This is the search of man's soul for God's grace.
Valdivielso saw the market place as a public area where
all mankind came to participate, be it as merchants with
goods to sell or as customers who came to buy or merely to

i85Ibid., f. 91/M3 verso.
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look.

Furthermore the feria was a place where one could

see and be seen by others , it was a place where one could
enjoy oneself.

People coming to the feria represented not

only all types of people but also people with all kinds of
reasons for coming. From this popular institution Valdivielso
extracted those elements which could be allegorized to present
man's soul searching for its eternal good; the market place
becomes the arena of life, the merchants are Christ's Church
and the three mortal enemies of the Soul, the goods for sale
are eternal life in the sacrament and the deadly pleasures
of the temporal world, the consumer is Alma.

The prices to

be paid by Alma.for the merchandise offered in the tiendas
of the feria a lo divino are very different.

For the goods

in the tienda of Iglesia Alma must repent only.

Her repen

tance is rewarded wtih eternal life through the Eucharist.
For the goods in the tiendas of Mundo, Carne, and Demonio
Alma must pay with death to herself.
The representation of the market place as the arena of
life and the Soul, the customer making therein her selection
of eternal life or death, is not too unlike another popular
representation of the world and mankind.

This is the idea

that the world is the stage of a theater and thereon each
man plays out his life as if it were a d r a m a . C a l d e r o n

188Robert Ricard, Estudios de literatura religiosa
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de la Barca has an auto sacramental which used the theatredrama idea for its allegory just as he also used the market
187
place to structure the allegory of a second auto.
Valdivielso limits himself in Las ferias del alma to
the presentation of a single figure winding its way through
the feria.

The spectrum of humanity is not presented as

such in this auto nor in any of the others by Valdivielso.
One figure represents the soul of mankind, be the man king
or peasant, for before God's judgment all are equal.

(This

idea is seen in the popular dance of death literature.)
Alma or Hombre, as the case may be, represents the equality
of all human beings in their repentance and approach to grace
through the Eucharist.
In order that we may see the essential quality of the
Eucharist in the auto we must note that the sacrament is the

espanola, Biblioteca Romanica Hispanica 78 (Madrid:
Editorial Gredos, 1964), pp. 266-268. The theme of the
world as a feria or posada comes from the mediaeval period
and was used in the French moralites, Valbuena Prat, Historia
del teatro espafiol, p. 18.
187e i gran teatro del mundo and El^ gran mercado del
mundo are indicated here. See Valbuena Prat, Historia de la
literatura espanola, II, 510; 515-516. El gran teatro deT
mundo may be read in Autos Sacramentales, I, edicidn y notas
por ingel Valbuena Prat/"Clasicos Castellanos 69 (Madrid:
Edici£nes de la "Lectura," 1926)', pp. 25-30; 111-178 or both
autos may be found in Obras completas de Calderon de la
Barca, III, 203-224; 225-242 respectively.

only possible purchase Alma can make which will assure her
eternal life and bliss.

Valdivielso has portrayed the world

ly purchases of Alma as being destructive and temporal.
Apetito was the guide of Alma in making those purchases which
were pleasing to the five senses of human nature.

Bazon who

wanted to guide Alma was a slave, since Apetito had over
powered her.

If there is a weakness in the allegory of Las

ferias del alma it is that Valdivielso drops the characters
of Raz 6 n and Aeptito in the final scenes of the auto.

Alma

appears at the tienda of Iglesia accompanied only by Malicia.
It would seem that for a perfect development of the argumento
Razon should have appeared with Alma, her guise as a slave
now changed to be that of a duena, perhaps, symbolizing her
new state as the guide of Alma, Apetito having been over
come by Bazon.
Malicia.

Bazon also could have played her role against

In the final scenes Malicia attempts to hold Alma

back from her desire to seek refuge in the Church.

The ap

pearance of Bazon here as the helpmate of Alma would have
enhanced the auto1s allegory greatly as it is Bazon who
searches to know the truth.
goal of Razon's search.

The truth which is God is the

She should have been present to

portray to the audience this trait.

As the auto is written,

Bazon has become a facet of the figure representing the Soul
and development of the above idea is omitted.
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In the final scene of tha auto Valdivielso introduces
a new idea into the work.

When Alma has come to Iglesia

to purchase the goods of this tienda she makes her payment
first.
of.sins.

This payment is her sincere repentance and confession
Her new state is symbolized in her appearance,

dressed in white.

Not only is purity of the Soul indicated

in her new dress but also another facet of Christian thought.
Alma is worthy of receiving the sacrament of the Eucharist.
In so doing Iglesia says:
Hija, ven enorabuena;
entra, sientate a mi cena
188
pues traes vestido de bodas.xo
The last line of Iglesia's dialogue is the new idea introduced
by Valdivielso.

In receiving the sacrament Alma is likened

to a bride— the bride of Christ.

Thus at the close of Las

ferias del alma the happiness of Alma in her salvation is
further intensified by the introduction of her bodas a lo
divino.

Her joy in receiving the sacrament of grace is

likened to the familiar, earthly joy of man on his wedding day.

188Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 91/[M3]
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El peregrino
El peregrino *-8 9 by Valdivielso has received the praise
of Mr. Wardropper for its original allegory.

Of this auto

and the others in which Valdivielso was not working directly
from a Biblical, mythological, or popular source, Wardropper
notes:

v.

La elaboracidn intensa de la alegoria,
la adhesidn significativa de cada detalle al
conjunto: en esto estriba la superioridad de las
intregas de Valdivielso .*-9 0
The following summary of the argumento of El peregrino will
amply demonstrate the comment of Mr. Wardropper.
The opening scene of El peregrino is filled with drama
tic interest.

Through a trap door in the stage the. earth

appears to open up to admit the figure of Tierra herself.
Her identity is established immediately by her costuming—
flowers and yerbas cover her, while on her head she wears a

189 b i peregrino is one of the five autos sacramentales
by ValdivxeXso included in the Gonzalez Pedroso collection,
op. cit., pp. 202-215.
*-9 0 Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 296. Valbuena Prat
summarizes this auto in his Historia del teatro espahol, pp.
337-341.
He notes that the argumento appears to be derived
from the older moral!t 6 s of France with its "peregrinacidn
de la vida humana", the "dos caminos", and "Verdad loco."
Furthermore the critic states that the various themes which
Valdivielso wove into El peregrino are found fully developed
as complete and individual autos sacramentales by Calderon.
(These will be noted in following footnotes). Valbuena Prat
does not appreciate the art of Valdivielso who weaves together
several popular themes to form one auto *s allegorical struc
ture.
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crown which is a replica of a city or a castle.
are not visible.

Her feet

In her arms she holds Peregrino.

Prom the first words of the dialogue we know that these
two are in the trying moments of a family relationship.
Peregrino wishes to free himself of "Madre Tierra" in order
that he may search out "la Tierra Santa."

191

The analogy

drawn here is with a child now grown who wishes to leave the
parental home that he may make his own way in the world.

A

lo divino we have man— the Peregrino who has come of age to
recognize the need of God for eternal salvation.

The gifts

of Tierra to Peregrino have been great and costly to her:
IAy hijol Vieja me has hecho,
por ver mi rostro arrugado
de los surcos del arado,
que por ti me abrei el pecho.
Tras ver rotas las entranas,
que como trojes abr£,
porque cogieses de mi
de trigo rubias montahas.

Tras verme con rantos (sic.) danos,
ivieja me dizes que soy?
No es mucho porque ha que soy
bien cerca de seysmil anos .1 9 2

•^^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 92/[M4]
192Ibid., f. 92/M4 verso.
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Tierra, as the moth of Peregrino, lists the hardships she
has endured to insure the well being of her son.

Peregrino,

however, reminds her that all she has "given" him has been
temporal and by the sweat of his brow:
ique hazes de encarecer
que me has hecho, q(ue) me has dado?
Todo me lo das prestado,
pues que te lo he de bolver.
Disteme pan de dolor
entre espinas, y entre abrojos
cotnprado a precio de enojos,
y gotas de mi sudor . 3-9 ^

0

He is determined to leave Tierra to go in search of that
eternal good for which he knows he was intended:
D£xame que busque el cielo,
pues que fuy para £ 1 criado.
Tierra knows that Peregrino, in his search for glory must
yet return to her— dust to dust of the flesh:

Y pues ves, aunque no quiera,
tengo que boluerte a ver,
y que en ti se ha de boluer
lo que es mio y tuyo era.l9^

1 9 3 Loc.

cit.

1 9 4 Ibid.,

92/[M4].

1 9 5 Ibid.,

f. 92/M4 verso.
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Tierra leaves her son, wishing him well in his journey.
She disappears, hidden by the closing of the tablado.
Left alone, the first act of Peregrino, as an indepen
dent agent, is to fall asleep.

Herein he has a dream which

makes us recall the Biblical vision of Jacob and the ladder
reaching up to heaven, as well as Christ's teaching of the
two gateways— the wide and the narrow .1 9 6
Peregrino there are

in the dream of

two ladders or escalas.

tioned with one on each of two carros.

These are posi

One escala is wide,

and filled with flowers, yerbas, y galas.

At the top there

is una boca de Infierno from which music is heard.

The

second escala is very narrow, filled with zareas, abroios £
espinas, cruzes £ calaberas.

Music too is heard coming from

the top of the escala which represents el cielo .1 9 7 Prom the
second escala theredescends Verdad dressed as a young
herd.

He speaks to

shep

thesleeping Peregrino:

Abre los ojos del alma,
mientras duerme(n) los del cuerpo,
y mira el camino Real,
q(ue), aung(ue) angosto, va hasta el cielo.

Genesis 28: 10-15; Matthew 7: 13-14.
1 9 7 Valdivielso,

1 9 9 Loc .

c it.

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 93/[M5].

8
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Verdad has been sent to interpret for Peregrino the impor
tance of these escales to his soul.

He

hasfree will to

select the one he wishes, but only the second escala, la
angosta, will lead him to the sacrament
God.

andthe grace of

Verdad compares the two:

Aquf enter rosas, ay lacos;
aqux entre espinas, luzeros;
aqux muerte de los viuos;
aqux vida de los muertos.
Aqux ay vn pan que no harta?
aqux pan que harta los cielos;
aqux vino de Dragones;
aqux vino de Dios mesmo.
Mira que soy la Verdad,
y que verdades refiero
pues de quanto estas sonando
solo este camino es sueno.
(Seflala el ancho ) . 1 9 9
The promise of the Eucharist is seen in the above passage
and is repeated again:
. . . al fin deste dichoso [camino angosto]
la escala de Iacob bello,
la Tierra de Promisidn,
patente el man& encubierto.
1Despierta y leuanta, Elxas!
Come el pan de mis consejbs,.
porque es el camino largo,
y harto mas que largo estrecho.

199Ibid. , f. 93/M5 verso.
ZOOLoc. cit.

Brackets are mine.
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The monologue of Verdad is followed by singing from the two
carros of lo malo and lo buefto.

Each is vying for Pere

grino *s soul.
In the stupor of sleep Peregrino calls out for the
201
pleasures and promises made from the carro de lo m a l o .
The two escales disappear and Peregrino is grieved.

He

awakens and comments:
iQud es esto? iEl gusto se passa
como sombra y sueno?
Qual suefio el Gusto void/
que siempre el Gusto es sonado,
Pues quer sin auer llegado,
parece que se pass 6 . 2 0 2
He sees Verdad for the first time.

The shepherd identifies

himself to Peregrino and tells him they must be on their way:
Sigueme y
porque te
de Egypto
aunque al

atr&s no mires,
haras piedra sal;
y Sodoma sal,
principio s u s p i r e s . 2 0 ^

They begin to travel the camino de la penitencia when
Peregrino is pricked by a thorn.

His pain, Verdad tells him,

is nothing compared to the burden of the Cross which Christ

2 0 1 Ibid.,

f. 94/[M6 ] .

2 0 2 Loc.

cit., The motive of Calderon de la Barca's auto,
La vida es suefto, is merely suggested here by Valdivielso.
Valbuena~~Pr at, His tor ia del teatro espaflol, p. 339. For the
auto see Obras completas de Calderdn de la Barca, III, 13831407; and 1861-1875.
203valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 94/M6
verso.
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carried along this same road.204

They continue their jour

ney while the scene changes to introduce new characters in
this drama of life.
Luzbel, Deleyte, and Engano have met together to bring
about the down fall of Peregrino who dares to rise where
Luzbel had fallen.

Luzbel gives his instructions:

Tu, Mentire, lleuaras
tus dolos, tus fraudes raras,
tus mascaras y m£s caras,
pues que tienes dos y mds.
El '-{sic) r£o de la hermosura,
pues como r£o se passa,
en el labrard vna casa,
tan poco como dl segura.
En la ciudad de Plasencia,
adonde reyna el plazer
puede comer y veuer,
sin saber si ay penitencia.
En la fuente de ambicion,
donde a ninguno harto veo,
puede brindarle el desseo.
que qufza hard la razdn.20^
They leave the stage to set this plan in motion while Pere
grino and Verdad return.

Peregrino is captivated by a beau

tiful flower seen in the camino de lo malo.

When he attempts

to turn aside to pick it a thorn pricks him the second time,

204Loc. cit.

205Ibid., f. 95/{M7l.
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a reminder of death.

He sees then a tree laden with symbols

of wealth and power from which he would pick the fruit, but
a third time a thorn pricks him and Verdad holds him back.
The tree which Verdad calls "that of Eve" is, of course,
the handiwork of Luzbel, Deleyte, and Engano.206

The shep

herd urges Peregrino to enter the cave of Penitencia which
lies before them but Peregrino is afraid.

Verdad explains

to him the importance of an encounter with Penitencia:
Imports, si a la presencia
vas del que se da a sx mismo,
tras el agua del Bautismo
el pan de la Penitencia.
Para su camino a Elias
Dios agua y pan embior
que, sin esto, 4 1 que peco
no entro a los eternos dias.
Pues ya la gracia perdiste
por tus vanidades vanas,
y traes de Dios buenas ganas,
con la Penitencia enuiste.
De los passos del camino
forgosos, dste lo es mas,
sin ella no llegar£s
adonde vas, Peregrino.
Ten dnimo.20^

206This tree which Valbuena Prat calls "el arbol de la
for.tuna" stands at the side of the venta de Honor. It is
symbolic only, in Valdivielso's auto, of the temporal desires
of man for power and wealth.
Calderon makes such a symbol
an allegorical argumento in No hay mas fortuna que Dios, Qbras
completas de Calderon de la Barca, III, 615-634.
See also
Valbuena JBrat, Historia del teatro espanol. p. 340.
207

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 95/M7 verso.
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A lion appears.

It is Penitencia.

Peregrino flees from the

dreadful appearance.
Son
sus
sus
sus

de vn silicio sus pieles,
guedexas diciplinas,
dientes crudas espinas,
garras rallos c r u e l e s .^08

He swears not to return to this place until his old age.

At

this moment Penitencia removes the head of the lion to show
herself as a beautiful maiden.

Had Peregrino come into her

cave, she would have shown him her beauty and would have
granted to him the gifts she had given to others who now
enjoyed glory.

Since Peregrino has fled from her, she does

not promise that she will return when he calls upon her:
*

' •

•

Como la ocasion, me voy,
y al necio burlado dexo;
y mal me alcangara vn viejo.
que es de plomo, y aue soy.
Peregrino is not grieved by her warning for his interest
now lies in the city of pleasure which Luzbel has had es
tablished.

Verdad warns Peregrino that this city is another

Sodoma but he ignores him to call out to Plazer, the centinela

208

. ..
Loc. cit. -

209Ibid., f. 96/[M8],
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of the city.

While Plazer comes down to open the gates to

the city, musicians appear singing praises of the delights
to be found here.

Just as Peregrino is about to enter,

Plazer notes the presence of Verdad.
closed for Verdad is not welcome here.

The gates are quickly
Peregrino is unhappy

at this state of affairs but not for long.
carro Honor calls to him.

Honor appears as a mesonero in

viting Peregrino to come into his venta.
deceptions of Honor.

From the other

Verdad knows the

For each offer that he makes to

Peregrino, Verdad uncovers the truth:
Honor
Verdad
Honor
Verdad

Honor
Verdad

Honor

Honor
Honor
Verdad
Honor

Honor

A lo ricos aposento
en los quartos altos m£os.
Yo s& que est&n mSs vazios
que vna pelota de viento.
Tengo sillas de descanso.
Donde el descanso se pierda;
pues, sobre ellas, de vna cuerda
cuelga quien quita el descanso.
Tengo vna cama de viento.
Sx, de viento y de cordeles,
que con sus bueltas crueles
es potro de dar tormento.
Son de preciosos bracados
sus estimadas cortinas.
son sus sabanas. . .
Verdad
De espinas
Sus almoados (sic.). . . Verdad De cuydados.
iSabes que de honra presumo,
y que soy el mismo Honor?
Si, mas soys como alcanfor,
que todo se buelue en humo.
iAnsx me desautoriza
vn rapazillo?
Verdad
Ventero,
dezidme, que saber quiero,
isi teneys caualleriza?
s £ abra, no os cause molestias.
iEs para vos?
Verdad
No, por Dios,
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sino para el gue esta en vos,
que es semejante a las bestias.
Pero ya en la cuenta doy
soys ventero de agua y lana,
gue solSys pelar raaftana
al que emplum&stedes oy.
Como ventero tratays,
pues, si vno en vos se entretiene,
y otro a vuestra venta viene,
al primero della ech&ys.
Conozco yo vuestros modos,
si a vno quereys leuantar
al otro ech&ys a rodar,
y es porque no ay para todos.
Assx vna venta escogeys,
porque estando puesto en venta.
echas (sic.) demas en la cuenta,
y nunca buena la hazeys.
Se que soys vn manda potros,
que days poco, y lo que days,
a los vnos lo quitays,
para darselo a los otros.
Herein Valdivielso makes one of the harshest denunciations
of "honor" to be found in'his twelve autos. Otis H. Green's
statement that "Jose de Valdivielso •

. pours contempt

on the honor concept in his allegorical plays on the Euchar
ist" is definitely applicable to El peregrino211 and is
further evidenced by Wardropper who refers to it directly

210Ibid., ff. 96/M8 verso-97/[Nj.
211

Spain and the Western Tradition; The Castilian Mind
in Literature from El Cid to Calderon (4 vols. ? Madison:
The University of Wisconsin Press, 1963-1966), I, 18.
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in his discussion o£ "honor" in the works of Lope de Vega
and Valdivielso .2 1 2
A stirring verbal debate develops between Verdad and
Honor who threatens to call his agents to remove this sufreagravios.

Verdad removes himself from the presence of Honor

as if fleeing.

In response to Peregrino's question as to

why he does this Verdad replies:
De la carne y de la honra,
mas honra se gana huyendo.
Music is heard and Peregrino feels his senses being enchanted.
Verdad urges him to close up his ears for this music comes
from the destructive Siren, Deleyte.

Peregrino is lost,

however, for at the sight of the women, Deleyte, he falls in
love.

To the warnings of his coming judgment, he responds:
. . . Au(n) tie(m) po queda,
y es Dios misericordioso,^^
*

•

•

Deleyte, once held in the arms of Peregrino, does not
give him the pleasure he expected but he refuses to depart

212

"'Honor 1 in the Sacramental Plays of Valdivielso and
Lope de Vega," 8 6 - 8 8 .
2^3Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 97/[N].
214Ibid., f. 97/N verso.
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from her.

In honor of her new lover, Deleyte orders a ban-

quet to be set before them.
each covered.

215

On the table are four plates,

As the first plate is opened a bird appears

and flies away, the second plate holds carbones, the third
calavera, and in the last one, nothing is seen.

Verdad has

revealed the truth of each gift being offered to Peregrino.
The first had represented honra £ dignidad. The second was
gold or riguezas; the third, rare beauty and the fourth,
deleites.

Music from off-stage calls upon Peregrino to fol

low Verdad to his true patria.

He would heed the words for

he is now undeceived, but it is too late.

Luzbel, Engano,

and Mentira arrive with bows and swords to extract from
Peregrino his death which is his debt for the meal which
left him unnourished.

Verdad flees to a high point where the

2*5The "cuatro platos cubiertos" at the banquet of
Deleyte are suitable for the continuation of the allegory,
and ingeniously serve as "time savers" in the one act auto.
The false promises of Deleyte are quickly revealed by Verdad
with their presentation as "platos" to a hungry Peregrino.
This banquet scene is set off later by the scene of the Eu
charist. There a covered plate is also offered to the Pil
grim. This time the secret of the hidden sacrament is truth
itself as it is God's grace which man receives. Valbuena
Prat, Historia del teatro espaikol, p. 340, does not find the
usage of the ^platos cubiertas 11 as well done as Tirso's
"colmenas cubiertas." The dramatist, Valdivielso, did show
ingenuity in this usage however, for it is an excellent de
vice to show the glories of one cena and the "nothingness"
of the other. The rapid movement of the auto was retained
by using this device to allegorize quickly the falsity of
temporal pleasures. And finally, the device of "los cuatro
platos cubiertos" blended perfectly with the banquet scene
in progress.
Supra., pp. 160-161.
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enemies may not capture him.

Peregrino suffers the wounds

of his foes who leave him for dead.

In his agonized con

dition Peregrino at last listens to Verdad who tells him
to call upon heaven for aid:

Pide el agua
pide la hiel
pide la capa
que vista al

del Iordan,
de Tobias;
de Elias
desnudo Aden.

At this point Valdivielso introduces a new image in the
allegory, that of the Good Samaritan.

217

This image is mixed

with that of the parable of the door and the Good Shepherd.

218

Verdad continues to urge Peregrino with the new image:
Pide al fiel Samaritano,
que es guarda de sus ouejas,
y a tus lagrimas y quexas
le veras venir vfano.
Pido que pastos te aura
la sombra de su cayado,
lamiera (sic) de su costado,
y la sol de su palabra,
Pide que en tu oreja suene
su silvo con que despierta,
pide que llame a tu perta,
y que enter contigo y cene . 2 1

2 ^Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 99/N3 verso.

217Luke 10: 30-35.
218

John 10: 1-18; Revelations 2: 20.

2^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 99/N3 verso.
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Peregrino does as advised.
There passes by him now a sacerdote who is unable to
give him aid, for he represents the Old Law of Moses.

Nor

is the Levita, who passes next, able to aid Peregrino, as
the Levita represents the words of the old prophets.
arrives San Juan Bautista —

Next

a departure from the parable of

the Good Samaritan but easily understood in his role as the
immediate messenger of Christ's coming.
The Samaritano who appears is Christ.

He identifies

himself as benefits the roles of the Good Shepherd, the door,
and Christ.
Agui est& vn Medico fiel
dando golpes a tu puerta,
otra en su costado abierta,
por darte salud en el.
Peregrino notes the wounds of the Samaritano and is told that
these were received from His flock.

The love of Christ for

the soul of man is well evidenced in His lines:
Por tu salud se rasgo.
Llega, aungue tan mal me tratas,
gue, si mil vezes me matas,
mil vidas te dare y o .2 2 1

220Ibid., f. 100/[N4].
22iIbid., f. 100/N4 verso.
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Peregrino is unable to control the tears of joy and sorrow
which flow from his eyes at the words and presence of Cristo.
His repentance is sincere.

The tears he sheds quench the

great thirst of the Samaritano who carries man now to his
establo— the Church.

Here Peregrino will find the medicines

to cure his wounds of sin.

These medicines, we are told,

come from the body and the H o o d

of the Samaritano Himself.

(The promise of grace in the Eucharist.)
Verdad narrates for the audience the arrival of Pere
grino in the Church where he confesses his sins and is re
ceived with great rejoicing.

Iglesia has called for the

sacramental cena which will be the crowning glory of
Peregrino.
On stage now, to participate in the Eucharist scene,
are Iglesia, San Pedro, San Juan Evangelista, Santiago,
Samaritano, Peregrino, and Verdad. Iglesia announces the
reason for the presence of this saintly group:
Oy el Rey, nuestro Senor,
esposo del alma m£a,
en pdblico comer quiere
con quien le quite la vida.
Slruanle los de la boca,
de su mesa, y su familia,
que le traen siempre en palmas,
que oy es justo que le sirvan.
Arrastrad esse bufete,
acoraodad essas sillas,
Grandes, servid oy el hombre .2 2 2

222Ibid., f. 101 (bis)/ [N5]
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Verdad identifies himself as being one with and of Christ
recalling John 14:

6

:

Verdad
Samaritano diuino,
gue al hombre se da en comida.
Sam, iVerdad1
Tfe. tVerdad1
Sftm. iVida! Ve.
IVidal
Sam. iLuz!
Ve. iLuzl
Sam. iCamino!
Ve. t Camino!
Sam. iMi vida!
jMi coragon!
Ver. (Mi coragdn y mi vida!
Sam. Yo sin vos no tengo vida.
Ver. Y yo sin vos coragon.
Sam. Yo soy vos misma. Ver. Y yo vos.
Que de vos pende mi ser,
y vos yo tendys de ser,
sopena de no ser Dioa.
Sam. Al lado de Dios te assienta .2 2 3
Verdad then tells Peregrino the mysteries of the "bocado" he
is about to take:
Del bocado gue comeys
ved gue vuena cuenta deys,
gue los bocados os cuenta.
SI gue os cunuida, es manjar.
How different is the nourishment of this banguet to that one
prepared earlier by Deleite!
The auto ends with this joyous scene.Peregrino
ended his pilgrimage in search of "la Tierra Santa."

223Ibid., 101 (bis) /N5 verso
224Loc. cit.

has
In the

Church he has found the great love of Christ in the
Eucharist:
. . . ya que por justa ley
voy al cielo Peregrino
m e ha dado para el camino
de cera el bianco Agnus Dei.
Cristo-Samaritano calls upon the Church choir to celebrate
with song and dance this happy occasion.

Their song which

is a parody a lo divino or a contrafactum 2 2 6 of "la serrana
de la Zarazela" 2 2 7 recounts quickly the previous scenes of
the auto, and ends with praise for the actions of Christ as
the Samaritano.
The allegory of El peregrino presents man, the pilgrim,
whose earthly life is his pilgrimage in search of God's
grace.

This was a popular analogy coming out of the mediae

val period.

Calderon de la Barca used the same sustained

analogy for the argumento of his auto sacramental, El ano

2 2 5 Ibid.,

1 0 1 (bis)/N5 verso-102/[N 6 ] .

Wardropper suggests the term contrafacturn as the de
nominator of a poem a lo divino which parodies a popular or
profane poem. Historia,— . 5-6. The term contrafactum has
been used by J. M. Aguirre in his study of Valdivielso as a
divinizador of popular poetry.
See his work Jos& ;de Valdiviel
so £ la poesia religiosa tradicional, p. 42, n. 2.
227A version
in Ramdn Men£ndez
otros estudios de
(Tercera Edici6 n;

of "La serrana de la Zarzuela” may be seen
PidalT Poesia ~6 rabe £ poesia europea, con
literature medieval, coleccion Austral 190
Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, Argentina, S.
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santo de Roma.

The originality of Valdivielso in pre

paring his sacramental work was the interlacing of Biblical,
mythological, and popular elements so that they become vital
to the original theme of the pilgrimage to God's grace.
Wardropper refers to this interlacing as an intensification
of the allegory which “dejando de ser una convencion literaria, se convierte en medio de conviccion intelectual y
sentimental . " 2 2 9
To verify this statement let us look at the skeletal
structure of the allegory of J21 peregrino.
analogy begins immediately.

The pilgrimage

Peregrino, who is identifiable

as both man and man'ssoul, sets out in search of that holy
place where God has promised he will find eternal life.
The goal of a Christian pilgrimage in the Middle Ages was
uaually a religious shrine, for example, Santiago de Compos
tela.

The pilgrimage was one inspired by religious fervor

or beliefs.

In El peregrino the goal is not only a religi

ous one but it is to the supreme sacrament.

The analogy

A. 1946), pp. 102-103.
228Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura, II, 256.
"Los autos sacramentales de CaldercJn," pp. 114-118.
The
auto may be read in Obras corapletas de Calderon de la Barca,
III," 491-521.
This work also contains the mediaeval idea
of the two roads of life— the good and the bad. Valbuena
Prat, Historia del teatro espaflol, p. 339.
2 2 8 Wardropper,

Introduccion, p. 302.
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between the worldly pilgrimage and the sacramental pil
grimage is thus drawn.

It is sustained to become a full

allegorical representation.

Into the pilgrimage allegory

there enter other elements as already mentioned.

We must

examine these to understand how they have been interlaced
with the pilgrimage allegory.
The first scene, that of Peregrino*s departure, de
velops the human aspect of separation.

This is the unhap

piness of Tierra, the earthly mother, at the loss of her
son.

Her emotional outpouring of grief is realistic in the

sense of the secular world as well as that of the sacra
mental world.

Tierra is as a mother to man but at the same

time she is a burden upon him because she is temporal.

The

attitude of Peregrino to her lamentations is that attitude
*

which the Christian must take when he makes his decision
to separate himself from the temporal present to prepare
himself for the eternal future.
Free will enters the allegory at this point.

Peregrino

alone has made the decision to seek out God's grace.

The

dream sequence which occurs intensifies the doctrine of free
will.

It is based on Biblical passages which are of them

selves familiar.

In their new context Peregrino must select

the road of pilgrimage which he will take— lo malo or lo
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bueno.

This selection is the vital turning point in his

pilgrimage.

The wrong choice will lead him to death.

this reason Verdad appears as his guide.

For

It is Verdad who

must guide man to the sacrament since Verdad is the earthly
representative of Christ and is of Christ as is emphasized
in the final scenes of the auto and is suggested in the scene
in the House of Hermosura:
•

•

•

Yo soy quien nunca ha caydo,
aungue soy caydo del cielo.
Dizque soy hi jo de D i o s . 2 3 ®
The voice of Verdad is the pathway to salvation.
Peregrino does not always heed this voice.

Because of his

human nature he permits his senses (not represented as
allegorical figures) to lead him.

Verdad, however, does

not leave him in these ventures though he may remove himself
to a safe distance.
The dream sequence in itself provides the idea that
worldly treasures found on the earthly pilgrimage are fleet
ing.

Herein we note another popular concept of life— earthly

life is a dream and when we awaken, we find true life.

2 2 0 Valdivielso,

231

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 97/N3

verso.
2 3 -*-See Calderon de la Barca's auto. La vida es sueno,
for the full development of this allegory and the comments
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When Peregrino, in his sleep, cries out for the promises
made to him from the carro or escala de lo m a l o , he has made
the choice of a dreamer, a sinner.

The escala de lo malo

disappears as well as thatde lo bueno.

Peregrino awakens

to discover that all was a dream, that worldly pleasures do
vanish when one is awakened.

The escala de lo bueno also

disappeared, not because it too is a dream, but because Pere
grino had made a dreamer's choice and selected el de lo m a l o .
His selection destroyed the promises of salvation and thus
the pathway to glory was removed from his sight.
just as Adam,

was tempted and fell

Peregrino,

intothe way ofdestruction.

The escala de lo bueno was removed and a new means

for man's

redemption was promised.
Awake and disillusioned by the temporal, Peregrino sets
out to follow Verdad.

He must repent his wrongdoing, there

fore they travel the road of repentance.
is weak.

Again Peregrino

He is afraid to enter into the cave of Penitencia

which lies before them because she appears hideous to him.
The sacrifice of himself to the demands of Penitencia appears
too severe.

There is no place for the pleasures of the flesh

to be enjoyed in the cave of Penitencia, and Peregrino is

made on it by Valbuena prat. Autos sacramentales, I, 179261. Also "Los autos sacramentales de CalderOn," pp. 42;
91-99; 258-2917
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still weak before his temporal desires.

The juxtaposition

of Penitencia as a lion and a beautiful maiden is well done.
The presentation strikes not only the ears but also the eyes.
A didactic purpose may be seen in this presentation of
Penitencia for Valdivielso is encouraging his public to view
penitence in this manner.
The city of Pleasure, the inn of Honor, and the house
of Beauty— all temporal, all destructive— beckon Peregrino.
He is young and God's judgment appears distant to him.
Peregrino delays his pilgrimage to God in order to abide for
awhile in the presence of Luzbel, Engano, Mentira, and
Deleite, the mortal sin.

The voice of Verdad is powerful

enough to lead Peregrino away from the city of Plazer and
the venta de Honor but the house of Hermosura is another
matter.

Mentira constructed this house at the order of

Luzbel.

The music which comes forth to the ears of Peregrino

bewitches him as the sailors of Classical Antiquity who were
lured to their deaths by ths singing of the Sirens.

23 2

This

' 232For information on the sirens of Classical Antiquity
see Seyffert,' op. cit., pp. 588-589. For the role the sirens
play in the life of Odysses see The Odyssey of Homer. trans
lated by S[amuel] H. Butler and A[ndrew] Lang, The Modern
Library (Hew York: Random House, Inc., 1950), Book XII, 181—
187.
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element of mythology used as a metaphorical allusion enters
and is quickly passed over.

It has served its purpose how

ever, for it implies that Verdad may be unable to stop man
in the face of the powers of evil bewitchment which deceives
a weak and willing human nature.
The scene in the house of Hermosura allegorizes Pere
grine's participation in worldly pleasures.

The love of

Peregrino for Deleite is well established when he calls
himself "Abindarraez . " 2 3 3

The allusion to Abindarraez as

a lover was well selected, for the Spanish populace was
familiar with this novela's hero and his plight.

The name

only of Abindarraez was sufficient to establish the strength
of Peregrino*s love for the temporal and thus his perdicion.
The banquet of Deleite allegorizes the temporal quali
ties of the pleasures which leave the body (soul) unnourish
ed.

The juxtaposition of Deleite's banquet and that of

Iglesia is an example of excellent dramatic technique.

By

presenting the two banquets dramatically Valdivielso inten
sifies the difference each holds for Peregrino.

That of

233Por the story of Abindarraez see Jorge de Montemayor,
Siete Libros de la Diana, edicion y notas de Francisco
Lopez Estrada, Clasicos Castellanos 127 (Madrid: EspasaCalpe, S. A., 1946), pp. 203-221, n. 23.
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Deleite, which gives nothing, was meant to end in death,
while the cena of Iglesia is the sought after nourishment
which promises a new life of eternal bliss.

The presenta

tion of the covered dishes at Deleite's table is another
example of juxtaposition.

The covered plates, as Verdad

proves, contain deceptive promises.

The covered dish of

fered to Peregrino at the table of Iglesia holds the sacra
ment of Christ's body which is the promise, hidden but to
faith, of God's grace.
At the close of Deleite's banquet Mentira, Engano, and
Luzbel appear to extract from Peregrino the price of that
meal.

Their price is death, as these three represent the

mortal enemies of the soul.

Carne, the third of this deadly

trinity, is mentioned in the list of characters who appear
in the auto but such a figure never enters the stage of El
peregrino as an allegorized person.

The enemies of Pere

grino are allegorized as agents of Deleite and as thieves.
They descend upon Peregrino as they would upon a pilgrim on
the road.

Of old there was danger from bandits to pilgrims

and Valdivielso has made use of the historical fact to pre
sent Peregrino as the victim of bandits.
money but it is the life of the soul,
life.

Their loot is not

Peregrino's immortal

It is here that the allegory of the pilgrimage begins

to take on the tones of the New Testament parable of "The
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Good Samaritan" while at the same time it is interlaced with
other teachings of Christ.
The bandits leave Peregrino for dead on the road.
Verdad is yet near him.

When the beaten body of Peregrino

regains its senses it listens to Verdad for Peregrino has
been undeceived.

A prayer for aid is sent up by Peregrino.

This is a call for the salvation of the soul.

As in the

parable of the Good Samaritan, a priest and a Levita pass
the spot where Peregrino lies but they have not the aid he
seeks for pardon.

The appearance of John the Baptist

breaks into the allegorized parable, but enhances it.

John

has come to tell Peregrino, just as in the New Testament
history John had come to tell men, that Christ is or was
coming.

The Samaritano is Christ who comes to give aid to

the wounded Peregrino.
The introduction of John the Baptist, even through a
departure from the parable, is a technique designed to insure

^ ^ O t h e r writers used the parable of the good Samaritan
for their religious dramas. Calderon de la Barca developed
the parable as a full allegory for this auto, Tu projimo
corao a ti. Autos sacramentales IX, pp. LXXIV-LXXVIII; 135244. ~See also “Los autos sacramentales de Calderoft," p p .
22; 203-206. Por the comment of Valbuena Prat on the role
of Gil Vicente's work as a forerunner of that by both
Valdivielso and Calder 6 n see Historia del teatro espanol, p.
37. Wardropper also makes not of the similarities of El
peregrino, the Samaritan episode, with the older work attri
buted to Gil Vicente and entitled Obra de Geragam Humana,
Introduccidn, pp. 166-167.
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the recognization of Christ as both the Samaritan and Him
self.

The parable has been intensified convincingly for the

three figures; the sacerdote, the Levita, and San Juan
were messengers of the grace of God which would be given man
through Christ and the sacraments.

When Cristo-Samaritano

appears upon the stage. His dialogue develops more elabor
ately His identity1

He is the Shepherd whose flock has

wounded Him, He is the Good Shepherd who. has come in search
of the lost sheep, He is the One who knocks at the door of
Peregrino's heart that He may enter. He has suffered for
Peregrino and will do so again in order that this one may
find grace.

The great love of Christ for mankind is amply

demonstrated in the lines of the dialogue and in the action
of Samaritano.

This is, of course, the outstanding charac

teristic of the autos by Valdivielso; that they display the
great miscericordia of Christ.

At no point in the dialogue

between Peregrino and Cristo-Samaritano is the justice of
heaven mentioned.

Peregrino has sinned through his own will

and now he has called upon Christ through that same will.
His call is sincere and his tears of repentance are equally
so.

The importance of tears is intensified here, for

Samaritano thirsts for the tears of Peregrino

(his repentance).

These tears quench the great thirst of Samaritano as we see
below;
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Samaritano

Llora, que en verte llorar,
con mi gusto el tuyo mides;
pues, si llorando me pidesr
ique te sabre yo negar?

Peregrino

Ojos, ldgrimas verted,
porque el alma frutos lleue.
(Llega Cristo a beuer las lagrimas)

Verdad

iComo!

iDios lagrimas beue?

Samaritano

Dexame matar mi sed,
que de sed dellas me abraso.

Peregrino

Los cielos mi dicha alaben.

Samaritano

|Ay, VerdadI

Verdad

Pues no esta muy limpio el vaso.

Samaritano

Cierto tienes el perdon,
levant a, consulate,
en hombros te 1 levari,
y en mitad del coragdn.

iQue bien me sabe(n)1

In this scene Valdivielso has strongly developed the need
of sincere repentance.

This was his great concern, that man

should repent and thereby come unto the sacraments and God.
The tears which a man sheds are outward signs of his sin
cerity in repentance and in El peregrino the above lines
show us the desire Christ has for these tears.

This scene

of repentance is one of the best developed on the subject in
the twelve autos.

Its imagery is, no doubt, responsible for

this.

235Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 0 1 (bis)/
[N5] .

In discussing the "literatura de la lagrimas" in his
study of Valdivielso's poetry, Aguirre notes that in the
matter of this theme "Quizas nadie como Valdivielso supo
tratar la idea."

2O£

The theme is the same one presented in

the autos and is examplified above:

tears are the greatest

arm man has to obtain divine pardon and their acceptance is
immediate.

El peregrino develops this concept as action of

the drama.

Cristo-Samaritano begs' Peregrino to shed tears

of repentance that He may enjoy them and at the same time
mitigate the pain of the sinful man.

The action of Cristo-

Samaritano in drinking the tears of Peregrino heightens the
concept of tears as the life-giving arm of man; for to
Cristo, who is thirsty (loves man's soul), they are the only
liquid which will quench his thirst.

He immediately pardons

Peregrino and carries him to the Church where he will be
given the sacrament.

As the Samaritan of Christ's parable

carried the wounded traveler to an inn where he could recover
his health, so Cristo-Samaritano carries Peregrino (or the
sins of Peregrino and mankind) to the Church where he may be

2 3 6 Aguirre» o p . cit., p. 161.
For the entire discussion
of the "Literatura-de las lagrimas" see pages 159-164.
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cured.

The Church is the inn where Cristo has left the

sacrament to heal man's sins.

The Samaritan left money at

the inn in the parable, to pay for the medicines needed to
cure the man.

Cristo left the sacraments on earth in the

Church to cure man's soul.
The joy of the Church and its saints in receiving the
lost Peregrino is immense.

The fortune of Peregrino who

is nearing the goal of his pilgrimage is described with
Biblical allusions:
• * »

Ya le da ropas de boda$,
ya el becerro sacrifice,
y le da estola y anillo
237
•

•

*

The first line recalls the union of Christ and the soul as
a betrothed couple; the second and third, the parable of the
prodigal son who returns to receive the gifts and love of
his father.
ment.

These allusions prepare the entry of the sacra

This is the goal of Peregrino whose sincere repentance

and confession have made him worthy of sitting at the table
of the Lord.

The goal of the earthly pilgrimage is the

Church, the allegory suggests, for the Church is the earthly

237
[N5] .

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 101(bis)/

guardian of the sacrament.
To end the production music is called upon to emphasize
the joy of the occasion.

The life of Peregrino as allegor

ized in the scenes of the auto is summarized in a parody a
lo divino of a popular serranilla.

The first stanza of

"La serranilla de la Zarzuela" is used by Valdivielso with
only one word changed; "villa" to "ciudad."
Yo me yua mi madre,
a Ciudad Reale,
herrara yo el earning
en fuerte lugara.
The sense of the stanza is now one with religious overtones
because of its usage in the context of the auto.

An analogy

has been made between the popular and the sacramental.

The

usage of a single stanza is sufficient to recall the entire
popular serranilla and to apply to it new meaning.

The

parody a lo divino allegorizes the departure of Peregrino
on his pilgrimage and the fact that he loses his way or
selects the wrong road, el camino de lo malo, to salvation,

238ibid., f. 102/[N6], villa Real was one of the early
names of the town which came to be Ciudad Real in 1420,
Menendez Pidal, Poesia arabe £ poesia europea, p. 106.
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The stanzas of the popular work continue to narrate the
traveler's discovery of a cabana wherein dwells a serrana.
She extends an invitation to the lost traveler in the last
stanza:
lApeaos, caballero
verguenza no hayades,
mi padre y mi madre
fueron al lugar,
__
bebereis de la leche
mientras el queso se hace.
Valdivxelso has departed from the original stanzas and their
narration to present the outline of Peregrino's journey:

Saif Peregrino,
de en cas de mi madre,
tope dos caminos,
del bien y del male.
Para mi adalide
hallara la Verdade,
yo fuy su Tobias,
ella fue mi Angel.
Vi la Penitencia,
dexela cobarde,
y segui perdido,
Mundo, Diablo y Carne.
Con mil falsos gustos,
mal vino y mal pane,
quisieron por postre,
herirme y robarme.
Qued£ medio muerto,
ninguno me vale,
vase el Sacerdote,
el Leuita vase.
Uerrara yo el camino
en fuerte lugarel

239

M&nendez Pidal, Flor nueva de romances viejos, p. 21.

2 4 0 Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 102/[N6].
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Here we see that the concept a lo divino has drawn an
analogy between the fact that both travelers were lost,
both were hungry (one for the body's nourishment, the other
for nourishment of the soul), and both received an invita
tion to relieve their hunger and weariness.

The temporal

qualities of the popular version are replaced with the
eternal ones in the allegorical version.

The result of the

parody a lo divino would be considered by Aguirre "una
divinizacion completa,"

241

noting that here the verses are

used to develop a dramatic situation and not an isolated
poem.
One other point should be made concerning the use of
the parody a lo divino of "La serranilla de la Zarzuela."
When these lines are sung in the final scenes of the auto,
a new element is recognized in the allegorical construction.
At this moment the similarities of the sacramental work with
t^ie serranilla are brought to the attention of the audience.
The parody intensifies the allegory in its final moments so
that there is no sense of relaxation on the part of the
dramatist.

Valdivielso has made use of every possible

element to enhance El peregrino, to make it a stimulating

241
Aguirre, op. cit., p. 50.
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experience of intellect.

The audience is not permitted to

relax the mind throughout the work for it constantly calls
upon them to see the pilgrimage of man in the light of many
facets.
The parody of the serranilla introduces a song in which
are recounted the appearance of Christ as the Samaritano,
and his goodness and mercy to the sinful Peregrino.

The

allegory closes with Peregrino's announcement that now as
a Pilgrim to heaven he has attained the goal of his pil
grimage; the Eucharist with its promise.
The auto of El Peregrino is one of the best by
Valdivielso for its allegorical structure.

Every ounce of

meaning has been obtained from the allegorical pilgrimage
so that it not only pays homage to the Eucharist but it has
also developed as a true drama.

There is no doubt that

Valdivielso had didactic purposes in the writing of autos.
In j21 peregrinb this element is present in the allegory, but
it is not obtrusive.

Valdivielso exhorts his audience to

repentance, for they like Peregrino have erred in their
pilgrimage.

By following the example set in El peregrino

the repentance must be of tears.

The individuals forming

the audience may then expect the eternal reward, for the
homage to the sacrament of the Eucharist expressed herein is
that each man shares in the heritage of Peregrino.
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10.

La serrana de Plasencia

Valdivielso's Auto de la serrana de Plasencia was one
of several dramatic works of the Golden Age which treated a
popular source, the serranilla entitled 't.a serrana de la
O A O

Vera."

This auto, then, was not the development of an

original allegory by the dramatist, but was one based on a
source which had also served Lope de Vega and Luis Velez de
Guevara as dramatic material .2 4 3

According to Menendez Pidal,

the first versions of "La serrana de la Vera" came down to us
from the seventeenth century.

It was an example of the last

form the serranilla took in its evolution from the mediaeval
period.

Herein ". . . la serranilla decae en el tono de las

La serrana de Plasencia is found in the Gonzalez
Pedroso, op. cit., pp. 244-256.
For the version of the serran
illa which~will be used for comparison in this study see Flor
nueva de romances viejos, pp. 220-222. Another version may
be read in the Romancero espanol. edicidn de Luis Santullano
(5a Edicion; Madrid: Aguilar, 1961), p. 904. A version of
the serranilla is also given by Menendez Pelayo in his study
of Lope de Vega's play, La serrana de la Vera in Obras completas, XII, XI. The study of Lope de Vega's play is found
on pages IX-XXXVI.
243<jfte play by Luis VSlez de Guevara and the study made
of it as well as comparisons made with Lope de yega's work
and the auto by Valdivielso may be read in Ramon Menendez
Pidal y M.d Goyri de Menfindez Pidal, Luis Velez de Guevara
La serrana de la Vera, vol. I of Teatro antiguo espafiol the
play pp. 3-122; the study pp. 125-176. The play by Lope de
Vega may be read in Obras completas, XII, 1-43. Valbuena
Prat discusses these two comedias in Historia del teatro
espanol, pp. 74-76.
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modernas historias de bandoleros . " 2 4 4

it was "la sensualidad

sanguinaria" of this particular work which made it popular
with writers of the seventeenth century, according to this
authority.

245

Such an interest would be out of character for

Valdivielso.

The temperament of this dramatist, as seen

throughout his autos sacramentales, is that of a man very
sincere and very concerned in the propagation of Christian
morality and tenets.

However, as the subject of the serranilla

was popular with his contemporaries, it may be possible that
he was persuaded by their work to produce this auto

sacra

mental.
The first figures to appear in La serrana de Plasencia
are the allegorical personages of Desengano and Razon.

They

are prisoners in the cueva of Serrana and Engano, her helpmate.
While the captors are absent Razon is assisting Desengano in
his escape.

From the cueva Desengarto will make his way to the

court of his King which lies in Plasencia. The court and the
King are identified as the "casa de plazer de Dios."

A

J
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Menendez Pidal, Flor nueva de romances viejos, p. 222.
2 4 5 Loc.
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cit.

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 103/N7 verso..

Desengano will carry a message from Razon; Serrana disdains
to listen to the advice of Razon, so Razon asks that Christ,
"el ofendido Esposo . . . se humane " 2 4 7 and come out of the
city of Plasencia to see how wretched is the state of life
of Serrana.
From off-stage is heard the voice of Serrana speaking
to Juventud.

Desengano quickly makes his departure and Razon

returns to the cueva.

The stage is empty when Serrana makes

her first appearance with Juventud.

The costuming of Serrana

is that of a mountain dweller turned bandit, "con capotillo,
montera, ballesta y espada."

248

Engano as a labrador accom

panies Serrana and her new prisoner, Juventud, who appears as
a "galan muy bizarro . " 2 4 9

The beauty of Serrana makes juven

tud joyous to be her captive.

Engano takes him to the cueva

after giving this warning,
. . . por hado os doy,
que teneys de morir mogo.^50
t
2 4 7 LOc. cit.
248 Loc. cit.
2 4 9 Ibid.,

f. 104/IN8].
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Serrana, in a soliloquy, describes her life.

Herein, we

note, all is not happiness:
No tengo mal que temer,
no tengo bien que esperar
quiero de todo gozar,
lo gozado aborrecer,
lo aborrecido matar.
•

*

•

Ya viuo sin esperanga
demas bienauenturanga,
con que de Dios me destierro,
afladiendo yerro a yerro
con que irrito su venganga.
Her discourse is interrupted by the arrival of Hermosura, '"un
gal&n cuanto bizarro pudiere y de buena cara."

252

Engano

comes to aid Serrana in setting a trap for this desired pris
oner.

While Engano deceives Hermosura, Serrana remains hidden.

Since Enqaflo appears to be a labrador, Hermosura asks him if
he is a pollero— a seller of chickens.

Hermosura would like

a polla from his flock*

Engano answer affirmatively and the

polla appears, Serrana1

Hermosura has fallen into the trap

of the bandits and he is lead away to the cueva.

Here as before

2 50tL o c . C i■j
t..
251Loc. cit.
252Ibid., f. 104/N8 verso. Brackets are mine.
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with Juventud, Engarfo gives a warning to Hermosura and
Serrana,
Vos entrays [en la cueva de la vida] mogo hermoso
pero salireys (sic) viejo y feo.^53
Engano returns from the cueva
him the history of her life.

and Serrana narrates for

She had left her Esposo to seek

out Plazer who had promised her great pleasures.
Serrana followed Plazer, he deserted her.

As soon as

Now Serrana regrets

the love she had offended and she is almost persuaded by some
(Razon) to return to her Esposo.
shefled from Him,

She knows that even though

'me tiene en su pecho."

to halt these thoughts of return to

254

Engano is quick

the Esposo.

He uses the

concept of conjugal honor to frighten Serrana.
iSi la honra le [al Esposo] quitaste
dexarate con la vida!
Teme,pues, sino eres loca,
en tan honrados enojos
los punales de su ojos,
los venenos de su boca.
Serrana agrees that, indeed,

she had offended her Esposo and

for that reason she had come to dwell in the mountains as
bandit.

There she endures life by entertaining herself with

the travelers who become her prey.

253

a

She is determined that she

Ibid., f. 105/[O].

^"*^L o c . cit.
?5 5 Loc.

cit.

Brackets are mine.
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will not return to the city of Plasencia or
. . . de mi ofendido Esposo
boluer mas a la presencia.
A traveler appears

and Serrana stops her story to hide

while Engano goes out to lure the new captive.
is Honor.

This traveler

His appearance is timely as Engano has just used

the concept of conjugal honor to dissuade Serrana's return
to her Esposo.
done.

The dialogue between Engano and Honor is well

Engano, who appears to be a humble labrador, insults

the dignity of Honor in the wording of his salutation:
Engano

Guardeos Dios galan polido.
•

Honor

•

•

Guardeos Dios vn labrador
a vn hombre de mi iaez
es no estimarme.

This short scene recalls the episode in Lazarillo de Tormes
— the tratado of the escudero— in which the squire tells
Lazarillo that he left his home in Castilla la Vieja because
he had been insulted by a man in his manner of salutations.

2 5 ^Ibid.r

f. 105/0 verso.

257t.
Loc. cit.
258La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus fortunas y
adversidacTes, edicidn y notas de Julio Cejador y Frauca,
Cldsicos Castellanos 25 (2a Edicion? Madrid: Espasa-Calpe,
S . A., 1949), p p . 189-190,
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Honor, upon meeting Serrana, is charmed to become her captive.
He is accompanied to the cueva by Engano who has identified
himself at last to Honor as being one of very close kinship.
Serrana has become melancholy and she calls upon musici
ans to lull her with song.

From off-stage the song is heard.

Its verses refer to the state of Serrana as lost in life
without God.

One stanza will exemplify that the song could

only add to the melancholy of Serrana.
Por el montezico sola
icomo yrfe?
IAy DiosJ
isi me perdere?
Entrdme mal persuadida
por el monte de la vida,
donde temo la salida
por ver que la entrada erre.
lAy Diosl
isi me perderd?
This is a dangerous moment for Engano for he could lose Serrana
if he does not quickly change her mood.

This he does by

telling her that he has just seen Plazer in a "pradillo."
Engano*s description of Plazer is a description of Cupid,
the earthly representative of love:
Vile cercado de amores,
vile cercado de gustos,
no ciego como le pintan
si bien hermoso y desnudo.
La frente de terca plata.
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Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 106/[02].
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el cabello de oro puro,
las raexillas de dos rosas,
Medio clauel cada labio,
perlas los dientes menudos.
y en cada parte, Serrana,
parece que el amor junto.
The description of Plazer, and we note it is given by Engano,
so charms Serrana that her melancholy is forgotten while she
goes in search of the one who caused her to desert her Esposo.
Engano has been successful again with Serrana.

He recounts,

for the sake of the audience, the truths of what Serrana will
find in the prado;
Ver&s la beldad que buscas,
buelta gusanos inmundos;
perlas, rosas, oro y plata,
horror, poluo, sombra y humo.
En vez de florido lecho,
hallar&s en el sepulcro.
viuo al arrepentimiento
y el facil plazer difunto.
Vas deslumbrada a buscar
lo que no alcon?6 ninguno.
1 Ay de ti, si mis engahos
no son desengatios tuyos!261
The scene changes now to the city of Plasencia, the
house of the Esposo.

To the court have come Desengalio and

Razon, who must have freed himself from the cueva of Serrana
while she was searching for Plazer at the suggestion of

2 6 0 Loc.

c it.

261Ibid., f. 106/02 verso.
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Engano.

It is Razon who speaks to Esposo Cristo, recounting

the life of Serrana.

His speech begins with the famous

serranilla which gave Valdivielso the source of the auto,
Alla en Garganta la 011a
en la Vera de Plasencia,
salteome vna Serrana
pelirubia, ojimorena.
Razon did not expect that Serrana would mistreat him, as they
had been childhood friends, always together, always confiding
in one another.

Then "el libre Apetito" had come between

them,
Representdle deleytes,
gustos, regalos, riquezas,
mas todo representado,
como Reyes de comedia.
Sobre dezir mi razon
me miraua rostrituerta.
escondiendose de mi,
como si posible fuera.
Siempre el Apetito y yo
andauamos en pendencias,
no queriendo 61 lo que yo.
ni yo lo que el.
One day Serrana gave herself up entirely to Apetito.

Thus,

following Plazer, she had deserted her Esposo and had in turn
been deserted by Plazer.
life of a mountain bandit.

26 2r
•.
Loc. ext.
263t
j
Loc. ext.
*

-

It was then that she had begun the
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Razon, even though injured by Serrana, had tried to
find her and in so doing had encountered her in la Vera.

She

had taken him to her cueva where Razon had met her other
captives.

Among these he found:
. . . al Entendimiento
entre ignorantes tinieblas,
muy caduca la Memoria,
la Voluntad muy Ramera.
Vi la Esperanea perdida,
puedo dezir, gue sin ella,
y sino muerta la Fee.
la santa Charidad muerta.
Vi la Religidn sin alma,
a la Verdad vi sin lengua,
sin manos a la Piedad,
y sin pies la Diligencia.
Vi la Gula muy hinchada,
muy suzia y muy cozinera,
muy compuesta la Mentira,
la Luxuria muy ventera.
La Gracia vi muy sin gracia,
vi muy pobre la Rigueza,
muy necia la Discrecion,
a la Hermosura muy fea.
De sayal la Hipocresia,
a la Ignorancia de seda,
coplear la Necedad,
gracejar la Desuerguenca.

The prisoners of Serrana are, of course, personifications of
her state of mind.

For this reason they still have life, un

like those prisoners taken by the heroine of the serranilla.

Ibid., f. 107/[03].
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Serrana had attempted to seduce Razon as she had her
other captives.

Razon, however, was able to defend himself,

and to escape the "laberinto" of Serrana*s cave and person:
Della huyendo, la Razon,
se os ha entrado por las puertas,
goze de su inmunidad.
Valgame, Senor, la Yglesia.
Raz6n is now in the safety of the city of Plasencia.
speaks after Razon has finished his account.

Desengano

He asks Esposo

to descend again to the area of la Vera, the earth, to punish
Serrana for her wickedness and unfaithfulness.
is not in agreement with Desengano.

Esposo Cristo

He is the Lord of

paciencia who waits and hopes for the return of His loved one.
His love is a great sufferer of offenses.

He is the party who

has been wronged, yet he would pardon Serrana while Desengano,
not the concerned party, is ready to condemn the maiden to
death.

How different is the attitude of the wronged Esposo

Cristo to that attitude of the fathers, brothers, and husbands
in the Golden Age comedias1

in this episode Valdivielso is

condemning the Spanish system of honor wherein one does not
forgive but must have redress of wrongs or vengeance on the
one who has caused grief.
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Loc. ext.

Esposo Cristo is seen ready and
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willing to forgive the one who has wronged Him.
patiently for the repentance of Serrana.
by Serrana, Esposo Cristo still loves her.

He waits

Even though wounded
The example set

in the auto. La serrana de Plasencia, is one of Christian
teaching— forgiveness of the enemy rather than the destruc
tion of that person.

The honor code of men was not Christian

for it permitted no room for forgiveness.

According to

Valdivielso, men should look to the. ways of God and should
pattern themselves accordingly.
Esposo Cristo is prepared to send Desengano in the dis
guise of a shepherd to seek out Serrana.
by the company of L& Hermandad.

He will be followed

When Desengano finds Serrana,

he must speak to her of her Esposo's love:
Quando hallar^s ocasidn
dirctsle quanto me deua,
mi Cuydado, mi desuelo,
m i passion, y mis finezas.
Dile mucho de mi amor,
y aunque mas le digas, piensa,
que por mas y m£s que digas.
que m£s por dezir te queda.

266Wardropper mentions this auto in particular in. his
discussion of "'Honor* in the Sacramental Works of Valdivielso
and Lope de Vega," 86-87.
267Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 107/03 verso
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To return to the love of Esposo Cristo, Desengano must tell
Serrana that she need only repent with tears, the important
element of tears arises again as in all the autos of Valdiviel
so.
Dile que llorar sus culpas
no lo dexe de verguenga,
pero de que no las llore
ser& justo que la tenga.
Que agua de Sngeles me haga
de flores de penitencia,
que sola esta agua se yo,
que el agua de angeles sea.
Esposo Cristo admonishes Desengano not to return without
Serrana, for if he does, Cristo will go in person for her.
The scene changes and we are returned to the action in
which Serrana is following Gusto at the suggestion of Engano.
Gusto is seen fleeing from Serrana.
in ”una capa muy rica y plumas."

269

He is dressed outwardly
Beneath the cape, as

Serrana discovers when she embraces the figure, there is
nothing but a skeleton of death.
being undeceived.

Serrana is at the point of

She ponders her discovery and disappoint

ment:
1Qu £ vestiglo tan estrafiol
IQue amarillezl
IQue fealdad!
IQue mentira!
*Que verdadi
IQue engano1 IQue desengano1
.iEsto es lo que desse&,
y lo que ciega segul,
por quidn mi Esposo perdl,
por qui€n el cielo dex€?
26 8Loc.
t
cit.
269

Ibid., f. 108/04 verso. Plazer is now called Gusto.

iEstos los cabellos de oro?
iEsta la frente de plata
las mexillas de escarlata,
y de perlas el tesoro?
IEres la estatua sonada
en gue vi al Plazer bigarro,
no s61o con pies de barro,
mas resuelto en pies de nada.270
She calls Engano a "traidor" not because he was the skeleton
she found as Gusto but because
. . . defueras estauas,
Engano, quando afeytauas
esse cadfiuer que encuentro.27^Desengano appears at this moment, a character on the stage as
well as the state of mind of Serrana.

The shepherd's disguise

conceals his identity while he remains at a distance from
Engano and Serrana.

He calls out as if speaking to someone

approaching on the road,
lAla, oa, que vays errado!
lEchad por essa otra senda!272
He warns the fictitious traveler that this is the area of the
bandits, and death at the hands of a "mogurla bella.

2 73

Serrana calls up to the shepherd and asks him to join her

below.

He responds,
Bien esta el que en alto esta
que anda e l d i a b l o por ahi.274

Serrana wants to know to whom the shepherd is calling and
his answer is ambiguous,
Procuro,
que vna moga como v o s ,
que por mi, despues de Dios
se libre de vn lago escuro,
en el cual si resualara
en cas del demonio diera,
donde viuiendo muriera,
y muriendo no
a

c

a

b

a

r

a

.

^

7

5

Serrana believes that he is searching for someone very much
like herself and she again asks him to come down.

He refuses

this time saying he fears he might be trapped by Serrana and
her companion.

But, Desengano tells, her, the area will soon-

be safe, for La Santa Hermandad is now looking for these two
bandits and when they are located they will be severely pun
ished.

This is interesting news to both Serrana and Engano.

They would know more and Engano tells the shepherd that there
is no. need for fear, the pair of bandits have already fled
the area upon hearing the news.

Desengano agrees to join

Serrana and Engano when they swear to him that he will be safe
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in their presence.

Serrana warns Engano that he is not to

harm this shepherd for the lad will be able to tell them
"lo que a los dos conviene"27^ since he must come from
Plasencia.

Once in the company of Serrana and Engafio,

Desengano tells them that he is a shepherd who has been sent
by his master to locate a lost sheep.

Engano interrupts his

story so that between the two a verbal battle begins and
Engano recognizes his foe.

Both Desengano and Engano en-

numerate the qualities of the other in long speeches, at the
end of which Engano tells his foe that it is not a matter of
contest, for Serrana is now his.

Desengano denies this be

cause Serrana is still desired by her Esposo.

The tempers

of the two allegorical characters flair and they leave the
stage, we believe, to do physical battle against one another
for the possession of Serrana.
While they are away, Serrana takes up her bow and begins
to watch for new victims.
then, she sees a shepherd.

She hears a voice singing, and
i
She is amazed at the beauty of

his person and she would listen more to his song of love.

She

aims an arrow at her unrecognized Esposo and He speaks to her,
iQue es esso, prender a herir?
Que si herir y prender es,
no es nueuo por vos, Serrana,

276Xbid., f. 109/[05]
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dexarme herir y prender.
Por vos afirmaros puedo
que aguesta sierra baj£
para ser lo que no era,
aunque sin dexar mi ser.

No tirSys al coragdn,
advertid que e s t ^ s en el,
y os herirdys por herirme,
por matarme os matardys.
Si quereys que bianco sea,
por bianco me quedard
a donde, sin estar ciega,
sin ojos tire la Fe.
Si os vengo a buscar, Serrana,
y de amor muerto me aueis,
icdmo huird de vuestras flechas,
que clauado m e tendis?277
Serrana finds herself unable to explain the sudden change in
positions.
Shepherd.

She, who is armed, has been unarmed by the gentle
He, without weapons, has defeated her:
La ladrona es la robada,
robador quien no lo es.278

She begs the stranger to help her find her way back to for
giveness of her Esposo:
Si sois pastor, Buen Pastor,
pues, como ouejuela erre,
a esta ouejuela perdida
a vuestro aprisco bolued.
Si Samaritano soys

277Ibid., f.
278-r
Loc. ext.

(lll)/[07]•
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vino y aezyte poned
en mis mortales heridas,
que sin duda sanare.
Si soys juez que me basca,
en vos miro no s & qu£
de juez apasionado:
seguar a juyzio ire.
Si soys Rey, porque sin duda
essa presencia es de vn Rey,
pues perdonar es de Reyes,
iperdon, Senor, yo pequfil
Si soys padre. Padre amado
alas los bravos hazed,
mirad que el prodigo buelue
tan roto como le veys.279
Esposo Cristo identifies Himself to Serrana at this moment.
He holds her and calls for the quadriileros de la Hermandad
to take charge of the punishment of the salteadora who has
fallen into His hands.
This scene is an excellent example of the web of ideas
which Valdivielso can weave together.
into the hands of Cristo.

Serrana "has fallen"

"Where,M she asks, "could I have

better fallen than into the hands of God, if I confess that
I sinned?

Fallen into Your hands, I know that You will lift

me up."^®®

cristo tells her that "the lifting up" will be on

279Ibid., ff.

(lll/[07]-(111)/07 verso.

iDdnde pude yo caer
mejor que en manos de^Dios?
Si confiesso que peque
cayda en ellas, Senor,
se que me leuantar£ys.
Ibid., f. (lll)/07 verso.
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a "palo" which Serrana interprets as meaning the Cross on
which Christ had died to redeem her.
is speaking with serious intent.
Esposo

Serrana
Esposo

Serrana
Esposo

Esposo Cristo, however,

He is the Lord of Justice:

Sacadla luego al camino,
y en vn palo la poned.
Poneos con Dios bien, Serrana.
Pondme vos con vos bien.
iTanto rigor dulze Esposo?
Si, que todo es menester
que vna alma desleal,
que me ofendio y se me fue.
A ver las lagrimas mias
si quiera, Sehor, volued.
£C6mo podrfe no ablandarme
si l&grimas llego a ver?
Quit&dmela de delante.^81

The mention of tears, the sign of true repentance,

282

brings a

great change in the decision of justicia or misericordia.

As

we know, Valdivielso1s resorte dramatico was the presentation
of the Christ of misericordia.

At one point we are made to

wonder if this auto will be the exception1

Our minds are

eased in a few moments for Esposo states while Serrana is
leaving the stage with La Hermandad.
Si me llora, no lo dudes
muy parte sera el juez.

281
282

L O C . Cit.

Supra., p. 310.
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No ayas miedo, no, Serrana,
gue aungue mas culpada estes
gue te condene, si lloras,
llora, yo te saluare.283
Desengano joins Esposo Cristo and he too is certain that the
tears of Serrana will soften the justicia of Christ:
Si llora dos lagrimitas,
perdonadme, apostar£
gue por cinco mil heridas,
y mas, el Alma se os ve.2®4
They leave the stage to witness the punishment of Serrana.
Engaflo enters.

He is much changed in appearance— "Descalabrado
2QC

y roto, y sin manto.

We recall that he had last been seen

going off to battle with Desengano.
Engafio was the loser.

There is no doubt that

In his soliloguy, he identifies himself

as the fallen Luzifer who wishes now to avenge his downfall
by using Serrana.

He calls to her but his shouts are inter

rupted by the voices of la Hermandad, off-stage, calling,
iMuera la Serana (sic)!

iMuera!286

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f.(lll)/07
verso.
284Ibid., f. 1 1 3 (bis)/[081•
285

L o c . ext.

286.Loc. ext.
**
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Then he hears,
■* 287
lUuera con ella el EnganoI
He stays on stage to listen with the audience to the voices
which describe the scene of Serrana's punishment.
i

Her voice is heard first, begging for the misericordia
of her Lord, for she confesses her guilt and consecrates her
heart anew to Esposo Cristo.

From La Hermandad, we hear that

her confession comes too late and their bows are aimed to fire.
Then the voice of Cristo is heard, crying out,
No moriras,
pues, me he puesto de por medio.^88
The arrows have already left the bows and Esposo Cristo has
intercepted them, stopping with His body, the arrows of death
so that Serrana may go unharmed.

Engano is in terror and he

flees the stage to seek out a dark hiding place.

He is pur

sued by Desengano and members of La Hermandad.
An area on the stage now presents the scene of Serrana
on a palo with Esposo Cristo standing before her.
seen in His hands, feet, and breast.
their positions.

The bowmen are still in

Serrana speaks,

287Ibid., f. 1 1 3 (bis)/ [08J verso.
288

Loc. Cit.

Arrows are
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Puera yo, Senor, la herida,
que son de muerte las vuestras.
Her Esposo consoles her for these are wounds "de vida"
que no veras en ini herida,
donde vida no te doy.^90
Desengano returns to report that Engano has been located
and that the bowmen have struck him with flaming arrows of
death.

On the other side of the stage, the tortures of Engafio

are presented:
. . . se descubre vna boca de infierno, y en
medio della el Engaho con saetas por todo el
cuerpo, y si pudieron ser con inuencion de
fuego, mejor.^91
With the destruction of Engano, the bandit, the road to heaven
remains sure and safe.

Esposo Cristo promises Serrana that

He will ensure this safety by leaving in the keeping of His
greatest quadrillero, Pedro (the Church), the sacrament of
His love.
caridad. soy, y dar quiero,
en vez del vino, mi sangre,
y, en lugar del pan, mi cuerpo,£?i

2 8 9 L oc.

cit.

290Loc.

cit.

291Ibid.,

292

f. 1 1 4 ( b i s ) / [P].

Loc. cit.
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He has forgiven Serrana her wrong doings and they are to
gether again,
Qtae la perdono y la quiero.
En mi plato y en mi copa
todo me doy, v me quedo.
Come y beue.2*3
The gift of the sacrament has thus been promised to Serrana
as the climax of the auto, an assurance that the sins of the
salteadora have been vpardeoned and that she will enjoy eter
nal bliss with her Esposo.
It has been established in Chapter III that La serrana
de Plasencia is an auto sacramental because it contains as a
necessary denouement the sacrament of the Eucharist.

294

The

structure of this auto, places it among those works wherein
Valdivielso developed his most common structural pattern; man
loses himself in sin, he reaches the point of death to the
soul, he repents with tears calling upon God for aid and for
giveness, he is welcomed by Christ and is brought to the table
of the sacrament wherein the promise of grace awaits him.
This structural pattern for the allegories of the autos in
Group I was built upon original ideas with the exception of La

^^^ o c ' cit.
294

Supra., pp.

122-123.
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serrana de Plasencia, El villano en su rincon, and El Hijo
prodigo.

With these autos Valdivielso based his allegories

on sources from popular literature and the New Testament.

It

is necessary therefore to examine these autos by comparing
them to the original

work, for the art established in such

works must be evidenced by their faithfulness to the source.
Wardropper has commented that both El hijo prodigo and La
serrana de Plasencia suffer in their allegorical development
because Valdivielso was hampered by the recognition of his
source material.

295

This statement applies particularly to

El hijo prodigo, a Biblical source and thus, a case in which
the religious nature of Valdivielso compelled him to be aware
of the text of Christ's p a r a b l e . i n

examining the allegori

cal structure of both autos it is inecessary to take into
account the original source to witness its development a lo
divino; to note elaborations, if any, made by the dramatist
upon the source and for what purpose this was done; and to
note omissions, if any, and why the dramatist departed from
his source.

In this examination it must be remembered that

the outstanding feature of Valdivielso in allegorical

295
*
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 296; Aguirre, o p . cit.,
pp. 133-134.
29**Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 286-287.
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construction was his ability to weave many, ideas into a single
episode.

The allegory, so to speak, was wrung dry of all its

possible meanings through the insertion of allusions, ana
chronisms, and figures of speech which could focus additional
light on the basic allegory.

These insertions need not be

dramatized but merely a part of the dialogue.

It is for this

elaboration or its omission that we must be concerned.

At the

same time it must be noted if the dramatist had to force his
artistic purpose upon the original material or did the source
itself supply the means necessary to observe sacramental
homage as perceived by Valdivielso in the autos forming the
structural pattern of Group I.
The text of "La serrana de la Vera" which will be refer
red ti frequently is as follows:
Alla en Garganta la 011a,
sino un robledal arriba
en la Vera de Plasencia,
espeso como la hierba.
20
salteome una serrana
Al entrar en rla cabana
blanca, rubia, ojimorena;
me mando cerrar la puerta,
trae recogidos los rizes
5
pero yo de prevenido
debajo de la montera;
la deje un poco entreabierta.
al uso de cazadora
Diome yesca y pedernal
25
gasta falda a media pierna,
para que lumbre encendiera,
bot£n alto y argentado
y al resplandor de la llama
y en el hombro una ballesta? 10 vi un monton de calaveras;
de perdices y conejos
— iCuyos son aquestos huesos?
lleva la pretina llena.
tCuyas estas calaveras?
30
Detuvome^en el camino
— Hombres fueron que he matado
y ofreciome rica cena.
pQr gUe no me descubrieran.
TomSrame por la mano
15 T - al|grate, caminante,
para guiarme a su cueva?
, buena noche nos espera.
no me lleva por caminos,
ni tampoco por veredas.
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De perdices y conejos
35
sirviome muy rica cena,
de pan bianco y de buen vino
y de su cara risuena.
Si buena cena me dio
poco pude comer de ella;
40
si buena cena me dio,
muy mejor cama me diera?
sobre pieles de venado
su mantellina tendiera.
Viendo que no me rendla
45
por gue el sueno me rindiera,
a me me dio un rabelillo,
ella toca una vihuela;
por un cantar que ella canta
yo cantaba una docena;
50
penso adormecerme a ml;
mas yo la adormecl a ella.
En cuanto la vi dormida
fui muy pasito a la puerta,
los zapatos en la mano
55

para gue no me sintiera.
Sali y comencd a correr
sin atras volver cabeza.
Dos leguas llevaba andadas,
la siento de pena en perla, 60
saltando como una corza,
bramando como una fiera;
ICaminante, caminante,
gue la cayada te dejasl
— Mucho palo hay en el monte 65
para hacer o t r a m a s buena,
Una honda gue traia
la cargd de una gran piedra;
con el aire gue la arroja
derribdme la montera,
70
y la encina en gue peg6
partida cay6 por tierra.
— Aguardate, U n d o mozo,
vuelvete por tu montera.
— La montera es de buen pah, 75
pero, laungue fuera de sedal
— IAy de mi, triste cuitada,
por ti sere descubiertal
— Descubierta no seras,
hasta la vent a primera.^?
80

The basic outline of the poem's narrative which has been paro
died a lo diviho by Valdivielso is that a traveler encounters
a serrana or salteadora in the area of la Vera.

She takes the

traveler to her cabana, referred to once as a cueva. The
traveler is wary of the girl for he has seen the skeletal re
mains of the serrana's

victims whom she says she killed "por

que no me descubrieran,11

When the serrana falls asleep, the

7Menendez Pidal, Flor nueva de romances viejos, pp. 220222. The numbering of the lines of verse is not found in this
source but has been done by the present writer to facilitate
reference.
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traveler makes his escape.

He is pursued by the serrana but

he is able to free himself of her.

The lament of the serrana

and the caminante *s final remark suggest that this traveler
will be the one who will send the agents of justice after her
and that her life is about to come to an end.
Valdivielso has retained the geographical setting given
in "La serrana de la Vera"
the popular serranilla and
lic.

298

(1—2)

for by so doing he recalls

makes use of its appeal to the pub

He has allegorized the setting for the reality of the

timeless sacramental wotId.
"casa de plazer de Dios."

Plasencia is referred to as the
This may be interpreted as the

eternal city of God, heaven, or the Church.

The soul in com

munion with Christ may also be identified as dwelling in
Plasencia.

La Vera is that area outside Plasencia, the

mountainous wilderness where Serrana goes to hide herself from
her Esposo.

La Vera represents the temporal world, the earth,

or a life without God.

As long as Serrana dwells apart from

God, she is referred to as la^ serrana de la Vera, the title of
the

heroine of the serranilla.

But, and Valdivielso express

es this in the title given to the auto, when Serrana is with
her Esposo, she is la serrana de Plasencia.

298

The Arabic numbers will be used to indicate the lines
of verse of the serranilla
which should be consulted, supra.,
p. 340-341.
~
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The serranilla itself is the narration of a past exper
ience which supposedly happened to the caminante, the narra
tor.

He and the serrana are the only characters who appear

in the poem.

Reference to previous guests in the cabana is

made rather drastically, since their skeletal remains are
the proof of their visit (28-32).

Valdivielso elaborated

upon the original by increasing the number of characters.
Serrana and Razon, who represents the caminante, are joined
by the allegorical figures of Desengano, Engano, Juventud,
Hermosura, Honor, and Gusto, Christ, and the members of La
Hermandad.

These characters are vital to the allegorical

development of the serranilla of eighty lines into a full one
act sacramental drama.
Next, Valdivielso elaborated the story line of the
serranilla by having his allegory begin during the time period
of the actual experience of the caminante.

By so doing the

activities of Serrana could be dramatized more fully and her
state of discontent with the temporal world was emphasized.
The allegorical figures of Razon, Desengano, and Engano were
presented to make clear what was wrong with the life of the
salteadora.

Her activities coincide with those of her secular

kinswomen— they are both bandits who waylay men and make them
their prisoners.

Serrana of the auto, however, is accompanied
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by Engano who dictates her actions.

Her prisoners are not

men of flesh and blood, as in the Serranilla. but are alle
gorical figures representing the temporal tastes of Serrana;
beauty, youth, honor.

She longs desperately after Plazer-

Gusto, worldly pleasures whatever they may be.

For this reason,

and here we have an elaboration of the original source, Serrana
left her Esposo, her state of innocence before the fall of
Adam, to feed her human "apetito.**

Her state in la Vera, the

temporal world, is that of being in original sin.

(An inter

pretation which could be given the auto is that Serrana re presents fallen Adam who has been cast out of Eden (Plasencia)
because of disobedience and now dwells in the world).

Razon,

who had been Serrana's guide, was pushed aside into the dark
ness of her mind, her cave, while she allowed Engano to reign
over her. life.

His promises stir her human desires and,as

long as Engano is able to rule Serrana, Desengano will remain
a prisoner with Razon.
When the auto opens the discontent and melancholy of
Seraana with her life have already begun.

It is thus possible

that Desengaho, with the aid of Razon; is able to escape to
call upon a higher power to look after sinful. Serrana.

Razdn

remains behind because it is his duty, as along as there is a
chance that Serrana may again listen to his advice.

This epi

sode appears at first glance to be extraneous to the original
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serranilla but it is fitting in the light of its interpre
tation a lo divino.
of Serrana.

The allegorical characters are prisoners

Their dialogue provides background material to

establish why Serrana is in la Vera, and the state of her life
here without God.
The episodes which dramatize the activities of the salteadora, her capture of Juventud, Hermosura, and Honor are sug
gested in the original serranilla.

The prisoners promise to

fulfill the desires of Serrana who threatens their life with
her ballesta just as the serrana de la Vera must have threaten
ed her captives before she killed them.

There is not, however,

*

the sense of natural cruelty in the person of Serrana as there
is with the heroine of the serranilla.

Perhaps this is be

cause we are better able to acquaint ourselves with Serrana.
We understand her motives because we see her guided by Engano.
Also the scenes between the arrivals of travelers give us an
opportunity to witness the remorse of Serrana for this life
she leads.

In the serranilla we do not have this opportunity.

We may feel pity for the loneliness of the mountain girl, but
this pity turns quickly to disgust when the cruel nature of
the serrana shows itself.

We enjoy the serrana1s disappoint

ment when the caminante is able to outwit her and make his
escape.

The caminante will not be another victim of the serrana

in the secular world.

On the other hand, the heroine of

Valdivielso is as much a victim of her captives as they are
hers; for in the sacramental world, the pleasures which the
captives offer Serrana are temporal and destructive, having
no true life of value.

The allegory is constructed so that

the audience wants to see Serrana find her way out of la
Vera and return to Plasencia.

There she will find the love

which is the one treasure which eludes her in the temporal
world.

Plazer-Gusto had tempted Serrana with promises of

temporal love.

For this reason she left Plasencia only to

find herself deserted just as the serrana of the poem found
herself outwitted and deserted by the caminante.

Both hero

ines were seeking gratifications of human nature, the one
with her criminal activities, the other all the pleasures which
the temporal world promises but symbolized for simplicity'
sake in the person of Plazer or Cupid, the god of earthly
love.

Engano deceives Serrana for the last time by sending

her to find Gusto, whom he has described as Cupid.299

Herein

Serrana loses all sense of reason, and the allegorical charac
ter of Razon takes his leave of her to go to Plasencia to

2" supra., p. 322-323

recount his woes.
It is at the mid-point of the auto that the parody a
lo divino of the serranilla*s text is given.

This is the

recital of Razon of the life he had led with Serrana.
and Desengano are his audience.

Esposo

The narration here has a

serious intent while the serranilla itself was meant to enter
tain.

This is an example, then, of Valdivielso*s original use

of the borrowed material.

It is very fitting, for the parody

a lo divino initiates the action which will be the solution
of the auto.

This is the return of Serrana to Esposo Cristo

and the promise of the sacrament.
The parody a lo divino follows the original text for
three verses, establishing the popular appeal of the
serranilla:
Alla en Garganta la Olla
en la Vera de Plasencia,
salteome vna serrana.3
Five more lines of verse in the contrafactum follow the idea
of the original serranilla (4-12) in describing the physical
appearance of Serrana:

f

pelirubia, ojimorena.
Recogidos los cabellos

300Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 106/02 verso.

debajo de vna montera,
una ballesta en el (h)ombro
y su espada en la correa.^01
At this point Valdivielso leaves the text of "La serrana de
la Vera" to present the experiences a lo divino of Razon with
Serrana.

Razon, the caminante of the auto. Was not afraid of

Serrana when she stopped him, for they had once been friends.
He had been her guide when she was still in the city of
Plasencia.

Therefore, he goes willingly with her, noting

how

changed she is.
Razon recounts how their former friendship had been
dissolved when Apetito had won the attentions of Serrana.
She fled Plasencia for la Vera and there she had been deceiv
ed by Gusto.

She turned to a life of crime trying to find

pleasure in the things of the world which she could capture.
Razon tells Esposo Cristo that he had gone in search of
Serrana for he still loves her.

He had found her in the

guise of a salteadora and he accepted her invitation to ac
company her to her cave.

Here two lines of verse are used

by Razon which recall the serranilla (15-16):

349
TomSrame por la mano
y llev&rame a su cueva.
Within the cave Razon saw the other prisoners of Serrana's
adventures.

303

These allegorical personages were not dead,

as were the male victims of la serrana de la Vera (28-32).
Their condition was such however/ that they were skeletal
representations of themselves if they were qualities of
Christian virtue; a sign that Serrana ignored them.

Destruc

tive qualities faired well here; a sign that Serrana treated
well those things which were destructive to her soul.

To

bring Razon to a state of servitude Serrana tried to seduce
him.

He was, however, able to escape from her laberinto,

an allusion to m y t h o l o g y . A g a i n verses of the original
serranilla are recalled in the description of Razon's flight
(57-62);
Yo corrxa como un gamo
ella salta como cebra

302Ibid., f. 107/[O3].
3<^3Supra., p.

325.

304Robert Graves, The Greek Myths, Penguin Books
Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1955), I, 339.

(2 vols.,

305Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 107/[03].
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To facilitate his escape. Razor,-had thrown his capa over the
eyes of Serrana to blind her momentarily.

In this way he

reached the city of Plasencia and was now asking for refuge
in the Church.

Here ends the parody a lo divino of the text

of the serranilla.

In both versions, the caminante and Razon

escaped the rage of the serrana and left her in a state of
frustration.
The turning point of the auto is established with Razon's
account of Serrana's life.

From this point to the end of the

auto, Valdivielso draws on his own ideas to being Serrana to
repentance and the receipt of the sacrament.

These scenes

do not have their equivalents in the serranilla for the re
ligious dramatist had to supply the action whereby the
serrana's corrupt life was brought to an end.
At this point the discussion of La serrana de Plasencia
must be turned to look at the two comedias by Lope de Vega
and V^lez de Guevara based on the serranilla.

Both Men&ndez

Pidal and Menendez Pelayo have suggested that Valdivielso held
one comedia or the other in mind while he wrote his auto.

If

this is truej then the ending of the auto, which continues
the story begun in the serranilla, would be a suggested end
ing rather than a completely original idea with Valdivielso.
Menendez Pelayo holds that Valdivielso was influenced by the
work of V^lez de Guevara but at the same time, and this is

concurred with by Menendez Pidal, a version of the serranilla
was present in the religious dramatist's mind.
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Menendez

Pelayo does not give details to establish his thesis of the
usage of Velez de Guevara's comedia because he devotes him
self to a negative discussion of Valdivielso's work and the
autos sacramentales in generalI

First, he states, "Parece

mentira que de tan profana leyenda Jaaya.podido sacarse una
alegorxa eucarfstica.11 He praises the dramatist’s poetic
ability and then proceeds to despair of a work which "no
puede menos de ofender y escandalizar a los oxdos de ahora la
extrana e irreverente mezcla de los misterios mds augustos
con las pecaminosas aventuras del marimacho de la Vera."

307

The criticism of Menendez Pelayo who considers autos as
"desatinadas obras" plainly displays an attitude influenced
by eighteenth century criticism and the neglect of study of
the autos of Valdivielso with an intent to gain insight into
what the author was trying to do and how his efforts would
have been received by the public of the early seventeenth
century.

The judgment of Menendez Pelayo should not be

3Q6vega Carpio, Obras completas, XII, XIII; Mendndez
Pidal, Teatro antiguo espafiol I: Luis Vdlez de Guevara La
serrana de la Vera, p. 144.
307Vega Carpio, Obras completas, XXI, XXIII.
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accepted until the student has evaluated for himself the auto
in question.

It is hoped that the discussion here presented

will cast favorable light upon Valdivielso*s allegorical work
and prove that it was not as Men&ndez Pelayo stated, "caos."^®
Turning now to the study of Menendez Pidal, we find that
this scholar attributes influences to the work of Lope de Vega
He bases his thesis on the following:

first, the serrana

Valdivielso is similar to Leonards, the heroine of Lope de
Vega's comedia legendaria in that "no se trata de una serrana
verdadera y ofendida por su amante como Gila [heroine of Velez
de Guevara's work], sino de una placenciana como Leonarda,
que se remonta a la sierra sin causa bastante para ello."
Secondly, the serrana of Valdivielso shows "tan poca decision
como Leonarda respecto de sus prisioneros."
of the men captured in la Vera.

That is, death

Thirdly, the passion of

Christ for Serrana, in the auto, is "evidentement" inspired
from the actions of don Carlos in the comedia, who offers his
life to the Santa Hermandad that the serrana, Leonarda, might
be spared.

309

To add to the strength of this argument, it

309Menendez Pidal, Teatro antiguo espanol I: Luis Velez
de Guevara La serrana de la Vera, pp. 143-144.
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might be pointed out that in Lope de Vega *s comedia don
Carlos does develop, just as Esposo Cristo in the auto, in
the idea of forgiveness to the one who has gone astray when
don Carlos says,
Pues erro [Leonarda] como mujer
Y he de perdonar como hombre.^lO
Valbuena Prat, on the other hand, attributes influence
to Velez de Guevara’s comedia.3^

All three critics are of

the same opinion that Guevara's dramatic adaptation of “La
serrana de la Vera” is the better of the two comedias.
Therefore, Valbuena Prat would have Valdivielso going to this
source.

We can strengthen his argument by noting that Razon

and Mingo, the gracioso in Guevara's play, are similar in
the part they play in the auto and the comedia.

Mingo was

a friend of Gila (VeCLez de Guevara's heroine) in Plasencia.
He had even made overtures of love to her.

Later, when he

is traveling through la Vera, she captures him but does not
kill him because she is interrupted by hunters.
finds Mingo and sets him free.

The king

In this way Mingo is able to

go to Plasencia and direct the Hermandad to the cabana of
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Vega Carpio, Obras completas, XII, 42.
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Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, pp. 7475.
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Gila so that she is captured.
Serrana in Plasencia.

Razon was also a friend of

He was driven from her side when Engano

took his place with the aid of Apetito,

Razon had gone to la

Vera with the intention of finding Serrana for he loved her
and wanted her to return to her previous life with him.

When

she permits him to escape, because she rushes to find Plazer,
Razon goes to Plasencia to notify Esposo Cristo of the where
abouts of His erring Serrana.

La Hermandad, with this infor

mation, is able to find Serrana and to serve their sentence
upon her for her crimes.
The argument may continue of which comedia may have in
fluenced Valdivielso.

This is not the most important issue

in the study of La Serrana de Plasencia.

The matter at stake

is the ability which Valdivielso displayed in using whatever
material.

Was he able to produce a convincing drama of homage

to the Eucharist by building an allegorical structure on the
popular leyenda de la serrana de la Vera?
Returning to the discussion of the auto itself we go to
the scene following Razon1s parody a lo divino of the
serranilla.

Here Serrana is undeceived when she discovers

Gusto is a skeleton of death.

This episode is certainly

original with Valdivielso, not having its equal in either
comedia or in the serranilla.

The skeleton and the state of

Serrana in being undeceived recall the popular Faust theme,
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where the hero discovers the lady of his desires, once possessed in his arms is but a skeleton.
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The disillusionment

of Serrana, coupled with her disgrace, is so great that she
is unable to return to her Esposo.

Her shame is such that

rather than go to Plasencia she would continue the life that
ends in death to the soul.

Esposo Cristo is not willing that

she should be lost for He has great love for her.
before her as a shepherd, singing of His love.

He appears

Serrana is

overcome by the beauty of the stranger and by the offer of
love, unlike any she has known.

She begins her confession of

guilt before she knows that this shepherd is her Esposo.
The severity of Esposo Cristo, displayed in La serrana
j

de Plasencia, is unusual for a work by Valdivielso.

The ex

planation for the Christ of Justice may be given for three
reasons.

First, the serrana of popular

literature had to be

contended with for her personality was well fixed in the mind
of the public.

Atonement for her sins could be made, Val

divielso is saying, but such a wanton life is in serious danger
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Ibid., pp. 205-228. Herein Valbuena Prat discusses
the popularity and the usage of the Faust theme in Spanish
theater. He does not mention the usage by Valdivielso in La
serrana de Plasencia, which is merely a hint of the theme, but
it shoulH"""be noted as the awareness of this dramatist of that
which was current in the Spanish comedia.
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of the eternal wrath of God.

Secondly, Serrana was too

ashamed or too proud to return to her Esposo of her own will.
Esposo Cristo was forced to come to her.

This implies a dif

ferent approach must be taken by the dramatist to show the
receipt of grace.

Thirdly, Serrana was a salteadora, a bandit

in the allegory of life.

An institution of the Church, La

Santa Hermandad, existed in Spain which had as one of its
duties the protection of travelers from bandits such as
Serrana in rural areas.

When Esposo Cristo calls for La

Hermandad to take charge of Serrana, Valdivielso was particu
larizing the function of this group.

The dramatist was using

a familiar Church body, allegorizing their known duties, to
present them here as the ones who were to punish Serrana for
her life of banditry which, in the sacramental world of the
auto, is the unfaithfulness to the Esposo of the soul . 3 1 3
La Hermandad is hereby the instrument of justice.

While

their preparation is made to carry out the act of justice,
suspense is built up in the drama.

Also time is given for the

roisericordia of Christ to be aroused at the sight of the tears
of Serrana.

Christ's death on the Cross had already paid the

price of Serrana's sins.

His love or misericordia forces Him

^■^Wardropper, Xntroducci 6 n , pp. 303-304.
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at the last moment to re-enact that scene of death to death.
The final scenes of the auto are filled with movement
and sentiment as Esposo Cristo protects with His body the
body of Serrana.

The arrows intended to punish Serrana with

death are stopped by the body of Christ.

The placement of

these arrows in His hands, feet, and breast recall the wounds
of the Cross.

The re-enactment of the scene of the Cross

symbolizes the salvation of the. soul of Serrana for Christ has
given His life anew that her soul will not perish.

In the

auto this scene has even more sacramental meaning, for the
re-enactment of the death of Christ on the Cross and His vic
tory is a symbol of the Eucharist itself; each time man takes
worthily of the sacrament, the grace of God promised therein
through Christ's Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension are re
newed.

Valdivielso clarifies the meaning of the scene by

having Esposo Cristo tell Serrana that He will leave His body
and His blood in the Church which will be its guardian.
There Serrana may renew her strength by taking the nourishment
of the sacrament.
Hermandad here.

The allegory embellishes the role of La
San Pedro is referred to as the greatest of

Esposo Cristo's quadrilleros de la Hermandad.

He will be

responsible for the protection and administration of the sacra
ment.

As La Hermandad was already in the habit of giving

bread and wine to those persons who fell into their
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charge,
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so now under Peter, the rock of the Church, La

Hermandad would give a new nourishment to the people, the
sacrament.
The juxtaposition of Engano's fiery death scene wtih
that of the salvation of Serrana is a dramatic ending for the
auto.

The repentance of Serrana has won for her the greatest

love offered man, that of Christ.

How different is her joy

from the woe of Engano!
Valdivielso has used the serranilla successfully to ar
rive at the moment of greatest homage to the Eucharist.

He

elaborated allegorically upon the basic interpretations, of
the serranilla and the serranilla itself with the addition of
allegorical characters, scenes of the Divine Bridegroom, and
the activities of Serrana.

The second half of the auto,

which is only suggested in the serranilla of capture and pun
ishment of the serrana (77-80), may have been suggested by
one comedia or the other, or both, but it was treated with
the originality of Valdivielso's technique.

The denouement

itself is presented allegorically, arising out of the action
of the first half of the auto.

3 1 4 Men 6 ndez

To present the salvation of

Pidal, Teatro antigue espanol I: Luis Velez
de Guevara La serrana de la Vera, pp. 143-144.
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Serrana, Valdivielso had to present scenes of her capture and
her repentance.

There is artistry in La serrana de Plasencia,

for, no matter what its original source, a new treatment has
been given it, a treatment a lo divino, which sets it apart
from the other works to add it to the genre of the auto
sacramental.

11.

El hijo prodigo

El hijo prodigo is similar to La serrana de Plasencia
in that both autos were derived from known sources, and both
belong to Group I, structural pattern of the allegories'
homage to the Eucharist .3 1 5
sources end.

Thereafter, similarities of the

El hijo pr 6 digo was based on the New Testament

parable of Christ (Lk. 15:15).

Valdivielso was working, there

fore, from the beginning with a religious piece and one whose
significance was presented through a literary technique akin
to allegory.

Unlike the Auto de la serrana de Plasencia,

Valdivielso followed faithfully the structure of Christ's
parable.

The auto begins just as the parable with the leave

taking of the prodigal.

Allegorical elaboration takes place

in El hijo pr 6 digo just as in La serrana de Plasenbia by the
addition of allegorical characters and by the full development

Gonzales Pedroso, o£. cit., pp. 216-250.
supra., pp. 107-108.

See also:
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of scenes merely suggested in the source— the life of Prodigo
in the world, his wanton desires, his entry as a swineherd
in the service of a citizen, his realization of his wretched
state, the Father's lament for the lose of the son, the
brother's disapproval of the Father's actions in receiving
the sinful son.
the parable.

All of these scenes have their source in

Valdivielso did not go outside the Biblical

text to present additional material as he had to do in La
serrana de Plasencia.

The allegorical elaboration of the

parable itself was capable of producing a one act drama in
poetic verse based on twenty-two prose Biblical verses.
The initial scene of El hijo prodigo is that one of the
son taking leave of his Father1s house.

The ambiguity of the

allegory permits Prodigo to symbolize not only the man of
Christ's parable but also universal man or the soul; the
father of Prodigo likewise becomes Christ.

The Father's

house is the city of God or the soul dwelling in communion
with God.

The world the Prodigo wishes to see and enjoy is

the temporal world or temporal life.
Prddigo is accompanied in the world by two allegorical
figures representing his youthfulness, Juventud, and God's
agent, Inspiracion.

These figures are original with

Valdivielso and according to Wardropper keep the work from
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being nothing more than an "anecdota moral dramatizada . 1,316
In the first scene Prodigo receives the boisa represent
ing his inheritance from his Father. The Father, realistical
ly, is hesitant to see His son leave.

He will not refuse

the son's request for this would violate the free will of
Prodigo:
Hijo a tu aluedrlo te dexo,
que no he de hazerte violencia.
Prodigd's attitude is established immediately as one ready
to be tempted and deceived by the world.

He is sure that

the money he carries will serve him well:
Con el oro me acomodo
porque es amigo de ley?
lleuo en mi seruicio vn rey,
porque el oro es rey de t o d o . ^ ®
The attitude Prodigo expresses toward the power of money and
the argument his Father uses to disuade him, have the famili
ar ring of other Golden Age statements.

Writers of the

period were expressing similiar thought, for example,
Quevedo with his Tetri11aa

3 V6

^

Wardropper, Introduceion, p.296.

■^ ^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 115 (bis)
/P2 verso.
318,
J Loc. ext.
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Poderoso Caballera
es don Dinero . ^ 9
In this scene Valdivielso has inserted an expression of con
tempt for the material desires of the age.

In the words of

the Father the soul may be corrupted by the poor usage of
money and furthermore, money has no value in the sacramental
world:
Esse metal enganoso
en tus manos vendr5 a ser
velleza en fcicil muger
y espada en hombre furioso.
Piensas que to ha de vestir,
y es quien te ha de desnudar;
sin el pudieras mandar,
y con 61 vas a seruir.
Piensas que todo te sobre
con el, y yo certifico,
que sin el viuieras rico,
y que con el viuas pobre . 3 2 0
Prodigo does not heed this advice because he is anxious to
leave.
father.

The voice of Juventud drowns out the voice of th£
They exchange a final embrace and the Father leaves

the stage.
Prodigo calls for a horse that he may begin his journey.
The embellishment of the dialogue on the subject of which
horse Prodigo will ride is symbolic of the life he will lead.
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Francisco G&mez de Quevedo y Villanegas, "Letrilla
satirica" in Renaissance and Baroque Poetry of Spain, edited
by Elias L. Rivers, A Dell Book (New York: Dell Publishing
co., 1966), pp. 292-294.
3 ^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 1 5 (bis)
/P2 verso.
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Prodigo refers to four horses; el Gavilan or that one of
love, Vanagloria, Irascible, and Deleyte.
that each is a dangerous mount.

Juventud notes

The first because

Puesto en el, te dira(n)
no ay hombre cuerdo a cauallo.
The second, "Despenarte es muy posible"; and the third,
"Nunca aguesse sufrfosilla".

The fourth

Corre: bien, pero mal para,
que si tiene buena cara
nunca tuuo buena cola.
The horse Juventud selects for his master is no less dan
gerous than the four named already:
Encima el cauallo ponte
del Desseo . . .
En sus alas es Pegaso,
y
tu, en el, Bellerofonte.
The allusion to

the horse, Pegasus, and itsrider, Bellero-

phon, is aptly used here.

Prodigo astride the horse, Desseo,

is tempting the wrath of heaven just as Bellerophon astride
Pegasus won the wrath of Zeus.
expect the same

end as Bellerophon; to fall from his mount

and find himself in
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Prodigo astride Desseo may

the throes of loneliness and death.322]

Ibid., f. 1 1 9 (bis)/[P3].
Graves, op. cit., I, 252-255.
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The scene changes.

Plazer as a galan approaches the

abode of Olvido, a villano, to procure his aid so that
Prodigo will forget God.

The conversation between these two

is lively and full of humor for Olvido is the crracioso
the auto.

The double meaning produced by the dialogue of

Plazer and Olvido adds to the humor:
Plazer

Plazer
Plazer
Olvido
Plazer

Mira que soy el Plazer.
Abreme, Olvido.
Olvido
0 mal muermol
Pues, si yo a mi prazer duermo,
no he menester mas prazer.
Leudntate.
Olvido
Profiar!
Hasme tambien oluxdado?
Plazer que es tan porfiado,
cerca esta de ser pesar.
iBien conmigo te regalas 1
Buenos dxas.
Olvido
Alegrxas,
(sale el Olvido)
iPara qu£ son buenos dxas,
si nos days las noches malas?

Plazer is finally able to instruct Olvido in his role in the
destruction of Prodigo.
and Gula.

He will be joined by Juego, Lascivia,

Together they will all provide Prddigo with a

House of Pleasure where
Preuenle vn jardxn de flores
donde este Dauid se pierda;
vna ca?a nunca cuerda,
donde cace Esau dolores.
Pon mesa a este Baltasar,

322Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 119(bis)/
(P3].
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haz a este sisara cama,
trae a este Am 6 n vna dama,
y haz a este Nabuco altar.
The complete destruction of Prodigo is seen in the above
passage.

He will be guilty of the sins of the Biblical

characters named if Olvido can make him forget God.

The

unwary Prodigo arrives at the House of Plazer amid dancing
and singing.

Plazer greets the new arrival with all the

courtesies of a proper host.

Prodigo notices Olvido and

begins to concerse with the witty character:
Prodigo
Olvido

Olvido

Ola, dime algo de bueno.
De bueno no puedo yo^
que todo se me oluido
con el asombro de vn trueno.
Atronome de manera,
que, tras ponerme del lodo,
lo he oluidado todo.
Prodigo
Todo quanto bueno era.325

ATodo?

It is in Olvido's response to the question ?AComes?" that
Juventud's appetite is awakened:
Olvido

. . . Como vna Vallena.
Los hombres viuos me como,
y ollas, alguna con plomo,
y alguna de fuego llena.
Como carneros y bacas
harto mejor que Baal,

324Ibid., 119(bis)/ [P3].
325Loc. cit.
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Juventud
Plazer

y vn bezerro de metal,
hecho de dddiuas flacas.
Como ajo, ceuolla y puerro
con estiercol de paloma,
y jamones de Sodoma
con poluos de aguel bezerro.
Esso a comer no me deys,
que haze rechlnar los dientes.
iPues q(ue)? Juventud
Vnas pollas rezientes
de entre quinze y diez y seys.
Mogas, digo, como vn oro.32°

With this remark Juventud has opened up the way for the
entry of jpascivia and Juego.

They will destroy Prodigo.

Juventud is the motivating force behind the following scenes
of the drama.

As if to fulfill his request the retinue of

Lascivia appears.

Plazer identifies thei members of her

court as they cross the stage in front of the audience.
Am 6 n la lleua del freno;
la falda el cantor Propheta
con sus dos famosos hijos
vno en veldad y otro en ciencia.
Son donzellas de labor
de Loth las dos hijas vellas,
Dina, Bersaue y Thamar
de honor, sin tenerle, duenas.
Son alcaldes de su corte,
que acompafian su grandeza,
dos viejos jezes, que vn d£a
intentaron cierta fuerga.
El Capitan de la guarda
es Sanson, sin su guedeja;
veynte y cinco mil soldados
de la flaca Gabaa lleua.

326lbid., f. 117(bis)/[P4].
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Salomon es mayordomo
Cenobia la camarera,
y tu, prodigo, tendras
a tu cargo la despensa.
Both Gonzalez Pedroso and Gante found the scenes of
Lascivia and her sarao too realistic for their taste.
Gonzalez Pedroso states that he included the auto in his
collection only in order to "presentar . . .

ejemplos de todo

lo que real y verdaderamente fueron los autos sacramentales."
Gante, on the other hand, refuses to even discuss the scenes
in an otherwise thorough summary of El hijo prodigo;
En el dialogo del Prodigo con la Lascivia
y el Deleite, el realismo sube a tal punto, que
pasamoslo por alto, asi tambien como el libertino
Sarao que sigue a esta escena. . . .3 28
It is true that the display of sensual interest is unusual
when emphasized in an auto by Valdivielso.

For Valdivielso

the subject arose in the parable of the Lord, from the brother's
statement of the evil life of the prodigal.

Valdivielso was

being true to his source in presenting Lascivia and the sarao.
The audience of the seventeenth century was probably not as
shocked by these scenes as were Gonzalez Pedroso and Gante,
products of the nineteenth century.

Valdivielso was concerned

in all matters which made man fall short of God's grace, and
lust was one of man's downfalls.

3 2 7 Ibid.,

ff. 1 1 7 (bis)/[P4] verso.

328GonzcTlez Pedroso, op. cit., p. 219 and Gante,
p. 128.

0 £.

cit.,

Lascivia*s first words are a great revealer of her
personality.

She is concerned about the price Prodigo can

pay for the pleasures he wants to receive.

Olvido answers

her since Prodigo, through the actions of Juventud, has
forgotten God.
. . . Gastara
la flor de la Iuuentud
y el fruto de su salud.
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gue almendro al ciergo sera.
Prodigo becomes jealous when he sees Lascivia offer her hand
to Juventud that he may kiss it.

This was the response which

she wanted for in this way she can trap Prodigo.

She offers

him her other hand saying that she is capable of making many
happy.

Throughout this scene Inspiracion attempts to caution

Prodigo of these people and the harm they intend.

Juventud

has the upperhand however, for his appetites are those lead
ing Prodigo.

When Lascivia offers them a drink from her

chalice, Prodigo accepts while inspiracion warns him.
No te podras hartar jamas
pues mientras beuieres mas
matar£s menos tu sed.^30
Lascivia offers Prodigo the choice of the women she brings
in her retinue.

His gluttony is such that he desires all

32^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 1 7 (bis)/
P4 verso.

of them, including Lascivia herself.
Todas las quiero, y a t:f,
que con todas me acomodas,
pues, en ti las tengo todas
si eres toda para mi.33^
Lascivia will not give pleasure to Prodigo without receiving
something in payment first.

Prodigo promises her,

. . .mis anos
para seruirte y quererte;
la memoria de la muerte,
y el oluido de mis danos .3 3 2
To Plazer he gives a "cadena de eslauones de mis dias," to
Olvido "memorias" and again to Lascivia "el alma," and "el
cielo" if he were able.
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<•

Prodigo's offer is accepted and

Plazer calls for the sarao to being.
are joined by other couples.

Prodigo and Lascivia

There is music and dancing

while Plazer reveals the new couples' identities as Biblical
men who were betrayed by passion for a woman:
Aya damas rebogadas
y rebogados galanes,
entre desnudos Adanes
con Euas mal antojadas.

331Ibid.f f. 1 1 8 (bis)/[P5]
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Entre Bersaue desnuda,
y haga hazer a vn Rey mudanpa.
Dina rebuelua la danpa,
y dela lacob su ayuda.
Rebopada entre Tamar,
y haga del suegro marido,
Iael sacuda al dormido
con el mapo de apretar.
Echese, sobre las faldas
de Dalida su galdn,
Lascivia dances with Prodigo.

At the end of the dance she

embraces him and he offers her his "corapon de diamantes de
mi fe.
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wearing.

-

Lascivia asks Prodigo also for the cape he is
With its receipt she tells Olvido:
Mi poco a poco le pelo
hasta dexarle en pelota.

Gradually Prodigo is being impoverished.

His worldly goods

are being taken from him as well as his spiritual ones.
The finalization of Prodigo's impoverishment by the temporal
world is allegorized as a card game.
cal figure who rules over this scene.

Juego is the allegori
Inspiracion warns

Prodigo before Juego arrives that this one will bring him:

3 34

Loc. ext.

335Ibid., f. 1 1 8 (bis)/P5 verso.
33^Loc. cit.

. . . [cartas] de David,
porque mueras como Vrfas.
Del infierno, que es su corte,
es vna estafeta el Iuego,
que en las cartas trae el fuego.
y de las cartas el porte.33?
The warning is cast aside:

Laszivia
Olivido

con mi hermosa [Lascivia] jugare
Sera hazer mayor mi triunfo.
Si el juego fuere del triunfo
punto callado ser€.
Tu Juuentud, la espadilla,
que le des carta de lasto
Plazer le d£ con el basto.
(a la Lasziuia)
y vos sereys la malilla.

In this game Plazer recalls the rules for the players:
. . . siendo el Prodigo el Rey
puede ganarle la sota.33^
The retinue of Jeugo appears and, as before with the
retinue of Lascivia, Plazer describes the company.

Through

out the scene, double meaning is produced by the ambiguity
of allegory and language.

The vocabulary of card playing

becomes the vocabulary signifying the means of destroying
a man's soul.
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D o c , cit.

3 3 8 Loc.

cit.

Brackets are mine.
Brackets are mine.

First Plazer identifies Jeugo;

todo cubierto de naypes
desde los pies del cauall,
hasta sobre los p l u m a j e s . ^ O
The membership of Juego1s retinue includes:
. . . hileras de soldados,
que con £ 1 dizen y hazen,
y con sus espadas juegan
mejor que con las de Xoanes.
When Juego sets at his gaming table he is joined by
los latrocinios, las fraudes,
las mentiras, los perjuros,(sic),
iras, afrentas, maldades.
. . . fulleros, tahures,
gariteros, y truhanes,
aportadores de nueuas,
y hidalgotes de a dos reales.

And now, Prodigo has aceepted the invitation to join this
unsavory lot!

His participation in the juego is not drama

tized for the scene changes.
Justino, the brother of Prodigo, and Labricio, a
labrador, are in the

fields of the Father.

340Ibid., f. 119(bis)/{P6]

Justino has
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stopped his labor to lament the loss of Prodigo.

Dexas el abundancia
de la segura quanto limpia, mesa,
vn pan todo substancia,
miel dulze, leche gruessa,
y vino alegre de quietud trauiesa.
Dexas aquesta viha
de cuyos ramos fertiles cogimos
en la puericia nina
los preflados razimos,
a don{n)de en ta?as de oro miel beuimos.
Y con ingrato modo
dexas vn padre que de ti se quexa,
en quien lo dexas todo,
que 6 l que de Dios de alexa
lo dexa todo, pues a su Dios dexa.
The dialogue of Justino is beautiful verse, depicting with
rural scenes the tranquility of life when one is at peace
with God and self.

How different is this scene from that

of Prodigo's life I

The juxtaposition of "riotous living"

and the peace of the Father's house is successful in marking
the difference of life with and without God.
The men return to their work and the scene returns to
the House of Plazer.

The game is now over.

Lascivia, Plazer,

and Olvido recount the spoils of their victory over Prodigo.
Juego has taken all of the young man's hacienda.

343Ibid., f. 119(bis)P6 verso

Olvido has
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taken his memories of heaven. Blazer has taken his youth,
and Lascivia has stolen his heart.

Now they are through

with him for Prodigo has nothing left.

When he appears;

"borracho, muy roto, desnudo,” each of his former friends
turns away from his request for new pleasures.
youth is spent, and they would be rid of him.

Prodigo's
As if he

were a beast they put him out of the house of Plazer, cover
ing his body with blows.
Alone with Inspiracion, Prodigo asks what he must do.
The advice is to return to the Father, but Prodigo is too
changed and too ashamed:
. . .
estoy
tan otro del que me vi
que ni parezco a quien fuy,
ni conocerd quien soy.

No me dexa la verguenga.
Mas, pues crece en esta tierra
la hambre mal persuadida,
y por dar muerte a mi vida
toda en mi pecho se encierra,
de seruir alguno entablo,
&
pues no me han de conocer.
Based, on the parable, Prodigo speaks of a famine in the land.
The famine in the sacramental work is the state of sin into
which Prodigo has fallen.

His soul is starving for the need

344Ibid., ff. 120(bis)/P7 verso-121(bis)/[P8].
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of grace, but he has not yet reached the lowest point of
despair.

Prodigo would find someone, even though it be the

Devil, whom he may serve in order to eat.

He leaves the

stage while Inspiracion outlines the path of destruction
Prodigo is following:
El que en las culpas tropieza
y cae, pida a Dios su lumbre,
que en las culpas la costumbre
se buelue en naturaleza.
Tras esta se sigue luego
el desprecio del perdon,
tras esta la obstinacion
la desesperacion luego.
Y tras aquesta, una soga
con q(ue) ahorcado el triste muera,
y tfltimamente vna hoguera,
que entre fuego y humo ahoga .3 4 5
Prodigo returns and now he speaks as one who is insane.
Again his action is based on the parable.
who he is, nor where he is.

He does not know

Is he alive or dead?

of his soul without grace,"
La gracia ivida no es
del alma? Pues murio el alma.
Como del alma se huyo
la gracia que era alma vella,
dexo el alma, y entro en ella
la cupla que la mato.3^®

3 4 5 Ibid.r

346

f. 1 2 1 (bis)/[P8 ] .

Loc. cit.

He speaks
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All things of earth and heaven deny the presence of Pr&digo.
He says that they seek to destroy him, not to aid him.
There is no place where he can hide himself.

Inspiracion

tells him to seek aid in the Church but his words are ig
nored.

Then Inspiracion shows Prodigo a "carro del Triumpho

de la muerte."

347

Here is seen a grave in which death has

reduced all, the king, the Pope, and Prodigo to a state of
equality.

The thought herein presented by Valdivielso was

one well known to his audience:
things.

A

death is the leveler of all

"carro del infierno" passes before Prodigo,

representing the justicia of God to the unrepentant.

Prodigo

is not yet willing to heed Inspiracion.
With a change of scene a new character appears.

This

is Chaparro, a proquerizo grosero whose master is the devil
himself, Demonio!
f

In a soliloquy of rustic language,

Chaparro states his disgust with his master, his position,
his wards, and himself.
God.

He will leave this place and seek

He has been undeceived and he knows that he was in

tended for God.
from the Lord.
intentions.

His hunger will be appeased by nourishment
Demonio comes and Chaparro announces his

Prodigo arrives in time to hear that Demonio

347Ibid., f. 1 2 1 (bis)/P8 verso.
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needs a new servant.
given to him.

He asks for the position and it is

Chaparro warns Prodigo of the life he will

lead here and then he exits.
the parable of Christ,

This scene has its source in

Valdivielso has embellished it, of

course, with the appearance of Chaparro and Demonio.
While Prodigo goes with his new master to receive the
algarrobas and bellotas with which the swine are fed, In
spiracion utters a plea for his safety:
Buelue, ouejuela perdida,
al ombro del buen pastor,
al aprisco de sus bra<?os,
a las redes de su amor .3 4 8
Pointing to a replica of the sacrament, Inspiracion implores
Prodigo to present himself for the receipt of that bread and
wine which will cure all his misery.

The wounds of Prddigo

3 49
are worse than those of "leproso lob.”

If Prodigo would

be cured he must go to his Father's house, otherwise:
Aduierte que a la rayz
del arbol esta la hoz,
y cortado seras lena
de la chiminea de Dios .3 5 0

3 4 8 Ibid.,
3 4 9 Loc.

f. 1 2 3 (bis)/P8 verso.

cit.

35QIbid., ff. 123 (bis)/ [Q2]-123 (bis)/Q2 verso.
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Prodigo comes now in charge of the swine.

He would eat of

their food but they, true to their nature, will not permit
him to come near.
of his Father.

At this moment Prddigo recalls the house

The servants there are well fed and content.

Their lot is so much better than his that, encouraged by
Inspiracion, he decides to return.

He will beg his Father

to receive him as a servant for he is too stained to aks
forgiveness.
Prodigo.

A "carro de la Misericordia" passes before

There he sees:

. . . vn nirio con vna tunicela morada
atado a vna cruz, y en lo alto guatro Angeles,
vno con el anillo, otro con una ropa blanca, otro
con vnas sandalias, y otro con un bezerro
del collar, . .
Inspiracion explains to Prodigo the meaning of the carro:
Mirala, a vna Cruz atada,
el pecho y brafos abriendo,
sus entranas descubriendo
qual pechiabierta granada.
Posa en casa de tu madre
la Yglesia, que allf te espera,
y es quien sola hara de cera
las entraflas de tu Padre.
Trae el vestido nupcial
que de su casa sacaste,
quendo, errando, le rasgaste
entre las zargas del mal.
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Ibid., f. 124(bis)/[Q3]
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Mira el anillo precioso
do(n)de “fel que es piedra se engasta,
anillo de su Fe casta
que te dark, como esposo.
Mira las sandalias bellas,
hechas de exemplos de santos,
para que, imitando a tantos,
subas a pisar estrellas.
Mira de leche el becerro
en su pecho alimentado,
en su sangre salpicado,
aunque sin mancha y sin yerro.
Dexose sacrificar
en fuego de su afici&h,
y despues, como vn leon,
le vimos resucitar.
Con el perdon te combida;
allega por £ 1 , y aduierte
que fue tu perdon su muerte,
y su muerte £ue tu vida.
Para comer te le tiene
tu padre tras tu destierro,
llega a comer del Becerro
352
que a todo el Cielo mantiene.
The description by Inspiracion and the carro1s scene both
anticipate the final scene of the auto in which Prodigo is
received with rejoicing by his Father.

The anillo, the

vestido nupcial, the sandalias, and the becerro will all
enter into the final scene of Prodigofe repentance.

The

final lines above are a direct reference to the Eucharist
which will be the crowning glory of the Prodigal's forgive
ness.

3 5 2 Loc.

cit.
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While Prodigo is making his way homeward, the stage is
occupied by the Father.
lost son.

His monologue is a lament for the

He recounts how He has shown His love for the son

and that should he return, he will be welcomed and forgiven.
De mi casa te fuyste,
y yo salgo a buscarte;
eres quien me ofendiste,
yo quiero perdonarte,
buelue, no est£s mds ciego,
tu padre foy, y con el perddn ruego.
Si te has acouardado
porque tus culpas veo,
iqui^n huuo a quien lo amado
le paraciesse feo?
Buelue, y buelue lloroso,
que en mis ojos seras el mas hermoso.
Valdivielso does not omit the importance of tears nor does
he forget to develop the misericordia of Christ in this
dialogue.
The Prodigo appears on stage.

The Father runs to meet

him, and to give him courage:
Aquestos ojos mira,
que son clemencia, si los temes yra,
Darte quiero mil besos
y mil tiernos abrapos;
que amor todo es excessos,
dulpuras, gozos, lapos
llora, que me enamoras;
que son flechas las l^fgrimas que lloras.

353I b i d ., f. 125(bis)/Q4 verso.
354Ibid., f. 126(bis)/ [Q5] .

The banquet (Eucharist) is ordered prepared.
scene with song and dance takes over the stage.

A festive

While the joy

of the moment prevails over the scene, Justino enters.

Just

as in Christ's parable the older brother has come to complain
to the Father.

Why should a son whose ways have been so evil

now be the cause for so much rejoicing?

Justino who represents

the justicia of Christ, as allegorized by Valdivielso, intro
duces with his discontent the old debate of justicia and
misericordia.

As always in the autos of Valdivielso, miseri

cord ia will win.

The Father's explanation is that rejoicing

over the recovery of a lost one is always great.

Justino, who

has always been at his Father's side, is no less loved.

He

accepts his Father's decision and peace is made between the
brothers.
T^e Auto del hijo prodigo is brought to a close by
Prodigo himself who announces that
la parabola aqul acaua,
y aqul el perdon se comience.
The ingenuity of Valdivielso's art in El hijo prodigo
has been shown already in the summary.

A resume will quickly

recall the various details of the elaboration of the parable.
First, Valdivielso did base his work on the parable as is
evidenced by reading the Biblical source.

The recognition of

the prodigal and his father as symbolic of universal man or
the soul, and Christ is established in the first scene through

355Ibid., f. 1 2 6 (bis)/Q5 verso
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the nature of the dialogue.

The companions of Prodigo,

Juventud and Inspiracion, are allegorical figures who develop
that part of Prodigo which the dramatist sought to present in
individual roles.

Thus, the man is seen in three parts:

his

own person, his character of youth, and the nature he has,
inspired by God, to seek truth.

Truth being here the intended

place of man with God.
The journey which Prddigo makes into the world is the
journey of life.

Because of his weak nature, induced by youth

he is guilty of committing sin.

Olvido, the qracioso, is

responsible for Prodigo*s downfall in that Olvido represents
the forgetfulness of man in the ways of God.

Before the

temptations of the world, Man's nature weakens and he forgets
God.

Olvido does not in and of himself cause Prddigo to com

mit sins.

He is very truthful of his nature.

It is the man

who falls into the handsoof Olvido because he wills it so.
If Prddigo had wished to avoid Olvido, he could have.

Juven

tud was responsible for the ignorance and the motivating force
of the sins of Prddigo.
The sins of Prddigo are presented as the sins of youth.
Valdivielso has used allusions from the Old Testament to al
legorize the sins of lust and passion.

Other qualities which

harm the soul; lying, cheating, gossiping, killing, are alle
gorized in the scene of el Juego.
self on the parable.

The dramatist bases him

The prodigal son must corrupt himself

to such a degree that he will lower himself to become a swine
herd who begrudges the animals he watches the very food they
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eat.

The sins of the prodigal must be so serious that the

son is afraid and ashamed to return to those who know him.
His condition must be such that when he returns, he asks to
be received as a servant and not as a relative.

In the scenes

of Lascivia and Juego, Valdivielso dramatizes the downfall of
Prodigo to the extreme necessary to motivate his following
actions.
The citizen for whom Prodigo works is mentioned only, in
passing in the parable.

There is famine in the land, food is

scarce, and work is hard to find.

Valdivielso has allegoriz

ed beautifully this part of Prodigo*s life.
corrupt in his ways.

The sinner is

He works by habit for one who corrupts

him even more, Demonio.

Chaparro who appears from the imagi

nation of Valdivielso exemplifies the sinner who renounces his
evil life and turns to God.
vacancy for Prodigo to fill.

His departure logically leaves a
The lowest point of Prodigo*s

spiritual decline is reached while he performs the tasks of
Demonio.

The force of Inspiracion is finally able to turn

him away from evil to return to God.
The enlargement of the role of the brother is the drama
tist's idea.

The justicia of Christ has an important role in

the auto because of the nature of Prodigo*s sins.

However, in

this case, the auto is weakened because the role of Justino
was not enlarged enough and at the proper time.

This was duel

to Valdivielso*s concern in following the parable's presenta
tion.

The placement of Justino's appearance after the
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celebration of Prodigo's return has begun is anticlimatic.
Dramatically the debate of justicia and misericordia should
have occurred beforetthe festive scene.

By so doing the ar

gument of justicia for the punishment of the corrupt man
would have built dramatic tension.

As it appears, it is

simply an additional scene which draws out production time.
The termination of El hijo prodigo with the statement
that it is a parable has been discussed at scone length by
O C C

Wardropper.

Because Valdivielso was conscious of his

Biblical source he did not wish to depart from it in any way.
Therefore, the closing statement refers to the fact that the
i
^
auto is a parable of Christ, and sacramental significance of
the banquet is ignored.

Wardropper, no doubt, is justified

in his criticism of the ending.

Valdivielso does weaken the

termination of the auto by not stating specifically the in
terpretation to be given the banquet scene.

However, as has

been pointed out previously, within the dramatic development
of the allegory two scenes have strongly emphasized the
Eucharistic nature of the banquet prepared by Christ the
Father for the repentant Prodigo.
A third scene may be added to strengthen the argument.
this is the scene of the "carro de la misericordia."

358

Prodigo is greatly concerned of his reception in the house of

357

Supra., pp. 112-118.

358Supra., pp. 378-379.
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his Father,

Inspiraci6n consoles the sinner with a vision

of the misericordia of the Lord.

Here the historical event

of Christ's crucifixion is recalled.

The timeless gift of

grace, the' Eucharist, which proceeded from the historical
event, now dwells in the Church.

There in the house of God,

the house of the Father in the auto, Prodigo may partake of
that sacrament which is referred to as el becerro;
llega a comer del Becerro
que a todo el cielo mantiene.
This symbol arises out of the Old Testament, the burnt
offerings made to God before the sacrifice of Christ made
them unnecessary.

From exposure to the Church liturgy and

sermons the audience should have been aware of the symbolism
of the passage.
A second popular symbol enters into the same scene.

As

the carro crosses the stage, a song of encouragement to the
Prodigo is heard:
Ven, pecador,
al Pelicano de amor,
que en sus heridas
ofrece cielos y vidas.
The pelicano, a bird believed to feed its young by tearing
out bits of its own flesh, is a symbol of Christ and His
sacrifice for mankind.

The symbol may, and has been, ex

tended here to encompass the sacrament of the Eucharist.

3 RQ

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 123 (bis)/

Q2 verso.
360Ibid., f. 1 2 4 (bis)/ [Q3].
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The miracle of transubstantiation nourishes man's soul with
the body and blood of Christ just as the pelican nourishes
her young from her own body.

For an audience accumtomed in

the purpose and technique of dramatic works presented on
Corpus Christi day, these many vivid symbolic references to
the Eucharist should have served amply to establish the
nature of the final banquet scene.

Valdivielso presented an

allegorical version of the parable of Christ, placing drama
tic interest on the salvation of a corrupt man.

The realis

tic treatment given the nature of Prodigo's corruption de
manded that his forgiveness be that of the soul, the only
solution was the pardon of God.

How does the audience know

that Prodigo has been pardoned and will receive grace?

By

interpreting the banquet of the Father as symbolic of the
Eucharist.

The dramatist allowed his audience to perceive

for themselves this significance through the techniques of
the theater.

He refers to the work as the parable of Christ

in keeping with the nature of the basic source.

The alle

gorical significance must be perceived by the individuals
in the audience.
Wardropper states that the "fin primordial" of El hijo
prodigo was to produce "alegoricamente la linea general de
la parabola sin omitir nada:

el cuento de Jesucristo le fu£

tan sagrado que no concebia variacion por motivos dramaticos.

361

Since Valdivielso left no explicit word on his

361Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 288.
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"fin primordial" the exact nature of his intent can be
argued.

The strongest argument whibh can be raised in favor

of the intended sacramental homage in El_ hijo prddigo is that
Valdivielso himself selected this work as one of his best to
1

362

include in the 1622 edition of autos sacramentales.J °

why

is it not possible for the work to honor the sacrament at
the same time it is faithful to its source?

The parable was

told by Christ to exemplify the love of the Father for the
returning sinner.

Valdivielso, as the dramatist of the

misericordia of Christ was striving to dramatize the great
love for mankind the Father has perpetuated in the Eucharist.
Reference to the Eucharist as the gift of love is strongly
made.

The termination with its one word "parabola" is not

sufficient to indicate that the "fin primordial" was the
presentation of the parable.
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The use of one word can and

does weaken the ending but it does not reduce the nature of
the preceeding dramatization which does refer directly to the
symbolic nature of the banquet.

• ^ ^ V a l d i v i e l s o ,

pOZe actps sacramentales, f. (sig)/4

verso.
**®^At the close of only four of the twelve autos does
Valdivielso refer to the dramatizations with the word "auto."
These are El hospital de los locos, f. 22/[C6] ? La amistad
en el peliqro, f. 57/ [ITT?“Psigues y Cupido, f. 69/[I5]; and
El cirbol de la vida, f. 1 3 7 (bis)/ [R8]. With the exceptions
of these works and El hijo prddigo, the autos of Valdivielso
terminate without reference to their dramatic nature.
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12.

El arbol de la vida

The allegory of El arbol de la vida begins with an
original treatment of the fall of Adam and his being cast
out of paradise as found in the Old Testament (Gen. 3). Into
this allegory from the New Testament (Rev. 2:7; 22:2; 14)
there is woven the symbol of m a n 1s grace; the new tree of
life which is Christ Himself and the Eucharist.

The title of

the auto is derived, of course, from man's desire to be saved
and God's granting of this desire through the love sacrifice
of Christ.

The tree of life is found mentioned in both the

Old and the New Testaments.

In the Old Testament the tree of

life was in the garden of Eden.

It was not of this tree that

Adam ate but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.

Before

he had an opportunity to taste of the tree of life, God;s
punishment had begun; man was expelled from paradise and
cursed with death.

The new tree of life from the New Testa

ment is the symbol of Christ who came to atone for man's sins,
establishing a new life for man.

The new tree of life sym

bolizes Christ's sacrifice for man which is perpetuated in
the Eucharist.

The tree or the sacrament signifies death to

death.
Into the allegory there is yet woven another theme.
This is the old and popular debate between the justicia and
misericordia of the Lord.

Genero Humano represents mankind

or the soul while allegorical figures represent Justicia,
the harsh judge of Genero Humano's disobedience, and Miseri
cordia, the friend who is man's advocate before the Lord.
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The debate between Justicia and Misericordia leads into the
coming of Christ to atone for man's sin and the establish
ment of the Eucharist, the new tree of life.
The auto opens after the temptation and fall of Adam
have already occurred,

Genero Humano, who in many ways ap

pears to be Adam, has been cast out of the garden of Eden.'
He is attempting to make re-entry there in order to eat of
the tree of life that he may be cured of the ills into which
he has falleif.

Misericordia follows him, trying to persuade

him to stop this action before the angel of the flaming sword
destroys him.

The angel is Justicia who guards paradise and

the tree of life against man,
Genero Humano appears to be crazed by his loss of paradise.

Therefore he is overbold in calling out for Justicia

to let him enter.'- Misericordia wishes to help Genero Humano.
His first action is to protect man from the destruction of
Justicia*s flaming sword.

Only because of the presence of

Misericordia does Justicia restrain his desire to punish
Genero Humano with immediate death.

The position taken by

Justicia makes entry into the garden, impossible, and the
tree of life, unattainable.

Genero Humano is consoled by

Misericordia who promises to find for him a:
. . . parayso mejor,
y mejor arbol de vida.^®^
In the meantime Genero Humano is advised to suffer patiently,
to bide his time in work cultivating the land, and to sow

364Ibid., f. 127 (bls)/Q6 verso.
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tears of sorrow as he plants his fields.

Misericordia leaves

him to begin the work of man's advocate.
Genero Humano begins to hoe the earth.

He is joined

by Ignorancia who worries him with the details of disobedi
ence which have caused him to labor in the fields when he
could have been:
Virrey de las hermosuras,
de Ayre, Fuego, Tierra, y Mar.3®3
The two are joined by Culpa-Demonio.

There is no delight in

Culpa's company but he will not leave:
*

...
tras ti voy,
tu arrepentimiento soy
porque tu deleyte fuy.
Tu sombra tengo de serf
y tu asombro.3®®
Between Culpa and Ignorancia there develops a verbal battle
which upsets Genero Humano.
£Que siempre desauenidos
aueys de estar, y encontrados?
isolo en mi mal conjurados,
armados, y conuenidos?3®7
Ignorancia reminds him that the fault is his, not theirs.
A voice is heard from off-stage, calling for entry.
It is Muerte who has come to.antagonize Genero Humano,
Ignorancia allows his entry.
cribed:

Muerte's appearance is des

"sayo baquero paizo, cabellera negra, y vn mogo

365Ibid., f. 128(bis)/ [Q7].
366Ibid., f. 128(bis)/Q7 verso.
367Loc. cit.
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lampino.H

Upon seeing him Genero Humano heaves a sigh to

God, "Ah, Dios'4 and Muerte responds:
...
y porq(ue) Dios ay,
ay justicia, y el me embia
a ser de tu villania
azedo execudor.^69
Genero Humano is now surrounded by three enemies, all of his
own making:
La Muerte me tiene preso,
la Culpa preso y errado,
vna muger hechigado,
y la Ignorancia sin seso27®
The three taunt Genero Humano for his weakness in eating the
forbidden fruit.

He responds that Misericordia has gone as

his advocate to find a new tree of life and he flees the
stage, trying to find peace from the representatives ofhhis
sorrow.

They follow after him, for, in his state he can

not escape their torment.
Misericordia enters carrying a memorial which is a re
quest for clemency for Genero Humano.

Here Valdivielso has

particularized a known practice, elevating it to the sacra
mental world where Misericordia and Justicia will debate the
verdict of man's state before God.
Justicia refuses to grant the request of Misericordia
in both a verbal battle and a physical one.

Misericordia

says that he will speak with Cristo-Prxncipe:

369Ibid., ff. 1 2 8 (bis)/Q7 verso-126(bis)/[Q8]
37QIbid., f. 126(bis)/ [Q8].
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Justicia
Justicia
Miseri.
Justicia
Miseri.
Justicia
Miseri.
Justicia
Miseri.
Justicia
Miseri.

Misericordia Dios al mundo a de baxar.
Mo conuiene.
Misericordia Si, conuiene.
£De encarnar y morir tiene?
Morir tiene y encarnar.
iPor el hombre y el pecado?
Por el pecado y el hombre.
£Del culpado con el nombre?
Con el nombre del culpado
iPorqtue)' el Verbo ha de hazer paga
que tanto a la deuda excede?
Porque quiere, y porque puede
y conuiene que la haga
Pues, ipuede dexar su ser?
Mo le tiene de dexar,
mas sin dezarle tomar
3 71
otro en que satisfazer.

Misericordia cries out to El Principe:
Lebantaos Principe mlo
por la miseria y pobreza
de los pobres, vuestra Alteza
baje encandido rocio.
Dennos las nuues al Xusto,
y la tierra al Saluador,
la vara al fruto con flor,
y atado al Sanson robusto.372
The

cry of Misericordia

isjoined

by voices from off-stage

representing the cries of mankind for "misericordia.”
El Principe appears "en lo alto" in response to the
voices.

His answer is, "Yo voy.”3^3

Misericordia has won

over Justicia it appears.
The scene returns to
his

sorrows.

Genero Humano who soliloguizes on

Everything of earth and heaven appears to be

371ibid., f. 130(bis)/[R].
3^2Ibid., f. 130(bis)/ Rverso.
373r

Loc. cit.
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his enemy.

He flees from all because
todo a vn delinquente
le parece la justicia.3 74

Ignorancia joins Genero Humano.

He suggests that they call

upon Cielo, Fuego, Ayre, Tierra, y Mar to ask for "remedi©."
It is Ignorancia who calls Tierra.

The earth beneath them

quivers and from under the stage the figure of Tierra rises.
She has heard the question of Genero Humano and she responds,
jQue puedo tener que darte
si me ves por ti maldita?
sino para tus recuerdos
estos abrojos, y espinas.
* » •

Pero pueda consolarte
hombre, que ha de venir dia
que en mi te de siete pies,
donde entierras tus fatigas.
She disappears and Agua is summoned.

The brief appearance

of Agua only adds to Genero Humano's woes.

The allegorical

figure enters the stage passing through some trees, "con
alguna fuente en la mano, y la cabega coronada de obas, y
peces."37®

Genero Humano is called "ingrato*1 and told by

•^74Loc. cit.
375Ibid., f. 1 3 1 (bis)/[R2].
376Ibid., f. 1 3 1 (bis)/R2 verso.
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Agua,
Dexame en paz, no me llamas,
no me buscas, no me sigas,
que por no verte me vov
a despeiiar fugitiuia.
Ayre comes next, "sale . . .

por tramoya con vnos fuelles

en la mano, y algunos paxarillos por la cabeea, y el cuerpo."
He too promises no aid to Genero Humano, only,
•

•

*

nieue, si, granizo, y piedras,
y contagios homicidas.378
Fuego is the last to be summoned.
"alguna invencion de cohetes."

'„ •

>

His arrival is made with

He premises only,

Cometas, si, te imbiar£ (sic),
ya caudatas, ya erinitas,
relampagos que te cieguen,
rayos que te hagan ceniya.379

Now Genero Humano calls upon heaven even though Ignorancia
tries to dissuade him.
ceives is a song.

The response which Genero Humano re

From off-stage, as if from heaven, he

hears:

■*77Loc. cit.
378Loc. cit.
379Ibid., ff. 131(bis)R2 verso-132(bis)/IR3].
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Dios te prouea,
que sus sanas vengatiuas
cierran con duros cerrojos.
las puertas de margaritas. 80
Genero Humano accepts this as a prophecy:
si Dios me prouee
como allx me pronostican,
mis esperanpas verds
en mi possession antigua.38-1Genero Humano would now throw himself at the feet of God
but Ignorancia believes this is dangerous for one who is
sought by Justicia.

Genero Humano can not be dissuaded.

On his knees he prays for the aid of his advocate, Miseri
cordia.

In this prayer may be seen a technique to produce

timeless reality.

Genero Humano speaks of the tears of

repentance:
Se que las lagrimas tienen
fuercas contra las diuinas,
y a lSgrimas por culpas
se suelan dar por vencidas.
He makes reference to the Church's establishment:
Saiga del costado roto,
ya que no de la costi11a
del segundo Ad£n, la esposa
mas dichosa que la mxa.

380Ibid., f. 132(bis)/[K3].
381L o c . cit.
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And he calls for the earthly passage of time to advance
rapidly so that Christ may come to atone for man's sins:
Que en fauor de mis pesares
hagas con piadosas cifras
los siglos anos, los anos
meses, y los meses dlas.
Culpa and Muerte are heard approaching, threatening the
boldness of Genero Humano with their hold over him.

He

again flees, this time with the certainty that aid will soon
come.
A scene now takes place between Cristo-Principe,
Misericordia, and Justicia.

The debate continues.

Justicia

is trying to hold El Principe from entry into the world to
save man.

He reminds El Principe that man is guilty of the

highest treason— -l£se-majest6--a particularization on the
part of Valdivielso to make even stronger the case of Justi
cia:
Bien sabeys, Principe mio,
que es infinita la ofensa
por ser contra magestad
infinitamente buena.
Y que de todo rigor
sin que mi vara se tuerza
he de cobrar, y del hombre
es impossible que pueda.

^82

Ibid., f. 1 3 2 (bis)/H3 verso.

Porque no tiene de que,
que el hombre es todo pobrezas.^8^
It is man's incapability to pay for his disobedience that
causes El Principe to wish to help him.

At the same time

both Justicia and Misericordia must be appeased.
equals and must be in accordance.

They are

To appease Justicia, man

must die to pay for his disobedience; to appease Miseri
cordia, God must pardon the sinner.

The means of El Principe

to reconcile both is "hazi£(n)dome ho(m)bre."38^

in this

way Justicia will be appeased for Christ's death will pay
for man's sins; Misericordia will be appeased for the re
pentant man will receive grace through the sacrifice of
Christ which will give death to death.
Justicia is unable to conceive of El Principe's lower
ing Himself to the state of Genero Humano.

A "baxeza" where

in He will suffer birth in a stable, death on a cross between
two thieves, and a burial in a "begged for" tomb. To El
Principe and Misericordia these are examples of the "finezas
de amor":

383Ibid., ff. 132(bis)/R3 verso-133(bis)/[R4].
384Ibid., f. 1 3 3 (bis)/ tR4].
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Pues, querrSle aunq(ue) me ofe(n)da,
porque siempre fue el amor
gran perdonador de ofensas.
Justicia assures El Principe that His decision to become man
will require much patience,

Justicia must judge El Principe,

become man, just as he judges any other man:
Pues, armese de paciencia,
que le tengo de poner,
como si el culpado fuera.
Apenas baxarJ al mudno,
que al mundo baxara apenas
quando he de llover sobre £l
mares y diluuios dellas.
Temo el frlo, y el calor,
01 cansancio, y hambre tenia
azotes, espinas, clauos,
^gg
hieles, cruz, muerte, y afrentas.
This reminder of life on eatth does not cause hesitation on
the part of El Principe,

He would go to aid man even if

Justicia added to the list of sorrows and discomforts.
is prepared to give to Genero Humano a new tree of life:
Si el hombre comi6 en vn arbol
la muerte, en otro"arbol piensa,
(que soy yo) y Srbol de vida
tiene de hallarla y comerla,
En vn chrbol le vencio
la Culpa ayudada de Eua,
y en otro le he de veneer,
y dexar la muerte, muerta.
'

385t„_
•
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Ibid., f. 133(bis)/R4 verso.
Loc. cit.
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El Pr£ncipe is anxious for the moment to arrive when
He may go down to earth.

He gives Misericordia a commission.

He is to go to Nazareth where the Virgin Mother dwells;
En Nazareth la hallaras
la m3s noble de la tierra,
la mSs limpia, la mds clara,
la mejor de las mas buenas.
Labra vna huerta cerrada,
que produzga, nunca abierta,
el engerto de la vida
con las dos naturalezas.
Transplants el arbol hermoso
coronado de agugenas,
que entre sus ojos y flores
dos vezes seys frutos lleua.
Misericordia camina
mientras de los tiempos llega
la plenitud, y de paso
al hombre anima y consuela.
The virgin birth of Christ is announced in these verses as
well as the tree of life.
Misericordia is sent back into the world to tell
Genero Humano that his cares are over for his case has been
heard and help is coming to him.

The message of Miseri

cordia was carried, of course, by the prophets of the Old
Testament and John the Baptist in the New Testament.
The time arrives for El Principe to make His journey to
earth.

Gabriel is sent to carry the news.

On earth. Culpa

388Ibid., ff. 1 3 3 (bis)/R4 verso-134 (bis)/[R5]
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and Muerte are suspicious and fearful of the actions of
Genero Humano.

No matter where their slave is found, he is

singing:
Canta que saldra de Egypto
por el diuidido mar,
canta que se ha de librar
del horno que le coneito.
Culpa believes that this is a sign that God has become man:
a creerlo ve(n)go.
Desde que aquella renzilia
sembro entre mi y la muger
temo que me ha de veneer,
Muerte, celestial semilla.

De Daniel las semanas
temo, ya casl cumplidas
del limbo las repetidas
vozes, y otras soberanas.
Que alii en Nazareth, oy,
que vna Nina ser recibe:
que a la gracia se concibe,
y se concibe sin mi.
Porque en aquel breue espacio,
que es mio, vna voz me dixo:
esta casa tiene el hiio
tomada para palacio.389
At this moment Ignorancia enters the stage, bringing
the news of Christ's birth.

His joy is offset by the dis

contentment of Culpa and Muerte.

They leave the stage,

planning to arm themselves against possible weakness in God
become man.

Genero Humano now joins Ignorancia.

His joy

389Ibid., ff. 134(bis)/[R5]-134(bis)/R5 verso.
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is extreme as he recounts the benefits of this "pleyto"
carried to heaven by Misericordia.

God has become man to

take Genero Humano out of his dark cell, the Virgin Mother
awaits with open arms the penitent, and the Serafines sing
praises of the love of the Lord:
•

M

»

cuando el buen Pastor al pmbro
con la amada oveja torna.
El Principe and Misericordia join Genero Humano and
Ignorancia. El Principe Himself has come to tell man that
the succor of heaven has come in His person.

Genero Humano

falls on his knees to beg forgiveness and Ignorancia recog
nizes the sacredness of El Principe.
They are invited to come with El Principe for He would
give Genero Humano:
el anillo y la estola,
mientras matan el bezerro
que dichosamente comas.
Perdonado has de cenar
conmigo.^-1-

39QIbid., f. 135(bis)/ [R6]
3 9 1 Loc .

cit.

Ignorancia recognizes that they are not worthy of the in
vitation to "cenar" with El Principe.
No somos dignos
de toraarle en nuesa (sic) boca
porque yo, como en Dios, creo
que es mas que se ve otra cosa.j:,A
The last passage indicates the mystery of the Eucharist which
Ignorancia is capable of sensing.

In the preceeding pas

sage the sacrament is referred to as "el becerro," a pre
figuration of the Eucharist from the Old Testament.
A great cloud appears above the stage from which Justi
cia appears, sword in hand.

Around him are seen olive trees

as in a garden and the instruments of Christ's Passion,
"sogas, cruz, azotes, clauos, lanpa, hieles, y corona."393
Justicia calls to El Principe that He drink from the chalice
of His Passion.

On His knees, El Principe implores the aid

of His Father that His will be done.

The human nature of

El Principe is noted in His lines:
De temoroso sudor
me cubren sangrientes gotas,
porque la carne es enferma,
si bien la voluntad pronta.39^

392Loc. cit>
393Ibid., f. 135 (bis)/R6 verso.
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Culpa and Muerte appear.

The first is unable to touch

El Principe and the second is hesitant.

Justicia appears

leading Genero Humano whom he is prepared to destroy.

El

Principe will not permit it but calls for Misericordia to
give the justice asked for by Justicia.

Misericordia is

ordered to prepare El Principe for His death for only
Misericordia can take Principe to the cross.

As they leave

the stage Misericordia says:
Ay, tierno Isaac, caminad
a morir al Monte Moria,
y a ser Phenix de piedades
entre la lena olorosa.^9^
Ignorancia and Genero Humano are left behind.

Genero Humano

describes to the audience the action which takes place off
stage.

This is the scene of Christ's crucifixion.

Ignoran

cia notes the quaking of the earth and from off-stage, voices
begin to shout, "Vitoria, cielos, vitoria."

Genero

Humano says that the Cross on which El Principe died has now
blossomed forth with the glory of the tree of life.
description is similar to Solomon's Song 4:11-13:

395Ibid., f. 136(bis)/[R2J.
39t5Ibid., f. 136(bis)/F7 verso

His
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Ya passo el cenudo Inuierno
en ombros del Euro y Boreas,
y aparecieron l a s .flores
en nuestra tierra dichosa.
Floreci® el arbol de vida
con quatro dotes de gloria
de su pasion dulzes frutos.397
The stage presentes the scene which G&xero Humano has
been describing.

El Principe is supported by a tree made

of olive and palm branches.
hosts hang as if fruit.
chalice and a host.

From the tree chalices and

El Principe holds in His hand a

At the foot of the tree Misericordia

crosses a palm branch with the sword held by Justicia.
Culpa and Muerte, in chains, lie at heir feet.

398

El Principe tells Genero Humano that the price has been
paid for his disobedience.
one who had lost it.

Grace has been restored to the

No longer will Justicia bar the way
t

of entry to man but Misericordia will greet him.
ia will be the guardian of the new tree of life:
A otro mejor parayso,
que es el huerto de mi esposa,
para transplantar me lleua
de tu amparo cuydadosa.
Si pretendiste ser Dios
comiendo entonces, aora

397Loc. cit.
39fW .

cit.

The Igles-

coraiendo lo podr&s ser,
porque este manjar endiosa.
Genero Humano praises his new redemption, and with Ignorancia
leaves the stage to go to the Church that they may partake
1

of the new tree of life, the sacrament of the Eucharist.
El arbol de la vida belongs to Group I, second sub
division according to its structural pattern for honoring
the Eucharist .4 0 0

The denouement of the autos in this sub-

dividion is the invitation to receive the Eucharist.

The

actual scene of the receipt of the sacrament is accepted
as occurring after the stage performance has come to an end.
In El arbol de la vida there is no doubt that Genero Humano
and Ignorancia are about to partake of the sacrament in the
Church.
The allegory of this auto is actually a quick recount
of Biblical history.

It races the history of man and God from

the fall of Adam to the sacrifice of Christ which prepared
the way for the sacrament of the Eucharist.

The auto is

related to older, religious plays which had as their intended
purpose the presentation of the historical events for which

3" ibid., ff. 136 (bis)/R7 versorl37 (bis)/[R8].
400Supra., pp.

107; 118-119.
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special feasts days were observed, for example, Easter and
Christinas.

However, El arbol de la vida is an auto sacra-

mental in the full sense of the genre because the history
of the sacrament is not presented as a drama of temporal
reality.
Sacramental reality is very much in evidence throughout
the auto.

Valdivielso's allegory has the appearance of

history but it is an allegory in which temporal time values
are ignored.
is ignored.

Chronological time, as we perceive history,
This is done by using allusions or references

to events out of their proper time order.

The allegorical

figures of Justicia, Misericordia, Culpa, Muerte, and the
four elements add to the timeless reality of the auto, not
only by their presence but through their dialogue.

Justicia

speaks of the "baxeza" or El Principe if He becomes man.

The

action of His being man has not yet occurred in the auto
but Justicia is able to recount exactly the suffering El
Principe will face, and does face later, on earth.

Culpa

and Muerte in one scene speed up the passage of time.

They

speak of the singing ofttheir slaves which indicates their
great hope of salvation.

The children of Israel during

their exodus from Egypt are used as: the example of these
happy voices.

Immediately, Ignorancia arrives with the news

of Christ's birth.

Chronological time has again been ignored
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without harming the audience's belief in the reality of the
auto.
Genero Humano who symbolizes man or man's soul appears
throughout the auto.

His survival through the passage of

centuries does not cause the auto to be any less believable.
He symbolizes man throughout history just as the new tree
of life symbolizes God's grace to man throughout time.

Just

as the Eucharist is without the time value of the temporal
world, so the allegory and its characters are without a tempo
ral time value.
The auto is an example of original work based on Bibli
cal history and a popular literary debate coming from the
middle ages.

The particularization of contemporary

(seven

teenth century) elements of daily life enhances the reality
of the sacramental world, keeping it from recalling only the
ancient past.

By allegorizing familiar habits or customs

Valdivielso captured the element of the present in the
reality of the sacramental world.
The allegory served Valdivielso's purpose.
of man to salvation was presented.

The pathway

Its presentation in El

arbol de la vida produced a protagonist of universal stature.
He goes beyond the character of Adam by dent of the passage
of time and his pleas for a return to the state of perfection.

13.

General Observations

Valdivielso was a continuator of the idea that the
sacramental world could be presented meaningfully through
allegory.

The history of allegory in Spanish dramatic works

which lead to this usage has been discussed in Chapter II.
The work of Chandler R, Post shows that allegory's usage in
Spanish literature in general has a long history and that
its usage in the autos sacramentales was a continuation of
a technique long established.
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The quality which is first noted with Valdivielso's
usage of allegory is that his technique is to produce an
allegorical structure with several individual themes woven
together.

This is best illustrated in the works El pere-

grino, El fdnix de amor, and El villano en su rincdn.

The

themes selected could come from Biblical sources, popular
literature, mythology, costumbres, or ideas of life's mean
ing which were common to all people.

In all of the autos

of Valdivielso the attitude expressed toward life on earth
is that it is fleeting and it lacks value except in that
which man does to prepare himself for eternal life with God.

401Chandler Rathbon Post, Mediaeval Spanish Allegory,
Harvard Series in Comparative Literature, vol. IV (Cambridge
Harvard University Press, 1915.
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The preparation which Valdivielso sought to impart to his
audience was that which through the sacrament of penance
made them worthy of the grace of God signified in the
sacrament of the Eucharist.
The twelve allegories have been examined according to
the argumento of each.

This examination has pointed out

conclusively that each allegory is an individual treatment
of homage to the Eucharist.

The individuality of the alle

gories does not mean that they have distinguishable denoue
ments.

This is the exact point where the twelve autos

parallel each other.

The receipt of the sacrament is the

denouement of each auto.

This final action signifies that

the soul has found grace before God.

This is the homage

Valdivielso pays to the sacrament; he dramatizes allegorical
ly in nine individual treatments man's state of sin, his
sincere repentance, and his salvation in the sacrament.

In

two autos, Psiques £ Cupido and El^ fenix de amor, the divine
love of Christ for the soul is emphasized allegorically by
the bodas of the protagonist and Christ.

The sacrament is

honored, interpreted here as the wedding feast of love between
Christ and man's soul.

In Los cautivos libres, the doctrinal

approach to faith in the mystery of the Eucharist, the sacra
ment is received by the sensesof man who have accepted Faith's
rule of "comer y callar."

The glory of the sacrament is
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dramatized in all twelve autos in its promise of salvation
to the protagonists who symbolize mankind.
The turning point of ten autos is the realization of
man that he is unable to save himself.
nist turns to seek God's aid.
means he has, repentance.

Herein the protago

This he does by the only

Valdivielso sought particularly

to impart the importance of repentance.

Each protagonist

in the ten autos recognizes his state of wretchedness and
poverty before God.

The only means of coming into God's

presence is through the repentance of the state of sin into
which the protagonist has fallen.

An example from El^ hombre

encantado will illustrate this point:
Confiesso gue en la dehessa
del vicio infame engorde
pero de lo que peque
el corapon me atrruiesa (sic)
Vn hombre he sido animal
en los ascos de mi establo:
mas ya con lagrimas hablo,
para serlo razional.
A los hombres y jumentos
saluays qual canto Dauid
estas lagrimas oyd,
hijas de mis pensaraientos.
As seen in all the autos, tears of repentance are vital.
outstanding example of this is found in
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serrana de

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 80/[K8J.

An
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Plasencia when Esposo Cristo says;
No ayas miedo, no, Serrana,
que aunque mas culpada estes,
que te condene, si 1 loras,
llora, yo te saluare.4*^
The sight of man's tears moves the Divinity to offer pardon
and grace as witnessed in La amistad en el peligro when again
Christ speak,
tQuitadmele de delante!
iBolued, boluedl
iDonde vais?
que tras lagrimas por culpas
el cora^on sa me va.
iComo podre contenerme,
Hombre, si te veo llorar?
IJoseph soy!
jTu hermano soyI
lOjos y bravos me dal
In Los cautivos libres the turning point is the effort made
by Voluntad over Entendimiento to accept the sacrament with
faith.

The Auto de Psiques

£

Cupido falls into the category

of these nine autos for its turning point too is Psiques’
fall into disgrace for disobeying Amor Cristo. When she
attempts to see Him, she is cast out of His presence.

Her

fall into the arms of Luzbel causes her to lament and call
upon the Virgin for succor.

EjL fenix de amor has its turning

point when Alma is in danger of being captured by the demons

^03Ibid., f.

(Ill) 06 verso.

404Ibid., f. 56/IG8],
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of Luzbel and must be rescued by Christ's angels.

The

turning point of each auto leads directly to the denouement,
the receipt of the sacrament.

All twelve autos terminate

with honor to the Eucharist as the protagonists are accepted
by the Lord to participate in His sacrament.
The argumentos which have been derived from original
ideas of Valdivielso are El hospital de los locos, Los cautivos libres, El fenix de amor, La amistad en el peligro, El
hombre encantado. Las ferias del alma, El peregrine, and El
arbol de la vida.

Four autos, Psiques y Cupido, La serrana

de Plasencia, El villano en su rincon, and El hijo prodigo
are derived from the known sources of Classical.Antiquity,
popular Spanish literature, and the New Testament.

Of the

latter, enough has been said of their allegorical usage in
the preceeding material.

Of the original argumentos an

important point or generalization must be made.

Valdivielso

used originality in these autos in the construction of an
allegory based on material not unfamiliar to his Spanish
audience.

It is the new light he shed on his subjects in

their allegorical treatment a lo divino which is the great
ness of his work.

The summaries demonstrate the artist's

ingenuity in applying familiar material to the sacramental
world.

It is well however to isolate the various themes
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used to produce the allegory in order to better judge the
great variety of material which was deemed capable of
honoring the sacrament.
El villano en su rincon develops with four main themes:
the villano versus the King or the old literary theme of
country life versus the life in the Court or the city; the
hunt of the nobleman; the institution of government and
loyalty to one's King; and the vision of death.

El hospital

de los locos presents the illness of the soul turned away
from God as insanity, and its only cure, the sacraments of
the Church.

Doctrine enters here for the soul is seen turn

ing away from reason.

Los cautivos libres is the doctrinal

presentation of man's three potencias accepting the sacrament
with faith.

They are guided by Oxdo and Vista who is blinda

folded in order not to interfer with Ordo.

a

rj

The reto

of Duda recalls the popular literature of the romanceros.
Fe and the sacrament are presented as the guardian and the
treasure to be found within the walls of God '3 fortress, the
Church.

The reto of Duda carries out the idea of a seige upon

^®^In regard to certain of Calderon's autos, Valbuena
Prat mentions the usage of the mediaeval concept seen de
veloped here in Valdivielso1s auto, "en que la Fe cautiva
por'el of do, al Entendimiento"^ Calderon de la Barca, Obras
completas, III, 10.
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a castle.

El fenix de amor as indicated in its title re

calls the renewal of God's promise in the sacrament by
analogy with the fabulous bird, the phoenix, and the beliefs
held concerning its process of life and d e a t h . T h e

love

of Christ for the soul arises out of Solomon's Song of Songs
(5:1-8; 4:12-15).

This love is expressed by analogy with

the love of man for woman which is fulfilled by marriage.
Into the harmony of love there enters the old debate of the
body and the soul.^®®

Because there is disharmony, Luzbel

is able to pronounce a reto against the Phoenix and the
battle ensues between Luzbel and the angel, Michael, as
recorded in the New Testament (Rev. 12:7-9; 13:1).

The

angel appears because the theme of honor has appeared.
Amor Cristo can not battle against one who is His inferior.
La amistad en el^ peligro is based upon the idea of a perfect

406a discussion of the life cycle of the phoenix may be
read in Thomas Bulfinch, Bulfinch1s Mythology, The Modern
Library Giant Series (New York: The Modern Library, n.d.),
pp. 248-249.
^®^The literary analogy of Godly "agape" and human "eros"
which presents God's love as that of "matrimonio espiritual"
or "amor conjugal" is discussed in Wardropper, Historia, pp.
21; 59-67.
4^®Early appearances of the debat between the body and
the soul in Spanish literature are discussed in Post, o p .
cit., pp. 41; 129; 138-139.
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friendship from the words of Christ in the New Testament
(John 15:13), and the greatness of Christ's misericordia
as recorded in the New Testament also (Mat. 18:21-35),
San Pedro or the Church is the sanctuary to which man repairs
while he dwells on earth to partake of the sacraments and to
prepare for the New Jerusalem as described in Revelation 21:
11-27; 22:1-5.

The parable of the prodigal son is recalled

even in this allegory.
theme of the world as

Las, ferias del alma presents the old
a market place in which all men pass,

making the purchases which will save or condemn the soul.
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The Old Testament and the New are recalled when the allegory
presents Cain, Amnon, Absalom, and Saint Stephen who have
made their purchases in the tiendas of the various vendors.
Psiques y Cupido is, of course, based on the famous tale of
Antiquity*

Into it however, Valdivielso has woven the doc

trine of faith in the mystery of the sacrament and to some
degree the Virgin Mother as the intercessor of man.

El^ hombre

encantado recalls the novelas de caballerias in which the
heros or the persons whom they sought to aid had been enchant
ed by some evil power.

The enchantment of evil is broken

^^Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, p. 18.

with the new enchantment of the power of God within the sacra
ments.

La serrana de Plasencia recalls popular literature

in its allegory— the serranilla ("La serrana de la Vera")
and the two comedias based upon it.

Man in original

sin is the underlying doctrine of the auto and his salva
tion through Christ's Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, and
Ascension are developed through the presentation of Serrana's
salvation.

El^ peregrino is essentially the old theme of the

pilgrimage of life.4-*-®

Into it has been woven the theme of
i1

the two roads, the good and the evil,
to select the one he will travel.

and man's free will

The various houses along

the way— that of Honor, Pleasure and the marvelous tree of
fortune recall old themes. ^

2

The dream episode of the Pil

grim and the appearance of Christ in the role of the Good
Samaritan with semblances of the Good Shepherd all add to the
number of themes intertwined to produce a single allegorical
play.

El hijo prodigo, based on the parable of Christ (Lk.

15:11), is also a presentation of the pilgrimage of life.

4 K>Ibid.,

pp. 18-19; 337.

4 1 1 Ibid.,

pp. 337-339.

^ 2Ibid. , p. 340.
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The various horses the Prodigal may ride recall the various
means of turning the will away from God.

The use of the

sarao and the scene of Juego and his retinue^^ recall the
moments of idelness when one may lose oneself by forgetting
God.

The carros of Death and Mercy appear as visual aids

to depict the allegory*s interpretation of what awaits man
according to his decision to seek God or to ignore Him.
And the last of the twelve autos, El arbol de la vida returns
to Biblical literature, the Old and the New Testaments

(Gen.

3 t Rev. 2:7; 22:2, 14) to develop an allegory around the tree
or sacrament of life.

Into the allegory the debate of Justice

and Mercy enters as each attempts, according to his nature,
to deal with man's eternal life.

The recalling of themes in

y

isolation is sufficient to establish that Valdivielso drew
upon life and thoughts around him to develop various allegor
ies.

He drew an analogy wthi the familiar to present that which
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Wardropper notes that a deck of cards was used as a
mnemonic device by the people for recalling religious teach
ings. Both a positive and a negative point of view was taken
toward the deck of cards. Valdivielso clearly shows his dis
approval of card playing as a pastime in the scene of Juego.
It is at this point that the Prodigal comes to a complete
bankruptcy in the saving virtue of his soul, Historia, pp. 1113.
The deck of cards used as a positive mnemonic device to
recall religious teachings is exemplified in the music and
letras collected by Kurt Schindler, Folk Music and Poetry of
Spain and Portugal, numbers 34, 150, 476, 709, 827, 898, and
p. 71.
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was unfamiliar or hard to grasp with pure reasoning ability.
The familiar was elevated to sacramental reality through
allegory.

Allegorical language and figures established a

new significance for that which was familiar through daily
life or knowledge.

The greatness of the promise of the

sacrament was interpreted dramatically through the auto sacra
mental to have a greater personal meaning to the individuals
who witnessed the performances.

The dramatist was concerned

not only with entertaining his audience with a dramatic
spectacle but also in presenting them with ideas which they
would take away from it.

Among these ideas there should

be a greater knowledge of what the Eucharist meant personally
to each individual's well being.
Underlying the allegory may be seen Christian doctrine,
t

The virgin birth of Christ, for example from El^ arbol de la
vida when El Principe sends Misericordia to prepare for His
coming Incarnation:
En Nazareth la hallaras;
la mds noble ;de la tierra.

Labra vna huerta cerrada,
que produzga nunca abierta
el engerto de la vida
con las dos naturalezas.
Transplanta el arbol hermoso
coronado de agucenas
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;'

que entre sus olas y flores
dos vezes seys frutos lleua .4 -*-4

Man's state in original sin is pointed out by Culpa to
Genero Humano in El^ arbol de la vida;
Hijo de tu voluntas
soy Hombre, y de tu desseo.
De mi en ti te complaciste,
y en ti de ti me engendraste.
Sin luz a luz me sacaste
quando della careciste.

'

•

•

*

^

que yo sin el [hombrel nada fuy,
el peco"y hizo que fuera .4 1 5
The role of the Virgin Mary as man's intercessor is dramatized
by Psiques in Psiques £ Cupido;

No llame a mi Esposo,
que teml irritarle,
no le llame a el
mas llame a su madre.

Viendo sus purezas,
yua a retirarme,
haziendome horros
mis mismas fealdades.
Mas ella elements,
con amor de madre,

4 1 4 Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 3 3 (bis)/

R4 verso.
415Ibid., f. 128{bis)/Q7 verso.

Brackets are mine.
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a sus dulzes pechos
gustcf de llegarme.
Dixome, — Si quieres,
que el rigor amanse
el Esposo ausente,
que ingrata enojaste,
llora, que si lloras,
puedo assegurarte,
que abiertos los bragos
saiga a perdonarte.
Llora y sus rigores,
hija, no te espanten,
que mairto en la leche
sabrosas piedades.^16
That man has received free will from God is emphasized in
Psiques

y_

Cupido when El Cielo, God the Father, tells Psiques

that as His daughter she has been given free will to select,
according to her desire, the spouse with whom she will dwell,
Hija, responde, I que esperas?
Libre aluedrio te ha dado,
con que a tu bien, o tu mal,
puedes estender la m a n o . 4 -1-7
Faith before the mystery of Transubstantiation is given
dramatic life in the conversation between a number of charac
ters in Los cautivos libres;
Duda
Fe
Duda
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Permitidme que os pregunte.
Pregunta con humildad.
Si, har 6 , que para saber
quiero solo preguntar.

Ibid., ff. 66/12 verso-67/[I3].

417Ibid., ff. 59/[H3]-59/H3 verso.
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iCorao Christo, me dezid,
de puede tra(n)ssustanciar
en el pan sin que pan sea,
y el pan dexar de ser pan?

Fe
Duda

Entendimiente

Fe

Memoria
Fe

Y aca en la naturaleza
exeraplos diuersos ay.
Que me place,
Dime alguno
Fe
oye, el calor natural
ino conuierte en carne y sangre
en el hombre el vino y pan?
iel vapor no se haze nube,
y el ague elada cristal?

iComo en vna forma grande,^
en mil, en dos mil, y en mas,
no ay mSs que en vna pequena,
Exemplos te lo diran
de aquel Netar de los cielos,
de aquel sabroso mana
no sabemos que cogfan
medida todos igual.
Mira del bianco rocio
el desierto blanquear.
Sin que lleue el menor menos,
sin que lleue el mayor mas.418

Los cautivos libres, cited above, devotes itself entirely to
the dramatization of man's senses before the miracle which
faith alone can discern.

Otherwise the display of doctrinal

teachings is less obvious if noticeable at all as an entity
in itself.

That which is indeed noticeable and outstanding

418 Ibid., ff. 29/D5 verso-30/ [D6J.
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in Valdivielso*s work is his usage of the Bible.

Throughout

his autos the Bible is used as a source for allusions, charac
ters, allegorical episodes, and a complete allegory.
latter is noted in E^L hijo prodigo.

The

The allegory of this

auto is based faithfully on the New Testament parable.

In El

cirbol de la vida, El fgnix de amor, and La amistad en el
peligro, the Scriptures inspired the dramatist with original
allegories.

El drbol de la vida uses both the Old and the New

Testament as its source for the symbolic tree of life; El
f enix de amor has similarities to the Songs of Solomon from
the Old Testament; and Lia amistad en el^ peligro develops
allegorically the idea of its title after the words of Christ
in the New Testament concerning true friendship.

Allegorical

episodes based on the Scriptures are found in Las ferias del
alma, El hombre encantado, El peregrino, and La serrana de
Plasencia.

In Las ferias del alma the Old and New Testaments

are recalled in the appearance of Cain, Absalom, Amnon, and
Saint Stephen.

These four recount, according to the needs of

the allegory, their history as recorded in the Scriptures.
El hombre encantado contains a scene in which Saint John the
Baptist repeats the history of Christ from His birth to His
Ascension as recorded in the Gospels.

El peregrino has an

allegorical episode based on the parable of the Good Samaritan
from the New Testament.

La serrana de Plasencia ends with a
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scene which recalls Christ's crucifixion.

Likewise, it may

be noted that EL hombre encantado and El arbol de la vida
present Christ's crucifixion in the last scenes.

El^ fenix de

amor presents Christ's victory over death on the Cross also.
This auto does not dramatize the crucifixion scene itself but
allegorizes it as the victory of the angel, Michael, over
Luzifer as recorded in Revelations.

This usage of Biblical

material was praised by Valdivielso's contemporaries, and was
considered by them one of his greatest achievements in the
genre.419
A characteristic of the auto sacramental which was
handed dow to Valdivielso was its one act form.

The short

ness of such a dramatic work demanded from the artist an
economy of narrative and a cCncentration upon the unity of
effect.

For this reason the autos have one central plot line.

For Valdivielso this is the interest placed upon the protagon
ist' s receipt of the sacrament.

The allegory may have its

twists and turns but all is focused on the protagonist and
his final success.

Los cautivos libres does appear at first

glance to have a subplot.

The challenge of Duda to the

fortress of Faith appearss to be s secondary matter, after the

A1

Q

**

Wardropper, Introduceion, pp. 284-285.
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fate of Voluntad, Memoria, arid Entendimiento.

As the auto

develops the part which Duda plays in the fate and actions
of Entendimiento becomes apparent and any idea of a subplot
vanishes.

Duda must be present to explain or motivate the

actions of Entendimiento.

It is because of Duda's presence

that Entendimiento is unable to accept the sacrament immedi
ately through faith.

He is torn by doubt and thus must be

overcome by Voluntad to accept F e # faith in the mystery of
the sacrament.
The average length of an auto sacramental by Valdivielso
is 1316 lines of verse.

The shortest of the twelve autos is

El hospital de los locos with 1146 lines of verse.
est is El hombre encantado with 1465 lines.

The long

These figures

do not take into account those verese which were intended to
be sung.

The average number of songs per auto is three; some

works have as many as six songs while El hombre encantado
and Psiques y Cupido have only one.

It is incorrect to

assume that the dialogue of El hombre encantado is lengthened
because only one musical number appears.

Psiques y Cupido

has only one musical number of four lines:
Psiques y Cupido,
Christo y el Alma,
desposados se gozas
quando se aman . ^ 20

420yaldivielso, Doze actos sacramentalesr f . 62/H6 verso.
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It is sung three times during the course of the auto, yet
there are eight autos longer than Psigues
1304 lines of verse.

y

_

Cupido with its

El^ hospital de los locos, the shortest

auto in number of dialogue lines has only two songs.

It

must be generalized then that Valdivielso, regardless of the
musical compositions, believed his autos were complete
unities of dramatic development somewhere after

1100

lines

of verse.
Because of the method used to present the autos on the
two special carros
sible.
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changes of scene and scenery were pos

The elaborate stage mechanics needed to produce the

effects called for by the dramatist have been noted in the
summaries.
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Some of these were the use of a trap door to

permit Tierra to rise up from under the stage as logically
befits that allegorical character.

This was done in El

peregrino and El_ arbol de la vida.

In Psigues

y

Cupido a

large serpent must appear to cross the sky bearing Psiques
and Luzbel.

In El villano en su rinoon, the scene of coming

4 2 1 N. D. Shergold, A History of the Spanish Stage (Lon
don: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 415.
4 2 2 Shergold,

p. 311.

op. cit., pp. 439-441; Rennert, op . cit.,
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death must be dramatized with a "discovery" which produces
a scene of hell.

Of course, not all changes of scene neces

sitated elaborate inventions or changes of scenery.

A new

scene could simply be that a character or characters had
entered the stage or had exited.

The 1622 edition of

Valdivielso’s autos sacramentales does not indicate the num
ber of scenes as we are accostumed to find today.

Exits and

entrances are noted and new positions on the stage and the
carros are indicated by the dramatist's notations.

"Discov

eries" or "aparencias" are also indicated and described.

The

numbering of scenes is not found however.
Gonzalez Pedroso’s collection has indicated the scenes
by number and also Rull in his edition of Psiques £ Cupido.
The latter auto has twenty-four scenes while the five autos
in the collection have an average of twenty-one scenes.

It

may be stated here that the average number of scenes for the
twelve autos is twenty-two.
set change.

This must not be considered a

Generally there are two stage settings produced

by the carros plus the temporary platform sdt up for the
production.

auto's

Along with the "discoveries" must be added the

use of Special carros which make only a short appearance in

423

Gonzalez Pedroso, o p . cit., pp. 202-269; Rull,
cit., 149-193.
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any auto.

These were seen used in El^ hijo prddigo with the

appearance of the "carro de la muerte" and the "carro de la
raisericordia."

The stage of the auto sacramental gave the

dramatist opportunities which he might not have had within the
theater of the time.

The audience was, no doubt, elated

with these techniques which added visual interest to the drama
tic performance.
The final observation to be made concerning the alle
gorical structure of the auto sacramental is the matter of
movement or action.

The number of scenes is not an indication

that true dramatic action takes place on the stage.

El

hombre encantado has been pointed out as an example of an
auto sacramental in which very little physical movement is
required of the actors.

The auto develops as a dialogue,

the interest of the audience has to be placed in the beauty
of the verse and in the mental activity of identifying the
images of the language.

El fenix de amor, on the other hand,

is a dramatic work in the sense of stage movement.

There is

not one but three scenes where dueling takes place.

First,

the duel between Luzifer and Inspiracion beneath the window
of Alma; second, the fight between the demons and the angels
for the possession of Alma; and third, the duel between Luzi
fer and the angel, Michael, to establish Christ's victory over
evil.

There is movement on the stage which is timed to

heighten dramatic intensity; Amor Cristo hides himself from
the stage characters to make His appearance before Alma in
her greatest moment of need.

Luzifer, as a suitor of Alma,

appears with a ladder which he sets in place at A l m a 1s balcony
in an attempt to force his attentions upon her.

These actions

may seem unimportant but they are vital to the full develop
ment of a dramatic work.

There must be opportunity for stage

movement as well as for plot movement through the dialogue.
Valdivielso was not writing for an audience with Classical
tastes in the theater.

He could expect his audience to

listen to the dialogue but he had to hold their visual inter
est as well.

In most autos he did this, if not by actual

stage movement by a change of scene, exits or entrances, or
scenery, or the appearance of a "discovery."

The reality

of the sacramental world as developed allegorically in
Valdivielso1s works depends not on the allegory alone but
also upon the successful use of the stage and its properties.
To aid the allegory in transmitting its meaning of the
sacrament.to the audience, techniques such as anachronisms,
allusions, and particularizations have been pointed out in
the summaries.

These aids are language figures, but they may

become a part of the characters' roles.

In Las ferias del

alma an anachronism helps to carry out the idea of the
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purchases one may make at the market of the world.

Cain,

Absalom, Amnon, and Saint Stephen were seen together as they
came from the market.

Their appearance together in sacrament

reality was not unbelievable.

It has already been establish

ed that chronological time has no place in the world of the
eternal sacraments.

The allusions used in the allegories

were figures of the language, from history, the Bible, my
thology ,_costurabres, and literature.

These allusions make

their appearance in the poetry,sometimes piling one on top
of the other.

Their purpose was to make evident the situation

in which the protagonist found himself or to develop character
traits.

It is the responsibility of the characters to carry

out the allegorical work.

They must make the dialogue ad

vance meaningfully and make the allegory come to life.
is now time to examine the role of the characters in the
allegorical structure.

It

CHAPTER V

THE CHARACTERS OF THE ALLEGORICAL WORLD

In the auto sacramental the honor of the Eucharist was
uppermost in the mind of the dramatist.

The allegorical

argumentos were developed to convey homage to the sacrament.
The subject of Valdivielso was of religious nature and the
characters were brought forth from that subject, the Euchar
ist.

The characters had to give life to the dramatic inter

pretation of the auto sacramental's world.

The first figures

\

to be conceived of naturally in the theme of the Eucharist
are the sacrament itself; the One who is symbolized therein
and is the One who made the gift possible, Christ; and the
one for whom the gift was intended, man.
these figures appear automatically.

In the twelve autos

The appellations which

they bear in their roles in the individual autos may vary,
but still these vital characters will always appear as the
theme of the Eucharist demands their presence or the presence
of their abstractions as seen in Los cautivos libres, and Las
ferias del alma.
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Next appears the antagonist, the one or ones who oppose
mankind in its search for God's grace.

It is only logical

that the antagonist appear because the sacrament of grace
was given when a barrier was placed between God and mankind
by the fall of Adam.

The sacraments were given to restore

man to the grace of God which he had lost in original sin.
The antagonist is that figure who represents the barrier between
God and man whether it be the three "enemigos del alma"
Mundo, Carne, and Luzbel, or one of man's own qualities such
as Apetito, Gusto, or Duda.
The role of man is that of the protagonist.

It is a

symbolic role because the one figure witnessed in the auto
must represent all Christians in their struggle to obtain
God's grace.

The inner turmoil of the auto's protagonist is

not unqiue to his story of life but is that conflict common
to all Christians who strive to find salvation.

From a con

crete subject, Valdivielso has developed his character of man
to symbolize all humanity.

The protagonist grows to univer

sal stature because his plight in earthly life is that of
everyone to some degree.

Although the protagonist is symbolic

and universal, he appears in the autos as "un Hombre," for
Valdivielso's talent was one in which a personal tenderness
was shown in drawing the lines of the protagonist so that he
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appears first as a man, secondly as the prototype of man
kind.^*

Valdivielso draws each protagonist as an individual

Christian who is seeking to solve his inner turmoil which is
his desire for salvation in spite of the obstacles which ap
pear to block his way.

When the auto comes to its conclusion,

one may look back upon the entire production and recognize
that the protagonist was filling the role of any Christian
who seeks God's grace.

In reviewing the protagonists of the

twelve autos of Valdivielso, it is necessary to amek special
comments about Juan Labrador, Psiques, and la serrana because
they have been derived from borrowed sources.

In the original

allegories of Valdivielso each protagonist has his or her
special qualities, but any one of the personalities may be
viewed as a broader picture of Christian man.
The sacrament of the Eucharist is dramatized in the autos
as a banquet a lo divino to which the protagonist has been
invited after his sincere repentance of sins.

Just as the

Eucharist, in the mystery of Transubstantiation, is Christ's
body and blood, so the character of Christ in the autos of
Valdivielso symbolizes His own gift to humanity.

1
*
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 309.

The figure
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of Christ in the autos recalls His activities as recorded in
the New Testament and prophesied in the Old.

In His appear

ances in the world of the auto's reality Christ becomes the
manifestation of the secret the Eucharist holds.

When man

comes as an invited guest to the table of the Lord, he is told
by his Host that herein lies a great mystery for He Himself
is within the accidents of bread and wine.

The nourishment

give by Christ at His table is His own Person that man may
be nourished with new grace.
The characters, other than the protagonist and Christ
who bring to life the world of the auto sacramental, are,
for the most part, allegorical figures.

This is only natural

for in the autos inanimate things, qualities, and senses are
personified.

In their extended treatment the personifications

become allegorical.

The allegorical characters who appear

such as Inocencia, Apetito, Mundo, and Plazer are not symbols
in the sense of literary symbolism where the writer takes a
concrete subject and from it abstracts the essence of idea he
believes lies therein.

2

Rather, the allegorical characters

of the autos are abstractions to begin with and are given a

2Post, o p . cit., pp. 4-5.
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concrete image by appearing in the guise of mankind .3

Xn

this guise the personified abstraction such as Xnocencia acts
out the quality or qualities attributed to innocence.

The

actions of this character are those the audience associates
with "inocence" through daily experiences, as well as new
ideas which the dramatist may wish to incorporate into this
character.

New insights should be gained by this presentation

as the abstract quality has become concrete and can be seen
doing or causing others to do those things which are otherwise
only said to be attributes of "innocence.”
The base from which the allegorical characters rise
is the sacraments and in particular, the sacrament of the
Eucharist.

The subject of Valdivielso was one with much doc

trinal teaching, which he used only as a means to impart to
his audience the pathway of the Christian to the worthy
receipt of the Eucharist.^

He based this pathway on familiar

material, elevating it by allegory to the level of sacramental
reality.

The familiar material was thus replaced by that which

was unfamiliar or, better said, difficult to grasp by pure
reasoning ability.

The characters who appear to give life to

3Post refers to this process as a "crystallization of
abstractions into fictitious persons", ibid., p. 3.
I
A
+
Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 309.
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the allegory are born naturally within the theme of the
Eucharist and the pathway which the Christian must travel to
arrive worthy of the'grace promised therein.
The allegorical characters who are born in the world
of the auto sacramental1s reality also have a role to play in
temporal reality.

This is where the ambiguity of allegory

is evidenced. Mundo, C a m e , a n d Luzbel, for example, are the
three mortal enemies of the soul who must be contended with
while man dwells in temporal life.
is the cause of his conflict.

Their influence upon man

These enemies arise in the

reality of the auto as the barriers or forces which in
temporal life must be dealt with by man.
Lastly, Valdivielso has perceived that certain charac
ters, men of flesh and blood, could fill roles in his sacra
mental plays.

These are historical characters and they all

come from the same source, the Bible.

They are sleeted be

cause they symbolize in their life or deeds some quality which
the allegory wishes to convey.

The appearance of these sym

bolic characters is usually brief as opposed to that of the
true allegorical characters who take part in the entire
dramatic development of homage to the Eucharist.
The autos of Valdivielso thus contain the following
character types:

the symbolic historical characters who make
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only a brief appearance, the allegorical figures, extended
personifications, who play a role in the complete development
of the auto, the figure of Christ and the sacrament, and the
protagonist who represents mankind.

Together these figures

proceed to give dramatic life to the words of the allegory
which presents the auto1s world of eternity.
The discussion will now turn from generalizations of
the characters of the twelve autos to concentrate on, first
of all, the protagonist, man or the soul of man.
him that the sacraments were established.

It is for

It was for his

sake that Christ became man, in order that His Incarnation,
Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension might restore new grace
to this one who, by his own disobedience, had lost it.

Through

out eleven autos it is the symbolic representative of mankind
who makes his way through temporal life to the receipt of
grace with his repentance.

It is this protagonist who moti

vates the drama, who in turn has been motivated by God, to
5

search for the Truth which is God.

Los cautivos libres is

the twelfth auto which does not fall into this category because

5The Essential Augustine, edited by Vernon J. Bourke,
A Mentor-Omega Book (New York: The New American Library of
World Literature, Inc., 1964), pp. 124-125.
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man as the protagonist does not appear.

In his stead appear

the three potencias of the soul according to Saint Augustine;
Will, Memory, and Understanding,

and the senses of man, in

particular Oido and Vista.
First it must be noted that in eleven autos

(excluding

Los cautivos libres) Valdivielso has presented only one figure
7

to represent mankind.

This lone symbol of humanity must

strive against the obstacles of temporal life to reach eternal
salvation.

The protagonist grows in stature to become a

universal figure because his inner turmoil is that which
every Christian must face.

The obstacles of temporal life

placed before the auto1s protagonist are not unique to him,
they are common to mankind— the world, the flesh, and the
devil.

More will be said of these antagonists later.
The single representative of humanity in each auto is

rewarded with God's grace after his sincere repentance.
There are no examples in the twelve autos of the protagonist
being doomed to eternal punishment.

6 Ibid.,

Valdivielso did not

pp. 76-93.

^In Calderon's El gran teatro del mundo seven characters
represent the various social levels of humanity.
Herein not
all are granted the grace of God for the Rich Man is sentenced
to eternal punishment for the role he played. Obras completas,
III, 203-222.
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present such a denouement because he used only one figure of
mankind and he wanted that one to find God’s grace through
Repentance.

Emphasis was placed on the sacrament of penance

that the glory of the Eucharist would be more illuminated.
Most of the autos do present characters who are alle
gorical abstractions of the protagonist.

These abstractions

are personified and have been given life by the dramatist so
that as definite personalities in and of themselves they
better display their participation either as obstacles to
m a n ’s finding God or as qualities which aid or rescue him in
the search.

Juan Labrador (El villano en su rincdn) is ac

companied by Razon, Apetito and Gusto.

The former symbolizes
p
the superior reason of man which seeks to know God. The
latter two are enemies of Juan's, own making in that he permits
them to turn his will away from that which Razon knows to be
true.

Alma (Las ferias del alma) also permits her superior

reason to become a slave while Apetito, depicted as a galan,
leads her astray in the market place of the world.

The

Prodigal (El^ hijo prodigo) begins) his earthly journey accom
panied by his Juventud who incites the desires for temporal

O

Superior reason (ratio superior) is the gaze of the
mind directed by the will upward to God and eternal truths.
The Essential Augustine, pp. 20-21.
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pleasures while Inspiracion, the companion sent by the Father
to guide His son, is ignored.

In the manicomio, Alma (El

hospital de los locos) meets Genero Humano and Carne who have
preceeded her there in the illness of insanity a lo divino.
Cuerpo is the guardian of Alma (El fenix de amor).

He is a

secondary character in the auto rather than the protagonist
for our interest is. directed fully toward Alma who is the
motivating figure,

it is she who is sought after by Luzbel

and Esposo Cristo.

It is the solution to her problem which

the drama,seeks to solve, since Cuerpo is one of the two
obstructions in the path of Alma to her divine bodas.

The

protagonist of El^ hombre encantado is guided by his own
Ignorancia to leave Entendimiento.

Here just as in El arbol

de la vida the mediaeval concept of "ignorance" appears.
Ignorance which was the defect of attention was considered
a cause of sin.

The attention of the will was turned away

from reason and thus from God.

g

The protagonist of E3L arbol

de la vida recognized Ignorancia as an enemy who must be his
companion through the fall of Adam.

El^ hombre encantado willed

himself to be lead by Ignorancia therefore committing sin.

9

Alexander Augustine Parker, The Approach to the Spanish
Drama of the Golden A g e , Diamante Series (Cambridge, England:
The Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Councils, 1957), p. 24n.
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Genero Humano does not commit this sin even though he is
blemished by original sin.

He pleads throughout the auto to

be freed from this burdensom companion.

The former auto

allegorizes man participating in the sin of ignorance while
the latter allegorizes man's cry for renewed grace and for
giveness of the sin which brought such an enemy into being.
At the close of the Auto del hombre encantado when Christ does
come to establish the new sacrament of grace, Ignorancia is
renamed by Christ, Inocencia, and is commanded to carry out
his life now in this new Christian role.
These abstractions of man play out their roles accord
ing to the qualities the audience identifies with them and
which valdivielso wished to attribute to them in their signift

icance in the auto.

Some characters such as Cuerpo, Ignoran

cia, Apetito may be considered at one point in the auto to be
antagonists of man.

Their characters are changed in the

course of the protagonist's arrival at the table of grace.
Some allegorical characters such as Luzbel, Carne, and Deleite,
are antagonists throughout the auto and naturally such quali
ties as Razdn, Inspiracifin, and Verdad take their place s
among the Godly qualities given to man.
The protagonists appear in eleven autos under eight
appellations.

Alma is the most common as the eternal soul of

man was the subject of most concern to Valdivielso, that it
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be received into God's grace through the sacraments.

Alma is

a female protagonist in El hospital de los locos, El fdnix
de amor, Las ferias del alma, and Psiques y Cupido, subtitled
Christo y ©i alma, wherein Psiques is recognized as the
symbol of the soul.

The second most common appellation is

Hombre appearing twice in La amistad en el peligro and El
hombre encantado.

Genero Humano is the protagonist of El

arbol de la vida, the appellation appearing only once as do
each of the following:

el villano or Juan Labrador, la

serrana, el hijo prodigo and el peregrino.

These characters,

with the exception of those called Alma, may symbolize both
man and the soul.

With the exception of la serrana and the

three characters named Alma and Pisques who are female pro
tagonists, the autos have male protagonists.

Valdivielso

then did not discriminate against women, for five of twelve
protagonists are women and each auto has various other roles
filled by women characters.

All of the appellations of the

protagonists were selected by the dramatist for their logical
application in the allegorical structure of the auto as
witnessed in the summaries of each auto sacramental.
Valdivielso intended that his audiences vicariously associate
themselves with these protagonists.
Serrana, Psiques, and Juan Labrador, protagonists who
represent mankind because they arise through the original

literary vehicle being elevated by allegory to the auto's
world, retain certain characteristics of their original per
sonality while at the same time new traits are applied to
them tomeet the demands of the new symbolic
which they have

entered.

reality into

Juan Labrador, the villano of

the

auto, is content with his solitary station in life and the
material wealth hhich he possesses just as his namesake in
the comedia by Lope de Vega.

However, unlike Lope de Vega's

hero, this villano has made no preparation for eternal life.
He has forgotten God before the material wealth he has amassed
and heeds only Apetito, his mayordomo and his constant com
panion, Gusto.

It is here that we note the great difference

in the two villanos.i°
Lope de Vega's hero was content with his state but he
never forgot to give God thanks for this wealth.

He was aware

of the temporal nature of his riches and was prepared to de
part from them without sorrow when death called.
Dos camas
Y otra en
En vida y
Donde una

As he states

tengo, una en casa
la iglesia:
estas son
muerte el rincon
y otra se pasa. x

10Bataillon, "E3l villano en su rincon,11 pp. 27-28.
liEntrambasaguas, op. cit., II, 137; Acto II, 678-681.
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Death did not worry the auto's villano because it was for
gotten in the presence of Apetito and Gusto until Razdn
with the aid of the disguised King was able to bring its
memory and meaning back to Juan Labrador.

The vision of

death strikes terror in the heart of Juan Labrador for he
witnesses his amassed fortune being used as the Oternal in
strument of his torture.

Fear of losing himself prompts

to seek out the King he has ignoredi

When he agrees

him

to go

to the Court, Razon announces that Juan Labrador is dead:
Amor

iVieu aqu£ Iuan Labrador?

Razon

No viue aqu£, que es ya rnuerto.*-2

This signifies that the old nature of the man is dead for now
he heeds Razon and prepares to become a new man, a deserving
subject of the Divine King, a Knight in His army.

The proud

and haughty nature of the Villano is replaced by humility and
a desire to serve others.
The Serrana of Valdivielso's auto must be imagined as
retaining features which the heroine of the serranilla pos
sessed as well as the two serranas in the comedias by Lope de
Vega and Velez de Guevara.

She is therefore a beautiful

•*-2Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 10/[B2],
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maiden whose physical attributes include the necessary
strength and dexterity for a rugged mountain life and skill
in hunting game.

Like her literary sisters, Valdivielso's

serrana is a native of Plasencia who now dwells in la Vera
where she has become a salteadora.

Unlike her kinswomen

this serrana is not motivated by revenge to lay hold of the
travelers in la Vera.

13

she is motivated as she says because

No tengo mal gue temer,
ni tengo bien que esperar.
Quiero de todo gozar,
lo gozado aborrecer,
lo aborrecido matar.
She is not content with this life but is melancholy and wist
ful, almost persuaded to return to Plasencia to seek favor
again from the Esposo who she knows still loves her.
Her prisoners offer her only fleeting pleasure, as
she states above, but she continues in this role motivated by
Engano, her constant companion who has disguised himself as
Truth by stealing the cloak of Desengano.
motivated the maiden to leave Plasencia.

It was Engano who
She had no cause

to desert her Esposo except that she permitted her will to be
turned away from Razon by her human appetites.

Thus deceived

she fled Plasencia, thinking to abide with Plazer.

Her life

^Men£ndez pidal, Teatro antiguo espaflol. I, 144.
^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 104/[N8].
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in la Vera is a constant search for Plazer who, true to his
nature, eludes her.

Whenever Razon appears to be returning

to guide Serrana, Engano quickly promises her a new delight.
His last such promise is that one which undoes him, for the
skeleton which is Plazer undeceives Serrana and she recognizes Engano as a "traidor."

15

The internal battle of Serrana is symbolized in the
physical battle of Engafio and Desengafto.

While this battle

takes place, Serrana is content to take up her bow and return
to the pastime which her life; in la Vera had taught her.

It

is at this moment that her Esposo appears to her, disguised
as.a shepherd.

His song of love is so overpowering that Serrana,

who was mentally ready to repent upon recognizing the deceits
of Engano, becomes meek and humble.

She allows herself to be

made a prisoner without a sign of defending herself.

She

pleads rather that the stranger give her aid in regaining her
former state in Plasencia.

This change in Serrana is most

believable, for from the beginning of the auto she was seen
to be unhappy in her role.

She needed only to see clearly

that Engano was her enemy for the decision to be made to return
to Plasencia.

15Ibid., f. 108/04 verso.
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Psiques of the auto on one level is the beautiful
maiden pursued by many powerful suitors but disdainful of
all because she dreams of being the bride of the Divinity.
On the second level, that of the auto sacramental, she is
seen as the soul being pursued by its mortal e n e m i e s . S h e
resists them for she is determined to await the Divine
Bridegroom and can not be dissuaded in her love for the One
she has not seen.

She does have a weakness in her character

which appears in the element of doubt.
auto doubt is replaced with faith.

17

By the end of the

The two sisters of Psiques,

Irascible and Concupiscible, appeared in Apuleius* tale as
antagonists of Psiques* love and faith in her unseen husband
but there they did not have appellations nor were they ab
stractions as they may be considered in the auto. The two
sisters represent the passions of the soul which hinder it
in reaching or obtaining its highest possible degree of per
fection.^-®

For Psiques the perfection needed was complete

faith in the Divine Bridegroom.

Psiques loves deeply Amor

^6Rull, o£. cit., pp. 142-143.
17Ibid., p. 143.
18 Loc.

cit.

447 Cristo but the words of the sisters incite doubting Razon of
Psiques to encourage her to disobey her Esposo and seek to see
His face.

Her lack of faith was unpardonable in ihe auto

just as in the original tale. Amor Cristo and Cupido disap
pear, leaving the maiden to her fate.

Psiques now knows

her mistake and as the protagonists of the other autos calls
for Divine aid and forgiveness.
Los cautivos libres is unqiue among the twelve autos
of Valdivielso in the 1622 edition of his works because it is
the only one which does not present a concrete image of man
as the protagonist.

Furthermore, allegorical characters serve

to develop the entire auto.

Christ is seen as the Redemptor

only briefly at the close of the auto and the only other con
crete figure to appear in the auto is San Juan Bautista who
as the portero o f the fortress

{the Church) of Fe, is symbol

ic of the sacrament of Baptism which initiates the new Christi
an into a new life.

The allegory of Los cautivos libres is

designed to present doctrinal teaching, the faith of the
believers in the mystery of the Eucharist, another unique
quality of this auto.

It is because of the doctrinal nature

of the allegory that man as the protagonist has been ignored
and in his stead appear the three potencias of the soi^l;
Voluntad, Memoria, and Entendimiento.^9
19

It is the latter of

The Essential Augustine, pp. 76-93.
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these three who causes the conflict of the auto when he is
beseiged by Duda, the only antagonist to appear in the work.
The five senses of man also are represented but only o£do
and vista have speaking parts which move the auto along.
Voluntad is a maiden accompanied by her two male es
corts, Memoria and Entendimiento.

According to St. Augustine

these three are one and the same forming the psychological
trinity of man's soul.
lover of "el bien."

Voluntad identifies herself as the

Because God is the greatest Good and

Truth, she loves Him even though she does not understand Him.
In the auto she wishes to return to God for she had caused
the misery now suffered by this trio in consenting once to
Entendimiento's desire for knowledge (the fall of Adam):
Culpa confiesso tener,
que prest& consentimiento
al altivo Entendimiento,
que es perdido por saber.20
Memoria, true to his nature, recalls for Voluntad the place
where she must go to regain her lost love.

First, he recalls

that Fe holds the solution to their problem and that she
dwells in a palacio "sobre vna piedra constante."

21

Of this

20Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 23/[C7]
2iIbid., f. 24/[C8] .
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trio only Entendimiento is hesitant to make the journey to
the palacio of Pe.

He knows that he is incapable of under

standing perfectly the nature of God.

However, he must ac

company the others for Voluntad has been designated by God to
rule over Memoria and Entendimiento and the five senses.
Where she wills to go the others must follow.

Once within

the palacio of Pe, Voluntad and Memoria became willing cap
tives of Fe immediately.

Entendimiento is hesitant.

first duty for Fe is to believe in all her teachings.

His
He has

no doubts concerning the existence of the Holy Trinity, the
Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension:
y en. otras dificultades
de la Fe admirado, callo,
porgue ac& en las cosas hallo
exemplos de sus verdades.22
The "cosas" referred to above are things of nature which
' serve Entendimiento1s guest for knowledge of God.

He can not,

however, accept the final mystery of Fe, the mystery of the
Eucharist, the transubstantiation.

It is for this reason

that Duda is able to enter the palacio of Fe unseen, to hide
beside Entendimiento.

His presence is discovered however by

the sad countenance of Entendimiento among all the new cap
tives, the only one who does not rejoice in the presence of

22Ibid., f. 29/[D5].
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Fe.

The doubts of Entendimiento are expressed in questions

by Duda.

Fe proceeds to answer him according to the respons

es given the people concerning the mystery of transubstantiation.

Entendimiento is almost persuaded by these answers but

it is the force of Voluntad who, as his mistress, must order
Entendimiento to make an effort to believe which finally leads
him to consent to Fe as a willing captive:
iDesde qudndo, Entendimiento.
tienes tanta libertad?
Yo te mando que lo creas,
que te lo puedo mandar.
La verdad has de creer,
que es tu objeto la verdad,
y yo amar la bondad suya,
que es el m£o la bondad.
Y en este pan de los cielos
vnida's las dos estan
en Christo,bondad eterna,
y la,primera verdad.23
The two senses Oldo and Vista become willing captives
of Fe without any problem.

Oldo, Gusto, Olfato and Tacto were

already present in the palacio
the auto opens.

of Fe, we understand, when

Vista arrives at the beginning of the auto

and asks permission to enter as a willing captive before the
trinity of the soul arrives.

Vista tells San Juan Bautista

that "ha mucho que le [Fel venero" and nsu cautivo me confiesso."24

When next Vista is seen a blindfold has been

23Ibid., ff. 30/D6 verso-31/[D7].
2^Ibid., f. 24/C8 verso.

Brackets are mine.
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placed over the character*s eyes that:
. * .
vea
el Oldo, no veo yo,
£l ha de ver, que yo no,
25
que el va, para que yo crea.
When Duda attempts to approach Vista, after losing
Entendimiento to Fe, he is again repulsed.

Vista has remained

outside the sanctuary where the other captives partake of the
Eucharist.

The faculty of sight might hinder the faith of

the others, therefore he is willing to abide by Fe*s decree:
Que en el misterio que veo,
sin ver, en que a Dios crex,
cerro las puertas tras sx
el verdadero Eliseo.
El s&lo tiene las H a v e s
del mana, donde se encierra,
solo el abre, solo el cierra,
que nadie puede, ni sabe.
Y ansi en el Dios que no veo,
ni el entendimiento alcanga,
la Fe anima a la esperanga,
y la esperan?a la Fe,
me confirms grandemente,
haziendo animosamente
que a su deuocion este*
Vista waits now for the end of his "cautiverio" which he knows
will come soon and he will enjoy the glories of the mystery
for

25Ibid., f* 26/D2 verso.
26Ibid., ff. 31/[D7]-31/D7 verso.

. . . el Rede (m)ptor que esperamos
de cautivos, vendra presto.27
Fe, the mistress of the palacio which is the Church, is des
cribed as a beautiful woman.

As the mistress of the trea

sures of God, she is willing to accept all who come humbly,
extracting from them only in their captivity that they love
and believe.

When the Redemptor comes to take the new be

lievers with Him to enjoy their reward, Fe is identified as
an abstraction
Fe
Redemptor

of the Lord Himself;
A Dios,
mi Diosescondido,
con quien voy, au(n)que me quedo.
Siempre estoy a vos vnido.2®

These then are the protagonists of Los cautivos libres, the
trinity of the soul and of the five senses, oldo and Vista.
What motivates man in the autos?

As already has been

suggested, God Himself motivates man to seek Truth.
above the animals because of his superior reason.
pose of this reason is to seek and recognize Truth.

Man is
The pur
If Truth

is God, then man's reason is searching for Him and His grace.

27Ibid.,

f. 31/D7 verso.

28Ibid.,

f. 32/D8 verso.

28Saint Thomas Aquinas, Basic Writings of Saint Thomas
Aquinas, edited by Anton C. Pegis (2 vols., New York: Random House, Inc., 1945), I, I. Q16: al, a6; II, III, Q25.
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The protagonists of all the autos are searching for God's
grace.

Before they obtain it, their way is blocked by ob

structions which temporal life places there.

The enjoyment

of temporal pleasures causes nine protagonists, to lose their
way in the search for God.

In the remaining three autos, Los

cautivos libres, Psiques y Cupido, and El fenix de amor ob
structions appear in other exact forms.

In the first auto,

the presence of Duda causes Entendimiento to falter before Fe;
in the second, again it is the lack of faith which causes the
i

protagonist's downfall; and in the third, it is the presence
of Luzbel which means that the protagonist must wait to
enter into her bodas with the Esposo until the antagonist has
been defeated.
The excuse expressed by two protagonists for their de
lay in reaching the goal of Truth is that there is time in
life to enjoy the temporal before the demands of Christian
living and its practices take p l a c e . A s

stated before,

^°After meeting Penitencia, Peregrino states that he
will return to do her bidding, but later1 Now his interests
are directed toward enjoying himself, rather than suffering:
&Que he menester no comer
padecer, gemir, llorar?
Quiero aora darme vn verde,
que estoy muy desflaquezido.
From El peregrino, Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f.
96/[M8].

before, this thought is that one expressed by the hero of
El burlador de Seviiia.3 ^

How lonig does God permit man to

disobey and yet receive him into His grace?
the man waited too long.

In El^ burlador

He was a believer in God but he

put off his responsibility toward Him.

In the autos of

Valdivielso the protagonists are repentant of their ways be
fore God's justice must send them to an eternal punishment.
The protagonists are believers in the Divinity of God.

Their

motivation is not to seek to see if God exists but is to find
the Truth of His promise of grace.

The protagonists are

driven by a desire not to die, not to perish, not to be non
existent.

They know that death is the end of temporal life

but they do not permit themselves to realize how sudden this
death may come.

They view it, if at all, as a thing to be

faced in the future.

Hence, the downfall in the face of

worldly temptations and the need for repentance.

For example,

Peregrino was sincere when he set out from Mother Earth to
find that land for which he knows by reasoh he is intended:
Dexeme que busque el cielo,
pues, que fuy para el criado.

3^supra., p. 247-248.
22Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 92/[M4] .
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On his way he is seen to falter before Earth's temptations,
to be deceived, and to awaken with the realization of the
peril of his eternal soul.

The Hombre encantado was presented

as a man bewitched by temptations.

When the spell is broken

by his ability to reason, he sees his baseness, his resemb
lance to an animal.

He pleads for forgiveness as a rational

man, one who recognizes the need for grace.

Alma of Las

ferias del alma permits herself to be deceived by temporal
purchases from the world.

As these goods e *e spent she is

falling deeper into eternal peril.

Once he . state of poverty

before God is recognized, she repents.
exist in a state of bliss for eternity.
answer. His promise the only hope.

Her desire is to
God is the only

Genero Humano (El^ arbol

de la vida) is one protagonist who recognizes throughout the
auto's development his state of wretchedness.

He pleads for

redemption in the sight of God and he is answered by Christ
Himself through the advocacy of Misericordia.

El^ villano en

su rincon is a witness of his own death in a vision.

This is

the turning point in his earthly state; from her on he will
serve God and he comes into God's grace.
Fear of a factor in the motivation of man, the protag
onist.33

The realization of death to the soul, destruction

33Saint Thomas Aquinas, Basic Writings of . . ., II,
part I of II. Q6? a5? a6; Q7| al.
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in eternal punishment, strikes terror in the heart of the
man.

Self love forces him to desire to be immortal as is

God.

To save himself he seeks the only remedy from eternal

damnation which is God's grace.

The promise made by the

Divinity of salvation if man repents his ways, is heeded by
the protagonists when reason guides.
way to God:'s grace.

Repentance is the gate

Man has nothing else to bring him into

the presence of God and it is God who has made possible this
only means of redemption.

34

Valdivielso emphasizes this point

by bringing it into the autos with its sign of tears.

35

The

greatness of the gift of grace is sought for first out of fear
with the visible sign of tears of repentance.
of Grach follows the sacrament of penance.

The sacrament

The penitent upon

realization of the sacrament's meaning to his eternal well
being loses the fear of terror which had first moved him and
it is replaced by a parental fear, a respect which is shown
to the One whose love made possible salvation.

The protagonist

of the auto displays a sign of new love when he is taken into

34Ibid., I, I.
35

Q21: al.

Wardropper, Historra, p. 172.
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the presence of the sacrament, for all his desire is placed
in being worthy of the gift granted to him.

The autos do

have dramatic conflict and this is seen especially in the
character of the protagonist and his struggle in life.
The protagonists of all the autos are motivated to seek
for God's grace.

Nine are motivated to repentance by the

recognition of coming death to the soul' after leading a life
of temporal pleasure.

Even Genero Humano (El arbol de la

vida) is guilty of sin, original sin.

The action of the auto

does not dramatize his participation in sin but it is underi

*

stood that he is guilty as he is a son of Adam, or a universal
portrayal of Adam.

In two autos, Psiques y Cupido and El

fenix de amor, a different approach is taken to the motiva✓ tion of the protagonists.
The motivation is love of the
f
Divine Good.
Here Psiques and Alma seek God's grace in the
guise of matrimony.

Each protagonist is the beloved of Christ.

Each is seeking to be united with her Esposo.

The earthly

bride must be worthy of the divine bodas and herein arise the
complications of the dramatic narrative.

As has already been

pointed out Psiques must have complete faith in Amor Cristo
and Alma must overcome weak Cuerpo and the presence of Luzbel
•who is a suitor for her hand.

The solution in Psiques £ Cupido

is repentance on the part of Psiques for her disobedience.
For Alma, a new victory is won over Luzbel by Christ's second.
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the angel Micheal.

Cuerpo is thereby disillusioned with the

deadly suitor and joins Alma in her desire to wed Esposo
Cristo.

Cuerpo, who is a coward, seeks aid in the Church

during the battle of Luzbel and the angel.

Alma, secure in

the faith of the victory of Christ, wins her eternal bliss
for both Luzbel and Cuerpo are conquered.
In Los cautivos libres the personification of man's
senses and potencias of the soul are lead by Voluntad who has
made an effort to be a willing captive of Fe.

There is no

scene of repentance as in the other autos because the alle
gorical structure was designed to present another means of
homage to the Eucharist.
miento.

Duda must be overcome by Entendi

The final scene of the auto dramatizes the victory

of Voluntad who forces Entendimiento to accept her wishes and
Duda is conquered.

As Duda no longer exists in the presence

of the trinity of the soul he too must succumb to Fe to have
any existence.

He becomes a part of the others as a faithful

member of the total soul of man.
Elaine MacLachlan, in an essay on Calderon's El^ gran
teatro del mundo, suggests that the auto is lacking in a
basic conflict.

This demands that other effects such as

music and elaborate staging with its devices serve to explain
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the text of the play.

Such may be said, perhaps, of the

auto in question but it can not be said of Valdivielso's
autos.
ity.

There is a basic conflict; man's desire for immortal

Prom it grows the motivation of man, the protagonist,

in Valdivielso's works.

As seen above the conflict is played

out between the choice of the temporal world or the eternal.
Man is torn between his temporal desire and his eternal one.
The pleasures of the temporal world are near at hand and
beckon man to lose himself within their promises.

Reason

of man tells him that these promises are false in the face of
the eternal soul and the eternal Good.

The protagonist must

struggle within himself to overcome the world and the flesh.
He is motivated to leave the false world when he heeds Reason,
to repent, and to receive God's grace.

The receipt of the

sacrament of grace may be a preconceived finale of each auto
but it is the only logical one.
technique applied by Valdivielso.

The genre expects it in the
Any other ending would be

impossible in light of the subject, the Eucharist.

The con

flict within the auto is intended to lead to this particular

Elaine Maclachlan, Calderon's "El gran teatro del
mundo" and the Counter-Reformation in Spain, Biblioteca Degli
Eruditi & Dei Bibliofili 55 (Firenze: Ediziono Sansoni
Antiquartiato, I960)', p. 10.
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denouement.

The protagonist is motivated to the receipt of

the sacrament as the means which will resolve his internal
conflict.

Peace comes to the soul and the battle is won in

the stage performance.

Happiness of the eternal Good comes

to the soul as the wretchedness of temporal time and pleasures
are forgotten.
The first and most important characteristic of the
figure of Christ in the autos sacramentales by Valdivielso
is His compassion for humanity.

37

autos is the Lord of mercy always.

The Lord of Valdivielso's
Justice which is an at

tribute of God is present but, Justice has been served by the
Lord Himself who atoned for man's sins when he became man,
was crucified, conquered death, and ascended again into
heaven.

He asks only that man repent sincerely his sins with

the sign of tears that grace may be applied.

This was de

monstrated concretely in El peregrino when Samaritano Cristo
begs for the tears of Peregrino to quench His thirst.
Samaritano

Peregrino

37

Llora, que en verte llorar,
con mi gusto el tuyo mides;
pues, si llorando me pides,
ique te sabre yo negar?
Ojos, lagrimas verted,
porque el alma frutos lleue.

*

Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 291-293,
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• (Dlega Christo a beuer las lagrimas.)
Verdad
Samaritano
Peregrino
Samaritano
Verdad
Samaritano

iC6rao Dios l£grimas beue?
Dexame matar mi sed,
que de sed dellas me abraso.
Los cielos mi dicha alaben.
lAy, Verdedl
lQu£ bien me sabe(n)1
Pues no esta muy limpio el vaso.
Cierto tienes el perddn,
leuanta, consuelate,
en ombros te lleuare)
y en mitad del coracon.

Justice of the Lord has been served through His own acts of
love and the sacrament of penance which He established to make
man worthy of receiving His divine grace.

The debate of Jus

tice and Mercy of the Lord is well exemplified in El^ villano
en su rincon.

Rigor (justice) and Amor (mercy) debate before

the Lord the problem of what to do with Juan Labrador who
ignores his King:
Rey Divino

Rigor
Amor

Mis Consejeros de Estado
dezidme lo que os parezca.
Amor y Rigor, que temo
que de ageno dueno sea.
Eterno Seflor, yo digo
que aquesse Villano muera.
Yo eterno Senor,.que viua,
y que esperes si se enmienda.

■^^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 100/N4
verso.
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Rigor
Amor
Rigor
Amor
Rigor
Amor
Rigor
Amor
Rigor
Amor
Rey

£De que sirue tu justicia,
si a vn Villano no condenas?
£De que tu misericordia,
sino le aguardas y esperas?
iPor el mayor pecador
es possible que intercedas?
Con el pecador mayor
mas quien es Dios manifiesta.
Cierre tu misericordia
a; su remedio las puertas
iComo puede, si en el pecho
se las dexo siempre abiertas?
Arranca el seco sarmiento.
Aguarda a la seca higuera.
Iusticia, Senor, justicia.
Clemencia, Senor, clemencia.
Q que-azedo est&s Rigor,
Mucho las cosas aprietas
sabiendo lo que le quiero,
y viendo lo que me cuesta.
mucho me obligas Amor
con lo que por el alegas,
mas vesme el pecho y conoces
que su amor me le alancea.

The winner of this debate is Mercy for the love of Christ has
expressed itself for man
blood shed there.

in the wounds of theCross

The Lord

and the

of Mercy died that the sinner

might have new life and therefore he is given every opportunity
to repent and to come unto grace.

This is the Lord seen in

all the autos.
Another debate takes place between Justice and Mercy in
El arbol de la vida.

Mercy is the advocate of Genero Humano.

39

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 4/A4 verso.
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Justicia is the guardian of the tree of life, preserving it
from, man's appraoch;- Misericordia begs of the Prince of
heaven that He aid roan.

Justicia presents a negative argu

ment for he can not see his Lord debasing Himself as roan to
save the disobedient Adam and his sons.

Misericordia is the

victor again for Christ, the Prince of heaven, comes to earth
and His great love establishes a new tree of life, the
Eucharist.
Another method of portrayal of the Lord of love and
mercy is found in Psiques y Cupido and El fenix de amor.
Hereih the love of Christ for the soul is made analogous with
the love of man for woman which is fulfilled in the sacra
ment of marriage.

The protagonist of these two autos is the

soul of man which desires the divine bodas as the fulfillment
of love for Esposo Cristo.

Herein the divine love of God

for man is made intelligible through the familiar institution
of marriage.

Eros which signifies human carnal and sensual

passion was condemned by theologians while agape which was
spiritual and altruistic was blessed.

To present agape in a

manner which was comprehensible to the human mind writers
early turned to Solomon's Song of Songs wherein they found
their example of agape presented as conjugal love.

40

El

^Wardropper discusses at length the problem of expres
sing "agape” in a manner comprehensible to mankind. This
leads to the usage of an analogy between “agape" and "eros"
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fenix de amor arises from the Song of Songs as has already
been asserted.

Christ as the Esposo appears to court Alma,

"rodandola"41 giving ample evidence of His love as understood
by the audience through costumbres of earthly amantes.

The

display of love thus described was considered "licita" in
that it made comprehensible the agape divino.

Furthermore,

Christaas the divine Bridegroom displays His love for Alma
by entering into a contest for her possession.
is a duel with Luzbel.

This contest

Because Christ has defeated Luzbel

before He may not by the honor code, a use of the familiar,
again combat with an inferior.

He may however, send His

second into the battle and this is done with the angel Michael.
These familiar costumbres or codes are used a lo divino to
make comprehensible the love of Christ for the soul.

Their

bodas are symbolized by the sacrament of the Eucharist wherein
Alma receives the grace of her Beloved and joins Him in
eternal bliss.
In Psiques y Cupido the figure of Christ was represented
AO

by Amor Cristo.

Amor here is agape not eros

although the

analogy does begin on the familiar base of eros since Cupido,

for religious purposes.

Historia, pp. 57-68.

4Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 37/E5 verso.
42 r u 11,

o £.

cit., p. 138.
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the pagan god, was the symbol of eros.

In the auto Val

divielso elevates Cupido to agape just as Psiques is elevated
to the pure soul whose beauty is in her spiritual aspirations
to be joined with God.

That Cupido become symbolic of agape

in the auto Valdivielso has stressed certain characteristics
of Christ.

The first of these is His display of tenderness

and mercy toward the fallen Psiques.

In this attitude of

compassion Amor is a symbol of pardon.^3
is to regain Psiques.

His greatest desire

He goes out to search for her. The

intercession of the Virgin on behalf of Psiques is welcomed,
but Amor Cristo had already made the decision to receive
Psiques again before the appearance of His Mother.
Amor Cristo is presented with the dignity suited to the
character of the Lord.

Any characteristic of the pagan Cupido

which would mar the dignity of Amor Cristo is ignored.

When

Amor Cristo makes His first appearance on the stage He is
t

dressed in "morado" and carries the "cayado" of a shepherd.
His face is covered by a veil of silver so that, like Cupido,
His face will be unseen by Psiques and, as the Eucharist, He
is hiddened from her as He is in the accidents of bread and
wine.

^^Ibid., p. 143
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In order to retain certain aspects of the pagan god
Valdivielso uses several symbols of Cupido which may pertain
to Christ.

First Amor Cristo is the
Dios de Amor, de Dios vengo
engendrado de Dios, de Dios nacido
Dios, que el ser en Dios tengo,44

He also notes, referring to the Virgin, that she is "madre
del amor" and "es la hermosura".

The divinity of Christ and

the status of His mother is presented in the verse so that
a recollection of Cupido's birth and divinity in the pagan
world of mythology is called forth. ' Nuestra Sehora departs
hereafter from any similarities with Venus other than that
of being the beautiful mother of Amor.

45

A second recall of the pagan god comes with his associ
ation with the bow and golden arrows which he used to inflict
the gods or humans with the passion of love.
shoots arrows of love also.

Amor Cristo

These arrows are shot from His

eyes and when their golden points touch the individual:
blandamente enamoro,
porque con ojos de paloma miro
en la inuisible herida,
dando alma, al alma, y a la vida, vida.

44Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 59/H3 verso.
45Regarding the parentage of Cupid see Graves, op. cit.,
I, 58-59.
4®Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 60/[H4].
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The how of Amor Cristo.is that one. which is most accurate in
1

sending out its arrows of love, for it is the Cross upon
which He died that He might give death to death.

The effect

of this bow and arrow is to produce a new love, the power of
which is unknown to the world:
Los soberuios desdeno,
pequeno no, como el amor mundano,
que no hay amor pequeno,
despues q(ue) Dios de Amor, de amor me humano,
sino gigante fuerte,
que passe la carrera de la muerte.47
Cupido was feared by man and gods alike for the power of love
which he could shoot into their hearts.

As. he was playful

and not always discriminate in using his power he sometimes
inflicted pain rather than joy of love.

Thus, when Psiques'

father visited the oracle to learn of Psiques* fate, he heard
that she was to be the bride of a god, a monster feared by
all.

48

These ideas from the pagan tale are recalled in the

above passage from the auto.

Here they produce a sense of

agape.
In La serrana de Plasencia, El hijo prodigo, and El
villano en su rincon, autos based on borrowed sources,

47L o c . c i t .
48

Apuleius, o p . cit., pp. 107-108.
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Valdivielso retains the figure of Christ as the Lord of Mercy
and love.

As the Rey Divino in El villano en su rincon, He

is the Divine King who is desirous that Juan Labrador became
a loyal subject.

He does not seek to destroy the rebellious

villano rather He encourages him to come to His Court willing
ly; first, by coming to persuade him in the disguise of a
hunter, and secondly, by sending him the vision of death
that he might see how his present life will end.

When Juan

Labrador enters the Court, the King shows; no recollection of
the past deeds of the villano, rather He accepts Him as a
new subject with many displays of the favors He will bestow
upon the loyal Christian.
Christ.

The Father in El hi jo prodigo is

Here the display of Christ's love is equal to that

of the father of the parable but rises above it for here the
Father is offering eternal life to the returning son.
is the wronged Esposo in La serrana de Plasencia.

Christ

When He

makes His appearance in the auto it is in the guise of a
shepherd, the Good Shepherd who has come to find the lost
sheep.

His song of love persuades Serrana to repent with

its tenderness and mercy.
in the character of Christ.
summary.
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Then the Lord of Justice appears
This has been discussed in the

when death is about to be administered to Serrana,

Supra., pp.
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her pleas and tears bring forth the Lord of Mercy and He
saves her with His own body from the. arrows of death.

The

love of the Lord could not. be better evidenced than this
scene which is built on an analogy with the crucifixion.

The

crucifixion is also recalled in two other autos, El hombre
encantado and El arbol de la vida.

This scene depicts the

act of friendship, the greatest act of friendship which one
can perform, to lay down one's life to save the friend.

This

thought comes from thewwords of Christ and is used itself to
build the allegory of La amistad en el peligro.

Here Christ

rescues man not once but three times in the course of the auto.
A favorite role for Christ with Valdivielso is that of
the Good Shepherd.

This is seen in Psiques jr Cupido and La

amistad en el peligro as well as in La serrana de Plasencia,
and El peregrino.

In the latter work the role of the Good

Shepherd is intertwined with that of the Good Samaritan.
Christ comes to aid Peregrino after the Priest and the Levite
have passed him by.

John the Baptist announces Christ's

arrival so that when the Good Samaritan appears His identity
is established.

The actions of the Samaritan are dramatized

from the parable but the dialogue introduces the role of the
Good shepherd.

Peregrino
Peregrino

Samaritano

Todavia buen pastor
iherido? Samaritano
Por mi ganado.
ALlagado?
Samaritano
Por el llagado.

Soy bn nueuo Isac de amor,
que lleua acuestas el fuego,
soy Rafael deste ciego.
y desta oueja, Paster.

He carries Peregrino on His shoulders as He would a sheep
into the sanctuary of the Church where the healing nature of
the sacraments will restore Peregrino's soul to new grace.
In three autos Christ's role is taken over by His repre
sentatives, the Church, Saint Peter, or Fe.

In Los cautivos

libres and E X hospital de los locos the actual appearance of
Christ is very brief and then is made as the manifestation of
the secret of the Eucharist.

In the former auto Fe appears

throughout the work as God's representative.

She is joined

by Inocencia who is an abstraction of Christ as he announces
in the auto, when Fe welcomes the trinity of the soul:
Tomad mi pecho, y mis bragos,
que abiertos los hallareis.
Inocencia responds in aprroval of her salutation:
Esso de mi lo aprendistes,
que en la Cruz os lo enseiTe.5^-

^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 100/N4
verso.
51Ibid., f. 26/D2 verso.
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In El hospital de los locos Alma seeks the medicinal aid of
the Church and its boticario, Saint Peter, to heal her mad
ness.

That the Church and St. Peter represent Christ is most

logical.

The Church is Christ's Mystical Body.

St. Peter,

the rock (Mat. 16:18), was appointed by Christ as the founding
guardian of His Mystical Body and the guardian of the sacra
ments therein that would prepare the faithful for the grace
of God (Mat. 16:19).

Alma's repentance, firm faith and belief

in these earthly representatives of Christ are rewarded by
the appearance of Christ Himself to conclude the work on a
joyous note.
Las ferias del alma is the only auto in which the figure
of Christ does not appear.
lesia and San Pedro.

He is representated again by Ig-

Alma comes asking for succor, repenting

her sinful purchases in the tiendas of Luzbel, Mundo and
Carne and is received by Christ's Church with the same love
and tenderness witnessed in the other autos in Christ's charac
ter.

san

Pedro likewise shows the concern of the Lord for

the well being of the soul and assists her in confession and
pardon.

Iglesia invites the soul to the banquet of her

"Esposo" and send the debtors of Alma away for her debts have
been erased by her confession and repentance and the sacraments
of Iglesia.

N
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The appellations of Christ have been seen to vary from
one auto to the next.

None are original with Valdivielso for

they all were used, before he wrote his autos, in the Scrip
tures, the liturgy, and sacred writings.

They were selected

by the dramatist in accordance with the allegorical structure
of each auto.

El villano en su rincon must make use of el

Rey Divino; Psiques y Cupido, Amor.

La amistad en el peligro

and El &rbol de la vida present Christ as El Principe, fitting
for it is the Prince of Heaven who has come down to give peace
and comfort to Hombre and G^nero Humano.

Esposo Cristo ap

pears in El fenix de amor and La serrana de Plasencia.
According to the parable it is el Padre who is Christ in El
hijo prodigo.

In El peregrino, the appellation is the

Samaritano while Cristo is used in El hombre encantado and
El hospital de los locos.

El Redemptor is the appellation

in Los cautivos libres.
This figure of love and mercy seen in all of the autos
sacramentales of Valdivielso clearly illustrates the dramatist's
desire to honor the Eucharist in accordance with the spirit
of the feast day of Corpus Christi.

The day was set aside

in the Church calendar that Christian men might rejoice at the
great goodness the Eucharist signifies to the soul's well being.
In harmony with this joy Valdivielso presented dramatic works
which expounded upon eternal happiness.

His protagonists all
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found their way to the presence of a merciful and loving Lord
who had prepared for them a sacrament of his love that they
might share His glory in eternal salvation.
Man and Christ are opposed in the autos by the third
character, the antagonist.

The antagonist who appears to hin

der man's approach to saving grace is a personification of
an invisible force, known to exist, because its effects are
witnessed in the corporal body of man.

In the autos the in

visible forces which would destroy man's soul, if his will
were turned to them to the exclusion of God, are given life
in the corporal forms of allegorical characters.

Their pre

sence and effects which are seen in the temporal world through
the external acts of man are acted out on the autos' stage
precisely by the force or quality itself in a human guise.
The antagonists presented by Valdivielso in this manner are
not original figures but are those antagonists of man and
Christ described in the Bible and in Christian doctrine.
These are the forces which arose to stand between man and God
after the fall of Adam.

The once perfect state of man became

imperfect because of sin.

The antagonists appeared through

man's disobedience and he must conquer them internally, over
and over again as he goes through temporal life.

For the autos

sacramentaies the antagonists appear as allegorical characters
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so that the internal battle which man must wage against them
in order to come into grace becomes an external battle that
we may witness it.

Herein arises man's conflict.

salvation but the antagonists desire his damnation.

He desires
Christ

awaits man's internal victory that He may grant man His gift
which is victory over death.
The antagonists vary from one auto to the next depending
upon the demands of the allegorical structure.

As can be

imagined, the three major antagonists are Mundo, Carne, and
Luzbel, the evil trinity which opposes the Holy Trinity.
Wardropper has made this comment about these antagonists in
the autos of Valdivielso;
. . . las fuerzas trinas del mal desempanan un papel
netamente opuesto al de la Trinidad Suprema. Estos
personajes alegoricos son los enemigos de Dios, y por
lo tanto del hombre . ^ 2
Other antagonists who arise are abstractions of the three
enemies of the soul.

The antagonist may work alone in an

auto as Luzbel in El fenix de amor, Duda in Los cautivos
m

libres, and Engano in La serrana de Plasencia, but, as the
remaining nine autos show, it is usual that a number of

52

Wardropper, Historia, p. 19.
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antagonists seek to destroy man.

The discussion of the

antagonists as presented in the three autos named above will
begin the study of the roles of these allegorical figures.
Luzbel is a suitor for Alma's hand in El^ fenix de amor.
He desires possession of this one who is the intended bride
of Esposo Cristo.

Although he speaks of his love for Alma

we note that this love is not the unselfish love which seeks
the well-being of the beloved, rather it is Luzbel*s desire
for vengeance which he calls love.

Herein he would force Alma

to suffer with him his own tormentt
Sabes gue la enamore
desde gue en el paraiso
rebopado la ronde.
Pues, si serpiente me guiso,
igalan no pretendere?^^
Luzbel's possession of Alma would be a victory over heaven
and Esposo Cristo.

The jealous nature of Luzbel arises in his

courting of Alma, for he is jealous of this one who may, as
the bride of Esposo Cristo, rise to the glory of heaven from
which he was cast out.

Luzbel is proud and vain of his past

and considers his courtship of Alma only right in view of who
he is.

He makes this evident in his response to Inspiracion,

5^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 34/E2 verso.
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the heavenly guardian of Alma:
Inspiracion a Con Dios te quieres poner?
Luzbel
a Y, ser& la vez primera,
si el mismo Dios quise ser?
a Sera gran cosa que quiera
la raisma que fel pretender ? 54
The jealousy and frustration of Luzbel at the refusal of Alma
force him to throw a new challenge, reto, at Esposo Cristo.
If Luzbel had won this battle, he would have taken Alma with
out her consent for she would have had no power to stop him.
Luzbel is an inferior of Esposo Cristo having already been
defeated by Him in the fall from heaven, the temptation of
forty days in the desert, and on the Cross.

The angel,

Michael, defeats Luzbel as the second of Christ, but the
nature of Luzbel does not acknowledge defeat.
Angel 2 iMiguel]
Luzbel

aQuie(n) como Dios, enemigo?
Yo solo.
• • .
Ya lo dixe, esto sera,
esto dixe, y esto digo.
De lo dicho no me p e s a . ^

Esposo Cristo orders that Luzbel be placed in "nueuas cadenas11'*® and thus assures Alma that she is safe with Him in
her divine bodas.
In the final moments of La serrana de Plasencia, Engaiio

54Loc. cit.
55Ibid., f. 44/P4 verso.
56Ibid., f. 45/[F5].

Brackets are mine.
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identifies himself as Luzbel.
A mi gue naci en el cielor
y que casi otro Dios fuy,
quierome al cielo boluer
sus colunas trastornar,
sus venturas eclypsar,
sus glorias entristezer,
los 6 rdenes reboluer
que puso en sus Hierarchias .57

|

He too desires vengeance upon the human soul for his defeat
by Desengano, the truth of heaven.

In this auto, Engano does

not seek to win the love of Serrana as was the case of Luzbel
in El fenix de amor.

Here Engano from the beginning of the

auto, disguised in the cloak of truth, seeks to destroy
Serrana by encouraging her to participate in worldly pleasures.
Hermosura, Juventud, and Honor are simply minor antagonists
with which Engano holds Serrana*s attention.

As each one

becomes a captive of Serrana, Engano reveals his presence in
each.

Juventud and Hermosura are fleeting although they

appear to the possessor to be timeless.

Honor, Engano says

is himself:
Engano es el honor, tia,
aunque el engana en vn d£a, _
mas necios que yo en vn ano.

57Ibid., f. 113(bis)/[08].
58Ibid., f. 106/102].
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Engano torments Serrana with his description of Plazer.
Serrana states that she left Plasencia because Plazer promised
her new delights.
not to be found.

When she arrived in la Vera, Plazer was
He had deserted her.

This unseen anta

gonist, Plazer, is but an abstraction of Engano for, like
Engano, Plazer promises but does not fulfill:
Con el deleyte delira,
con quien Engaho la engana,
porque no ay mayor_ engano,
que lo que es todo mentira .5 9
Once the desired is obtained it is no longer desirable.
Engano operates herein, deceiving with outside appearances
what is but a skeleton within.

Serrana learns this when

Engano is forced to send her to find Plazer by the fact that
he fears to lose his power over her due to her melancholy:
Vos deslumbrada a buscar
lo que no alcango ninguno,
ay de ti, si mis engaftos
no son desengahos tuyos . ® 9
When Serrana is apprehended and receives forgiveness, Engano
is tortured by the same power.

His defeat is depicted in

juxtaposition with the victory of Serrana in Esposo Cristo.
The arrows of l £ Hermandad have penetrated Engano's body with

5 9 Ibid.,

f. 108/[04],

See Gonzalez Pedroso, op. cit.,

p. 250.
6 0 Valdivielso,

verso.

Doze actos sacramentaies, f . 106/02
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their fiery shafts and he stands at the threshold of hell,
defeated by Serrana's penitence and the misericordia of the
Lord.
Duda, in Los cautivos libres, is the antagonist who
rises to challenge the mystery of the Eucharist.

At one point

he identifies his likeness to Lu 2 bel:
*

• *

q(ue hasta el mismo Dios me atreuo.*’*’
He enters the fortress of Fe as a thief, taking refuge
in Entendimiento•

Such an entry shows he has a great curio

sity to discern the truths of Fe.

He is pulled by a desire

to see clearly that which God's authority has established for
faith alone.
,

Solo creo lo que veo,
porque soy, has de saber,
de los de ver y creer,
solo lo que toco creo.°*

Herein the attributes of Entendimiento are discerned as well
as those of Vista.
make an

When Voluntad forces Entendimiento to

effort to believe, Duda is cast out of

of thetrinity

of the soul.

61Ibid., f. 25/EDI.
62Ibid., f. 31/[D7].

hispresence

He tries to findexistence

in
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the senses or the potencies o f man, therefore Duda no longer
has his own existence.

To have being Duda must become some

thing else in the makeup of man.

He joins the other captives

by following Fe, Oido again is the guide in his decision:
. . . gue el Alma me lleua
cautiva por los oidos,
a ser tu cautivo me baxo . 6 3
Thus this antagonist changes positions in the auto to join
with the protagonists in their desire to follow Fe.
The antagonists of Juan Labrador, Apetito and Gusto,
also change their positions in the auto, El villano en su
rincon, when Razon assumes command of the Villano.

The anta

gonists are qualities of man, personified to display their
effects externally.

These two are enemies of Juan Labrador

when he permits them to rule over his life and turn his wil
away from God to the material goods of temporal life.
these two, Apetito is the greater enemy.

Of

Gusto simply is his

ehlpmate as the quality which arises out of Apetito, or the
end result of Apetito.

The latter identifies himself as

Luzbel:
La silla mas leuantada
quise pretender por mia.®^

63Ibid., f. 33/[D(bis)1.
64Ibid., f. 1/Z verso.
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His power over the Villano he describes as follows:
El Villano en su rincon,
gue aguestas sierras habita,
ya de costumbre me ha hecho
su naturaleza misma.
Soy azedo mayordomo
sobre toda su familia;
gue potencias y sentidos
guiere gue gouierne y rija.6^
Of course, with Apetito in command, Juan Labrador has no
thought of God nor of death.

When the Divine King appears

in the banquet scene disguised as a hunter, Apetito and Gusto
begin to show fear for they believe this hunter hides a
greater identity:
En agueste hombre repara,
porgue temo gue el Rey es.
/
The two antagonists must accompany Juan Labrador and Razon
to the court of the King because they are internal qualities
of the man.

When the Villano repents his sins all the quali

ties of his nature must repent also, including Apetito and
Gusto.

At the tale pf the Lord, Apetito announces his change

in character:

'

.

/

'

%
6 5 Ibid.,

f. 2/[A3 (bis) ].

66Ibid., f. 7/[A7].

■>
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t

Despues de
di la mano
muy amigos
los dos. .

la confessidn
a la Razon,
somos ya
. . 67

Gusto remains silent because
. . . el gusto esta denies
donde priua la razdn .68
He is told by the King that in this new state Gusto must acts
A1 contrario es en mi casa,
pues, aungue la razon priue
a gusto, en ella se viue,
nunca sin gusto se passa,
pero con tal condicion,
que el apetito y el gusto
s<51o han de hazer lo que es jus to,
que es seruir a la razdn.88
The antagonists thus change their roles as they change their
manner of life within the Villano.

The perfect usage of

Apetito and Gusto is revived and the destructiveness of their
nature is dissolved.
El hombre encantado likewise presents a minor antagonist
who is an abstraction of the protagonist.

This is Ignorancia

who accompanies Hombre when he flees Entendimiento.

Like

Apetito and Gusto above, Ignorancia will change his role at

67Ibid., f. 11/[B3].
®8Loc. cit.
69Ibid., ff. 11/[B3]-11/B3 verso.
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the end of the auto to serve Hombre in his religious life as
Inocencia.
Christ.

The new duty and new name are assigned to him by

The autos's major antagonists who through Ignorancia

seek to destroy Hombre are Luzbel, Engano, Mundo, Deleite,
and Cupido.

Ignorancia leads Hombre into the presence of

Engano whose duty it is to lead men to the enchanted castle
that they may be turned into beasts of Luzbel.

Engano wears

two faces, one, what he appears to be; the other, the truth
of his "nothingness".

When Hombre has committed himself to

Engano the greatest trickster of them all appears, Mundo.
His aid Deleite (who may be considered the personification
of Carne in this auto) appears to carry out the promises made
by Mundo after Cupido has opened the gates to the enchanted
palace.

Deleite is played by a beautiful woman whose duty

it is to seduce Hombre in order that he may become as an
animal and Luzbel will have over him power which will destroy
the soul.

Of all the antagonists Deleite considers herself

to be the greatest:
Aunque el mundo con su afeyte
y Luzifer puedan tanto,
ningdn poderoso encanto
puede lo que 61 del Deleyte.

70Ibid., f. 74/K2 verso.
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Among the powers of Deleite is that of being a sorceress.
It is she who summons Luzifer from his abode that he may
place Hombre in the enchanted castle as one of Deleite's
products.

Deleite is also the one who explains the motiva

tion of the antagonists.

They have made a pact, she says,

whereby they seek to destroy all men.
• • •
para que el hombre enfermigo
nunca cobre su salud ,7 1
Luzifer as always is proud and haughty.

He boasts of his

past deeds and promises to repeat them.

Since Hombre has

fallen under the spell of Deleite and the others, Luzifer
opens the enchanted palace that Hombre may join the other
beasts there.

But for the promise of the Evangelist Hombre

would be destroyed with this act.

Engano rushes in to tell

Luzifer that they all must flee for the "Redemptor del
ho(m)bre **7 2 is coming to break the spell of evil enchantment.
Luzifer attempts to rally his eeak companions around him,
inspiring them to battle

71Ibid., f. 75/[K3].
72Ibid., f. 79/K7 verso.
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* 4 •

subamos a defendernos
no huyamos como couardes.
The major antagonists are last seen bound in chains at the
foot of the Cross.

Ignorancia is not among them for, dressed

in white and under the new law of Christ, he has beoome
Inocencia:
. . . de oy mas
por tu eficaz penitencia
seras discreta innocencia (sic),
y a lo que eras bolueras . 7 4
This

new role may be better understood if some of the qualities

of Ignorancia are

recalled.

First ofall

Ignorancia realized

his relationship to Luzifer in sin:
. . . cay por yerro,
y fuy yerro de Luzbel
As a guide in life he knows that he is unsuited for the role,
but true to his nature he does undertake it:
Ciego vas tras otro ciego,
y cayremos (sic) en vn hoyo,
Ignorancia*s fears of the future are dispelled with the youth
of Hombre.

He is not a non-believer in God but he is one who

73Loc. cit.
74Ibid., f.

80/K8 verso.

75Ibid., f.

70/16 verso.

76Lo c . cit.

believes there is time in life to enjoy temporal pleasures
before coming into the Christian lifej
Gozate gue moco eres,
y despues de largos anos,
que desfrutes tus placeres
si tus ojos hazes baiios
te dard quanto pidieres.
ignorancia was capable of seeing the deception of the major
antagonists but again due to his nature:
Esta fue mi condici 6 n
hablo lo que he de callar,
u callo lo que he de hablar.
When Hombre turns away from Ignorancia to heed reason and is
forgiven by Christ, he enters into a new state where the
presence of Ignorancia does not abide.

To give being to

this allegorical character inthe new state of man, Valdivielso
changes him into Inocencia, the state itself in which Hombre
now dwells.
In this auto as well as in Las ferias del alma, Val
divielso missed an opportunity to continue the allegorical
development of certain characters whom he had already estab
lished in the work.

In El hombre encantado it is Entendimiento

77Ibid,, f. 71/[17]•
78Ibid., f. 73/K verso
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who disappears from the auto but who could have been used
to portray Hombre*s return to reason.

Likewise in Las ferias

del alma Razon disappears in the final scenes when she could
have been most useful.

The qualities portrayed by both

Entendimiento and Razon are taken over by the protagonist
and become internal again thus making the introduction of
these qualities in an exterior state almost needless.
Entendimiento as he is, is a very dull character, nothing
more than an expositor in the role given him.

Razon shows

signs of a personality as the slave of Alma, but the complete
development of the quality is destroyed when Alma takes it
over as an internal facet of her own character.
Ignorancia, Culpa and Muerte make up the antagonists
in El arbol de la vida.

These three have arisen logically

as the result of Genero Humano's fall from God's grace in
the garden of Eden.

Throughout temporal life Genero Humano

is straddled with Ignorancia who turned his will from God
in the beginning to bring forth the first blemish of Culpa
and the punishment of God, Muerte.
Ignorancia is a burden upon Genero Humano.

He would

escape him but it is impossible for as Ignorancia explains:
Si somos vno los dos
ni sin mi os hallardys vo
ni yo sin vos me hallare.

79Ibid., f. 1 2 8 (bis)/[Q7]

Culpa is costumed as el Demonio but he first identifies
himself as the Culpa entered into by man in the: fall of
Adam:

tu arrepentimiento soy,
porque tu deleyte fuy,
tu sombra tenge de ser,
y tu asombro . 80
The relationship of Culpa to Luzbel is announced when the
latter fears that aid is coming for the generations of mankind
Muy grandes barruntos te(n)go
de que Dios se ha de hazer ho(m)bre.
...
Y a creerlo ve{n)go.
Desde que aquella renzilla
sembro entre mi y la muger,
temo que me ha de veneer,
Muerte, celestial semilla.
Muerte, on the other hand, received being from God through
man's Culpa so that in the auto he joins with Culpa in the
torment of Genero Humano.
. . . porque Dios ay,
ay justicia y el me embxa
a ser de tu villanla
azedo execudor .8 2

80Ibid., f. 128(bis)/Q7 verso.
8lIbid., f. 1 3 4 (bis)/[R5J.
82Ibid., f. 128(bis)/Q7 verso.
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That Culpa and Muerte go hand in hand is also made evident
by Muerte:
. . . tu culpa
la puerta abriste a la culpa,
y como dentro la vi,
tras ella me entrfe, que vengo
a hazerte atroces castigos . ® 3
Due to the allegorical structure of this auto the antagonists
are not seen leading Genero Humano astray.

They are present

to dramatize man's state in original sin and his imperfect
being which must find relief in God.

Genero Humano is unable

to conquer these foes alone and throughout the auto his con
flict is the period of waiting for an affirmative response
from his advocate Misericordia.
Ignorancia accompanies Genero Humano as he searches
for God.

He is not opposed to man's search but he has no

advice to give following his nature.

When the news comes

that Misericordia has won the case of Genero Humano in heaven,
Ignorancia rejoices with the man and accompanies him to the
Church where he will join Genero Humano in partaking of the
sacraments as a silent quality.

He is no longer an enemy of

man but he must be a servant of the man.

83Ibid., f .126(bis)/[Q8]
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As is common in many autos the defeat of the major an
tagonists is dramatized as their imprisonment in chains at
the foot of the Cross.

Both Culpa and Muerte have been con

quered by Christ on the Cross so that such a scene is a
logical symbol of that Christian belief.
La amistad en el^ peligro presents Invidia, Perega,
and Culpa as the antagonists of Hombre.

The greatest of

these is Culpa, who is referred to by Perega as "el Conde de
los Gitanos."8^ whom we understand is Luzbel from further
comment.
Invidia

Perefra

iEs este aquel salteador,
que en los primitiuos dias,
a tan altas son las mias,
se puso con su Senor?
O C
Esta es aquel joben bello,

When Culpa does appear on stage it is not as the male
character we usually assign to Luzifer but as a female
character in the role of "la Culpa Gitana."

The development

of a female character is necessary for Hombre is to be seduced
by her to leave Inocencia and to fall into sin.

8 ^Ibid.,

f. 48/F8 verso.

85Loc. cit.
86Ibid., f. 49/[G].

She attracts
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Hombre to her with the enticing power of the sirens of
mythology.

Once in her presence, Culpa woos Hombre with

words of her love for him and promises of pleasures.
physical beauty has power over Hombre also.

Her great

In the role of

a gypsy it is natural that Culpa should tell the fortune of
Hombre by reading his palm.

In so doing she cautions Hombre

to guard himself from the Church:
No sigas la Iglesia,
gue tienes desgracia,
y nadie con ella
prebendas alcanna.
Manda gue confiesses,
gue no comas manda,
gue rezes, y ayunas,
gue gimas y planas. 7
This remark is overheard by Inocencia whose response is one
of the few made by Valdivielso in the twelve autos to con
demn the religious dissent in the northern nations.
Pardiez, gue es sin duda,
vna Luterana,
la gue de la Iglesia
las gentes aparta . 88
Culpa leads Hombre to her garden of delights where they may
be alone and she may cause his downfall.

87Ibid., f. 50/G2 verso.
88I*oc. cit.

There he is robbed
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and beaten by the agents of Culpa.
for succor from his Lord.

In despair he calls out

Culpa has finished her part in

the auto, with this scene and does not appear again.

Invidia

and Pereca carry on the role of antagonists.
During the scene with Culpa both Invidia and Perega
had taken the parts of gitanos.

They had captured Inocencia

and attempted to cause his downfall.

This is a scene of

temptation in which Christ's forty days in the desert is re
called.

Inocencia is an abstraction of Christ and, like the

Lord, he does not fall into the ways of evil.
are, of course, abstractions of Luzifer.

His tempters

The development of

these two is one of the best in the twelve autos.
Valdivielso captures the essence of these personified ab
stractions with a display of humor.

invidia is the one who

seeks out Perega that the two may destroy the chances of
Hombre's being sawed.

The slowness of Perega in dressing

causes Invidia to dispair:
ISeis horas para abrochar
estas vn boton?
Pereca, in true character replies
. . .
assi,
pues de prisa me vest!,
que mds me suelo yo estar.

89Ibid., f. 48/[F8]
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Invidia is amazed that such a person can exist and questions
Pereca about his other habits.

Of work, Pereca says he has

no part, for he is like the grasshopper or locust of Aesop's
fables.
•

•

*

que en el inuierno haze frlo,
y calor en el verano
y no puedo trabajar.
iMas sabes lo que quisiera?
Descansar .9 0
This after he has just finished dressing!
The relationship of Perega to Luzifer is developed in
a manner at once humorous but also fitting.
• * •
de llamas me veo cercar
en el infierno, y quemar
me dexo por no mouerme.
Desde que el cielo dexe,
que de allH expelido fui
de la forma que cal
de perega me quede.^l
Invidia displays his nature when he recounts to Perega the
reason for this visit; envy of Hombre who is receiving the
aid of God: .

Loc. cit.
91

Loc. cit.

pretendiendole subir
por donde nos vio baxar.
The relationship of Invidia to Luzifer is established in the
above passage and the effect of this news upon Perega is
startling.

Influenced by Invidia his character changes, for

from one who needs six hours to button one button and whose
steps are as "passos de tortuga" he would now rush into
battle against Hombre with "carreras de posta . " 93

Invidia

offers him an embrace as a token of friendship and agreement,
but Perega will not permit it.

His refusal is a means of

developing Invidia's character as well as making a statement
about the disharmony which reigns among the antagonists of
man.
No, que sois que brantahuessos,
se que vendeis con los besos,
y matais con los abragos.
Ordenad mas desde lexos,
que no os tengo por segura.9^
Perega and Invidia try their powers not only on Hombre
but also on San Pedro who sets out to rescue the drowning man.

9 2 Ibid.,

f. 48/P8 verso
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San Pedro hears their remarks but he ignores such taunts
concerning his past in order that he may carry out the com
mission given to him by the Lord to save men.

Pereca and

Invidia follow Hombre and San Pedro into the Church but their
defeat is not noted here as their being bound in chains.
They are sent away from the presence of the Lord and His new
found friend for neither quality is represented now in the
protagonist nor in the saintly friends of man.

Rigor de

Justicia and Muerte are also sent away for they are not
needed in the judgment of this soul.
Munda and Luzbel are among the five antagonists of
Psiques (Psiques

Cupido).

They are joined by Deleite, an

abstraction of Carne, the third mortal enemy of the soul,
and Irascible and Concupiscible, the two passions of the soul
which impede its spiritual growth and rise to perfection or
complete faith in Amor Cristo and the sacrament ,9 5

The first

three are suitors for the hand of Psiques and as usual fight
among themselves over who is the greatest of the three.
Irascible and Concupiscible are the sisters of Psiques who
are motivated by jealousy to seek to destroy the wedded bliss

95Rull, op. cit., p. 143.
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of the m a i d e n . T h e y

join in a pact with the rejected

suitors who are motivated by their wounded pride at being
ignored by Psiques.

Had Psiques selected one of these three

suitors it would have meant death for again, true love is
lacking in the antagonists.
The sisters attack Psiques by rising doubt in Razon.
It is then Psiques who is guilty of her downfall but she was
encouraged by her enemies.

Valdivielso has been original in

the selection of the antagonists in that he drew from the
original source corresponding characters to develop a lo
divino into these allegorical enemies.
The trinity of evil operates against Alma in Las ferias
del alma.

Mundo, Carne, and Luzbel guided by Malicia, an

abstraction of Luzbel,

97

set up tiendas in the market of life

along with that one of Iglesia.

Alma has free will to make

purchases from anyone of these tiendas.

See ignores Iglesia

while Apetito, an antagonist abstracted from Alma herself,
encourages her to fpllow Malicia as a guide to the tiendas of
the evil merchants.

9 €Ibid.,

In the role of guide Malicia shows the

p. 142.

97

In answer to Alma's question of what passed between
Malicia and the angel, Michael, Malicia's reply shows his
relationship to Lucifer:
Ciertos dares y toraares
de mi dano y su provecho.
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nature worthy of his name.

It was he who organized the quar

relling and undisciplined trio of evil that they might undo
God's work in establishing His Church.

Now with Alma,

Malicia reveals the truths of the goods sold in the tiendas,
not denying their harmful nature.

Such advice is ignored for

Apetito can not hear reason, but it does upset the merchants
who fear that Alma may turn away from them if she heeds Razon.
Luzbel is the first merchant approached by Alma.

His

offers to her, for which he will accept delayed payment, are
based on Biblical events, implying that Luzbel was present in
the historical event and will re-enact a similar deed if Alma
so desires.
Aqui hallaron die hermanos
para Ioseph la cisterna,
Ioab para Amassa manos,
Pharaon dureza eterna,
y Aman tres palos tiranos.

Doy a Lia por Rachel,
tras seruicio de anos siete.
Vendo el frasco de Iael,

Entreme en vna Serpiente,
tanto como hermosa astuta,
con que empongone la fruta,
que comio vuestra pariente.
Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 84/[L4]
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de Sanson vendo el copete,
y de Xudas el cordel .9 8
Carne is visited next.

She is dressed as a gypsy who sells

to everyone.
Vendo ternezas y galas
los regalos del amor
sus ascuas, su venda y alas
su terneza y su fauor.
•

«

«

Entrad en mi tienda bella,
y mirad que compran della,
el viejo, el mo?o, el gal&n,
la casada, y la donzella.
No ay estado que se esconda
de mi amoroso calor,
99
desde el cetro hasta la honda.
And Mundo, finally, identifies himself in the merchandize he
offers for sale like the others he will take his payment later.
Trtulos de autoridad
hallara en la tienda mia;
quiere Alteza Magestad,
Excelencia, Sehorla,
Beatitud y Santidad.
Si a lo brauo se inquieta
compre vn militar bast 6 n,
o alguna honrada gineta.
Si quiere reputacidn
vender€la vna rezeta
su gusto se me declare,
que la har 6 concierto hechizo,
Rey, si ser Rey intentare .^-88

98Ibid., f. 87 (bis)/[L6].
" ibid., ff. 87(bis)/[L6] verso-87/[L7] .
100Ibid., f. 88/[L8]•
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Alma is reached through Apetito, who delights in the
offers of the evil trinity.
is guided by Malicia.

In and of themselves this trinity

The three are dramatized at the begin

ning of the auto as lacking in disciplined intelligence so
that an authority is needed to direct their actions against
the soul.

Once the three have been given guidance they are

hard taskmasters.

When they believe Alma has had long enough

to enjoy her purchases they go to seek her out to receive their
payment.

Malicia still accompanies Alma,

By this time Alma has found her way back to reason and
has entered the Church to ask for aid.

It is here that the

merchants find her and bring Rigor as the alguazil of justice
to collect their debt.

Alma is released from her debts, how

ever, by the prayers and the sacraments of the Church, and
Rigor is order by Iglesia to take away Mundo, Carne, Luzbel,
and Malicia to "vn eterno castigo."101
The antagonists in the remaining three autos, El hijo
prodigo, El peregrino, and El hospital de los locos are re
petitions of the antagonists already discussed in the other
autos.

It is the originality of the allegorical structure

which keeps them from being mere stereotypes.

In El hijo

prodigo, Plazer is the leading antagonist who provokes Olvido

101

Ibid., f. 91/M3 verso.
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to aid him as well as Lascivia and Juego,

The latter two are

abstractions of Plazer and entice Prodigo to sin by virtue
of Juventud.

Olvido's role is to make Prodigo forgetful of

God that the pleasures of Lascivia and Juego may corrupt him.
When Prodigo has spent his youth and fortune in their presence
they have no more need of him and they throw him out of the
house of Plazer.

This is the point where Demonio enters.

Prodigo now accustomed to an evil life continues in this path
by serving Demonio.

Herein the state of one who serves

the devil is dramatized as the lowly position of swineherd.
Demonio debases mankind with promises of what he will do for
them, holding them in their desperation as lowly beasts who
do not fare as well as the swine they tend.
In El peregrino the antagonists of man arise through
the combined efforts of Luzbel, Deleite, an abstraction of
Carne, and Engano.

Again it is Luzbel's jealousy of man and

desire of vengeance upon heaven which motivate his actions.
Honor and Plazer are antagonists set up by Luzbel to snare
the Pilgrim in his journey of life.

It is Deleite, however,

who is able to deceive man with her bewitching female powers
of beauty and promises of love.

She is served by Mentira whose

presence symbolizes the deceit of the mistress.

When Deleite

is recognized by Peregrino as his enemy, she calls forth Luzbel,

Engano, and Mentira to give death to this one who has been
served at her table and now refuses to pay.

The agents of

Deleite attack Peregrino and leave him when they believe
he is dead or has no power left to escape the wrath of God.
With the antagonists of El hospital de los locos. the
discussion of the enemies of man and Christ will end.
auto

In this

the principal antagonist is. Culpa, the rector of the

manicomio.

His relationship to Luzbel is noted in the pwer

he possesses.
jNo llevo en mi pecho tierna
todo el poder del infierno
con gue sabes que he vencido
quanto vna muger no ha sido,
y vn nino, que lo es eterno?
The aids of Culpa are Engano and Deleite.

Together these

three have filled the manicomio with patients; Luzbel, Mundo,
C a m e , Gula, Invidia, Genero Humano.

Alma is lacking when

the auto opens and she is the new prize which Culpa seeks.
Engano,with two faces,

trys his art againstRazon

this representative of superior reason is undeceived.

but
Deleite,

as Cupid, is successful however in winning the love of Alma
and he leads her away from Razon to join the other patients
in the manicomio.

Alma was deceived by the outward appearance

102Ibid., f. 13/B5 verso.
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of Deleite and is so blinded that she does not hear the words
of warning given by Razon and her enemies alsol
Within the manicomio Mundo and Carne complete the des
truction of the soul.

Carne wins Alma's attention with the

aid of Mundo's promises of pleasures.

That Alma is lost in

the power of Carne and Mundo is dramatized allegorically
by placing her between these two at the banquet table.

Culpa

and Engafto remove Alma forcibly from her delights to place
her in a dark cell where they torture her with visions of
the life she has lost and the pains she must now suffer for
her friendship with Carne and Mundo.
It is interesting to note that in developing the charac
ter of Carne, Valdivielso has resorted to an idea held by
many that the dance was an infernal invention .1 0 3

Carne who

is frivolous and proud thinks only of her beauty and how she
may enjoy herself.

The dance is the means she has selected

and she calls herself the inventor of the chacona and the
zarabanda.10^

she carries a guitar and encourages the other

patients to join her in a dance.

103

When Alma comes into the

Wardropper, Historia, pp. 219-222.

^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 15/[B7j.
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i

midst of the patients and is won over by Carne, the evil dis
position of this one has already been established by the
association with the dance.
the dance association.

Luzbel is present in Carne through

Therefore his participation in the

downfall of Alma is carried out by his agent.
In the twelve autos a total of twenty eight antagonists
have arisen to oppose man and Christ.

Luzbel is the anta

gonist who has appeared most often, seven times with the
appellation, Luzbel, Demonio, or Luzifer, and in the five
autos where he does not appear by name his abstraction is
present in Apetito (El villano en su rincon), Engano (La
serrana de Plasencia), Culpa, Invidia and Pereca (La amistad
en el peligro), Duda (Los cautivos libres), and Culpa again
(El arbol de

vida)*

Several of the antagonists are

to change their roles to become an aid in Christian living;
Duda, the two Ignorancias, Apetito, and Gusto, the latter,
only in the case of el villano.

These who change should be

noted as internal qualities of the protagonist.
The roles of Mundo and Tierra should be clarified before
leaving the antagonists to study the qualities which are
given by God to aid man.

Mundo should be translated as "The

World" while Tierra is "Earth".

Herein Tierra is the crea

tion of God which serves man as "Mother Earth," his home

while he prepares for eternal life.

105

This character is

seen in two autos, El peregrino and El hombre encantado.

In

the former Tierra is the Peregrino's enemy insofar as her
gifts to her son are temporary and must be returned at death
Unlike Mundo, Tierra wishes her son well in his journey to
find God:
. . '. El Oios te de victoria,
pues, es guien de mi te aparta.
Tierra in El^ arbol de la vida is one of the four elements
summoned by Hombre and Ignorancia in their search for aid
against

Culpa and Muerte.

Because of man's sin, Tierra,

just as the other elements, refuses to give succor to one
who is responsible fqr blemishing her.
iQue puedo tener que darte
si me ves por ti maldita ? 1 0 7
Herein neither of the characters called Tierra disturbs man
in his search for God.

Only the figure of Mundo, "The World

in the sense of the mortal enemy of the soul is an active
antagonist.
The allegorical figures who strive to guide man's

^ 0 5 Wardropper, Historia, pp. 24-25.
1 0 6 Valdivielso,
1 0 ^Ibid.,

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 1 5 / [B7].

f. 9.2/M4 verso. Brackets are mine.
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journey to God are fewer in number than the antagonists.

Of

these friends to mankind Razon is an abstraction of man, his
superior reason, which was seen in the autos to have been
ignored while the protagonist turns his will from God to one
of the antagonists.

Verdad and Inspiracion, guides for the

protagonists, are abstractions of Christ Himself, in the
Spirit which seeks to point out the way man should go.

Only

two protagonists do not have such guides and these are Genero
Huiaano in El arbol de la vida and Alma in El fenix de amor.
Inocencia and Plazer are also abstractions of Christ who serve
as guides for Hombre in La amistad en el peligro.
The Biblical figures who appear in the autos serve
symbolid purposes with one or two exceptions.

San Pedro is

symbolic of the Church, as he was commissioned by Christ for
this duty.

He is seen as a boticario in the Church in El

hospital de los locos, for this position symbolizes his charge
over the sacraments and those who come to partake of them.
His role is extended somewhat in this auto but never enough
that he leaves the symbolic state.

In La amistad en el

peligro San Pedro is still symbolic of the Church but his
role in the action of the play is extended so that it becomes
allegorical as he is seen saving the protagonist from drowning
in sins, giving him life-restoring aids, and leading him to
Christ.

John the Baptist has a symbolic role in Los cautivos
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libres for there he is the custodian of the first sacrament.
Baptism.

He also is the messenger of Fe just as he was the

messenger of Christ*s coming.
Bible is symbolic.

Again the figure from the

The Virgin who appears in several autos

is neither symbolic nor allegorical.

She plays the role of

intercessor in the autos just as doctrine describes her posi
tion.
The figures of Cain, Absalom, Amnon, and Saint Stephen
have already been noted in their roles as symbolic of the
lives which were purchases in the market of life.

Valdivielso

chose to dramatize the scene rather than present it verbally
by allusions in the dialogue to give greater depth to the
allegory he was building.

Other Biblical figures appear

without speaking parts, to symbolically strengthen the scenes
of grace being bestowed upon the protagonist.

Their appear

ance as well as any other minor characters not mentioned in
the preceeding study may be noted in the summary of characters
which follows:
To conclude and summarize the study of the characters
who have appeared in the eternal world of the twelve autos
the casts of characters will be listed below indicating the
type of roles played by each figure.

Those figures called for

in the action of the. auto who do not have speaking parts will
be indicated at the end of each list.

Attention is called

to the fact that the average number of speaking roles in the
twelve autos is twelve.

The smallest and most compact cast

of characters is foundin El^
El hospital de los locos

villano en su rincon with seven.

and Las ferias del alma are the

largest with fifteen speaking parts.

No musicos are called

for in former auto as the large cast is expected to produce
the musical numbers as a part of their insane antics.
With the exception of Raz 6 n, una villana, the characters
appearing in El villano en su rincon are m a l e . ^ ®

They are

as follows:
El Villano or
Juan Labrador

The protagonis t of mankind.

La Razon

The abstraction of man's superior
reason.

El Apetito

T^e raayordomo. an abstraction of
man who is the major antagonist.

El Gusto

An antagonist and an abstraction of
man who accompanies Apetito as the
It

pleasures received in his offerings

to man."
El Rey Divino

Christ as a hunter and King

Rigor

A hunter who is an abstraction of
Christ representing justice.

Amor

108Ibid., f. 1 / [A]

A hunter who is an abstraction of
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Christ representing misericordia.
Musicos

complete the cast.

One of the largest casts of characters is found in the
109
original auto by Valdivielso, El^ hospital de los locos.
Here are fifteen speaking parts:
Alma

The soul of man represented as a wo
man.

Genero Humano

An abstraction symbolic of mankind
who is a patient of long standing
in the manicomio and who is presented
as an old man.
s.

Carne

An abstraction symbolic of mankind's
nature.

A female patient in the

manicomio,xshe is an antagonist of
Alma.
Razon

An abstraction of Alma.

He is super

ior reason who seeks God.
f

Cristo

The Lord who appears briefly at the
end of the auto.

Inspiracion

An agent of Christ sent to aid Alma.

109 Ibid ., f. 13/IB51.

San P 6 dro
La Culpa

The boticario of

Christ's Church.

The major antagonist of Alma, the
rector of the manicomio and madre of
Deleite.

La Locura

' An agent of Culpa, the portero of
the manicomio.

Engano

Represented as an old man, he is the
helpmate of Culpa.

Deleite

Disguised as a beautiful boy, he is
the son and helpmate of Culpa.

Luzbel

A patient in the manicomio.

Mundo

A patient

in the manicomio who aids

in Alma's downfall.
Gula

A patient in the manicomio.

Invidia

The most disliked patient among those
of the manicomio.

110
Los cautivos libres has ten speaking parts:

Voluntad

Female representative of the psycho
logical trinity of the soul.

She is

the protagonist who represents one
facet of m a n 's soul.

110Ibid., f. 23/EC7]

Memoria

A galan who is the second protagonist
arising from the trinity of the soul.

Entendimiento

A galan who is the third protagonist
and, as the third of the trinity of
the soul, he permits the conflict of
the auto with Duda it

Vista

An abstraction of the exterior sense
of man; he depends upon Oldo as a
guide.

Oldo

An abstraction of the exterior sense
of man who leads all the protagon
ists to Fe.

Fe

The abstraction of Christ, a female
role.

She is the guardian of the

Eucharist.
Inocencia

An abstraction of Christ who dwells
with Fe.

San Juan Bautista

The portero of the palacio of Fe.

He

is the symbol of the sacrament of
Baptism and the messenger of Fe to
the world.
El Redemptor

Christ who appears briefly at the end
of the auto to make manifest the
mystery of the Eucharist.
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Duda

The single antagonist of the
potencias and senses of mankind.

Non-speaking roles belong to Olfato, Gusto, Tacto, San Pedro,
San Andres, San Juan Evangelista, Santiago, and "algunas
personas de diferentes naciones."
Ten characters appear also in El fenix de amors1^
Alma

The protagonist of man's soul, a
female role.

Cuerpo

The gracioso who is an abstraetioii
in the auto sacramental1s reality of
Alma's human nature.

As a character

Cuerpo may be considered a minor
antagonist of Alma whose role changes
to that of a friend.
El Esposo

Christ as the Divine Bridegroom.

Inspiracion

An abstraction Of Christ set to
guard Alma.

Justicia

An abstraction of Christ's, justice.

Misericordia

An abstraction of Christ's mercy and
love.

Ill Ibid., f. 34/[E2].
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Dos angeles,

the second of which is Miguel.
The companions of Christ and the
second of Christ in the battle with
Luzbel.
The major antagonist who is a suitor

Luzbel

for the hand of Alma.
Un demonio

A companion of Luzbel.

The context of the auto calls for "dos demonios" to appear
with Luzbel in his second stage appearance, followed by seven
demons who represent the seven deadly sins who attempt to
capture Alma.

Musicos are also mentioned.

La amistad en el peligro has a cast of twelve speaking
parts :1 1 2
£1 Hombre

The protagonist.

El Principe

Christ.

El Placer

Agent of Christ >■in the pleasure of
sacramental blessings.

A second

guide for Hombre.
La Inocencia

An abstraction of Christ who is the
first guide of Hombre.

San Pedro

Earthly guardian of the Church and

112Ibid., f. 4 6 / [F6].

its sacraments who befriends Hombre
and is one of his padrinos.
Un angel

Messenger of Christ and Padrino of
Hombre.

La Penitencia

He is a minor character.

The personification of the sacrament
who is also a padrina of Hombre.
She is a minor character.

La Invidia

An antagonist of Hombre who attempts
to destroy Inocencia as an aid of
Culpa.

La Perega

An antagonist of Hombre who accom
panies Invidia.

La Culpa

The major antagonist of Hombre who
appears as a gitana.

In her role

the figure of Luzbel arises as it j
does also in Invidia and Perega.Rigor de Justicia

The agent of justice who appears
here as an alguazil.

He is without

definite signs of biing an abstrac
tion of Christ, rather a non-partisan
judge.
La Muerte

A minor character who accompanies
Rigor as an abstraction of justice
which ends in punishment.
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Characters who appear only in the judgment scene in order to
portray the purpose of the alguazil, Rigor, and Muerte are
"dos demonios como corchetes, otro con vnos papeles, y
escriuanios."

Musicos also apperr.

Psiques jr Cupido also has a cast of twelve. 113
Psigues

The female protagonist representing
man's soul.

La Razon

An abstraction of Psiques, who fails
in the duties of superior reason.

Irascible

A sister of Psiques who, as an ab
straction of the soul, is an antago
nist.

Concupiscible

Likewise a sister of Psiques and an
antagonist as an abstraction of the
soul.

El Cielo

God the Father who is the parent of
Psiques.

El Amor

Christ as agape.

La Verdad

An abstraction of Christ who as a
gracioso guides Psiques,

113Ibid., ,.f. 58/[H2]
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La Fe

A very minor role which is an abstrac
tion of Christ.

Nuestra Senora

Christ's mother who is the inter
cessor of Psiques.

El Mundo

Suitor of Psiques who i,s her antago
nist. .

El Deleite

Second suitor of Psiques who is an
antagonist, representing Carne.

Luzbel

The third of the deadly trio who is
a suitor for Pisqjies* hand.

Musicos complete the cast.
114
Eleven characters appear in El hombre encantado.
Hombre

The protagonist.

Ignorancia

The abstraction of the quality of
Hombre which leads him astray.

Entendimiento

The abstracted quality of Hombre
which seeks to recover grace for
Hombre.

He appears as an old man.

Christo.
San Juan Bautista

The representative of Christ who, in
answer to Entendimiento, announces

114Ibid., f. 70/[16],
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the coming of the Lord.
The H a v e maestra of the enchanted

Engano

palace to which Hombre is lead by
this antagonist who has two faces.
Mundo

The second antagonist of Hombre.

Deleite

The antagonist of Hombre who as a
"mujer bizarra" is responsible for
the actions which enchant him and
place his soul in danger of damnation.
Luzbel, the grand master of the anta

Demonio

gonists of Hombre.
An agent of Mundo who opens up to

Cupido

Hombre the carnal desires of his
1

human nature.
Musicos complete the cast along with San Juan Evangelio who
?

appears as symbolic of the world of God.
Las ferias del alma, a n o t h e r
Valdivielso.

original auto by

Along with El hospital de los locos this auto

has the largest cast of characters; fifteen.
Alma

The female protagonist who is man's
soul.

115Ibid., f. 81/[L].
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El Apetito

A cfalan who is the abstraction of
Alma's human nature which leads her
astray.

La Razon

The abstraction of Alma's superior
reason who is disregarded as a slave.

Iglesia

Representative of Christ who aids
Alma.

San Pedro

Representative of Christ as the
guardian of His Church and the sacra
ments.

Rigor

Representative of justice who is an
angel.

As in La amistad en el

peligro, Rigor is- a non-partisan
interested only in seeing that Alma
is judged according to her just re
ward .
Malicia

The antagonist of Alma who guides her
through the market place.

Malicia,

true to the nature of the quality,
shows no friendship to Alma or the
antagonist.
Mundo

One of the three mortal enemies who
appears as an antagonist.

Carne

The second of the three deadly en
emies, who appears as an antagonist.

Luzbel

The third deadly antagonist.

Sospecha

A minor antagonist who is the daughter
of Malicia.

Cain, Amon, Absalon, and San Esteban Biblical characters who
symbolize victims of purchases made at the fair.
Musicos complete the cast.
From the two characters who appear in the serranilla,
Valdivielso has added eight to make a cast of ten in La
serrana de Plasencia .1 ^ 6
Serrana

The female protagonist.

Razon

An abstraction representing superior
reason of man.

Esposo

Christ.

Desengaho

An agent of Christ who

as truth is

also an abstraction of the Lord.
Dos cuadrilleros de
la Hermandad
Agents of the Church of

Christ.

Engano

Serrana who

The major antagonist of

identifies himself as Luzbel.

116Ibid., f. 103/[N7].
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Juventud, Hermosura, Honor, and Placer represent the captives
taken by Serrana.
she desires.

They are personifications of qualities

Only Placer of this group does not speak.

The cast is rounded out with musicos.
El peregrino has the third largest cast with fourteen
speaking parts.

117

El Peregrino

Protagonist of mankind.

Samaritano

Christ.

Iglesia

Representative of Christ.

San Juan Bautista

Agent of Christ who announces the
coming of the Lord.

La Verdad

Abstraction of Christ sent to guide
man to heavenly rewards.

La Penitencia

Personification of the sacrament of
the Lord, penance.

San Pedro

A very minor role, symbolic of the
Church in the last scene.

La Tierra

The earthly mother of the Pilgrim who
is neither a foe nor a true friend
in his search for eternal life.

117Ibid., f. 92/[M4].
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Luzbel

The major antagonist by dint of his
organization of the antagonists
against the Pilgrim.

Deleite

A female antagonist and of the three
major antagonists the one responsible
for the Pilgrim1s downfall.

She

may be considered as Carne.
Engano

The third major antagonist who as an
aid of Deleite attempts to overcome
Verdad.

Honor

An agent of Mundo (who does not
appear as such in the auto) who is
the inn keeper who attempts to way
lay the Pilgrim.

Plazer

An agent of Engano who attempts to
waylay the Pilgrim but is unable to
do so in the presence of Verdad.

Mentira

A minor antagonist who abides with
Deleite.

He is an abstraction of

Engano.
San Juan Evangelio and Santigo appear as symbols of the Church
with musicos who complete the cast.
The twelve characters who appear in El hijo prodigo ,
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are;
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El Prodigo

The protagonist.

La Juventud

An abstraction of man who is respon
sible for the downfall of the Prodigo.

El Padre

Christ.

La Inspiracion

An agent of Christ sent with the son
to guide him.

Justino (Justicia) The brother of the Prodigal.

As justice

he is an abstraction of Christ as well as the elder son of
the Father.
Labrizio

A character symbolic of the workers
of Christianity.

Chaparro

A character symbolic of a fallen man
who decides to return to God.

El Plazer

The major antagonist of the Prodigal
who introduces him to Juego and
Lascivia.

Olvido

The personification of Prodigo's
state in the forgetfullness of God.
He is a gracioso and by his nature
is an antagonist of Prodigo but not
of such proportions as Plazer and

110
[Ibid.,

f. 115(bis)/ [P2J.
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Lascivia.
Lascivia

The antagonist of man derived from
Plazer who first puts Prodigo1s soul
in jeopardy.

Juego

The second of the two antagonists
derived from Plazer.

Demonio

Luzbel in the guise of a citizen of
the world who debases mankind as
porgueros of his swineherd.

Dos angeles accompany the Father and musicos provide the auto
with its various scenes of song and dance.
El arbol de la vida is produced with eleven speaking
roles:119
Genero Humano

The protagonist of man.

Ignorancia

Abstraction of man who is his con
stant companion by dint of original
sin.

El Principe

Christ.

Justicia

Abstraction of Christ who desires
punishment of man.

119lbid., f. 127(bis)/[Q6]

CHAPTER VI

THE LANGUAGE OP SACRAMENTAL REALITY

The language of communication in Valdivielso's autos
sacramentales is verse form rather than prose.

As his con

temporaries , Lope de Vega and Tirso de Molina, Valdivielso
accepted polymetryl as the means of enhancing the religious
dramatic productions.

The first usage of polymetry in the

autos is found in the works of the Manuscript of 1590, there
fore it was a practice established shortly before Valdivielso's
writing period when one considers the long development history
of this genre.

Of the plays in the Manuscript of 1590,

Wardropper notes*
pasaron de las monotonas quintillas del
Codice a la polimetrra castiza: innovacion
que aceptaron los dramaturgos del sigle XVII.
Los metros usados son los de la comedia profana
de la dpoca .2
.

s

•

No doubt, the continued acceptance of polymetry was due to
the fact that the dramatists of the secular comedia, with the

^■For a study of the metrics used in Psigues y Cupido see
Rull, o p . cit., pp. 145-146. .
2 Wardropper,

pp. 84-85.

Introduccion, p. 228.

See also supra.,
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exception of Valdivielso, were also the writers of the autos
sacramentales.

These men were accustomed to polymetry and

capable artists.

They carried into the auto their ability

as poetic artists and the allegorical argumentos of the autos
were presented with the same variety of verse forms as the
comedia.

Valdivielso was much aware of the practices of the

comedia-* and was, besides, an excellent versifier.

He follow

ed the pattern of his contemporaries in using polymetry.
The praises of the art of Valdivielso by his contempor4

aries have already been noted.

of

more recent critics it is

witnessed that praise of some kind is always accorded the
versification of the religious dramatist while his autos as
a whole are dismissed as inferior to those of Calderon de la
Barca.

Menendez Pelayo was one such critic who in discussing

La serrana de Plasencia remarked that the auto was "muy
lozanamente versificado, como todos los suyoss, . . r 11

but

of La serrana de Plasencia as an auto, no such praise was
given.

Valbuena Prat recognizes Valdivielsors verse as that

3 Ibid.,

p. 303.

4Supra., pp.

21-27 passim.

5Obras de Lope de Vega, XII, XXXII. Underlining is mine,
throughout this section.
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in which the interest lies in its tone of "piedad sencilla y
tierna . " 6

He notes the author's use of popular elements,

the contrafacta,

parodies of popular verse and songs a lo

divino as one of the dramatist's pdetic techniques but he
insists that the autos are but forerunners of those of
Calderon de la Barca.^
Wardropper is again the critic whose judgment has been
accepted concerning the diversity and value of the verse of
Valdivielso.

He has investigated the autos of Valdivielso

and perceives in their verse an artistic accomplishment which
sets up the allegory of the autos in a manner successful for
honoring the Eucharist:
Compone, e imita, la poesxa tradicional como si
fuera un campesino. Maneja las complejidades de
la manera conceptista con la habilidad de un
Quevedo. Cuando se express simbolicamente, el
lector piensa m£s en Gongora que en Calderdn. Uno
de sus grandes meritos es que sabe recurrir a todas
las modas poeticas de su tiempo y dominarlas todas. *
■i

1
~
Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura espanola, II,
250-251.
6

7Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, pp. 326340 passim; 407. Also see Historia de la literatura espanola,
II, 256-257.
®Wardropper, Introduccion, p. 293.

;

This comment is that one which is accepted for this study
and makes it possible to investigate within the diversity of
verse forms the particular elements of language which develop
the thoughts contained within the autos,
The purpose of the study then is not the investigation
of polymetrics but is to isolate four important facets of the
i

language of the poetry wherein the thoughts of the dramatic
work are contained.

In so doing those elements which

Valdivielso deemed necessary for both honoring the Eucharist
and presenting it in a manner at the same time enjoyable and
comprehensible to his audience should be shown.

The elements

of language which have been isolated are those belonging to
four categories:

Biblical,

mythological, national, and
i

4

borrowed in the sense of contrafacta.

The first of these,

Biblical usage, must be divided into two sections pertaining
to language; the tone of the verse which is inspired in the
Scriptures and the Biblical allusions and anachronisms.
Valdivielso's contemporaries noted his usage of the Scripture
as one of his outstanding contributions to the genre.

9

The

aprobacion for the 1622 edition of Valdivielso*s autos was
written by Vicente Espinel who stated of the book containing

^Ibid., pp. 284-293 passim.
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these works;
. . . es de lo mejor que deste genero yo e visto,
y tan adornado y sembrado de lugares de Escritura
Sagrada, tambifin trayda, que no lo parece, sino
que se naci.6 en los mismos verfeos, de tan gallardo
estilo y lenguage, que hard mucho quien supiere
imitalles .1 0
The study devoted to Biblical usage may thus be considered
the most important of the four elements of language.
Under the heading of national elements falls that langu
age wherein are found references to Spanish history, litera
ture, popular Spanish refranes and modismos, and costumbres.
The heading of mythology is devoted to the usage of Classical
mythology which was used to form allusions or metaphors.
And the final heading, contrafacta, is that usage of parodies
a le divino made by Valdivielso to become a part of the
sacramental world of the autos, involving not only verse but
in many cases the means of introducing music and dance into
the development of the auto's argumento.
The Old Testament accounts for the greatest number of
literary allusions in the autos of Valdivielso.

Certain ones

appear over and over again in the course of studying the
twelve works.

From these have been selected those which

appear to be the most popular with the dramatist for he has

i

l°Valdivi'eiso, Doze actos sacramentales, f.
verso.

(sig)/5>

used them often enough to make their presence very notice
able.

For the most part these Biblical allusions develop the

character of the various personalities found in the autos.
That is, a. character refers to himself and his nature with
Biblical metaphors or another character may be so described.
Not only the Biblical personalities are used in these allusions
but also the historical events recorded in the Old Testament
such as the crossing of the Red Sea by the children of Israel
or the burning of the evil cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, or
the building of the tower of B a b e l . ^

As will be seen in the

following selections Valdivielso used such allusions and
metaphors alone or in groups, herein piling them one on top
of the other so that, the idea the dramatist wished the audi
ence to perceive was in a sense over-exaggerated.

The purpose

may have been an insurance that through the listing of allus
ions there would appear at least one or two which would be
familiar to every member of the audience.

From the known

allusions the audience was assured of understanding the drama
tist's idea and they would be assured that an analogy existed

H-For allusions to the Red Sea see ibid., f. 1 3 4 (bis)/[R5]
and Exodus 14: 22; The destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, f.
81/L verso and ff. 96/tM8] recalling Genesis 19: 24; The
building of the tower of Babel, f. 83/[L3] and f. 96/M8 verso
recalling Genesis 11: 3.
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between that which they knew and that which was unknown.
Three allusions which appear frequently are those made
concerning Jael, the murderess of the capitan of the army of
Canaan, Sisera (Judg. 4: 17-23; 5); Joab the commander of
David's army who through treachery killed Abner (2 Sam. 3),
Amasa (2 Sam. 20), and against orders, Absalom (2 Sam. 18);
and the woman Delilah who deceived Samson with her love that
she might betray him to his enemies, the Philistines (Judg.
16: 4-20).

The three appear together in the description

Engano gives of his power and the instruments he uses to
destroy man:
Lleuo armado vn fuerta lazo
entre este pobre sayal,
de Iael la leche y bra 9 0 ,
de loab lleuo el puflal,
y de Dalida el regazo.^-2
In another auto, El hombre encantado, Engano uses these same
allusions plus a number of others in describing the instru
ments of his art:
Traygo cara con dos azes,
traygo las mentiras de Eua,
de Bersaue la hermosura,
de Dalida las ternezas.
Traygo abracos de loab,
besos con que el amor venda,
del vino que beuio Lot,

^ Ibid., £. 13/B5 verso from El hospital de los locos.
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la leche que a Lethe entrega.
Traygo pieles de Iacob,
y la cantisa sangrienta
de Joseph, traygo de Amon
la simulada dolencia.
De Amlin traygo la priuanza,
de Holofernes la soberula,
de Absaldn la adulaci6n,
de Faraon las promesas.
Tracing these allusions in the order of their appearance
Engano holds the lies of Eve who deceived Adam with the for
bidden fruit (Gen. 3:6); the beauty of Bathsheba which caused
David to sin (2 Sam. 11: 2-4); the tenderness of Delilah
which deceived Samson (judg. 16: 15-19); the embrace of
Joab and his kiss which preceeded the slaying of Amasa (2
Sam.

20: 9-10); the wine which left Lot

he knew not that his two

in a stupor sothat

daughters cameinto him (Gen.

19: 30-

38);

the milk offered by Jael to Sisera

as a

token of friendship that he would fall asleep (Judg. 4:

17-23).

which deceived him

Herein Valdivielso has used a mixed metaphor for

Lethe is the river of forgetfullness from Classical mythology.
Engano then continues with Old Testament allusions;

the

skins of Jacob (Gen. 25: 6-29) and the bloody garment of
Joseph (Gen. 37: 23-36)

are famous examples of deceptions

from the Bible just as is that of Amnon that he might seduce

13Ibid., f. 72/[I8].
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Tamar (2 Sam. 13: 1-14).

The king's favor held by Haman

who was the enemy of the Jews (Esth. 3-7); the pride of
Holofernes

(Jud. 6: 1-4, 18-19; 9: 9-10); the flattery of

Absalom (2 Sam. 15: 1-9) which deceived David; and finally,
the promises of Pharaoh to Moses which were never kept (Ex.
8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) are all weapons in the arsenal of Engano
and prove his presence in each of the Biblical events.

This

is an excellent example of Valdivielso*s usage of many allus
ions to emphasize the character of a quality.

Anachronisms

are not lacking in this list it will be noted.

The greatest

evidence of anachronisms comes however in continuing the
reading of the eighty-four lines of the romance (e-a) .^*4
Engano leaves Biblical allusions to describe his power with
references made to present day affairs in Spain.

The. criti

cism which Valdivielso is presenting in Engano*s speech is
reminiscent of the criticism of Francisco Gomez de Quevedo in
v

15

his Suenos.

The evils of the past, using Biblical figures,

14Ibid., ff. 72/[18]-72/18 verso.
1C

^

**

Francisco Gomez de Quevedo Villegas, Los suenos I,
edici6n y notas de Julio Cejador y Frauca, Clasicos Castellan
os 31 and 34 (2 vols.; Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, S. A., 1954,
1953). Volume I has been selected to demonstrate several
passages which have examples of Spanish society which was
criticized by both Quevedo and Valdivielso.
El sueRo de las
calcveras: los escribanos, p.44; doctors and their prescriptions, pp. 36-37, 46. El alguaclil a l a u a c i l a d o : la vara de
justicia and the men of law, pp. 63-65, 79-81. Las zahurdas
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are linked to the present day and all become as one in the
environment of the sacramental world which knows no time
value.
In the same auto, El^ hombre encantado, Deleite describes
her powers of magic, for she is a sorceress, using a list of
Biblical allusions.

Certain ones are repetitions of those

above in Engano*s. long monologue:
Con este magica vara,

Veras tiernos coragonces
con agujas traspasados,
sogas de desesperados,
y cabellos de Sansones.
Veras Susanas desnudas
y Bersabes descompuestas,
Dinas que rebueluen fiestas,
y veras Dalidas crudas.
En mis magicos alardes
verds nezios Salomones
a los Dauides follones,
a los Adanes cobardes,
a Holofernes sin cabega,
y sin ojos a Sanson,
pdlido y enfermo a Am 6 n,
y a Sichen sin fortaleza.

de Pluton: druggists, pp. 132-135; women and their art, pp.
137-138; tavern owners, p. 141; los escribanos y los
alguaciles, pp. 146-147. Vista de los chistes: doctors,
durggist^, and medicine, pp. 200-206.
1^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 74/K2 verso.

The magic of Deletie as .pointed out in this choice of
Biblical personalities is that which causes the sin of lust.
Each of the women mentioned is remembered for her role, in
nocent or not, in the lust of a man or men to possess her;
Susanna's history appears in Daniel 13; Bathsheba's in 2 Sam.
11; Dinah's in Gen. 34; and Delilah's in Judg. 16: 6-20.

The

resulting state of the magic is displayed with the male person
ages listed; Solomon famous for his wisdom became under the
magic of Deleite, a "necio" when he followed his foreign born
wives in worshipping their strange gods (Ki. 11: 4-13);
David in the act of taking Bathsheba, another man's wife,
became not only an adulterer but also a coward in the maner
in which he ordered the death of the wronged husband (2 Sam.
11);

Adam after heeding Eve, became a coward and hid himself

from God (Gen. 3: 10); Holofernes lost his head when he
desired to possess Judith (Jud. 13: 12-13); Samson was blind
ed by the Philistines after they were able to capture him
when Delilah learned the secret of his strength (Judg. 16:
21); Amnon feighed illness to trap Tamar only to be killed
later by Absalom as vengeance for defiling his sister (2 Sam.
13: 2, 28-29); and Sisera, upon the routing of his army,
believed he had found a sanctuary in the tent of Jael, his
unknown enemy (Judg. 4: 15-21).
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A positive application of the story of Samson and
Delilah is made in El arbol de la vida when Christ tells
Misericordia:
Deste Sanson has de ser
la Dalida carifiosa
atarmehas de pies y manos
porgue atarme puedes sola .1 7
The metaphor implies that Misericordia as Dalida is the only
one who is capable of overcoming the power of Christ before
his enemies.

The love of Christ for mankind, just as Samson's

love for Delilah, leads Him into the hands of His enemies
that He may sacrifice Himself on the Cross.

It is Miseri

cordia, not the physical strength of the soldiers, which
leads Christ to the Cross.

The meekness of both Christ and

Samson came about through love.
The nature of the banquet or the nourishment which
Deleite offers to man is presented with a listing of Biblical
allusions in El peregrino.

It is Deleite who describes the

harmful nature of the four covered plates offered to el
Peregrino.
De la vina de Nabort
nos den para empegar ubas,
Noe nos de de sus cubas,
del mesmo vino que a Loth.

17Ibid., f. 136(bis)/ [R7].

Traed mantecas celebradas
de la leche de lael,
gue Ioanatas dar£ miel,
y Sodoma sus tostadas.
Dadnos la fruta primera,
que AdSn por Eua coraid.^*8
The Pilgrim is wise enough to renounce these offerings even
though the requests he makes in their stead of beauty, honor,
wealth, and long life do not display wisdom.

The Pilgrim

does recognize that Naborth's vineyard was coveted by King
Ahab and led to the man's death by the order of Queen Jezebel
(1 Ki. 21); the wine of Jaoh and Lot led to carnal sins (Gen.
9: 18-29; 19: 30-38); the milk served by Jael preceeded the
death of Sisera (Judg. 4: 19); the honey tasted by Jokathan
was forbidden by God (1 Sam. 14: 24-46); the city of Sodom
went up in flames for the sins of its inhabitants

(Gen. 19:

23-25); and the forbidden fruit eaten by Adam and Eve caused
their disgrace before God (Gen. 3: 6-7).
The Old Testament allusions were not always negative in
their application in the autos.
El arbol de la vida given above.

One such example came from
In El^ hospital de los locos

Xnspiracion identifies Peter as the "dispensador desta celesti
al botica"

(The Church) wherein the waters of baptism with

their cleansing power are described with Old Testament

18Ibid., f. 9 8 / [N2].
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allusions:

mira gue del cielo vengo
a reboluer la picina,
para que ech£ndote al agua
pises con salud su orilia,
contra el esp£ritu inmundo,
gue como a Saul te incita.
Oye la harpa de mi lengua
y huircL a las aguas estigias.
Mira gue para tus pjos
te traigo el pez de Tobias,
para tu asquerosa lepra
del Iordan las aguas limpias,
delddiluvio en que te anegas.
El arco de las nubes mira,
y a la paloma de gracia,
gue te trae de paz la oliua.
Y pues, est&s alma enferma
de la culebra mordida,
buelue a ver la de metal,
gue da salud con la vista.
Animo esposa de Dios,
gue £ 1 a buscarte me embla,
y el mismo vendrfi a buscarte
como a la oueja perdida .-*-9
The Vespiritu inmundo" is the evil spirit which distrubs the
soul of man just as Saul was distrubed when God departed
from him.

The harp of Inspiracion alludes to the harp of

David which was able to disquell the evil spirit when it was
oppressing Saul (1 Sam. 16: 14-23).

Within the list of

Biblical allusions there appears one from mythology, a refer
ence to the river Styx and the underworld.

19Ibid., f. 20/C4 verso.

Should the soul
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heed Inspiracion the evil spirit will depart from man in his
baptism and go to abide in the Stygian regions.
The healing and cleansing nature of the sacraments of
Christ which are under Peter*s care are further described as
the cure of Tobit's blindness when the gall of a fish was
applied to his eyes (Tobit

6

: 1-8; 11: 4-15); the cure of

the leprosy of Naaman who was told by God's prophet Elisha to
bathe seven times in the River Jordan (2 Ki. 5: 1-19).

A

metaphor describes the soul in sin as drowning in a sea of
watersr the great flood of Genesis (y: 17-24) after which
God sent promises of new grace to mankind for the illness of
sin in the symbol of the dove (Gen.

8

: 6-12), the olive

branch (Gen. 8:11), and the rainbow (Gen. 9: 13).

The meta

phor of man's sin as an illness is continued with the allus
ion to the children of Israel who were poisoned with the
bites of the fiery serpents

(Num. 21:6).

The remedy for

those bites was the serpent of brass made by Moses at the
command of God upon which the poisoned man should look to be
restored to health.

Likewise the soul of man must look upon

Christ and His sacraments, prefigured in the serpent of brass
(Num. 21: 8-9) to find new grace.

The listing comes to an

end with an allusion to the New Testament, the coming of
Christ as the Good Shepherd to find the lost lamb (Jhn. 10;
11).

The Old Testament also uses this metaphor to describe
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Christ.

(Isa. 40: XI).

Another positive application of the story of Tobias
appears in El^ peregrino when Verdad uses a single metaphor
calling himself the angel Raphael and Peregrino, Tobias
(Tobit 5 and

6

);
Sigue las pisadas mfas,
que son de vn amigo fiel,
piensa que soy Rafael,
y procura ser Tobias.2®

El hombre encantado also uses a single allusion to the journey
of Tobias (Tobit 11: 1-4) but here not how it has been applied
by Ignorancia:
Hombre
Ignor.

...
que oy seras mi Rafael.
No sere sino tu perro,
que el vno y Ctro lleuaua
en su camino Tobias.
Los mismos lleuas acaua
Angel que guarde tus dias,
can que to muerde y te alaua.

Jospph, the Biblical character from the Old Testament,
who was able to overcome the desires of the flesh is alluded
to in the positive sense.

The first allusion refers tc the

incident, famous as a literary theme, of Potiphar's wife who
accused Joseph, unjustly, of defiling her.

20Ibid., f. 94/M6 verso.
21Ibid., f . 70/16 verso.

This was her means
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of healing a wounded pride, for her vengeance was upon the
one who had scorned her advances (Gen. 39: 7-23).

In El

hospital de los locos Invidia uses this allusion to counter
act the charges C a m e has made against him.

where C a m e ends

with an allusion to one event in Joseph's life, Invidia picks
up with that one of Potiphar's wife:
Carne

Invidia

iEche yo a Adan del vergel,
y di favor a Cafn
para que matasse a Abel?
0 como vos, viejo ruin,
ivendx al hijo de Raquel?
No, mas £quidn quedd burlada
quando en lasciuia abrusada,
de aquese Xoseph Hebreo,
hallo en vez de su desseo,
vna copa con nonada?

Malicia identifies Came, in Las ferias del alma in an allussion to Potiphar's wife:
La inuencionera
llama, y tira de la capa,
y da como toro en ella
si algun Ioseph se le escapa.
To complete the list of Biblical women whose love caused the
disgrace of a man, Plazer in El^ hijo prodigo alludes to
Potiphar's wife and Joseph who was innocent of the sin of lust:

2 2 Ibid.,

f. 14/B6 verso. Allusions to Adam (Genesis 3;
24); Cain and Abel (Genesis 4: 1-8); and Joseph (Genesis 37:
12-28) .
23Ibid., f. 8 7 (bis)/ L6 verso.

no Ioseph gue se las dan
y le buelue las espadas.
The tienda of Demonio in Las ferias del alma is des
cribed with a list of Biblical allusions beginning with one
which recalls Joseph, this time in reference to his being
sold into slavery by his brothers.
Aqux hallaron diez hermanos
para Ioseph la cisterna,
loab para Amassa manos,
Pharaon dureza eterna,
y Aman tres palos tiranos.
The list continues with other Old Testament allusions, one
to the sirens of mythology, and ends with the line:
25
ludas. el cordel.

y. de

A New Testament allusion has ended the

passage with the list of goods one is able to purchase in
the deadly tienda of Demonio.
Joseph, the interpreter of dreams (Gen. 40 and 41),
builds a single metaphor for Verdad .in El^ peregrino, a posi
tive usage of the Old Testament personality:

2 ^Ibjd.,

f. 118(bis)/P5 verso.

2 5 Ibid.,

f. 87(bis)/L6 verso. Biblical allusions are
Joseph (Genesis 37: 20-24); Joab (2 Samuel 20: 9-10); Pharaoh
(Exodus 8-12); Haman (Esther 7: 10); and Judas (Matthew 27:
*

to
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Me erabia a’ que te interprete
como otro Ioseph los suenos.
The history of David*s victory over Goliath and his love
for Bathsheba are popular with Valdivielso as witnessed by
the number of times allusions are made to these two themes.
Reference is made to the battle of David with the giant
Goliath in La serrana de Plasencia when Desengano uses the
metaphor to describe his coming contest with Engano (1 Sam.
17; 32-58);
Fanfarron, sal a lo raso,
27
sal, arrogante Golias. '
Malicia applies the metaphor to Apetito who claims to be as
brave as the Cid in Las ferias del alma;
Poco a poco sor matante,
que no faltara vn Dauid,
que derribe a esse Gigante.
Esposo Cristo remarks emphatically upon the cowardly nature
of Cuerpo in El^ fenix de amor;
IQue
IQu£
IQue
IQue

Dauid para el Gigante1
Sams6 n para esta fieral
Iael deste dormidol
Iudi[a] desta cabepal

2 6 Ibid.,

f. 93/[M5].

2 7 Ibid.,

f. (lll)/[07].

2 8 Ibid.,

f. 8 7 (bis)/L6 verso.

Ibid . , f. 42/[F2). Biblical allusions are Samson and
the lion (Judges 14; 5-9); Jael (Judges 4: 18-22); and Judith
(Judith 13: 14).

Cuerpo later uses the metaphor to describe Luzbel and the
angel Michael as they are about to enter battle:
A fe, sehor Goliad,
que os ha de volcar Dauid.
Pero Miguel es mi gallo,
que vos sos (sic) vna gallina.
Inspiracion used the metaphor to identify Duda in Los cautivos
libres and to warn him moreover of the result he may expect
from his reto of Fe:
Espera, enganada Duda,
declarado filisteo,
que tras ti con cinco piedras
sale el Dauid zagalejo .3 1
The letter which David sent to Joab calling for the
death of Uriah, the husband of Bathsheba, in the front lines
of battle is used by Valdivielso to portray the deadly deceit
of Plazer, Lascivia, and Juego in El^ hijo prodigo.

In-

spiracion warns the Prodigal of the danger to him in the
games that are about to begin:
Plazer

...
pues, i t r a e cartas? Inspiracion
porque mueras como Vrias .3 2

3 0 Ibid.,

f .44/F4 verso.

3 1 Ibid.,

f. 25/D verso.

32Ibid., f. 118(bis)/P5 verso.

De Dauid,
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Engano, in anger, remarks that Desengafio’s story to Serrana
in La serrana de Plasencia resembles Nathan's parable to
David of the ewe lamb:
Tengamos la fiesta en paz,
no nos cuente alegorfas.
iEs la ouejuela de Vr£as,
senor propheta rapaz ? 3 3
Bathsheba is included in the list of women who accompany
Lascivia in El hijo prddigo:
Son donzellas de labor
de Loth las dos hijas vellas,
Dina, Bersaud, y Thamar,
de honor sin tenerle, duenas.
Son Alcaldes de su corte
gue acompaflan su grandeza
dos viejos juezes que vn d£a
intentaron cierta fuerga.
El Capitan de la guarda
es Sansdn sin su guedeja
veynte y cinco mil soldados
de la flaca Gabaa lleua.
Solomon es mayordomo
Cenobia la camarera,
y tu, Prodigo, tendras
a tu cargo, la despensa.
The retinue of Lascivia is described as the party which would
surround a queen or king of Spain during the time of Valdivielso.

There is then an anachronism placing the Old

Testament figures in the setting of the present day.

33Ibid., f. 109/[O5].
34Ibid., ff. 117(bis)/[P4]-117(bid)/P4 verso.

Each

allusion within this passage is selected to recall the nature
o£ the sin committed by the Biblical personages which in turn
describes the nature of Lascivia: the daughters of Lot, and
Tamar— incest (Gen. 19: 30-38; 38).or Tamar may refer to the
daughter of David who was seduced by her half-brother, Amnon
(2 Sam. 13: 1-32); Dinah was defiled by Shechem (Gen. 34);
Bathsheba surrendered herself to David (2 Sam. 11: 4); the
two judges desired to possess Susanna (Dan. 13); Samson was
deceived by Delilah with the result that his hair was cut
off (Judg. 16: 19); the soldiers of Gibeah were defeated by
the children of Israel (Judg. 20: 46); as vengeance for the
treatment and death of the concubine of a Levite (Judg. 20:
1-11); and Solomon worshipped the gods of his foreign wives
to appease their love (1 Ki^ 11: 1-13).
The Book of Job also gives allusions and Biblical tone
to the autos as witnessed in La serrana de Plasencia when the
protagonist ponders her state while Engano and Desengano
battle for her possession:
Sin
por
que
vna

duda, el paciente lob
esta guerra dezia,
era la vida de vn hombre
perpetua milicla.3^

35Ibid., f. lll(bis)/06 verso
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Adam and Eve, naturally, appear in a number of allus
ions.

As the forefathers of all men their disobedience in

the garden of Eden is recalled as the event responsible for
the need of new grace.

Eve is recognized as guilty of being

deceived by the serpent and leading her husband into sin and
disgrace.

The tree of the forbidden fruit is referred to as

Eve's tree in El, oerearino when the Pilgrim sees the tree
\

of fortune 3 6 and
of the

riches it offers.
y

In the

desires to climb up into it

toobtain some

Verdad stops him with the warning:

Es el de'Eua,
3?
ay sierpe y te engafiard.

manicomio of El hospital de los locos

Culpa tells

Alma that Genero Humano became a patiefit there because:
De ser muy enamorado,
diole su dama vn bocado
con gue el seso le quito.
Genero Humano acknowledges the truth in Culpa's statement:
Vna muger me brindo,
gue este nunca oluidare,
y aunque ella la causa fue,
■yo tiuue la culpa, y o .3 8

36Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, p. 340.
3^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 95/[M7].
38Ibid., f. 18/C2 verso.
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From El arbol de la vida comes a passage in which el Principe
announces to Genero Humano his new salvation, and the changes
which have occurred because Christ had become man:
Por Eua hallards mi madre
mas virgen y m£s hermosa,
buelto en Aue el no(m)bre de Eua,
que por ti clemente aboga.^9
The mixture of Old and New Testament allusions will serve
as the fijrst example to introduce the usage of the New Testa
ment in the autos of Valdivielso.

For Los cautivos libres the

dramatist selected examples of doubting which Duda uses in an
attempt to keep Entendimiento from following Fe:
Eua, de Dios ensetfada,
ino dudo de su castigo?
iNo dudd Moisen, su amigo,
con la vara leuantada?
1 Y no dudo Zacarfas,
padre del precursor santo?
Y Pedro constante tanto,
ino dudd en las ondas frfas?
To the audience it is evident, from their knowledge of the
historical events alluded to, that the doubts of the four
persons named above were removed by the power of God.

THus

Entendimiento's heeding of Duda's argument would be foolish
for the Biblical doubters all received f i m assurances of

39lbid., f . 136(bis)/R7 verso.
40Ibid., f. 2 7 {bis)/D4 verso.
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God that His
trusted.

will must not be questioned nor His power dis

Adam and Eve

both ate of the forbidden fruit and

were punished by God (Gen. 3); water came forth from the rock
when Moses hit it with his staff, not once but twice as if
questioning God's power (Mum.20: 7-13); Zacharias had been
struck dumb for disbelieving the message of the angel
Gabriel that his wife would bear a son, John the Baptist,
in their old age (Luk. Is 18-20); Peter began to doubt his
safety as he walked upon the water to meet Christ (Mat. 15:
24-33).
References to Christ as the Good Shepherd arise fre
quently (Mat. 18: 12 and other Biblical passages).

The pro

tagonist in such cases becomes the lost sheep of the metaphor.
Genero Humano refers to his new salvation as announced by
the angels in El arbol de la vida:
Que cantan los Serafines
gloria anadiendo a su gloria,
quando el buen Pastor al ombre
con la amada oueja toma.
The metaphor is continued with the first words of the Princes
Queja, tu Pastor mira,
mi pecho y mis hombros toma,
no temas que por ti vengo,
por ti vengo, no te escondas.4*-

41Ibid., ff. 134(bis)/R5 verso-135(bis)/[R6]
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The second rescue of Hombre in La amis tad en el peligro
makes use of a mixed metaphor— Classical mythology’s hero
Aeneas and the New Testament's Good Shepherd:
De entre las malegas
en ombros le saca,
siendo en esta Troya
Eneas del alma.
Boluais en buen hora,
con la oueja hallhda,
si bien mal herido
Pastor por buscarla . 4 2
Inspiracion uses the metaphor of the .lost sheep, applying
it to El hijo prodigo.

With the usage here of the Shepherd

and the lost sheep there also arises another metaphor, that
of the "fisher of men"

(Mat. 4: 18-19):

Buelue, ouejuela perdida,
al ombro del buen pastor,
al aprisco de sus bra?os,
a las redes de su a m o r . 4 ^
Later the Father of the Prodigal Son, Christ, uses the story
of the Good Shepherd to indicate His own love of the erring
son:
Y a vn pastor represento
con que a el teatro assombrd
vi^ndome entrar sangriento
con la ourjuela al ombro.

42Ibid., f. 52/[G4].
43I b i d ., f. 123(bis)/ [Q2].
44Ibid., f. 125(bis)/ [Q4]<
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In the same monologue three other parables of Christ from
the New Testament are used.

One, of course, is the allusion

throughout to the protagonist as the Prodigal Son.

The others

refer to the story of the goodly pearl (Mat. 13; 45) and
the lost dracma of the widow (Luk.

8 ).

All are used together

with the addition of allusions to Tobias and Joseph to con
clude the Father's plea that His son return:
Buelue al pastor.oueja,
al dueno bulue dracma,
Prodigo al que se quexa,
y perla al que te llama,
que amor te solicita,
Prodigo, oueja, dracma, y Margarita.
Ay, mi Joseph vendido,
de voluerte resuelue,
buelue Tobias querido,
buelue en ti, y a mi, buelue .4 5
An allusion to Christ's parable of the ten virgins ap
pears in Alma's speech in E jL fenix de amor (Mat. 25: 1):
O virgines escogidas,
contra vos mismas valientes,
bien muestran que sois prude(n)tes
las lamparas encendidas .4 5
Earlier in the auto two quick allusions are made to the par
able of the virgins.

One in which Inspiracidn notes that
A n

if Alma sleeps, "Seria vna Virgen muy loca,"

45L o c . cit.
4^Ibid., f . 44/F4 verso.
47Ibid., f. 39/[E7].

for Esposo
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Cristo has come to call upon her in the costumbre of rondar
la casa.

Later when Alma is surrounded by the seven agents

of Luzbel she cries out for aid.

The Demons try to silence

her cries but she refuses to heed them:
Aqueso no,
que lampara viua lleue,
F&iix, en quien me renueue .**8
The parables of the Prodigal Son and the Good Shepherd
have been mentioned frequently in the study of the allegories
and will not be repeated here.

A conclusion however may be

drawn, that Valdivielso made frequent use of these three
parables;

The Good Shepherd, The Prodigal Son and The Good

Samaritan, because they held for the dramatist the greatest
examples of Christ's love and sacrifice for mankind.
The motivation of the evil which Lucifer and those charac
ters who are his abstractions desire to work upon man arise
from allusions to the Book of Revelation and popular concepts
held concerning the Devil.

The downfall of Lucifer has made

him jealous of mankind who may rise to the glory which he has
lost.

To avenge himself both upon the Supreme power and

mankind Lucifer seeks to destroy man through sin (1 Pet. 5:
8 ).

The motivation then of the antagonists arises in the

jealousy and desire for revenge of Lucifer.

48Ibid., f. 40/E8 verso

The examples
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which follow here are those which portray the application of
the Booh of Revelation to the character of Lucifer.
In El hospital de los locos Luzbel introduces himself
to the audience (Rev. 12: 4):
Tres partes auia de estrellas
encima la impirea (sic) belar
siendo yo de las mcis bellas
mas derribg con la cola
la tercera parte dellas.

De querer yo ser par Dios,
ni lloro, ni me arrepiento.4^
The proud nature of Luzbel is indicated in the continuation
of his conversation.

When Alma meets Luzbel and hears some

of his story, she questions him, "En efeto ivn Angel fuistes?
To which he replies:
Y soy el diablo que os lleue.
Soy quien se beuerme vn r£o,
y tragarme entero vn monte
espantar esse Orizonte
quando al cielo desafio.
Soy quien homita centellas
del infierno de me dano
y soy vn dragon, que empano
con mi aliento las estrellas.
When Psiques states that she is a descendant of God and heaven,
Luzbel who is one of her suitors, proclaims his equal

49Ibid., f. 14/[B6].
5°Ibid., f. 18/[C2].

See Revelation 9: 1-2.
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descendency:

Verdad
Mundo
Luzbel

Tambien de alia descend!.
Si, pero fue vflas abaxo.
Y yo le vi descender
al viento remolinando.
Tan cerca de Dios me vi,
gue guise ser Dios.
Verdad
por esses humos de Dios,
dizgue siempre andais ahumado.

Mai ano,

Allusions to the Scriptures, naturally, give a Biblical
flavor to the language of Valdivielso but above and beyond
that technigue there lies the tonal value of certain passages
of dialogue which are inspired from the Bible.

At times

these passages appear because the nature of the allegory calls
for such language.

At other times Valdivielso uses Biblical

language because it appeals to his religious nature.

52

That

is, Valdivielso perceived religious elements in events or
situations where another writer might have overlooked such an
analogy, in applying Biblical language Valdivielso enhanced
his sacramental allegories, making the dramas come alive with
a language that alluded to the Holy Scriptures as well as
sounding to the ear with the tone and flavor, of the Bible.

'51

From Psigues £ Cupido, ibid., f. 58/H2 verso.
Revelation 1: 1-2; 12: 7-9.
52Wardropper, Introduccion, pp. 288-289.

See
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Beginning with Los cautivos litres four examples of
Biblical language will be noted.

Three of these are used to

indicate the relationship between Fe and Christ.

Fe uses

Christ's words to induct the new captives (Mat. 11: 30),
"Mi carga es leue y suaue . " 5 3

Again at the end of the auto

Fe uses words of Christ to encourage Duda to come to her
(Jhn. 3: 17):
Duda
Fe

Poned hierros en mi alma.
Antes, soy guien se los quito . ^ 4

Christ indicates His constant presence in*Fe when He comes to
take her new captives
unido."55

(Mat. 28: 20);

"Siempre estoy a vos

san Juan celebrates the arrival of Christ

and the

victory of the captives of Fe with a passage fromSolomon's
Song of Songs (4: 11-13):
Ya passo el cenudo inuierno,
y la Primauera vino,
ya parecieron las flores
en la tierra de los viuos . 56
The last passage is heard again in El arbol de la vida.

Here

Genero Humano celebrates the victory of El Principe upon the

53

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 27/(D3],

5 4 Ibid.,

f. 33/[D (bis)].

5 5 Ibid.,

f. 32/ED8],

-^Loc. cit.
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Cross and the new grace it brings to all mankind:
Ya passo el cefLudo inuierno,
en ombros del Euro y Boreos
y aparecieron las flores
en nuestra tierra dichosa.
Within this auto Cu l p a , the abstraction of Lucifer, states
his fear of aid coming for mankind in a manner which recalls
Genesis

(3: 15):
Desde gue aquella
sembro entre mi y
temo que me ha de
Muerte, celestial

renzilla
la muger
veneer,
semilla .5 8

Genero Humano also uses language from Genesis

(2: 23) when

he refers to his love of Eve:
. . . son co(n) excessos
mis amorosas porffas,
que fue carne de las mlas
y fue huesso, de mis huessos.
The Book of Genesis provides the dialogue for both
Misericordia and Culpa.

The latter wishes only to worry

Genero Humano while the former wishes to give him some advice
on how to endure the hard life (Gen.3: 18-19) :

57Ibid., f. 1 3 6 (bis)/R7 verso.
5®Ibid., f. 134 (bis)/[R5].
59Ibid., f. 1 2 8 (bis)/[Q8]- 1 2 6 (bis)/Q8 verso.
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Culpa

Coraeras pan de dolor
lagrimas amasado.
Vino veuerfis aguado
con gotas de tu sudor.

Misericordia

Pacientemente sufrir,
y sufrido padecer.
Trabajar en el sudor
de su rostro, cultiuar
la tierra, arar y cauar
con paciencia y con dolor .6 1

El Principe uses three lines of vers e which are based
upon His speech in the New Testament.

When Muerte attempts

to approach Him, the Prince admonishes him (John. 2: 4):
Espera,
gue aun no ha llegado me hora.
A combination of the language used in the Gospels of Matthew
and Luke are found in the Prince's speech before His cruci
fixion.

On His knees, the staging representing the Mount of

Olives, the Prince prays:
De temoroso sudor
me cubren sangrientas gotas,
porgue la carne es enferma,
si bien la voluntad pronta.
Mas haga su voluntad.
Mi Padre, gue es lo gue importa.

6 0 Ibid.,

ff. 126(bis)/[Q8]-126(bis)/Q8 verso.

6 1 Ibid.,

f. 1 2 7 (bis)/Q6 verso.

fi2 Ibid., f. 1 3 5 (bis)/R6 verso.
6 3 Loc.

cit. Biblical verses referred to are Matthew
26: 36-46; Luke 22; 39-46.
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The above passage contains two lines which are deliver
ed by Alma and Cuerpo in gJL f&nix de amor.

Alma has re

quested Cuerpo to remain on guard for her Esposo while she
sleeps.

Amazingly enough, Cuerpo1s usage of the Biblical

passage by Christ adds an element of humor in the auto
when spoken by this gracioso:
Alma
Cuerpo

El esplritu estS pronto.
Pero la carne es enferma.

In El f£nix de amor Esposo Cristo uses Biblical langu
age to instruct Alma of her spiritual life (Mat. 26: 41),
"Espera, velad,y orad,/

y no entreis en tentacion.

It is natural to expect Biblical language in El hiio
prodigo since the auto is based upon the parable.

When the

Prddigo decides to return to the house of the Father, his
remark is Biblical (Euk. 15: 18-19):
Eeuantareme y ire
a mi Padre . . .
Mi Padre es si le ofendx
su hijo soy si peque.
Dire, Padre, tan mal hijo
no es digno que hijo le norabres
hazedme vno de los hombres.
que siruen en tu cortijo.

64Ibid., f. 37/[E5].
65Ibide, f . 41/F verso.
66Ibid., ff. 124 (bis)/[Q31-124(bis)/Q3 verso.
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Upon meeting his Father, the Prodigal son of Valdivielso
uses the words of the Bible (Luk. 15: 21}:
Peque, Padre divino,
. conta vos, contra el cielo,
y s£ que no soy digno
de que me nombre el suelo
hijo de tan buen Padre .6 7
t
The dialogue of the Father which continues this scene is
built upon the Biblical language of the parable (Luk. 15:
22-24).

The entrance of Justino, the brother,and his dia

logue recalls Biblical passages also (Luk. 15: 29-30),

The

response of the Father to explain His actions honoring the
•»

erring son is that one from the parable

(Luk. 15: 31),

"Siempre conmigo estas hijo,/ y tuya la hazienda m£a."

6Q

Justino's acceptance of his Father's will is given with the
language of the Lord's 1 prayer■(Mat.

6

: 10), "Cumplase tu

voluntad/ como en el cielo, en la tierra."

69

El peregrino provides several examples which vary from
those above.

The Pilgrim, upon taking leave of Tierra, his

earthly mother, uses language from Luke (9: 25).

6 7 Ibid.,

f. 1 2 5 (bis)/Q4 verso.

Ibid., f. 126(bis)/[Q5].
69Loc. cit.
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iQuien ay en su tierra ho(n)rado?
Ya eche la mano al arado,
no es justo que buelua atras .7 0
In the sleep which overcomes the Pilgrim immediately after
leaving Tierra a dream presents him with the two roads he
must now decide between, the narrow one which leads to
heaven, or the road which is broad and which leads to damna-

i

tion.

Songs from both caminos recall the words of Christ

concerning the

straight

and narrow gate (Mat. 7: 13-14):

El carro

de lo

malo Este camino es muy ancho,
porque es camino de muchos.

El carro

de lo

El carro

de lo

bueno
Este es el camino del cielo
este es el camino de alld.
malo Aquel camino es de pocos
descalgos, rotos,y ayunos .7 1

•

*

•

San Juan Batista announces his identity to the wounded Pil
grim who had decided to take the broad road (Jhn. 1: 30),
"Despuds de mi llegard/ dl que es hecho antes de mi."

72

Razon, the slave of Juan Labrador, in El villano en su
rincon, refers to herself and her actions before the Divine
King as Mary Magdalene when she anointed the feet of Christ
(Luk.

8

: 36-50):

7 °Ibid.,

f. 92/M4 verso.

7 1 Ibid.,

f. 93/M5 verso.

72Ibid., f. 100/[N4].
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1 Quien

le besara los pies,
los vngiera, y los lauara!
Pues, no me faltan cabellos,
ni vnguento me faltara .7 3
El villano en su rincon contains a passage which will serve
here to exemplify Valdivielso's reference to the soul of man
as a paloma and the plea of Christ that she returns to her
palomar:
Buelue enganada paloma
al pecho que abierto esta.
Palomar es de las almas,
entrete en tu palomar .7
The soul as a paloma is seen also in Psiques £ Cupido along
with three Biblical metaphors:
Paloma, buelue al nido,
a mis ombros oueja,
prfidigo a mis bravos
a mis pies Magdalena .73
The metaphor of the paloma may have come from Solomon's
Song of Songs which use it in a number of verses (Sol. 3: 14;
6:9;

4: 1; 5: 2).

Oueja, prodigo, and Magdalena have

arisen in examples discussed above.
Another example of the application of Solomon's Song
of Songs to the language of the autos is seen in El peregrino
when Verdad identifies himself (Sol. 1: 5), "Soy morena

73Ibid., f. 7 / [A7]■
74Ibid., f. 5/[A5].
75lbid., f. 68/(14].
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aunque graciosa.
Christ's relationship to Verdad in El peregrino is
explained in terms of Christ's words from the New Testament
(Jhn. 14:

6 ):

Samaritano
Samaritano
Samaritano
, Verdad
Samaritano
Verdad
Samaritano
Verdad
Samaritano

IVerdad!
. . .
tVida!
...
ILu z I
. . .
ICamino 1
. . .
iMi vida! iMi coraponl
IMi corapdn y mi vida!
Yo sin vos no tengo vida.
y yo sin vos corapon.
vo soy vos misma. Verdad,
que de vos prendo mi ser,
y vos yo teneys de ser,
sopena de no ser Dios . 7 7

Y yo vos,

These examples of Biblical language, both tone and
allusions, do not exhaust the examples to be found in the
twelve autos. -These presented here do serve as an indica
tion of Valdivielso's adherence to the Scriptures as a source
of his inspiration in writing the dramatic works.

The ef

fect of the appearance of these Biblical passages and figures
is to heighten the sacramental atmosphere of the one act
dramas.

The application of the Scriptures to the allegory's

language and images must be considered an important technique

7^Ibid., f. 94/M6 verso.
77Ibid., f. 10(bis)/N5 verso
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in Valdivielso*s approach to their dramatic structure.
Allusions to Classical mythology do not appear with the
abundance of those from the Scriptures.

Their presence is

noticeable, however, with their properly timed applications,
as a facet of Valdivielso*s language and imagery technique.
The mythological allusions are applied with an artist's
touch so that their entry into the dialogue and action of
the sacramental play enhances the work descriptively and does
not disturb its Christian nature.

These allusions are used

again as were those from the Bible to develop the nature of
the characters or to set the tone of the dramatic action.
Beginning with a short passage from EjL viilano en su
rincon, we note how this speech of Razon is a piling up of
allusions, beginning with one to the New Testament concern
ing Peter (Mat. 14: 28-32), followed by.allusions which may
trace their source to the Old Testament, and ending with an
allusion to the pagan story of Hero and Leander:
Permitid que como Pedro
desde aqu£ me arroje al may,
que no puede auer peligro,
Rey Eterno, donde estdis.
Vuestros criados en palmas,
si quer£is, me lleuaran,
sin que pueda el vasilisco,
ni el aspid hazerme mal.
Mi luz sois, sere Leandro.^®

78

Ibid., f;5/A5 verso.

Old Testament allusions to the
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The metaphor of Razon is appropriate to the action as well
as fitting to the previous allusions, for she would cast
herself down, out of her human prison, to join the Divine
King who is her guiding light and her love.

The response of

the Divine King to the plea is appropriate not only to the
situation presented by the auto1s dramatic action but also
to the images of the stormy sea brought up in the allusion
to Peter's walking on the water and Leander's final crossing
of the Hellespont.

The Lord's response to Razon sums up all

the allusions with Christian teaching:
No puedes a mi llegar,
espera, que entre los dos
vn chaos tenebroso ay .79
The story of Hero and Leander is used again in El hijo
prodigo in a passage with a number of other allusions to both
mythological and historical persons.

Now Valdivielso applies

the allusions toward a description of carnal appetites rather
than divine love as was displayed above in El^ villano en su
rincdn.

Herein the Prodigal Son's youthful nature is being

tempted by Lascivia:

protection of the angels, (Psalms 91: 11-13); the asp and the
basilisk (Jeremiah 8 : 17 and Isaiah 11: 8 ). Bulfinch, o p .
cit., pp. 250-251 discusses the basilisk. For the story of
Hero and Leander see Bulfinch, pp. 88-89 or Seyffert, o p . cit.,
pp. 344-345.
79
Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 5/A5 verso.
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iQuieres Xa belleza estrana
que vio Troya, y q(ue) ho(n)rr6 Grecia?
[HeXen]
iQuies de Roma Xa Lucrezia,
o quies Xa Caba de Espana?
JLa Campaspe de Alexandre,
Xa Semxramis de Nino,
Xa Egipicia que a Roma vino?
[Cleopatra]
iQuies a Najarte piadosa
m5s huznana y menos piedra,
quieres Xa lasziua Phedra,
o Xa FXora licenciosa ? 80
These aXlusions to beautifuX or famous women are made to recaXX
the sensual nature of the love they offered to a famous man
or to m e n .

Underlying the sensual love is the destruction

which befell the men involved; among them Paris and the Trojan
War,®l Ro3i-9° el Godo and the entry of the Moors into Spain,
the death of Leander as he swam the Hellespont to reach Hero,
the death of Iphis over his rejected love of Anaxarete, the
destruction of Theseus* house with the incestuous love of
his wife Phaedra for his son Hippolytus.

That the Prodigal

Son is being offered these women is the dramatist*s technique
to present to the audience the awesome end which may be ex
pected by the man who enters into such an alliance.

The

exaggeration is dramatic in terms of eternal damnation of the
soul.

®°Ibid. , f. 118(bis)/[P5].

Brackets are mine.

8Mythological allusions and their stories may be read
in Graves, o p . cit., II, 268-275 for Helen and Paris; I, 356459 for Phaedra; Bulfinch, op. cit., pp. 67-68 for Anaxarete.
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The Trojan War or events pertaining to the episode of
the wooden horse arise in Los cautivos libres when San Juan
Bautista assures Inspiracidn that Duda's entry into the
presence of Fe will be likened to that of "el falso Sinon
Griego."

p9

The metaphor is a perfect selection for Duda

does enter, hidden in the character of Entendimiento.

The

enemy of Fe did gain entry into the fortress just as the
wooden horse of the Greeks did enter Troy.

Duda as Sinon

Griego is present to free Entendimiento (the Greek soldiers
hidden inside the horse) so that he will destroy the fortune
of the other willing captives.

The effort made by Voluntad

to overcome the plan of Duda forms a new ending for the old
I

story.
The wooden horse of the Greeks appears in an allusion
in Las ferias del alma when Alma questions Malicia of the
merchandise sold in the tienda of Demonio.
begins "De Troya el Griego Quartago/
detras,"

83

Malicia *s reply

que relincha por

and continues with allusions to the various idols

82
Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 25/D verso.
Graves, o p . cit., II, 330-334 passim.
83

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 85/L5 verso.

and sinful kings of the Old Testament.
Both allusions above recall the strategy of the Greeks
to enter Troy to destroy it just as in the autos the strate
gy of Duda and Demonio is designed to destroy m a n ’s soul.
An allusion to the Trojan hero Aeneas appears in La
amistad en el peligro.

Here the metaphor is applied by

Inocencia to Christ who in rescuing Hombre is likened to
Aeneas carrying his aging father upon his shoulders to es
cape burning Troy:
De entre las malegas
en ombros le saca,
siendo en esta Troya
Enas del Alma . 8 4
The metaphor moves easily into a Biblical allusion, Christ
becoming the Good Shepherd with the lost sheep upon His
shoulders.

The Classical allusion to Aeneas' love for his

father is expressed as the manner in which he saved his
father's life.

This allusion embellishes the scene of

Christ's saving act of Hombre.

The allusion is a means to

intensify the sense of the unselfish love of Christ and the
danger He will face, and did face on the Cross, to save a loved
one.

The analogy drawn between Aeneas and Christ the Good

84
passim.

Ibid., f. 52/fG4].

Graves, op. cit., II, 336-343
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Shepherd presents a new insight or interpretation a lo
divino for the story of antiquity.
In both Los cautivos libres and El_ fenix de amor an
allusion is made to the one hundred eyes of Argus.

In the

I

first named auto San Juan Bautista, uses this image to des
cribe-his watchfulness over the fortress of Pet
Ya sabeis quan poco duermo,
pero con mas ojos que Argos,
y todos ellos dispiertos (sic)
velarfi esta fortaleza . 8 5
In the second auto Cuerpo uses the image of Argus to warn
Luzbel of the alertness of inspiracion, the heavenly guard
ian of Alma:
Despues os podeis venir,
mas guardaos de mi Costrono,
que os impide el matrimoflo,
hecho vn Gargos, sin dormir.
In both cases the allusion to Argus has recalled only the
unique characteristic of one hundred eyes by which A^tis*
as San Juan and Inspiracion, was never asleep but always
watchful of that which was under his protective guard.

This

allusion is certain to produce an idea of the vigilance of
those to whom it is applied.

8 5 Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 25/D verso.
Graves, op. cit., I, 190. Seyffert, op. cit., p. 63.
86Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 35/E3 verso.
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Allusions to Classical mythology which are used as
direct, and single metaphors to describe the protagonist and
his situation are interestingly made in the following ex
amples.

First, in Psiques £ Cupido, which is already an

allegory based on a tale of Classical antiquity, Psiques is
likened to Proserpine and Luzifer to Pluto, the god of the
underworld who stole Proserpine for his wife and queen.

Now

in the action of the auto Luzifer carries Psiques to his
underworld dwelling as a soul without grace:
. . . entre el fuego, y la neblina
es Psiques la Proserpina,
y es el Prfncipe, Plutdn.8^
In El. hijo prodigo Juventud resorts to Classical allus
ions to describe the danger awaiting the Prodigal Son as he
rides out on the horse, Deseo, "En sus alas es Pegaso,/ y
tu en el, Bellerofonte . 1,88

Prodigo, full of desires oft the

flesh, tempts heaven to destroy his soul as he refuses to
heed Inspiracion and falls deeper and deeper into sin.

Near

the end of the auto, Prodigo is like Beilerofonte in many

S^Ibid.y f. 65/[I],

Graves, op.cit., I, 82-89.

88Valdivielso, Doze actos 'sacramentales, f. 119 (bis)/
[P3]. Graves, o p . cit., I, 252-254.
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respects for he is a broken man, one who has ridden high
in the moments of pleasure with Olvido, Plazer, and Lascivia,
and who now has fallen into disgrace, poverty, and illness
of the soul.
Luzifer is likened to Orpheus in El hombre encantado when
Hombre entering the enchanted palace sees its many inhabitants
are animals and asks, "Que es esto?"

Ignorancia answers,

"Esto es lo de Orfeo,/ que encantaua con su canto."

89

The

music of Orpheus which could charm the wild beasts is here
the power of Lucifer who charms mankind, enchancting the human
and turning him into a beast.

Hombre soon discovers that he

too is a beast among the others.

Ignorancia alludes to these

animals as being those who appear in the moralizing fables
^
90
of Aesop, "Originales son estos/ de lasfabulas de Hisope."
The sirens and the enchantress Circe are employed often
by Valdivielso in allusions which pertain to the power of sin.
Those things

which are harmful to man appear to

with the magic power of the voices of the sirens

call to him
so that they

may destroy him, once he is in their presence.

®^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f.
Graves, op. cit., I, 111*113.

78/[K6].

90Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 78/[K6(J .
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t

Demonio describes the magic of Deleite to Hombre in El
hombre encantado with three allusions including Circe, the
sirens, and Medea:
En el peilago del mundo,
es el Deleyte sirena,
Circe para los desseos,
para los gustos, M e d e a . ^
The three allusions refer to the destructive powers which
seek to ensnare Hombre that he may die.
The sirens appear in allusions in both El peregrino and
La amistad en el peliqro.

Their singing charms the two

protagonists so that they fall into the perilous ways of sin.
In the former auto the Pilgrim hears the, siren voices bidding
him enter the presence of the city of Pleasure where Deleite
dwells.

Verdad, the guide of the Pilgrim, instructs him to

stop up his ears that the music will not harm him:
Tapa por Dios los oydos,,
que es la voz de la Sirena.
Tu vida saluar procura,
su canto no te deleyte,
es Sirena la hermosura.
Al mastil de la rayon (sic)
92
dexa atarte.
■

91

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, 78/K6 verso.
Bulfinch, op. cit., pp. 194-195 for Circe; the sirens and
Ulysses,., pp. 108; Medae, pp. 111-113.
^Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 97/[N].
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The allusion to Ulysses' protective measure against the
sirens-

is noted in the sense that the Pilgrim as Ulysses'

sailors must stop up his ears to escape the siren's power.
As Ulysses the Pilgrim must bind himself tightly to the
mast of the ship, to reason, to escape with his life.

This

allusion is developed twice in La amistad en el peligro.
First Inocencia attempts to save Hombre from sin just after
his first rescue by the Prince:
Hombre
Inocen.

Oye, Aque canto
me diuierte los
Cierra, Vlises,
rompa el mar la

suaue
sentidos?
los sentidos,
leue naue .9

Later the image is developed to coincide with the action of
the auto.

Hombre is on board the galera of the Lord which

is approached by a second vessel, that of Venus.

From her

ship the voices of the sirens float out to Hombre's ears,
beckoning him to throw himself overboard and to swim to the
ship of deadly love.

Invidia and Pe'repa describe the scene;

De sirenas enganosas,
por las vozes lisongeras,
mira la Inocencia al Hombre,
que le tapa las orejas .9 4
The efforts of Inocencia are not enough to save Hombre for
his eyes become his enemies and he falls overboard when the

93Ibid., f. 49/[G]94Ibid., f. 53/G5 verso.
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arrows of Venus* son Cupid pierce them.

He falls into the

sea of death from which only the Church, the Virgin, and
Saint Peter are able to rescue him.

The allusions to the

siren voices have fulfilled their purpose well for they
promote the idea that man is surrounded by evil power which
seeks to destroy him.

The audience familiar with the stories

of Classical antiquity knew that the device of allusions to
the sirens and enchantresses such as Circe and Medea was
merely a means of depicting graphically the unseen dangers
to themselves and to their eternal salvation.

If they res

ponded to the magic of temporal life's pleasures as the
protagonists of these autos, the members of the audience
had the promise of the recourse of the protagonists, that is
the sacrament of penance awaited to remove the stains of the
evil magic of life.
The third language category mentioned in the introduc
tion of the present chapter is that of national elements.
This category has two divisions.

The first of these is that

of allusions and anachronisms which are built upon Spanish
history, literature,9^ or costumbres.

The second division

95The omission here of Valdivielso*s contrafacta of pop
ular Spanish verse and songs is done in order that their
special usage as a dramatic technique may be emphasized with
individual attention.
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is the usage of the Spanish language itself wherein popular
refranes and modisnips were applied by Valdivielso to enter
the realm of the auto1s world, their familiar applications
now taking on a new meaning in their religious context.
Beginning with those allusions which have been isolated
as historical it must be noted that certain ones may properly
belong to more than one of the categories of national ele
ments.

For example, the two verses given by Luzbel and

Esposo Cristo in El_ fenix de amor:
Luzbel
Esposo

Todos duermen en Zamora
Sino el viejo Arias Gongalo.9®

These lines recall not only early Spanish history but also
the romances which record the events of the seige of Zamora
by Sancho II.

qn

In the auto of Valdivielso these famous

lines note the similar action taking place on stage as
Luzbel attempts to enter the house of Alma by night un
aware that Esposo Cristo is watching his movements from
nearby.

Luzbel believes Alma is unguarded, but like Zamora

she too does have a vigilant protector in her unseen Esposo.

9 6 Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 40/[E8].

97Por the romance which contains these lines see Duran,
o p . cit., I, 513. The popularity of these lines is attested
by their appearance in the collection of refranes made by
Gonzalo Correas, Vocabuiario de refranes y _ frases proverbiales,
(Segunda Edicion; Madrid: Tipografia de la "Revista de
Archivos, Bibliotecas, y Museos," 1924), p. 482.
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Other historical personages who are alluded to in the
autos include El Cid in Las ferias del alma when Apetito,
the gal£n of Alma, compares himself to the great hero in
bravery upon entering the tienda of Demonio to take posses
sion of the purchases made there, "Que estoy mas brauo que
el Cid."

98

This is a negative allusion for Apetito is fool

hardy in his daring.

The opposite is true of the allusion

to Alonso Perez de Guzman, the Spanish defender of Tarifa,
in La amistad en el peliqro.

Here the Apostles of Christ

are referred to as "Guzmanes," steadfast defenders of the
Church:

,
Son los doze de la boca
.Guzmanes <^ue la (Iglesia] def iendan
de solas lenguas armades,
que son sus armas las lenguas.

Luzbel is identified by Inspiracion in El^ fenix de amor
as a comunero:
que pusiste el cielo en armas,
y como mal cauallero,
contra quien te dio las armas
desnudaste el bianco azero . 1 0 0

^Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 87 (bis)/

L 6 verso.
99

Ibid., f. 53/[G5].

Brackets are mine.

*00Ibid., f. 34/E2 verso.
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Luzbel is compared to the Castilian noblemen who during the
reign of Carlos V rose up against their king in the rebel
lion of the comunidades.

Luzbel, in heaven, rebelled

against God in seeking to usurp His throne, thus the analogy
is derived.
La Cava has been mentioned before in the study of myth
ology where her name appears in the list given to the Prodigal
Son by Lascivia as one of the women who may satisfy his
sensual desires .1-01

Here a personage from early Spanish

history is included among the women of mythology as well as
other women in history noted for their beauty and their ruin
of a man.

The list is one filled with anachronisms but ef

fective in its purpose, for an alliance with any one of the
named women signifies the destruction of the man.

In the

case of La Cava, her name recalls the downfall of Spain under
Rodrigo el Godo.

His desire to possess Florinda brought

about the vengeance of the girls father , don Julian, who
permitted the Moors to enter the country to destroy Rodrigo*s
kingdom.10^

The Prodigal Son will be in the same perilous

position as Rodrigo, that is loss of the kingdom of heaven,

1 0 1 Supra.,

p. 563*

1 A O

The ballads which present the story of Rodrfog, La
Cava, and don Julian may be read in Duran, op. cit.. I, 398410.
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if he takes the pfferings of Lascivia.
The New World with its riches finds its place also
among the allusions of the autos.

In E]L hombre encantado

the reference is made in a negative context for Engaflo and
Deleite use riches to entice Hombre away from God.

Engano

describes the enchanted palace as the place where Deleite
dwells.

She is not only beautiful but also is the mistress

of wealth,
cerro . ” ^-0 3

n. . . l a senora riqueza/ tiene de Potos£ el
Deleite later in conjuring Luzbel up from his

pit asks him that he offer to Hombre not only wealth of the
New World but also the honor reserved for Rome as the
pontifical city, "Dale de Roma el honor,/ las riguezas del
Perd.
The history of the Church is recalled in two allusions
made to Martin Luther in La amistad en el peligro.

The first

appears in the conversation between the antagonists, Perepa
are being discussed.
"Como vn Luterano.”

1 0 3 Valdivielso,

When asked if he eats, Perega replies,
3

Later Inocencia calls Culpa a

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 73/fK].

i 0 4 Ibid., f. 74/K2 verso.
1 0 5 Ibid.,

f. 4 8 / [F8],
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"Luterana" when she is instructing Hombre to forget his
duties to the Church:
Pardiez, que es sin duda,
vna Luterana
la que de la Iglesia
las gentes aparta.l ° 6
The allusion is sufficient to recall the Protestant revolt
in the North and to attribute negative qualities to the
characters thus associated with Luther.
The institution of the Spanish Inquisition is mentioned
once in regards to the auto de fe.

This occurs in Los

cautivos libres when Inocencia advises Fe that Duda should
be handed over to the authorities for his refusal to heed
the Church's teachings:
En vn auto de la Fe,
si profxa pertinaz,
ser£ bueno relajolla,
muessa ama, al brago seglar.
Que ya sabeis que es infiel
quien dudoso en la Fe estfi.*-0 7
The response of Fe to this advice is noteworthy as it again
points to Valdivielos's great concern and love of man's
soul.

"De saluar soy mas amiga,/ Duda, que de condenar . " ^ 08

-*-06Ibid., f. 50/G2 verso.
107Ibid., f. 29/D5 verso.
188Loc. cit.
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The association of Pedro de Urdemalas and Lucifer may
be assumed in two characteristics common to both.

First,

they are both known as great tricksters, thus deceivers.
Valbuena Prat notes of this folkloric character, Pedro de
Urdemalas, that he is an "hombre enredador, servidor de
rauchos amos, urdidor de travesuras . I*1'0 9

The description

may again apply to the concept of Lucifer's nature.

Rather

than serving man, Lucifer actually deceives him and destroys
him with his tricks.

Secondly, both Pedro de Urdemalas

and Lucifer desire to be something which they are not.
both desire a higher station in life.

They

Lucifer, in his exile

from heaven, plays the role of the Prince of the World,
deceiving mankind with his title and destroying the soul
which was intended for heaven.
The mention of Pedro de Urdemalas is made in El fenix
de amor when Cuerpo applies this name to Luzbel,"a senor Pero
Urdemalas/ que siempre las vrde tales."HO

Again the name

is applies to Luzbel in La ferias del alma when Cain states
that he purchased the death of Abel in the tienda of Pero
Vrdemalas '*'1 1 and in El hombre encantado, Ignorancia applies

109

Valbuena, Prat.

Historia del teatro espanol, p. 366.

llO^aldivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 36/E4 verso.
113,Ibid., f. 84/L4 verso.
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the title to Luzbel, "Pedro de Vrdimalas,/ que nunca las
vrdis buenas . " 1 1 2

The usage in both ET f£nix de amor and

El hombre encantado is a play on words, the name Urdemalas
and the verb urdir plus an adjective off-setting malas.
Two allusions are made to Sancho Panza, indicating
gluttony.

The first appears in El villano en su rincon.

Apetito encourages Juan Labrador to enjoy the banquet that
has been prepared for him:
Yo al son hare vna mudanga,
mas aflojando la cincha,
pues por su (sic) pienso reclincha
el rozfn de Sancho Panza.
The second appears in El_ hijo prodigo in the dialogue of
Juventud when Lascivia has promised to fill Prodigo*s hunger;
Voy hazer vna mudanga
de la cena al mismo son,
con el laud de vn jamdn,
que tocara Sancho P a n g a . 1

1 ^

Those elements pertaining to costumbres are not only
language devices but are also techniques to promote dramatic
action.

Some of these have been noted in the summaries of

112Ibid., f. 78/K6 verso.
113Ibid., f. 6 / [A6]•
114Ibid., f. 1 1 9 (bis)/tP6]•
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the autos in Chapter IV: the knighting of the Villano and
his receipt of a carta de horro in El villano en su rincon;
the attempt of Luzbel to seduce Alma as would an alcahuete
seek entrance into the house of a maiden in El fenix de amor;
conjugal honor in La serrana de Plasencia; the appearance of
Esposo Cristo as a galan "rodando la casa" of His beloved in
El fenix de amor and again In La serrana de Plasencia when
Christ appears as a shepherd in la Vera.
The attitude held

toward gypsies deserves to be mention

ed herefor various antagonists appear in the guise of gitanos
and Lucifer is referred to as "el Conde de los Gitanos" in
La amistad en el peligro .1 1 6

The allusions made to gypsies

are never those of an uplifting nature for the gypsy was held
as a person incapable of true friendship, a traidor and a
trickster .1 1 6

Gusto (El villano en su rincon) compared him

self to a gypsy in his dealings with mankind, "Como gitano
importuno/ buenas venturas prometo.11?

C a m e in Las ferias

'L1 5 Ibid., f. 48/P8 verso.
1 1 6 Wardropper,
1 1 ^Valdivielso,

verso.

Introduceion, p. 303*
Doze actos sacramentales, f. 2/A3(bis)
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del alma approaches Alma dressed as a gitana indicating by
this costume her deceptive n a t u r e . T h e most notable
appearance of a gypsy is that of Culpa in La amistad en el
peligro.

Culpa who is the Devil in disguise win's the love

of Hombre only to rob him of his possessions and to send
other gypsies, among them Pereca and Invidia, to torment his
shattered life.**^
The institution of government was alluded to by
Valdivielso.

among such allusions is found that one pertain

ing to the Court favorites, men who had power in the Court
because they had friends there.

Herein allusions become

particularizations for the earthly court of the king is
likened to heaven.

Desengano states in La serrana de Plasen

cia that he. will receive aid for the punishment of Serrana
because, "Tengo duedos en Corte."

120

Likewise, Hombre begs

the Prince in La aroistad en el peligro to assist him that he
may dwell at the heavenly court, "Pues, teneis deudos en
Corte.

1 1 8 Ibid.,

f. 8 7 (bis)/L6 verso.

ll^Ibid., f. 49/G verso.
l 2 0 Ibid., f. 103/N7 verso.
1 2 1 Ibid.,

f. 47/[F7]:.

,
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Prom the system of law Misericordia in El 'arbol de la
yida becomes the abogada of mankind carrying vn manorial to
1 22

heaven which pleads for man's return to grace.

Alguaciles

appear in the final scenes of Las ferias del alma and La
amistad en el peligro.

Rigor de Justicia and Muerte carry

varas signifying their positions as alguaciles.

Their role

is to carry out the punishment of the sinful protagonist just
as they would of a criminal in the temporal world.

The

position of alguacil is herein particularized, elevated to
the autoh eternal world, where justice too must be accorded
man for his actions in temporal life.
One of the most interesting usages of language appears
in the scenes of Juego in El hiio prodigo.

Herein a popular

theme is developed which falls under costumbres or literature
for this is the theme of the deck of cards or card playing
as a pastime.

Wardropper notes that the common people just

as the poets often founded "sus devociones particulares en
123
la ingeniosidad."

A popular source of inspiration for the

non-literate public was the deck of cards.

3-22ibld., f. 126 (bis)/Q8 verso.
^

123wardr0pper, Historia, pp. 11-13.

By associating
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with each card some matter of religious devotion a positive
mnemonic device was established for religious purposes.

124

On the other hand, this same mnemonic device could be turned
around to present negatively the vices into which these
objects, playing cards, could lead men.

125

Valdivielso has

used the latter argument for the scene in El hijo prodigo.
His presentation of Juego dressed in a costtime made up of
playing cards is a negative view of the pastime into which
the Prodigal Son is about to enter, and out of which he will
come completely broken and impoverished.
v>

The language of this scene is made up of puns, double
meanings, and word play.

The base of the allegory is card

playing and its vocabulary is incorporated, but with the
*
extended meanings of the auto sacramental1s world. Prodigo
is referred to as "el rey", Lascivia is "la malilla", Plazer

<|A 4

The romance called "La baraja" is an example of the
deck of cards used as a ^positive mnemonic device for religi
ous purposes.
See Duran, op. cit., II, 353-355. Martinez
Torner gives examples of songs based upon this ballad,
Lirica hispanica; relaciones entre lo popular £ lo culto,
Coleccidn la Lupa y el Escaipelo 5 (Madrid: Editorial
Castilia, 1966), pp. 364-365.
Schindler includes several musical versions of "La
baraja," numbers 34, 150, 476, 709, 827, 898 as well as two
versions of its letra, Folk Music and Poetry of Spain and
Portugal, p. 71.
i25wardropper, Historia, pp. 11-13.
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is "el basto", and Juventud is "la espadilla/ que le des
carta de lasto."12®

inspiracidn has already warned Prddigo

that the cartas brought by Juego are those of David, imply
ing that the death of Prfidigo is announced herein just as the
letter carried by Uriah from David was a message of death
for the husband of Bathsheba.
On the sacramental level the triunfo,

(for it is a game

of trumphs) will be the defeat of Prodigo by the sota, the
insolent and shameless hussy protrayed by Lascivia.

Herein

Lascivia as both the malilla and the sota will remove man
from the game or take the man out of his intended heavenly
glory.

The man has substituted his devotional dutiesawith

temporal pleasures brought on by Olvido— the silent card of
the game.'L2^
When Juego himself appears with his retinue, he is
described by Plazer as being followed by men who bear copas,
t

bastones, pros, and espadas.

The soldiers of Juego play

better with their espadas (suite of spades or swords) than
the great fencing master Joanes; the pxcaros with the copas
(suite of hearts or drinking glasses) gorge themselves with

^^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 118 (bis)
/P 5 verso.
127 l o c . cit.
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strong liquor so that Juego "los embriague"; great gentlemen
with the oros (suite of diamonds or gold or money) of Juego
gamble to turn their cards into more wealth; the bastones
(suite of clubs or clubs) are held by savage and animal-like
men who guard Juego.

Others who follow Juego are fraudes,

mentiras, iras, afrentas, and maldades .1 2 8

All, of course,

are designed by Valdivielso to display the harm which comes
to a man who devotes himself to the pastime of card playing
and gambling.
In the language of Valdivielso1s autos the presence of
popular refranes is noted especially in the dialogue of the
antagonists and those allegorical characters who befriend man
or accompany him throughout the work.

The protagonist is

less prone to seize upon a refran to express his opinion,
and it is unusual for the, dialogue of Christ to contain' a
refran although it does occur, for example, in Psiques y
^

1 5 Q

Cupido, " Dire que el pan comido/ la compania deshecha?"
The refranes usually arise in the banter back and forth of
the antagonists or between the antagonist and the befriender

128Ibid., f. 119(bis)/[P6].
i OQ

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 68/[I4],
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of man or his companion.

Herein a response is made with a

pertinent refran, a familiar and succinct expression, which
conveys not only its older temporal meaning but a new one a
lo divino for the purposes of sacramental reality.
The characteristics of a refr5n according to Francisco
Rodriguez Marin are those of sacred Hebraic poetry:
. . . concisidn y fuerza, consistente esta ultima
en la sobriedad misma y en el constante uso de
comparaciones, metdfores, prosopopeyas, ironlas,
antitesis, etc. H£llase ademas en los refranes,
como en la poesla hebraica, la divisifin simfitrica de
su texto en miembros que reclprocamente se corres
p o n d e d as£ en las palabras como en las ideas,
correspondencia que constituye el paralelismo a
que hace unos instances me referla .1 3 0
The material of these concise parallel verses is "el sentir
de un pueblo",

the Spanish people for Valdivielso.

When

the dramatist saw that a refran properly conveyed the idea
which he wished to bring to his audiences he used it. In
its new reality the refran carried its familiar teaching now
identifiable a lo divino.
Modismos also form an important part of Valdivielso's

• ^3®RodrIguez Marin, Francisco, Mas de 21,000 refranes
Castellanos, no contenidos en la copiesa coleccidn del
Maestro Gonzalo Correas (Madrid: Tipografla de la "Revista
de Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos," 1926), pp. XXXIII-XXXIV.
Hereafter cited as M&s de 21,000 refranes.
131Ibid., p. XIV
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vocabulary.

Certain modismos appear frequently making it

worthwhile to note their usrvje just as others appearing
perhaps once or twice in the twelve autos are interesting
in view of their usage a lo divino.

For example, "vn ladr&n

de casa" appears in El fenix de amor in reference to Cuerpo
while in La amistad en el peligro Inocencia refers to Culpa
l o o

with this figurative phrase.

The "ladron de casa" is that

which is an obstruction between God and man's soul, dwelling
with man as Culpa or the physical nature of the man himself,
Cuerpo.
Modismos are to be distinguished from refranes in the
following manner:

a refran is a complete thought within its

few words of teaching or moral value while a modismo is a
tropo, a figurative phrase^-^ lacking the characteristics
named above of the refran, most notable, the parallel con
struction.

The refranes and modismos are discussed together

her for convenience's sake.

The list is not complete but

is made up of selected refranes and modismos which will
,demonstrate Valdivielso's usage of this facet of language in
sacramental reality.

^■^Valdivielso,

Each auto is discussed following the

Doze

actos

sacramentales,

f. 3 6 / [E4] a n d

f. 50/G2 v e r s o .
133Rodrlguez Marin, Mas de 21,000 refranes, p. XX.
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order of appearance in the 1622 edition, thus beginning with
El villano en su rincdn .1 3 4

The title of the auto is, of

course, a popular phrase which conveyed its own meaning as
well as being found in

r

e

f

r

a

n

e

s

.

-1-35

In this auto Valdivielso

made use of the phrase within the d i a l o g u e l 3 6 as well as, and
more important, developed a complete allegory based upon an
137

interpretation of it a lo divino.

The first of the three examples to come from the body
of the auto is:
Gusto
Apetito

Soy quien pesares desagua.
Vna sal es el placer.

^ 4The principal reference works which have been con
sulted for this study are Gonzalo Correas, Vocabulario de
refranes y frases proverbiales; Rodriguez Marin, Mds de
21,000 refranes; and Jose Maria Sbarbi, Diccionario de
refranes, adagios, proverbios, modismos, locuciones v frases
proverbiales de la lengua espanola, obra postuma bajo la
direccion de Manuel Jose Garcia (2 vols.; Madrid: Libreria
de los Sucesores de Hernando, 1922).
For the sake of brevity the footnotes, in this section
only, will indicate first the folios of Valdivielso's Doze
actos sacramentales followed by the citation of the refran
or modismo in one or more of the above references. Only the
name of the author or collectors will be indicated. Any
reference other than these four will be cited fully.
•1-35An example of a refran is "El villano en su tierra y
el hidalgo dondequiera," Correas, p. 506.
^■3®Valdivielso, f. 2/[A3(bis)] and f. 2/A3 (bis) verso.
^3^Rodriguez Marin, p. L.
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Razon

Mas suelese deshazer
como la sal en el agua .3-3 8

0
Not only does Valdivielso make use of a fitting modismo
but he also builds up a play on the words sal and desaqua
and agua.

Razon dismisses the value of Gusto as temporal,

without value to the soul, thereby attempting to destroy the
proud nature of a sense gone astray.
The second popular refran is that one used by Gusto to
*
ease the mind of Juan Labrador against the pleas of Razon
to go to see the Divine King, "mil vezes no oyes dezir/ £
que es el Rey el que no ve al Rey?" 3-3 ^

Later in the auto,

Rigor is certain that he knows the outcome of the King's
visit to Juan Labrador:
Del Villano, apostare
que ha hecho como villano,
el se tomara la mano,
quando vos le deis el pie.

i 3 8 Valdivielso, f. 2/A3(bis) verso; Sbarbi, I, 325.
Underlining is mone throughout this section of study.
1 3 8 Valdivielso, f. 6 /[A 6 ]; Correas, p. 207; Rodriguez
Marin, p. 200 add Rodriguez Marin, Las 6 , 6 6 6 refranes de mi
ultima rebusca, (Madrid: C. Bermejo, 1934), p. 74.

Juan de Valdes used this refran as an example of his
statement that "lo mds puro castellano que tenemos son los
refranes." The form given is "Esse es rey, el que no vee rey"
which comes word for word from the Latin, "Ipse est rex
qui non videt regem." Digiogo de la lengua, ed., by Rafael
Lapesa, Biblioteca Cldsica Ebro (Tercera Edicidn; Zaragoza:
Editorial Ebro, S. A,, 1954), p. 125.
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The King in reply turns this refran around to indicate that
He had humbly approached the Villano in desire of his loyalty.
The Villano had not accepted His friendship, rather he had
sent Him away.

Note here that the use of "villano'* by both

Rigor and the King infers the qualities of rudeness and
gruffness now associated with the words
Mas de su dureza se
que passa ya de villano
pues le ruego con la mano
Z
a darme del pie.
Since El hospital de los locos concerns insanity, it is
only logical that Valdivielso would use popular expressions
concerned with those afflicted by illness.
been selected to illustrate this usage.

Four examples have

Invidia is respon

sible for three of these in comments made concerning Mundo,
Carne, and Luzbel.
being rebuked.

Each of the three mortal enemies is

Mundo for the display of affection he makes

to Carne, "vn loco hazes cie (n) to,"^-4^ Carne for her frivo
lous nature and desire to enjoy herself with music and dancing, "La loca lo tane y lo saca a la

1 4 0 Valdivielso, f.
457; Correas, p. 552.
1 4 Valdivielso,

8 /[A 8 ];

0 3 1 1 6 ,"

1 AO

Sbarbi, II, p. 240; 456-

f. 14/B6 verso; Sbarbi, I, 532; Correas,

p. 495.
1 4 Valdivielso,

and Luzbel

f. 15/[B7]; Sbarbi, I. 532.
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for his continual boasting of past deeds and his belief in
his own greatness, "Cada loco con su tema . " 1 4 3

Alma re

marks concerning Luzbel, "Aqueste loco es de atar " 1 4 4 when
hearing his boasts and rantings.
Los cautivos libres contains very little that one may
consider the usage of a popular refran.

The nature of

this auto which sets it apart in allegorical structure and
characters has already been noted as well as its uniqueness
among Valdivielso*s autos in honoring the Eucharist.

In

this particular language usage the auto departs from the
others also although several modismos have been selected to
illustrate their presence.
This is an auto allegorizing faith in the mystery of
the Eucharist.

Duda, the weakness of Entendimiento*s nature,

is witnessed when the latter remarks, "Yo he de ver para
creer . 1,145

Duda encourages this desire to "ver y creer " 1 4 6

1 4 3 Valdivielso,

f. 18/[C2]; Sbarbi, I, 532; Correas, p.

99.
^•4 4 Valdivielso, f. 18/[C2] ? Sbarbi, I, 532; Correas,
p. 602.
^■4 5 Valdivielso, f. 26/[D2]; Sbarbi, II, 437.
1 4 6 Valdivielso,

f. 29/[D5]; Sbarbi, II, 437.
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for he says of himself, this is what he must do.

Alone he

admits that nel creer es cortesla"'*’4^ and he is "un descortes"
because he does not believe in Fe, nor is he willing to
believe

for his

o w n sake.

When Entendimiento

is f o r c e d by

Voluntad to follow Fe, he confesses "que pierdo pie"1 ^® and
wills himself to follow the others in "comer y callar?

149

Inocencia introduces La amistad en el peligro with a
refran when he wishes to join Plazer in the happiness his
laughter promises, "Siempre el gusto placentero/ comunicado
1 C()
se aumenta."
The title of this auto is incorporated into
*

.

i

the dialogue five times and arises from a refran,
en el mayor peligro/ se conoce la amistad . " 1 5 1

"Porque

El Principe

bestows forgiveness upon Hombre for the second time with

1 4 7 Valdivielso,
86;

f. 2 7 (bis)/[D4J? Rodriguez Marin, pp.

152.
1 4 ^Valdivielso,

f. 29/[D5]; Sbarbi, I, 370.

1 4 9 Valdivielso,

f; 29/D5 verso? Sbarbi, I, 231-232?
Correas, p. 546; Rodriguez Marin, p. 76.
■^5 0 Valdivielso, f. 46/EF6]; Sbarbi, I, 427; Correas,
pp. 176; 224.
1 5 1 Valdivielso,

ff. 47/F7 verso; 52/G4 verso; 55/G7
verso, 56/[G8]; 57/[H]; Sbarbi, I, 44-45; Correas, p. 190.
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the use of a modismo,"A las culpas ya lloradas/ mejor es
echarlas tierra . " * 5 2
El fenix de amor with the presence of Cuerpo as the
gracioso makes frequent use of refranes and modismos.

Cuerpo

in conversation with Luzbel reminds him that his fall from
heaven and his loss of glory were just rewards for treachery,
"Quien tal haze, que tal pague . " 1 5 3 when Luzbel comes by
night attempting to enter Alma*s house by a ladder, Cuerpo
is there to meet him with another ref ran. "No ve que a
puerta cerrada,/ dizen que el diablo se torna."
is a coward, no matter his use of refranes.

154

Cuerpo

When the time

comes for the true test of strength, the battle between
Luzbel and Miguel, Cuerpo removes himself to the Church where
he may obtain holy water, candles, incense, and a cross.
rebukes him for his cowardice.

"Si Dios es con nosotros/

iquien aura que nos ofenda ? " 1 5 5

^^Valdivielso, f. 52/[G4]; Correas, p. 564.
^■^Valdivielso, f. 35/E3 verso; Correas, p. 426.
*-3 ^Valdivielso, f. 40/[E8]; Correas, p. 58.
155Valdivielso, f. 42/[F2]; Rodriguez Marin, p. 454.

Alma
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Verdad notes that Luzbel's boasts of power are all done
Tpor arte del diabro tt156 in Psiques y Cupido.

Verdad, like

Cuerpo, is a gracioso but on a higher level, for Verdad is
an abstraction of the Divine Spirit,

As a gracioso he uses

a dialect noted above in the word wdiabro.w
Concupisible remarks that Psiques* fall into the arms
of Luzbel is the pronouncement of her death, "A1 matadero
te lleuan ,

" ^ 7

after which Razon, the deceived guide of

Psigues, recounts how Psiques' disgrace had come about, ”Con
r

I C O

el hurto la cogio,/ como dizen, en las manos.”
As El_hombre encantado opens Hombre is about to begin
his journey accompanied by ggnorancia.

This one warns his

master that, "Ciego vas tras otro ciego/ y cayremos (sic)
en vn hoyo.

Later, when in the presence of the mortal

enemies of the soul, Ignorancia proves he does have some
redeeming features for he recognizes Luzbel's boastings as
false since "Venis de rozin a ruyn ."-1-,60

^

6 Valdivielso,

f.

58/H2 verso;

Sbarbi, I, 70,

1 5 7 Valdivielso,

f,

64/H8 verso;

Sbarbi, II, 47.

i5 8 Valdivielso, f. 65/[I]; Sbarbi, I, 481.
1 5 9 Valdivielso,

f.

70/16 verso;

Sbarbi, I, 214.

^■60Valdivielso, f. 76/[K4]; Correas, p. 250,
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Engano's long monologue intends to develop his charactor so that we may recognize the role he plays in man's
life.

One of his remarks about his nature is "Traygo cara

con cos a z e s " ^ ^ indicating that what he appears to be, a*
Hermitano, is the false face seen on the opposite side of
the face of deceit, or "nothingness.”

In the disguise

**
162
Engano traps his victims when "Meto aguja y saco reja."
Mundo, Carne, and Luzbel directed by Malicia join td**
fi V

gether to "jugar los tres al mohino"
ferias del alma.

against Alma in La

There the heroine is warned by the nuasicos

of the Church that she deals with treacherous merchants and
merchandise, when their song states, "Mercader, quien no te/
conoce, esse te campre.”

164

Malicia further warns Alma that

the merchandise of Carne is "entre dos platos no nada."

165

Of course, nothing dissuades Apetito who leads Alma to make

t

^ 6 ^aldivielso, f. 72/[I8]; Correas, p. 106.
■L6 ^Valdivielso, f. 72/[I8]; Correas, p. 310.
163

Valdivielso, f. 81/L verso; Correas, p. 643.

*®^Valdivielso, f. 87(bis)/L6 verso; Rodriguez Marin-,
p. 419.
■^^Valdivielso, f. 87(bis)/L6 verso; Correas, p. 295.
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dangerous bargains.

Only Razon, the slave, sincerely wishes

Alma to leave these merchants and their merchandise for she
fears them.

To her Malicia offers no sympathy but remarks,
166

"Esse hablard. de la feria,/ como en ella le ha passado." D
i

Apetito is happy; Alma thinks she is happy; and only Raz 6 n
complains about the situation.
El peregrlnors protagonist sets out to find the land of
God but he is soon stopped on his way by the pleasures he
sees on the other road, eJ camino de lo m a l o .

He tells his

guide Verdad that he wishes to cross over, "quiero ahora
darme un verde."167

When the Pilgrim asks to be admitted

into the city of Pleasure, Plazer the portero sends him away
because he is accompanied by Verdad, "La Verdad no trata
*

168

aqui/ no es moneda que aqur corre."A

Verdad does not have the power to overcome the beauty
and the promises of Deleite, for the Pilgrim upon seeing
her, falls in love, "Tarde a Vinderraez [Abindarraez] llego,/
tomada esta la posada ." 1 6 9

The result of the Pilgrim's

■^^Valdivielso, f. 87/L7 verso; Correas, p. 100;
Rodriguez Marin, p. 65.
167

Valdivielso, f. 96/[M8]; Sbarbi, IX, 441-442; Correas,

p. 554.
^^Valdivielso, f. 96/M8 verso; Sbarbi, II, 76; Correas,
p. 614.
■^^Valdivielso, f. 97/[N]; Correas, p. 473.
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adventures with Deleite is his near daath at the hands of
Luzbel, Mentira, and Engailo.

Verdad escapes but is taunted

by Luzbel who threatens to "Diapara aguesta ballesta."
Verdad replies:
Esso es escupir al cielo
que esta vez, selior mochuelo,
las piedras tengo y la cuesta.
Here Verdad uses first a refran which has its source in the
Old Testament and follows it with another expression to in
dicate the advantage he has from his high point in protecting
himself from the fallen angel.

It is recognized, of course,

that the harm Luzbel intends to do would fall back upon him
self, just as was true of his fall from heaven when he
attempted to take the throne of God.
Desengano, upon making his escape from the cave of La
serrana de Plasencia, uses an expression which indicates his

Pedroso, 0 £. cit•, p. 208 read this passage "Tarde Abindarraez
llego" which was the interpretation accepted in the summary,
supra., 305.
. The passage as printed in the 1622
edition does follow the refran noted by Correas.
"Tarde
llego Vindarraez" but the "a" found in Valdivielsofs text is
the cause for the reading here "AbindarrSez."
^^Valdivielso, f. 99/[N32? Correas, p. 475? Rodriguez
Marin, pp. XXVI? 404. The Biblical passage is Ecclesiasticus
27: 28.
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power in the Court os Esposo Cristo, "Que tengo deudos en
Corte . " 1 7 1
Engafro, the helpmate of Serrana aids her in taking
captives, among them Honor who is outraged at this treatment
to one so noble as himself,

Engafto reminds him of their

relationship, that they both deceive and might thus be
considered thieves, "Sehor, quien hurta al ladrdn,/ dizen
que gana perdones.
When Desengano returns to la Vera he is disguised as
a shepherd whose story Serrana wishes to hear.

Engano

becomes angry at the message he perceives underlying this
story of the shepherd and to put an end to it he inter
rupts with "Tengamos la fiesta en paz . " 1 ? 3

Herein his anger

provides the opening for the battle between Engaho and
Desengano which will lead Serrana back to her Esposo.
El hijo prodigo contains a number of refranes and
rnodismos besides the great display of Biblical language.

At

the beginning of the auto Juventud employs a ref ran which

1 7 1 Valdivielso,

f. 103/N7 verso; Correas, p. 649.

lV2Vaidivielso, f. 109/[05]; Correas, p. 247; Rodriguez
Marin, p. 408, Sbarbi, I, 508-509.
173

Valdivielso, f. 109/[O5]; Correas, p. 475.
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indicates the state of the Prodigal, "No hay hombre cuerdo
a cauallo ."-1-?4

Later, Inspiraci 6 n makes use of three

modisraos to produce a warning to the Prodigal concerning
Lascivia, "Parte mano es echar mano,/ por que des de mano a
Dios."

175

The use of the three modismos with mano also

builds a play on words.
When the Prodigal asks Demonio for the position being
vacated by Chaparro, this one remarks at the sight of the
ragged man, "Vos deuistes de yr por lana,/ mas boluistes
1 7fi

tresquilado."

The refrSn does sum up accurately the life

of pleasure lead by the Prodigal after leaving the home of
the Father.

The Prodigal notes immediately that his new

position will not better his life's needs, "Mai a qui
sacar£ el vientre,/ como dizen de mal ano."

T *77

Genero Humano seeks to find peace for himself in El
arbol de la vida.

All around him and within he senses his

1 7 4 Valdivielso,

f. 119(bis)/[P3]; Sbarbi, I, 464;

Correas, p. 350.
■*-7 5 Valdivielso, f. 117(bis)/P4 verso; Sbarbi, I, 25,
Correas, pp. 552-553.
1 7 6 Valdivielso,

f. 122(bis)/Q verso; Correas, p. '250.

^77Valdivielso, f. 123(bis)/[Q2]; Correas, p. 641.
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guilt, "Porque todo a vn delinquents/ le parece la
justica . 1,178

The hope that Gfenero Humano has for an af

firmative answer from Misericordia is shared by other mem
bers of mankind for Culpa remarks to Muerte that his captives
sing of their coming release.

Muerte attempts to calm

Culpa's fears by noting, "Quiga sus males espanta/
*17 Q

cantando."
Cristo comes in answer to Misericordia's request to aid
man.

He tells Genero Humano from the Cross of the new grace

now bestowed upon him.

Xgnorancia sees that this new tree

of life, the Cross, to which man may cling has great protec
tive power.

"El que a buen arbol se arrima/ la cobija buena

sombra . 1,180

From this refran may also come the title of

the work, the good tree being the new tree of life, the
sacrament of the Eucharist.
As may be noted, Valdivielso did not use the popular
refranes always in their entirety not in their usual manner
of oral expression.

The dramatist sought to retain the

1 7 8 Valdivielso,

f. 130(bis)/R verso; Sbarbi, I, 296;
Rodriguez Marin, p. 153.
1 7 9 Valdivielso,

f. 1 3 4 (bis)/[R5]; Rodriguez Marin, p.

395.
1 8 0 Valdivielso,

f. 135(bis)/[R6]; Sbarbi, I, 64.
after footnote citations will follow usual procedure.

Here
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I
essential element of the refran1s thought while at the
same time fitting it poetically into the dialogue pattern.
The appearance of these popular language figures is another
indication of Valdivielso1s interest in his audiences 1
understanding of the drama they were witnessing.
The fourth category of language in the autos of Val
divielso is that of the contrafacta, the parodies _a lo divino
of popular verse which the dramatist incorporated into the
allegorical structure of various works.

Several authorities

of Spanish literature, whose comments will be included in
the following discussion, have mentioned Valdivielso’s
technique of adapting popular verse to the needs of his
sacramental dramas.
Wardropper has applied the title contrafacta to such
parodies indicating a literary work "cayo sentido profano ha
181
sido sustituido por otro sagrado.w
^

Two methods of writing

may be noted in the art of the contrafacta.

The first of

these is a parody a lo divino of the complete original work.
Aguirre refers to this method as a "divinizabion completa"

181

Wardropper, Historia, p. 6.
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wherein is:
. . . un carabio de palabras tal que, para
comprender el significado total de la
composicidn religiosa resultante, es
preciso tener en cuenta el concepto contenido
en el poema profano. . .
The second method, a "divinizacion imcompleta," indicates that
the words of the "poema profano" are changed in such a manner
that the resulting religious poem does not retain any relationship with the thought of the original poem.

183

Wardropper notes that in this second method the religious
poet:
. . . retenga solo el primer verso del original
para despues componer un poema religioso enteramente nuevo.
Si se trata de una composicion
para cantar la retencidn del verso inicial sirve de
alusidn tdcita al tono o melodia con la cual se
ha de cantar el contrafactum .1 8 4
Valdivielso was one of many poets in Spain who practiced
the art of the contrafacta not only for his religious dramas
but also as an end in itself.

The art of the contrafactista

was extremely popular in Spain from the end of the fifteenth

182Aguirre, op. cit., pp. 50-51.
183,Loc.
^ cit.
■.
l®4Wardropper, Historia, p. 6.
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century through the sixteenth century until its popularity
appears to have subsided around 1625^88 or after

the time

of the publication of Valdivielso's twelve autos

in 1622.

The contrafacta found in the autos of Valdivielso are only
an indication

of the greater number of such compositions to

be found in his Romancero espiritual published in 1612.
Aguirre has made the following comment concerning Valdivielso's
position as a contrafactista which naturally indicates some
thing of the artist's ability in the contrafacta of the autos.
. . . es Valdivielso el autor que hace mejor uso de
este procedimiento tecnico.
Su Romancero espiritual
es, como conjunto, la mejor coleccidn de poemas a lo
divino que conozco. Casi todos los contrafacta de
Valdivielso son ejemplos "completas"; sus contrafacta
"incompletas" possen una firme independencia, de su
origen, y en ningun caso la consideracion del poema
original les hace parecer inadecuados. . . . Podr£a
decirse que con nuestro poeta este tecnicismo alcanza
su mdxima perfeccidn.I 06
Contrafacta within the autos themselves have been noted
by Entrambasaguas as "preciosas canciones populares, que
recuerdan mucho las que el Fenix [Lope de Vega] introduce
en sus obras. . . ."187

1 8 5 Ibid.,

These "canciones" are contrafacta

pp. 7; 151.

!®®Aguirre, ojo. cit., p. 65.
187

Entrambasaguas, op. cit., I, 415.
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made by the dramatist to enhance the auto sacramental not
only with their new interpretation in the reality of the
sacramental world but also with the additional elements of
music and dance which they may carry with them from the
secular world.

Valdivielso was not an innovator in this

usage for, as stated above, the contemporaries of the drama
tist included popular verse or parodies of it in the comedia,
applying it now in the auto sacramental so that as a sacra
mental drama's technique the familiar songs and verses a lo
divino, just as allegory, encouraged the understanding of the
sacramental mysteries.
Prom the autos of Valdivielso sixteen contrafacta have
been selected for this study.

In each case the origen of

the contrafactum will be indicated as well as its successful
application to the auto.

The first contrafactum to be

discussed then is the only one which is found in two works,
Psiques £ Cupido and El peregrino which is "La serrana de
la Zarzuela".
According to Wardropper the romancillo which was most
often adapted a lo divino was "La serrana de la'Zarzuela"
T O O

which begins "Yo me iba, mi madre."

Valdivielso's usage

of the serranilla bears out this statement for twice its

188Wardropper, Historia, pp. 189-191. See also the
study of Menendez Pidal which concerns the popularity of the
serranilla, Poesla arabe £ poesla europea, pp. 99-108.

contrafacta appear; once in Psiques y Cupido as the mono
logue in which Psiques recounts her downfall and again in
El peregrino, in the final scene when the contrafactum is
used as a song accompanied by a dance to recall the history
of the Pilgrim's journey to the Church.

In the latter, the

contrafactum*'®® is short, containing only twenty-six lines
of verse (a-e) while in Psiques £ Cupido the monologue of
the protagonist is quite long, 186 lines of verse (romancillo
'
190
a-e).
Both contrafacta begin with a few lines of the original
serranilla to recall the popular poem and then proceed to
develop according to the auto sacramental1s needs, that is
according to the action which has taken place in the auto,
for both applications of the old romancillo a lo divino
to provide such a resume.

are

Psiques, since she is speaking

to her sisters begins
Yo me yua, ay hermanas,
a Ciudad Reale,
errara yo el earning
en fuer.te lugare.

1 8 9 Valdivielso,

190

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 102/[N6 ]

Ibid., ff. 65/1 verso-67/[13J .

191Ibid., f. 65/1 verso.
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The song in El peregrino follows exactly the words of the
romancillo;
Yo me yua mi madre,
a Ciudad Reale,
herrara yo el camino
en fuerte lugare . * 9 2
From this point the story of the serranilla which depicts a
lost gentleman encountering the hut of the serrana r and her
ensuing invitation is ignored.

193

In both autos the dramatist

and contrafactista wished to develop the idea that the pro
tagonists lose themselves in the world of sin, in temporal
life itself just as one would become lost in the wilderness.
Ciudad Real is symbolic of heaven or the grace of God which
the Protagonist ultimately seeks.

Before reaching this

sanctuary both protagonists are witnessed losing themselves
through their own will, repenting and returning to God via
the road to Ciudad Real, the Church and its sacraments.
Wardropper has noted that the use of "La serrana de la
Zarzuela” to allegorize the journey through life is not
difficult.

1QA

It is fairly simple to establish the relation

ship between a journey through a mountainous area with; its

1 9 2 Ibid.f

f.

102/

[N6 ] .

193

„

For a version of the serranilla see Menendez Pidal,
Poesia arabe y poesxa europea, pp. 102-103.
**-9 ^Wardropper, Historia, pp. 189-190.
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hardships to the hardships one encounters in life before
reaching the ultimate goal which is the sanctuary of safety,
the city or heaven.

The "fuerte lugar" of the geographical

earth is allegorized as life with its hardships and tempta
tions through which man must travel before his final
destination is reached.
The parody in El peregrino is perhaps better selected
for it is a logical choice in view of the auto1s allegory
which is the journey of life, the journey of the Pilgrim to
find God.

The contrafactum recalling the previous action of

the auto continues after the verses given above:
Sali Peregrino,
de en cas de mi madre,
topo dos caminos,
del bien y del male.
Herein the theme of the two roads of life is recalled as well
as the Peregrine's dream upon leaving his mother Tierra.
The appearance of Verdad who is to be the guide of the Pilgrim
is described in the next section with a Biblical metaphor.

196

The encounter with Penitencia, Mundo, Carne, and;Luzbel are
then recalled:
Para mi adalide
hallara la V e r d a d ^

iqc

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 102/[N6J.

l96Tobit, Chapters 5 and 6.
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yo fuy su Tobias,
ella fue mi dngel.
Vi la Penitencia.
Dexela cobarde,
y segux perdido
Mundo, Diablo, y Carne.
The banquet of Deleite in which the Pilgrim was offered only
deceit for nourishment is described as well as the near death
of the protagonist.

Those who passed by him, unable to offer

aid to the soul, bring the parody to a close with their
mention:

that the parody nas come to an end is indicated

with the use of two lines from the,initial stanza:
Con mil falsos gustos,
mal vino y mal pane,
quisieron por postre,
herirme y robarme.
Quede medio muerto,
ninguno me vale.
Vase el Sacerdote,
el Leuita vase.
Herrara yo el camino
1 Qfl
en fuerte lugare. 30
In the continuation of the auto other popular elements appear
which are discussed below.

The contraf actum above is an

excellent example of the usage of a popular element to enhance
the auto.

^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 102/IN6],
^®Loc. cit.
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Artistry is displayed in the selection of a contrafactum from "La serrana de la Zarzuela" for El peregrino be
cause there exists a relationship between the action of the
auto and the romancillo.
Cupido.

This is not so true of Psiques y

Here the dramatist had to diminish the scope of the

analogy from the journey through life to merely one. incident
in the life of the protagonist, Psiques' disobedience in her
lack of faith.

The dramatist focused all dramatic effort

upon Psiques' one display of faithlessness, or sin.

The

contrafactum then had to recount the one action and continue
with the succeeding events, informing the audience of what
had happened to Psiques while she was out of their view.
Although Valdivielso does develop the serranilla*s parody
quite capably to the needs of the situation its usage does
199
not display the perfection of that in El^ peregrino.
The first song which is heard in El villano en su rincdn
is not a contrafactum but is Valdivielso's usage of a popular
verse form to give rustic flavor to the auto.. This is the
monotonous melody sung by Razon as she works in the field

199Valbuena Prat, Historia del teatro espanol, pp. 405406.

which is off-stage:
Dauale con el ayadoncico,
dauale con el a 9 adon.
Cauo con la agada dura
en la vida mal segura
vna estrecha sepultura
al Villano en su rinc 6 n.
Dauale con el a?adoncico,
Dauale con el a?adon.
Do al diablo tan mala vida,
y al ladr 6 n que me la da.^
The song, a zejel, is symbolic in meaning for Razon refers
to the death of Juan Labrador, the master who ignores her
to follow Apetito and Gusto.
only is in accord

The monotony of the song not

with the work we imagine beingdone

Razon, but also presents simply

and realistically

by

the situa-

tion of both the villano and Razdn in the sacramental world.

201

A contrafactum of the old romance from the Carolingian
cycle beginning "Asentado esta Gayferos" is the speech given
by Razon upon seeing the Divine King disguised as a hunter.
This ballad which was popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries in Spain concerns the rescue of Melisendra by don
Gayferos, her tardy husband.

202

In the auto of Valdivielso

Razon recites the parody a lo divino of Melisendra*s lines.

2 0 0 Valdivielso,

201

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 2[A3(bis)].

Entrambasaguas, o p . cit., I, 417.
villano en su rincon," p. 28.

Bataillon "El
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She, on one level, is the captive awaiting her ransom by her
husband while on the auto's level Razon is the soul, the
intended bride of Christ, awaiting His coining to rescue her
from the imprisonment of the body and its sins through His
sacrifice which will be her ransom in the sacraments.

As is

fitting to both the old ballad and the action of the auto
Razon appears "en lo alta" from where she calls down to the
supposed hunter:
Cauallero si a caca ydes,
y veis a su Magestad,
dezilde que la Razdn
__
203
de le embia a encomendar.
The similarity to the romance is most noticeable:
Caballeros si & Francia ides
Por Gayferes preguntade,
Decidle que la su esposa
Se le envia a encomendare ,2 0 4
While Melisandra continues for thirty lines to tell her un
recognized husband of the woes of her imprisonment and the
possibility of her forced marriage to a Moorish King, Razon
spends thirty-six lines telling the disguised hunter of her
unhappiness in the house of the villano.

2 0 3 Valdivielso,
2 0 4 Duran,

She, just as

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 5/[A5]»

op. cit., I, 248-252. These lines are found
in the interior of ballad, number 357, p.250.

V
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Melisandra, begs the gentleman to ask that her ransom and
release be sent; Melisandra that Gayferos come for her or
send one of the brave men of the Court, while Razbn, in
keeping with the auto states;
Dezilde gue la prision
me dizen que ha de durar
hasta que al rescate yenga
vno de la Trinidad.
Both Melisandra and Razon make known their love for the absent
Esposo in the lines of the romance and its parody just before
the dialogue of Gayferos and the Divine King announces their
true identities.
The application of this romance to an auto was first
noted as the source of the allegory for one of the autos of
the Manuscript of 1590 called Segunda comedia que trata del
rrescate del alma.2®**

This auto is believed to be the first

in which the legend was treated dramatically.2®^

Valdivielso

has used the legend in El villano en su rincon as one of
several parodies a lo divino, exemplifying his technique of
building an allegory with many popular themes woven together
to produce homage to the Eucharist.

2®^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f* 5/EA5],
2 ® 6 Kemp,

207

o p . cit., p. 65.

■Ibid., pp. 79-122.
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The song which greets Juan Labrador as he arrives to
partake of the banquet prepared by Apetito and Gusto is built
around an estribiilo de Navidad, "Venga con el dia/ el
alegria.

**2 8 8

The original idea which was to give thanks for

the birth of Christ in the estribiilo becomes with the two
stanzas of the song in the auto the praises of the Villano's
life as an independent agent, a man without God:
Venga con el dia — el alegria,
rosas pise y flores — Iuan Labradore.
Mopuelas hermosas, — gallardos pastores
que viuis alegres — al pie deste monte.
Donde en pobres casas — con gustos no pobres,
gozais deste mundo — quanto ay que se goze.
Donde vuestro duefto — al Rey desconoce,
y es vn Rey pequeflo — de sus labradores.
Donde a lo vicioso — hazeis medias noches,
cogiendo plazeres — del tiempo aue corre.
Venga con el dia — el alegria.
*
In the final scene of El villano en su rincon the
musicians are asked by the Divine King to celebrate the arri
val of Juan Labrador with song? "Cantad vna letra alegre/ muy
al vso de la aldea."

210

Valdivielso, true to the request of

his character, presents the musicians singing a villancico
with the estribiilo, "Trebole lay Jesus, como huelel/ Trebole
lay Jesus, que olor!"

The verses recount the Villano's coming

208Martinez T o m e r , op. cit., pp. 37-38.
209Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, ff. 5/A5 verso6/[A6J.
210Ibid., f. 11/B3 verso.
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to serve the Divine King:
Trebole, que ya al Rey ha visto
el Villano en su rincon.
Trebole, etc.
Tr§bole, que por el costado
la descubre el corapon.
Trebole, etc.
Trebole, que por pan y vino
su sangre y cuerpo le dio.
Trebole, etc .2 1 1
In El hospital de los locos the arrival of Alma and
the banquet prepared for her become the occasion for a parody
of the popular chacona which Carne earlier had mentioned as
being one of her inventions .2 1 2

The chacona which Val

divielso uses as a negative device is introduced in the
dialogue:
Alma
Alma

iDonde vamos?
Gula
A chacona.
Pues vamonos por Tambico.

The music begins:

2 1 1 Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 11/B3
verso. Both Entrambasaguas and Bataillon note that the contra
factum is analogous to the "Trebole1' found in Lope de Vega's
comedias, Peribanez. Entrambasaguas, op. cit., I, 417;
Bataillon, "El villano en su rinc 6 n ," p. 33. For Lope de
Vega's work see Peribanez y el comendador de Ocana, II, viii
in Comedias escogidas de Fray Lope F 6 lix de Vega Carpio, ed.,
by Juan Eugenio Hartzenbusch, Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles
41 (Madrid: Libreria y Casa Editorial Hernando, S. A., 1925),
p. 290. See Schindler, op. cit., numbers 145, 146, 291, 318,
319, for musical versions of the "Trebole."

212Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 15/[B7].
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Vita, vita la vita bona,
Alma, vamonos a chacona.
Al hospital de la culpa
vino enferma esta seflora,
a quien el sol del deleite
dio vna terrible modorra.
A la cama de Cupido,
que es de espinas entre rosas,
lleuan a la pobre dama,
que entre sus males se goza.
Es la Gula la enfermera,
y la Carne la doctora,
que qualquier medico ignorante
la manda que beua y coma.
Es el Mundo boticario,
que las pildoras le dora,
dcindole agua del oluido
de sus fingidas redomas.
Ella qual simple cordera,
lleua arrastrando la soga,
y con yr al matadero
repite en vozes sonoras,
Vida, Vida, Vida bona,
vida vamonos a chacona .2 -L3
Wardropper has noted that in the autos the chacona was often
said to be an invention of the devil, thus its use a lo divino
was to display the infernal powers rather than the heavenly
forces.This

is evidenced in El hospital de los locos for

^■^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, ff. 19/[C3]19/C3 verso. See Verry, oj>. cit., pp. 87-88 for the appear
ance of the chacona in the Corpus procession. Verry also
mentions that the zarabanda was outlawed from public perfor
mances, p. 84, which is interesting in the light of information
surrounding the character of Carne who says she invented this
dance.
^Wardropper, Historia, pp. 219-222.
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after the banquet scene in which Alma is entertained with the
chacona she is carried away to suffer the torture prepared
for her as a result of her having partaken in the delights of
Mundo and Carne.

The song is an interpretation of the role

each character plays in the downfall of Alma.

It is not

enough that Alma is seated at the banquet table between Carne
and Mundo.

Her participation in sin must be made more

evident and that is one purpose of the parody a lo divino.
Another purpose of the parody is to off-set the final sceqe
when Alma arrives at the Church and asks for the healing
aids of Saint Peter.

There she finds the medicine which truly

cures her ailment.

There is a juxtaposition of scenes again
i
in this auto just as in El^ peregrino and El villano en su

rincon.

All three present a banquet scene in which the tem

poral elements of the world are offered to the protagonists.
None of these banquets are able to satisfy man's hunger.

The

final scenes of each auto present* the heavenly banquet, the
Eucharist, where man's hunget is satisfied as his salvation
is obtained.
Lines from the letra of the chacona appear also in El
hi jo prodigo.

Here Olvido uses them in his dialogue to

indicate that the protagonist will forget his duty to God
as he partakes of the pleasures offered to him by Plazer,
Lascivia, and Juego:
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I Hagaxne la vita bona I
I El zampapalo y tambico,
que, pues os han hecho mico,
quiero baylar como monal 23-5
The earliest version known of the chacona is a
romancillo from 1594-1598.

The similarity of the estribiilo

with its ”vita bona" is noted with the parody from El hospital
de los locos while the dialogue from El hijo prodigo shows
similarities with the following verses which come from one
variant quoted by Wardropper:
Vida, vida, vida, vamonos a Castilla.
Vita bona, vita, vamonos a Chacona.
Antes que te t o m e s mico,
vida, vamonos a Tampico;
antes que te tornes mona,
vita bona, vita bona,
ahora vamonos a Chacona.
After the first rescue of Hombre by the Prince in La
amistad en el peligro a two line estribiilo is sung by the
musicians, "No venls vos para e(n) camara, Pedro,/ no venis
vos para en camara, n o . " 2 1 7

Correas lists this estribiilo

as a ref ran in his collection2^-® while Martinez T o m e r notes

^^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 118 (bis)/
P5 verso.
2 1 6 Wardropper,

Historia, p. 219. Another version may
be seen in Martinez Torner, o£. cit., p. 420.
2■'■^Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 47/[F73 .
218Correas, o p . c i t ., p. 362.
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the usage by Valdivielso of the estribillo as part of his
219
longer work, "Ensaladilla del Santis imp Sacramento."
In the auto the song is presented to denote that Hombre, as
yet, is not worthy of entering into the beautiful Court of
the Prince.

The dialogue of Plazer following the song makes

this more evident; for Plazer shows disgust with Hombre,
covered in the mire of the world, who asks to be permitted
to dwell in the heavenly court.
Valdivielso appears to have selected certain popular
songs and their accompanying dances for use in his autos
because already in their popular usage they were associated
with certain people or social groups which the dramatist
wanted to present on the auto's stage.

The example here

comes from La amistad en el peligro with its contrafactum
of "A la dina dana" sung by Culpa, a Gypsy, and accompanied
by a dance performed by her gypsy companions.

The song and

dance are given as means of enticing Hombre to fall in love
with the beautiful gypsy Culpa, and to lead him away from
Inocencia:

2^ M a r t x n e z Torner, o p . cit., p. 275.
,

*

/

t
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A la dina dana,
la linda Gitana,
a la dana dina,
la Gitana linda,
Gal&n gentilhombre
de la buena cara,
cuyas gentilezas
cautiuan y matan.
Boca de claueles,
mexillas de nacar,
pelo de oro fino,
y frente de plata.
Veinte anos de edad,
y veinte mil gracias,
brioso en el talle,
airoso en las galas.
A la dina dana,
la linda Gitana,
a la dana dina,
la Gitana linda .2 2 0
Martinez Torner notes that the various letras and estribillos
written to accompany the music of this dance were very
popular in the seventeenth century.

More important he

mentions that the various writers who used "A la dina dana”
often placed these words in the mouths of gypsies, just as
Valdivielso has done here.
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The song introduces not only

music and dance into the dramatic work but does it in such
a way that the proper person, a gypsy, initiates it.
To terminate La amistad en el pegliro a song and dance
is requested by Plazer at the order of the Prince, "Plazer,

220Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 49/G verso
22^Martinez Torner, o p . cit., pp. 27-29.
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la fiesta alegra."

TOO

The estribiilo of the song selected

is recorded in Correas, "Pan y vino andan caraino/ que no
mozo garrido . " 2 2 3

In the auto its purpose is religious for

it praises the bread and wine of the Eucharist which nourish
man's soul:
Pan y vino andan camino
pan y vino
que no roogo garrido.
El pan y vino que adoro,
en patena y caliz de oro
abren con gusto y con lloro
las puertas del paraiso,
que no mogo garrido . 2 2 4
The encounter of Peregrino and Deleite in El peregrino
is made during the following song accompanied by a dance.
This is perhaps the siren's song as referred to in the preceeding dialogue of Verdad:
Ventezico mormurador,
que le mxras y andas todo,
haz el son con las ojas del olmo.
mientras duerme mi lindo amor.22-*
The original copla according to Aguirre is:

2 2 2 Valdivielso,
2 2 ?

Doze actos sacramentales, f . 56/G8 verso.

Correas, o p . cit., p. 381.

224Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, ff. 56/G8
verso-57/[H].
225Ibid., f. 97/[N].
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Ventecico murmurador,
gue le gozas y andas todo,
hazme el son con las hojas del olmo
mientras duerxne mi U n d o a m o r . ^26
This contrafactum is found both in the auto and Vald ivielso1s Romancero espiritual with one more stanza of four
lines.

According to Aguirre the original copla is a type

of "cantar de vela amoroso. "227

For

Romancero § Val

divielso converted the copla into a "copla de vela de Cristo,
durmiendo (muerto, que resucitara) sobre la cruz."

In the

auto, due to the circumstances of the performance of the
copla, the message is directed at the sleeping soul of the
Pilgrim.

That is, the song of the sirens under Deleite's

direction lulls the senses of the man that he will forget
his heavenly journey.

By the close of the short parody a lo

divino the Pilgrim has fallen in love with Deleite and there
begins his encounter with sin.
The final scene of El peregrino is made up of three
distinct usages of popular verse a lo divino.
include contrafacta plus an accompanying dance.

Two of these
The first

^^Aguirre, o p . cit.f p. 71. Martinez Torner notes
Valdivielso's contrafactum in his study of the letra's ap
pearance, o p . cit., p. 359.
227

Aguirre, op. cit., p. 72.
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is the parody of "Yo me yua mi madre" already discussed,
and the second is "El^ don Golondron";
Do(n) Golo(n)drd<n) Dios sana la enferma,
Don Golondro(n) la sana y la alegra.
Llduale sobre sus ombros,
como a la perdida oueja,
y con vino y con azeyte
la medecina en su yglesia,
don Golondro(n) Dios sana la enferma,
don Golondrd(n) la sana y la alegra .2 2 8
These songs and dances are requested by Samaritano Cristo in
order to celebrate the arrival of the Pilgrim at the Church.
In turn, the Samaritano uses an estribillo, the third popular
usage in the scene, to emphasize the Pilgrim's successful
completion of his journey,

"...

Pues, oy al villano dan,/

carne, vino, sangre, y pan . " 2 2 9 The estribillo comes from a
popular dance,"El villano" which has come
achildren's game .2 3 0 The letra

down today as

applied in the auto at the

2 2 8 Valdivielso,

Doze actos sacramentales, f. 102/[N6 ] .
See also Wardropper, Historia, p. 210.
Two musical versions of "EJL dongolondon" are given by
Schindler, op. cit., numbers 226 and 267. Letra for the
romance may be found on page 72, number 38.
2 2 9 Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 102?[N6 ] .
A musical version of letras similar to those used by Val
divielso may be found in Schindler, oj>. cit., number 838,
part 1 .
2 3 0 Wardropper, Historia, p.210 and Martinez Torner, o p .
cit., pp. 38-39.
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point when the Eucharist is being extolled arises in the
interpretation of bread and wine as the visible signs hiding
the mystery of the sacrament.

The villano whose rural

life made him the producer of the grain and the grapes which
are used to prepare the bread and wine of daily life is
praised in a sense in the parody a lo divino.

Going back to

the initial scene of the auto we recall that the Pilgrim
had been a worker in the fields and thus the application of
villano to him.
La serrana de Plasencia is in itself a parody a lo
divino of the serranilla* "La serrana de la Vera" which has
i

been extended from some eighty lines of verse to a full
allegory of 1347 lines and four songs.

The discussion of

the allegory's development has already been presented in
the summary in Chapter IV as well as the discussion of the
contrafactum beginning "AllS. en Garganta la 011a" which is
delivered by Razon as a resume of Serrana's life in la Vera,
the world wherein Serrana dwells without God.
The first song which provides music in the auto is a
contrafactum of the letrilla of the romancillo which begins
"Junto a esta laguna."231

Perrana calls upon musicians to

^■^Duran, op. cit., II, 619, number 1822.
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entertain her while she is alone in her melancholy state:
Por el montezico sola
AC<5mo yre?
Ay Dios, Asi me perderd?
Entreme mal persuadida
por el monte de la vida,
donde temo la salida
por ver que la entrada errd.
Ay Dios Asi me perderd?
Contra mi misma pelee
temiendo lo que desseo
buscando lo que no creo,
pues me dexd y se fue,
Ay Dios, Asi me p e r d e r d ? ^ 3 2
The contrafactum describes perfectly the inner turmoil of
Serrana who has willingly entered into a life without her
Esposo in order to follow the deceiving promises of Plazer.
Based upon the romancillo de amor, an analogy is drawn be
tween Serrana's search for pleasure or love and that of the
nina of the ballad.

Both heroines have been deserted by the

object of their affections and bemoan their state of suffer
ing.

Serrana listens to the singing of the villancico and

its effect upon her is such that Engano must send her in
search of Plazer whom he says he has just seen in a nearby
meadow.
Later in the auto Esposo Cristo appears in the guise
of a shepherd singing a parody a lo divino of the serranilla

2^2Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 106/EO2].
See also Martinez Torner, op. cit., pp. 280-281.
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which begins "Salteorae la Serrana".

valdivielso's Serrana

is captivated by the expression of love which pours forth
from the musical compositions
Salteome la serrana
junto al pie de la cabana.
donde guardo mi ganado
saltebme el coragdn,
que me hirio'por el costado.
The words of the original serranilla now are changed to de
vote themselves to Christ's love of the soul, the wounds
inflicted upon Him on the cross, and His death for this love
of mankind:
Quando me mate que importa
morire de enamorado,
y vera en tantas finezas,
que la quiero, y que me mata.
Iunto al pie de la cabana.^33
The words of the song have double meaning; on one level the
death which Serrana can

inflict upon a new prisoner, on

the sacramental level the death of the Esposo, willingly
suffered for her, and the eternal memory of His act to de
feat death which is signified in the Eucharist.
In El hijo prodigo Valdivielso made use of the letras
which corresponded to the activities of the "Fiesta de la
Maya."

These games included a song which asked passers-by

333Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. Ill(bis)
/06 verso.

to give money "para hacer rica a la maya,"
who had been selected queen of the day.
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the child

One of the versions

of this song is used to greet Prodigo as he arrives at the
house of Plazer:
Echad mano a la bolsa
cara de rosa.
Echad mano a el (sic) esquero
al cauallero.
Echad la mano a galan,
como el arbol la echo a Adan,
que aquf vna man?ana os han
tan vella y tag enganosa
cara de rosa.
The warning of danger which is given in the last verses goes
unheeded by Prodigo, of course.

The song which is light

and frivolous introduces the agents who will destroy the
man's soul, but in the disguise which makes them appealing,
so appealing that the protagonist loses himself in their
offerings.
Later in the auto the warning given in the song becomes
a reality.

The Prodigal Son has been devested of his youth

and worldly possessions.

He has nothing else to offer so he

is turned out of the house of Plazer amid blows and the
taunting words of Juego, Lascivia, Plazer, and Olvido with the
song, "Passe, passe el pelado,/ que no lleua blanca ni

^ ^ W a r dropper, Historia, pp. 230-231.
235

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 1 9 (bis)/P
3 verso. Martfnez Torner, o p . cit., p. 107 cites Val
divielso 's usage of this song.
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cornado.”23^

This song is related to the song of the Maya

given above and used early in the auto.

When the passer-by

did not give an offering to the Maya the children taking part
in the game sang this two line verse.

In the auto it is

used because the poverty of the Prodigal Son makes it im
possible for him to give more to his friends of the moment.
The application of the song of the Maya has been cleverly
contrived here, enriching the auto with a popular theme
which offers both music and verse for two scenes in the play
at different but logical intervals.
The examples of Valdivielso's contrafacta display the
artist's intent to celebrate the feast day of Corpus Christi
with a dramatic performance which was at the same time en
tertaining and uplifting.

The appearance of familiar

romancillos, serranillas, villancicos a lo divino encouraged
a personal appeal in the autos.

Just as familiar themes

were used to build the allegorical structure of each auto
sacramental so familiar verses were used to encourage
understanding of the personal meaning of repentance, that the
significance of the Eucharist might be applied to each one
who witnessed the performance.

Valdivielso's contrafacta

were inspired in his religious faith.

He read or heard a

secular poem with a mind set to find religious significance

236Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 120 (bis)/
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within it.

237

When he applied these poems to the autos

he was doing so because he believed they fulfilled religi
ous needs as well as the needs of the full development of
the auto.
Valdivielso encouraged the people of his audience who
were unlearned in theology to a personal devotion for the
sacrament through simple, familiar things— themes, verses,
songs.

The elaboration of theology would not have touched

many of his audience therefore he sought the means whereby
personal involvement would be derived in the auto*s develop
ment.
The contrafacta also served another important purpose.
Through their appearance Valdivielso was able to add two
other art forms for the fuller development of the auto.
These are, of course, music and the dance.

The interest of

the audience had to be held by various means.

Music and

dance added to the sound and movement of the religious work.
They could capture the attention of the audience as a change
of pace, a change from the oral dialogue, and renew interest

P7 verso. Wardropper includes this response in his study of
contrafacta. Historia, p. 231.
237
Aguirre, o p . cit., pp. 58-59.
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by the manner in which they were applied to the sacramental
world.

That is the new words of the songs had to be viewed

in a new light with a new interpretation.

The accompanying

dances provided a new symbolic meaning, negative as in
El hijo prodigo , "Echad mano a la bolsa"238

or the joy of

Christ, a positive view, in the final scene of the same
239
auto.
By using music and dance in the autos Valdivielso
was continuing a technique already established in the
auto1s form.

In his works these elements enhance the drama

tic development, for even though they do serve a didactic
purpose by their nature they encourage the audience to
listen and watch with more attention.
The four elements of language which have been discussed
have pointed out a very important facet of Valdivielso's
theory of the dramatic structure of the auto sacramental.
The dramatist perceived that by incorporating the familiar
info the world of the auto sacramental1s reality he was
better able to approach the individual in the audience with
the message the drama was intended to convey, the role of
sincere repentance as the entry way to the supreme sacrament

238Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f. 1 1 9 (bis)/P
3 verso.
239Ibid., f. 126 (bis)/ [Q5].
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of grace, the Eucharist.

The man or woman who witnessed

the auto was made aware of the sacrament's promise to them
as an individual.

Just as the allegory began on a famili

ar base to present the unfamiliar so the language of the
verse began with the familiar and proceeded to draw the
attention of the audience with its new significance in the
world of the auto's sacramental reality.

The propriety of

the religious world was not disturbed with these familiar
elements rather a sense of true realism was gained for the
reality of the sacramental world.

CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION; THE DRAMATIC FORMULA OF VALDIVIELSO

The study of the twelve autos sacramentales by
Valdivielso presented in Chapters III through VI has pointed
out several definite conclusions concerning the playwright*s
theory of dramatic structure for this genre.

The conclusions

are based upon evidence from the works themselves which
Valdivielso considered his very best.

In drawing these con

clusions reference has been made to Chapter II wherein is
outlined the structure of the auto which slowly had been
forming from the time of Juan del Encina.
Valdivielso agreed with his contemporaries that certain
of the earlier theories of the auto sacramental should be
observed.

The auto should have one act, should be allegori

cal, should be written in verse, should contain meaningful
anachronisms, should contain musical numbers and should pre
sent the sacrament of the Eucharist internally.

These are

the six basic structure elements found in Valdivielso*s twelve
autos published in 1622.

The dance was retained by this

writer but shall not be considered a basic element, since it
appears in only five of the twelve works which are El villano
630
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en su rincon, El hospital de los locos, La amistad en el
peligro, El peregrino, and El hijo prodigo.
The length of the one act auto, as produced by
Valdivielso, ranged from 1146 lines of verse in El hospital
de los locos to 1465 lines of verse in El hombre encantado.
The average number of lines for the twelve works, not includ
ing the verses of the musical numbers, is 1316.

If we sup

pose in round numbers that the secular comedia in Spain was
composed of 3000 lines of verse, 1000 for each of the three
acts, the autos of Valdivielso with their one act were easily
equivalent in length to the single act of a comedia■
As was customary with the autos written after those
found in the Manuscript of 1590^ valdivielso*s autos were
written with a variety of verse forms.

The two forms most

popular with Valdivielso and used most often throughout the
twelve works are the romance line of eight syllables with
assonance in the even numbered lines, and the redondilla,
also an eight syllable line rhyming abba.

From this

^Wardropper, Introduceion, p. 228.
^Information concerning verse forms is based upon Tomas
Navarro Tomas, Metrica espaflola.
Valdivielso*s poetic contributions have been noted by
Josd Simon Diaz, ", . . es el dnico escritor de los Siglos
de Oro que puede competir en prodigalidad con Lope de Vega
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statement it may be gleaned that the autos of Valdivielso are
written chiefly with verses of arte menor.

Variance in the

verse pattern is usually made with the quintilla.

The

guintilla is a strophe of five, eight syllable lines with two
rhymes in which no three lines in succession should rhyme.
This verse form introduces five autos:

El hombre encantado,

El fenix de amor, Las ferias del alma, El hospital de los locos,
and Psiques y Cupido.

It should be recalled that the quintilla

was the standard verse form found in the early autos before
the works of the Manuscript of 1590.

In their usage

Valdivielso was not forgetting the work of his precursors.
He did, as already stated, use other verse forms more frequent
ly, notably the romance and the redondilla.

Five autos do not

contain quintillas but rely upon the other forms for their
verse structure:

El^ arbol de la vida, El villano en su rincon,

El peregrino. La amistad en el^ peligro, and Los cautivos libres.
The two autos

which do depend heavily upon the quintilla are

respecto a escritos publicados en obras de otros autores, . . ."
In such writings Valdivielso employed the usual sonnets and
decimas as well as forms less frequently used such as the
silva. ”Textos dispersos de clasicos espanoles: XI
Valdivielso," Revista de literatura, (Madrid), XIX, nos. 3738 (1961), 125. For examples of Valdivielso's poems see the
complete article, pp. 125-168.
The appearance of such works by Valdivielso should be
an indication of the man's popularity and the respect attach
ed to his poetic compositions.
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El hospital de los locos and Las ferias del alma.
In all cases of the appearance of the quintilla
Valdivielso, unlike the early auto writers, used a variety
of rhyme schemes in the strophes.

He did not establish one

pattern to be used throughout as had his precursors, although
his examples of the quintilla show a preference for the
scheme ababa.

Passages from El hospital de los locos and Las

ferias del alma where the quintilla has played an important
role in the versification will prove this point.
auto has a passage of 103 quintillas.

The former

Of these, fifty-four

strophes rhyme ababa while forty-seven rhyme aabba, and there
is one example each of abaab and aabab.

3

In the latter auto

where are ninety-seven quintillas in one passage with sixtyeight rhyming ababa; twenty-four, aabba; and five, abaab.

4

In examining other autos where the quintilla appears, the
favoritism of the ababa rhyme may be noted but there will
be variants.

La serrana de Plasencia contains a passage of

thirty-one quintillas, eighteen rhyme ababa; ten, aabba; and
5
one each abaab, abbab, and aabab.

m

El hombre encantado

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, ff. 13/[B5]-17/
[Cl 4Ibid., ff. 85/L5 verso-89/[Ml.
5Ibid., ff. 104/EN8]-105/[0].
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twenty-six quintillas are found.

Twenty-two use the ababa

rhyme while aabba is used four times.

El_ fenix de amor has
7

eighteen quintillas, sixteen use ababa, and two use aabba.
Romancillos are found in the verse dialogue in Las ferias
del alma, Psiques y Cupido, and La amistad en e^L peligro.
In the latter, two passages of romancillos are found with those
of romances and redondillas.

The romancillo is the verse

line of six syllables with assonance in the even numbered
lines.

The contrafactum of "La serrana de la Zarzuela" in

Psiques y Cuipdo^ is a romancillo.

Following the romancillo

which is used for 268 lines, the dialogue is written with a
romance line of seven syllables which brings the auto to a
close.
Other verse forms which were used by Valdivielso to
add greater majesty and lyricism to particular passages of
the dialogue are the canciones de estrofas aliradas found in

6Ibid., ff. 7G/[I6]-71/[I7].
7Ibid., ff. 34/[E2J-35/[E3].
8Ibid., ff. 46/F6 verso; 49/G verso-52/[G4].
8 Ibid., ff. 65/1 verso-67/I3 verso. The contrafactum
in El peregrino is a musical arrangement, f. 102/[N6].
10Ibid., ff. 67/13 verso769/[I5].
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Los cautivos libres and Psiques £ Cupido.

In Los cautivos

libres the canciones appear in the monologue of San Juan
Bautista.

There are five strophes of six lines of seven and

11
eleven syllables, rhyming aBaBcC.

The passage of dialogue

by Amor Cristo in Psiques y Cupido is much longer, twenty-five
strophes which begin
Dios de Amor, de Dios vengo
engendrado de Dios, de Dios nacido
Dios, que el ser en Dios tengo,
a Dios quiriendo quanto soy querido,
que en santos resplandores
de Amor herido, hiero a Dios de amores.^2
The lament of Justino for the loss of his brother, the Prodi
gal Son, is written in thirteen strophes rhyming aBabB, a lira
which begins
Antojadigo hermano,
que con tus pocos anos te aconsejas,
y a nuestro padre anciano,
mal persuadido, dexas,
y busca(n)do tu mal, del bien te alexas.
As the passage continues, it is a very beautiful description
of the life which the Prodigal has left.

The estate of the

Father is described herein as the land of milk and honey.

1:LIbid., ff. 24/[C8] -24/C8 verso.
12Ibid., ff. 59/H3 verso-61/H5 verso.
13Ibid., f. 119(bie)/P6 verso.
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The lament of Justino is interrupted from time to time by
Labricio, a worker in the fields, who attempts to soothe the
worried mind of' Justino.
The combination of seven and eleven lines rhyming
ababcC appears later in El^ hijo prddigo, begining in the
monologue of the Father bemoaning the loss of His son and
ending at the close of the reunion scene.

The passage is

introduced with this strophe.
Hijo, muy grande falta
me haze tu desulo;
no s€ qu£ en t£ me falta,
que, con ser todo m£o,
me hazes falta de modo,
que en tl parece que me falta todo.-^
This passage of sixteen canciones plus the three passages
discussed above are the only examples of arte mayor in the
twelve autos.
El villano en su rincon contains two decimas. both
presented in the dialogue of the Divine King, with the rhyme
abba accddc.

The first one of these is given below:
Ingrato, i a quien buscaras
si ansi de tu Rey te alexas?
Si a Dios que te busca, dexas.

14Ibid., ff. 124{bis^Q3 verso-126(bis)/[Q5]
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£c<Smo o con quien viuir^s?
Mi Villano, no aya m£s.
De nueuo el pecho me hieres
con tus iniustes (sic) plazeres.
Buelue, dame este contento,
pues, que me mates no siento,
y siento que no me quieres.1^*
Besides‘such verse variants in the oral dialogue, variants
occur in the structure of the musical numbers.
the "Trebole" in El villano en su rincon

1 (x

For example,

i
is a villancico as

is "Por el montecico solo"17 from La serrana de Plasencia.

A

zejel is represented in El villano en su rincon with Raz6n's
song "Dauale con el agadoncico."18

It may be stated firmly

from this evidence that Valdivielso used polymetry in his
autos sacramentales.

For the auto as well as the comedia the

application of polymetry permitted a relief from monotony and
an opportunity to heighten lyrical expression.
The essential literary element of the auto sacramental
is that it contain internally and as a vital part of its
development, homage to the Eucharist.

This is the element

which identifies the Eucharistic auto among other one act
religious plays.

The Eucharist as presented in all of

15

Ibid., f. 8/[A8].
B2 verso.

*

The second decima appears on f. 10/

16Ibid., f. 11/B3 verso.
17Ibid., f. 106/(02].
18Ibid., f. 2/[A3(bis)].
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Valdivielso's autos is vital to the argumento, for the sacra
ment is the supreme goal sought by each of the protagonists.
Each auto has an individual argumento but in each argumento
the action is directed toward the Eucharist in that it alone
is the answer to man's search for salvation, happiness, and
peace.
The usual method of Valdivielso to present homage to
the Eucharist is to develop the action of the auto so that
the work terminates with a banquet scene or the promise of one
wherein the protagonist is the invited guest of Christ, the
Church, or Saint Peter.

This is evidenced in the allegorical

structure group composed of nine autos.

19

Before arriving

at the Eucharist table the protagonist is witnessed as he
involves himself with the deceptive pleasures and promises of
his soul's mortal enemies; Mundo, Carne, and Demonio.

The

wretchedness of his state is realized at the turning point
of the auto by each protagonist.

He is driven to seek the aid

always promised to him in the Church.

The protagonist always

comes to ask for aid humbly for he is aware of his disgrace

•^This group consists of El villano en
amistad en el peligro, El peregrino, El hijo
ferias del alma. La serrana de PlasencTa, El
El hospital de los locos, and El £rbol de la

su rinc6n. La
prodigoT- Las
hombre ehcantado,
vida.
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and unworthiness to approach the Lord.

The repentance of

the protagonist is sincere, evidenced by the tears shed.
These tears are received by the Lord with thanksgiving.

He

forgives the repentant man and brings him to His table where
the supreme sacrament is offered as the sign of the promise
of new grace.

The eternal happiness of each protagonist is

assured as each auto comes to its conclusion.

In none of the

twelve works of Valdivielso is the protagonist rejected by
the Lord.

Each representative of man and his abstractions

is received into the new state of grace, because Valdivielso
sought to honor the Eucharist as the joyous symbol of Christ's
great love and compassion for mankind.
The two outstanding elements of Valdivielso's approach
to the Eucharist are first, the portrayal of the great love
or misericordia which Christ has for man.

Secondly, that

Christ asks only for the sincere repentance of the individual
to bestow upon him the great promise of grace and salvation
hidden within the Eucharist.

The greatest of the sacraments

is within the reach of all men.
point.
promise.

Valdivielso emphasizes this

Sincere repentance opens the gateway to the Eucharist's
Herein man will find the peace and contentment

which the fleeting pleasures of the temporal world and life
can never offer.
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Wardropper has noted, concerning the emphasis which
Valdivielso places upon repentance, that herein lies a
divergence in the sacramental formulas established and fol
lowed by Valdivielso and Calderon de la Barca.

Valdivielso

appeals directly to the emotions of his homogeneous audience,
letting them witness and feel the experience of the autos'
protagonists as they approach the sacrament.

Calderon ela

borates upon the dogma of redemption which surrounds the
sacrament thereby teaching but not touching deeply his audi
ence with the personal emotional experience one finds in
Valdivielso1s work.
En esto estriba la diferencia entre el arte de
Valdivielso y el de Calderdn: el poeta de la
penitencia no pide a su lector mas que lagrimas;
el poeta dogmdtico le pide, ademds de una reacidn
afectiva, la comprension intelectual de la emoci6n.^°
Both writers have honored the Eucharist.

In their autos

sacramentales the two have only used internal literary ele
ments of different natures,

neither dramatist should be

overlooked in a study devoted to the genre of the Eucharistic
auto for both have contributed to its perfection.

Valdivielso

has approached the auto as a genre to be developed for the
personal and emotional enlightenment of his audience.

2°Wardropper, Historia, p. 172.

Beneath

his allegories, doctrine surrounding the Eucharist is surely
present.

For the auto however, Valdivielso sought to portray

the pathway of the Christian to harmony with God.

His inter

est was in developing a dramatic work which would appeal
directly to the senses of his audience, encouraging them in
their daily religious life to more devotion to the Eucharist,
and to realize its personal meaning for their eternal well
being.

Valdivielso was attempting to draw men to God by por

traying the love of Christ for the sinner and the simplicity
with which each man may come before his Lord in repentance.
The misericordia which awaits the repentant man is certainly
more appealing than the idea of stern justice.

Valdivielso

has developed the doctrinal idea that justice has been served
itself by Christ's sacrifice.

Now man needs only to repent

sincerely to enter into the grace which the Lord's sacrifice
of love has made possible.
The three autos which do not fall into the group of
allegories structured to terminate with the banquet scene use
two other methods of honoring the Eucharist.

In Psiques y

Cupido and El fenix de amor the love of Christ and the soul
is expressed as their divine bodas.

Both protagonists, who

represent the soul, must come worthily to the table of the
Lord with faith in His mystery to assure their eternal bliss.
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In Los cautivos libres Valdivielso has sought to honor the
Eucharist by presenting dramatically the attitude to be taken
by man when he approaches the mystery guarded by Faith.

Again

the Lord of mercy and love is presented by Valdivielso.
The basic conflict developed in all twelve autos is
man's desire to find eternal life and happiness.

He must

overcome the enemies of temporal life which include his own
human nature to attain this goal.

Each of the autos portrays

man as he is set upon by those.forces which would destroy him.
His victory and the denouement of each auto is the realiza
tion of his need to find strength in God, the repentance of
his straying away from God, and the invitation accorded to
him to partake of the Eucharist.
The allegorical argumentos which present homage to the
Eucharist are built upon familiar themes, popular literature,
Classical mythology, and the Bible.

To present the eternal

world of the Eucharist Valdivielso had to begin on a level
which was familiar to his audience.

With allegory the famili

ar was elevated to a new position^ a new reality; the world
of the sacraments without chronological time value.

Herein

life was dramatized as it is on the sacramental level.

The

temporal life in which all men dwell becomes fleeting and
deceptive when viewed from the sacramental point of view.

In
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this reality the qualities of the temporal world are personi
fied to display their role in the success or failure of the
protagonists to find eternal peace.
The asunto of each auto is the Eucharist and each of
the twelve allegorical argumentos is developed to display
this homage.

Valdivielso used originality in the selection

of the argumento of El hospital de los locos for here he
portrays the illness of insanity on the sacramental level as
the illness of the soul which wanders away from God.

The only

cure for this illness is repentance and a return to the
Church which holds the drugs and medicines of the Lord, the
sacraments.

Originality is displayed again in the argumento

of Los cautivos libres. Here the Church becomes the fortified
castle of Faith.

All men desire admittance into the presence

of Faith for she holds the treasure of eternal life, the
Eucharist.

Valdivielso presents the senses of man and the

three potencias of the soul as they enter the castle of
Faith and become her willing captives.

The challenge which

Duda makes against Faith on one level is the enemy challenging
the Lord of a castle, a common plot line for literature.

The

originality of Valdivielso is displayed in his elevation of
the familiar to the sacramental world for herein doubt is
the enemy of faith before the mysteries of the Church's sacra
ments.

What better way to present the victory over doubt than
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to use Saint Augustine's argument that the will may overcome
reason when it is going astray and lead it to the duties it
must perform before understanding is permitted?

The auto

presents this victory over doubt as the actual coming of
Christ to take with Him those who have accepted willingly
their captivity under Faith.

For the audience this appearance

of the Lord was an immediate assurance that they too would be
received by the Lord if they emulated the protagonist of the
auto in their devotional life.
The other allegories which have been developed by
Valdivielso to honor the Eucharist simply stated are the
great friendship of Christ for man in La amistad en el
peligro; the mutual love of the soul and Christ which is to
be culminated in divine bodas in both Psigues jr Cupido and
El ffenix de amor; the journey of life in El peregrino; :life
as a market place through which all men must pass in Las
ferias del alma; man without God's direction, following his
own ignorance is enchanted by the agents of sin to become a
beast in El hombre encantado; man's awareness that he has
fallen and can be saved only through God's new plan of redemp
tion, El arbol de la vida.

Within each of these basic argu

mento outlines the dramatist weaves other ideas as indicated
in the summaries of each auto.

The allegory becomes as a

tapestry woven with many colors,formed by the intertwining of
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various familiar themes.

All blend together in the sacramen

tal world to produce a single picture which is the glory man
finds in the promise of the Eucharist.
In those four autos which were derived from borrowed
sources, the blending of themes is also done.

Many themes

are interwoven with the original or basic idea to present a
new interpretation of old material.

Enough of the original

source remains that it is identifiable, but the new world in
which it finds itself calls for a new interpretation of eternal
values, not temporal ones.

These four autos are El villano

en su rincon which shows Valdivielso's familiarity with the
subject and themes selected by Lope <1® Vega for his comedia
by the same name; Psigues y Cupido which is based upon the
tale of Apuleius from The Golden Ass; El hijo prodigo which
is based upon a New Testament parable of Christ; and La
serrana de Plasencia which is based upon a version of the
popular serranilla, "La serrana de la Vera," and perhaps a
knowledge of the comedias by Lope de Vega and Luis Vdlez de
Guevara based upon this subject.
The basis literary themes which Valdivielso has extract
ed from these borrowed materials to build an allegory which
will honor the Eucharist display,

his ingenuity.

For El

villano en su rincon the duty which man owes as loyalty to his
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king is developed; Psigues jr Cupido, besides presenting the
necessity of faith on the part of the soul before the divine
mystery of the Eucharist, presents the story of the love of
the soul and Christ; El hijo prodigo follows closely the
Biblical parable recalling the joy of the Father over the
repentance of the lost son; and in La serrana de Plasencia
the unfaithfulness of the soul to God is recorded in the life
of the serrana in la Vera where she learns that all temporal
pleasure is fleeting and deceptive.

El fenix de amor may be

mentioned here also for its argumento displays a great simil
arity to one of Solomon's Songs

(5: 1-8) in which the maiden

misses the call of her Beloved at her door and goes in search
of Him.

She is set upon by the watchmen, the seven deadly

sins, who attempt to make her their captive that Luzbel may
win her.

Her faith in her Esposo saves her from such a fate.

All of these argumentos have been developed with

famili

ar elements that the audience may understand them on the
familiar level and at the same time perceive their new inter
pretation a lo divino.

That Valdivielso used themes known

from the Middle Ages, or popular literature, or the Bible
for his basic sources does not lessen his art but rather en
hances it, for Valdivielso was striving to reach all levels of
intellect in his audience.

Valdivielso took that which was
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familiar and treated it with his own ideas for the purposes
of the sacramental world.

As Afranio Coutinho, a critic of

the writer Machado de Assis has noted concerning the
Brazilian's work;— art is nothing but the new treatment given
to old themes and f o r m s . T h i s

statement concerning -art

applies equally well to Valdivielso's autos.

The Spaniard'

has shown great genius in developing argumentos which at
every step demand the attention of their audience.

The weav

ing of familiar themes and ideas to present homage to the
Eucharist is, with Valdivielso's work, a constant application
of new ideas to broaden that one already present in the basic
argumento.

The allegory is wrung dry of all of its spiritual

meaning as Wardropper notes.

22

The ideas which form the

argumentos may be old and familiar but under Valdivielso*s
hand they have been given new life in a new world.

The

dramatist has made them his own creations by imbuing them
with new meaning which comes with their elevation to the
sacramental world.
To people the sacramental world Valdivielso has used
from seven to fifteen characters.
twelve plays is twelve.

The average number for the

Herein the characters are composed

2^Afranio Coutinho, A Filosofia de Machado de Assis e
Outres ensaios (Rio de Janeiro: Livrarla S^o Jose” 1^5*J) , p.

nr.

------------------------------------------- .

22Wardropper, Introduceion, pp. 296; 302.
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of one representative of man, the figure of Christ, and the
allegorical characters who represent abstractions of man such
as Apetito and Razon, and abstraction of Christ such as Verdad
and Inspiracidn.

The abstractions of the three mortal enemies

of the soul; Mundo, Carne, and Demonio, or the personifications
of these three themselves serve as the antagonists of mankind.
They are motivated to destroy man because they are jealous
that he may obtain heaven from which they, his enemies, have
been exiled.

Furthermore, the antagonists display a desire

to avenge their own disgrace, the fall of Lucifer, by destroy
ing the soul which God has intended for heaven.

The anta

gonists are clever in approaching man and deceiving him.

The

companions who are Christ's agents, such as Inspiracion, are
often unable to control their charges so that the man falls
under the spell of his mortal enemies.

The protagonist is al

ways the one who must make the decision to return to God.
Herein the doctrine of free will is implied.
forced to seek God.

Man is never

It is his own reason which leads him

for he has willed it so.

The heavenly agent then encourages

him and points out the way to the Church.
There also appear those characters who represent the
Apostles, Saint John the Baptist, or the Virgin Mary.

In

only one auto do figures from the Old Testament appear on the
stage— Las ferias del alma with Cain, Absalom, and Amnon.
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Their characterization is presented to dramatize the effects
of the purchases made from Mundo, Carne, and Demonio.

They

are off-set by Saint Stephen who has made purchases from the
Church.

This scene is an example of the usage of an ana

chronism in character representation.

The timeless reality

of the auto permits this and even demands it, for such a
dramatization presents the lack of time value in the sacra
mental world.

Here all time past, present, and future is one.

The sacraments have no time value for they are eternal and
promise today what they did yesterday and will tomorrow.
The characters who people this timeless world are representa
tives of all time.

The protagonist is universal in this

sense for he portrays each man and his struggle against the
ever-present enemies of the soul. The Biblical characters
who appear, the Apostles and the Virgin, usually have minor
roles in the autos for their appearance is a technique appli
ed often to the scene of repentance or the banquet scene to
recall their Christian ministry of the role of the Virgin as
man's intercessor.
The popular ideas, themes, and literature which form
the allegorical argumentos of the autos, are joined by yet
other popular elements within the language of the verse dia
logue.

These have been presented as Valdivielso's usage of

national elements including history, costumbres, and oral
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expressions such as refranes and modismos.

The contrafacta

of popular song, verse, and dance may be included here under
national elements.

Valdivielso resorted to these items to give

a realistic air to his dramatic works.

The world of the

sacraments was presented from a familiar base both in the
language and with the allegory.

The application of popular

elements was a technique devised by Valdivielso to induce
understanding of the sacramental world, and at the same time,
he was introducing realism into the action and language of
the auto.

The realism is elevated to the sacramental world

just as are the popular elements which give it birth.
To insure that the reality remained one of sacramental
significance Valdivielso made frequent use of the Bible's
language tone, history, and people.

This remembrance of the

Bible is an outstanding technique applied to the autos by
Valdivielso.

Herein he found an unending source of examples

to describe not only his protagonist, Christ, and the anta
gonists but also deeds which further developed the characters
he wished to portray.

The application of Biblical language

or Biblical allusions throughout the twelve autos was re
marked upon by his contemporaries who considered this techni
que an excellent device for the sacramental drama.
Classical allusions were applied also to the descriptions
of character or to establish an analogy with the action taking
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place in the auto.

The application of pagan elements to the

Christian world was not new but was a practice begun much
before Valdivielso1s day.

By using these Classical allusions

Valdivielso enhanced the timeless reality of the sacramental
world, drawing new analogies between the pagan character or
event and the Christian world of the sacraments.

These

analogies were designed to enlighten the audience concerning
Christian life.

When Razon describes Alma's departure with

Deleite and Culpa with the following passage, a Classical al
lusion is being used, Theseus and the labyrinth of the
Minotaur, and a sacramental analogy is born.
Como simple corderillo,
das la garganta al cuchillo,
y en vn laberinto estas,
de donde nunca saldras
si no te ases de mi o u i l l o . ^ 3
Those who recognize the allusion see an aidogy with the situ
ation

in which Alma finds herself in the Christian auto.

She is lost in the labyrinth of the temporal world, and will
never return from the destruction which awaits her there un
less she, as Theseus, follows the thread lain down as a means
of escape.

Here the thread is reason itself, superior reason

which seeks after God.

23

Valdivielso, Doze actos sacramentales, f . 16/B8 verso.
For the mythological allusion see Bulfinch, o p . cit., p. 125.
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Valdivielso's usage of Spanish literature and Classical
mythology in the autos may be explained in the personality of
the man.

From the evidence which we have concerning

Valdivielso as a person he was a true example of a Christian
man.

His calling to the priesthood was a sincere vocation

and his life appears to have been devoted entirely to this
calling.

His thoughts were directed to his religious faith

and in his writing only works of a religious nature were
produced.

The sincerity of Valdivielso as a religious man

extended itself into his interpretations of literature and
mythology so that when he read or heard a secular or a pagan
work his mind was tuned to devise religious interpretations
A

i

of it.

These Christian analogies he would incorporate into

his sacramental dramas, giving the audience fresh material for
thought based upon older and familiar literature.

In this

procedure Valdivielso also applied Biblical language or al
lusions.

Herein he saw that a new application of sacred

history could be made to Christian life or the sacramental
world.

That his mind was very active in this process of

drawing analogies is evident in the style with which he
presents allusions, piling up one after the other so that
there is no chance for anyone in the audience to be unable to
grasp a situation or character analysis, for, from his techni
que of using many allusions or images everyone is certain to
a

ji

Aguirre, o p . cit., pp. 66-67.
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be familiar with one or two.

From these familiar allusions

they will know that an analogy must exist with those un
familiar to them.

Herein Valdivielso stimulates the mind

of the members of his audience for they should be curious to
discover the meanings of the unfamiliar allusions.
In the piling up of allusions Valdivielso employs ana
chronisms without a second thought.

There is no need to place

Biblical characters, history, or costumbres in chronological
time because the sacramental world does not recognize this
time value.

The anachronisms are actually a technique de

signed to promote the timeless significance of the Eucharist.
Without anachronisms the reality of the sacramental world
would be lessened just as it would be if the allegorical
characters were removed from its argumento.
The formula which Valdivielso devised for the Eucharistic auto was one in which the sacrament becomes the only
possible answer for m a n ’s desire to obtain eternal life.
Beneath this idea there lies a doctrinal teaching that man
seeks to imitate God in being eternal.

Each representative

of man in the autos has free will to do with his life as he
wishes, another doctrinal teaching.

When the protagonist

follows his superior reason, he seeks God.

His will may

be turned, however, from his superior reason in which case
he will be deceived and fall in with evil companions, the

antagonists, who will seek to destroy him by making him
forget God while participating in temporal pleasures.
There will come a moment when man, the protagonist, will be
undeceived.

He will be disillusioned with temporal pleasures

for he finds that they are not lasting, and that death is
yet awaiting him.

The protagonist turns to follow his super

ior reason which tells him that the only eternal good is
God and the only salvation is that offered by seeking him.
The aid which the protagonist seeks is granted to him after
his sincere repentance.

The sacrament of the Eucharist sym

bolizes in the autos of Valdivielso, just as it does in the
doctrine of the faithful, that the man who has partaken of
it worthily has entered into eternal joy with Christ.

This

formula for dramatizing the sacramental world displays the
personal compassion of the dramatist for humanity.
To portray this dramatic picture of man's coming into
eternal well being, Valdivielso selected popular elements
which were easily accessible to the grasp of his audience.
Valdivielso was sincere in honoring the Eucharist.

He de

sired that all witnessing his autos sacramentales would be
moved to greater devotion for the supreme sacrament and feel
the personal meaning of Christ's love symbolized therein.
Valdivielso's method of simplicity in teaching the personal
meaning of the sacrament finds an analogy with the method of
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Christ's teaching.

The parables of the Lord outwardly are

simple, made up of familiar everyday occurrances.

The appli

cation of simple and everyday events to the kingdom of God
is a drawing of analogies.

To leach all members of the audi

ence the first level of approach is a familiar one, deceptively
simple.

Examination begins to show that a loftier and more

complicated message is contained therein for those who are
able to comprehend it.

Thus, from such works an audience is

able to take away a variety of truths, all based initially
upon a familiar element.
Valdivielso*s successful production of autos sacra
mentales by the formula described and studied above, before
the appearance of the works of Calderon de la Barca,in no way
lessens the merit of the latter dramatist.

The fact that two

Spaniards were able to produce true Eucharistic autos rather
than just one, should be accepted as an enriching factor of
the genre's history as well as the history of Spanish litera
ture.

That two men could develop two formulas for a genre,

the nature of whose subject does impose limitations, adds
only to the praiseworthiness of Spanish genius.

Valdivielso

should take his place in literary history as contributing a
dramatic formula for the successful development of the auto
sacramental which extolled the sacrament's significance to the
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penitent.

Calderon, on the other hand, developed his own

formula which extolled the redemptive nature of the sacra
ment.

To continue to neglect the genius of Valdivielso in

the area of the auto sacramental is to discredit not only
the religious dramatist but also Spanish literature itself.
The true perspective of Spanish literature and the history
of its Golden Age productions should make note of Jos£ de
Valdivielso as a writer of autos sacramentales, using a

-

formula which truly honored the Eucharist internally as its
essential literary element.
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